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• The Facts

• The Sleeper Standing Issue

• Much Ado About Cy Pres

• Alternatives to Cy Pres

Overview
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• Plaintiffs sued Google for various privacy violations relating to Google’s 
alleged practice of transmitting search terms to vendors when users click 
on the links to vendor websites (unless that feature is disabled).  Plaintiffs 
sought over $100 billion in statutory damages for 129 million putative 
class members.

• Parties eventually settled for $8.5 million, with $3.2 million going to fees 
and $5.3 million going to cy pres recipients because it was “infeasible” to 
deliver the settlement funds to individuals.

• Several users objected to the cy pres relief and the sizeable fee awards.

The Facts
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• The trial court approved the settlement, and the Ninth Circuit affirmed.

• Question Presented:  Whether, or in what circumstances, a class-action 
settlement that provides a cy pres award of class-action proceeds but no 
direct relief to class members comports with the requirement that a 
settlement binding class members must be “fair, reasonable and 
adequate” and supports class certification. 

The Facts, Cont’d
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• Although the briefs were primarily focused on the cy pres issues, an 
Article III issue was raised in the Supreme Court by the Solicitor General 
in an amicus brief. 

• In the lower courts, the plaintiffs contended that they had Article III 
standing because Google, by disclosing their search terms, allegedly 
violated their rights under the Stored Communications Act to be free 
from unlawful disclosure of certain communications. 

• The district court essentially agreed much earlier in the lawsuit, finding 
standing based on the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Edwards, which had held 
“that the violation of a statutory right automatically satisfies the injury-in-
fact requirement whenever a statute authorizes a person to sue to 
vindicate that right.” Gaos, 139 S. Ct. at 1046.

The Sleeper Standing Issue
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• But in between the district court’s decision and the Ninth Circuit’s ruling 
on the cy pres issue, the Supreme Court abrogated Edwards in Spokeo, 
Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540 (2016), holding that “Article III standing 
requires a concrete injury even in the context of a statutory 
violation.” Id. at 1549.

• The Ninth Circuit, however, did not address Spokeo in its opinion in Gaos
on the propriety of cy pres settlements.

The Sleeper Standing Issue, Cont’d
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The Sleeper Standing Issue, Cont’d

• There is standing, unless the Court 
intends to expand Spokeo.

United States

• Standing is an open, unaddressed 
question.

• None of the named plaintiffs can 
show the requisite concrete harm.  

Petitioners

Google

• Agreed with Government that 
standing is an open, unaddressed 
question.

• None of the named plaintiffs can 
show the requisite concrete harm. 

Plaintiffs

• Plaintiffs have standing because 
“unauthorized disclosures are 
themselves injurious.”
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• Noting that it is “a court of review, not first view,” the Supreme Court 
remanded the case back to the lower courts, explaining that “no court in 
this case has analyzed whether any named plaintiff has alleged SCA 
violations that are sufficiently concrete and particularized to support 
standing.” Gaos, 139 S. Ct. at 1046.

• Justice Thomas dissented, contending a plaintiff need only allege an 
invasion of a private right to establish standing, and the Stored 
Communications Act and state law created such private rights. Id. at 
1047.

• On May 13, 2019, the Ninth Circuit remanded the case back to the district 
court “for the purpose of addressing the plaintiffs’ standing in light of 
Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540 (2016).”

The Sleeper Standing Issue, Cont’d
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• Again, Spokeo held that “Article III standing requires a concrete injury 
even in the context of a statutory violation”—a bare statutory violation is 
not enough.

• In Spokeo III, the Ninth Circuit held that the publication of materially false 
information in a consumer report was a concrete injury sufficient to 
support Article III standing, but “in many instances, a plaintiff will not be 
able to show a concrete injury simply by alleging that a consumer-
reporting agency failed to comply with one of FCRA’s procedures.”  Robins 
v. Spokeo, Inc. (Spokeo III), 867 F.3d 1108, 1115–16 (9th Cir. 2017). 

The Sleeper Standing Issue, Cont’d
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• Related issues for all class actions, particularly privacy class actions:

─ Class member standing:  “No class may be certified that contains members 
lacking Article III standing.”  Mazza v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 666 F.3d 581, 
594 (9th Cir. 2012).

─ Is it a Rule 23 question?:  “[O]ne named plaintiff must satisfy Article III 
standing requirements for jurisdictional purposes, but whether or not the 
proposed class includes class members who have not suffered an injury is a 
Rule 23 question.”  Moore v. Apple Inc., 309 F.R.D. 532, 541–42 (N.D. Cal. 
2015).

─ Risk of remand to state court?

The Sleeper Standing Issue, Cont’d
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• Observers widely expected the Court to weigh in on the permissibility of 
cy pres-only settlements.

• “Cy pres comme possible” = “as near as possible.”  Concept originated in 
trust law to save testamentary charitable gifts that would otherwise fail.

• In class action context, originally used as a way to prevent unclaimed or 
uncashed funds from reverting to the defendant.

• Had become increasingly popular in recent years as an alternative to class 
settlements with very small individual awards (i.e., under $10), where 
claims rates are historically less than 1%.

Much Ado About Cy Pres
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Much Ado About Cy Pres, Cont’d

Petitioners

• Cy pres-only settlements provide 
perverse incentives for class counsel 
to increase their fees at the class’s 
expense.

• Cy pres recipient selection process 
opaque and leads to collusion.

• Infeasibility is no excuse.

United States

• Fees should be determined based 
on actual benefit to class, and cy 
pres-only settlements should be 
subject to a discount.

• Cy pres relief should be tethered to 
injury to the class.
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Much Ado About Cy Pres, Cont’d

Google

• No rule or statute bars cy pres-only 
settlements; fairness hearing an 
adequate check on abuse.

• Should be approved if infeasible to 
distribute awards to class; there’s a 
link between claimed harm and cy 
pres recipients; and no conflict of 
interest.

Plaintiff Users

• Agree with Google’s feasibility 
proposal. 

• Class members had input into cy 
pres recipients.

• Advocates for deference to the 
district court.

• District court can reduce fee if it 
seems disproportionate.
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• Additional distributions to claimants

• Reversion to defendant

• Fluid recovery

• Lottery system

• Escheat to the government

• Refusal to certify the class

Alternatives to Cy Pres
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• Additional distributions to claimants

─ Rationale: In its Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation ("the ALI 
Principles"), the American Law Institute argues that this method is unlikely to 
result in actual distributions that exceed 100% of the total award.  

─ Downside: Potential windfall to class members; potential conflict of interest 
by incentivizing named plaintiffs to keep other class members uninformed.

• Reversion to defendant

─ Rationale: Defendant owns the money in the settlement fund and has a 
substantial if not compelling claim to its return if not claimed. Returning the 
excess to the defendant avoids charging it an amount greater than the harm 
it bargained to settle.

Alternatives to Cy Pres, Cont’d
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• Fluid Recovery

─ The unclaimed funds are distributed directly to a class of individuals that 
closely approximate the plaintiff’s class.

─ Rationale: Arguably serves the deterrent/disgorgement objectives.

─ Downside: Some class members do not receive this benefit unless they are 
repeat users of the product at issue; further, this method may be unsuitable 
for classes where consumers do not pay for goods—e.g., alleged privacy 
violations. 

Alternatives to Cy Pres, Cont’d
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• Lottery System

─ Rationale: Arguably serves the deterrent/disgorgement objectives.

─ Downside: Counsel for plaintiffs in Frank claimed it would be an 
administrative burden to identify all 129 million class members to assign 
them lottery numbers. He also argued it did not make sense to use “virtually 
all of the money to set up this lottery process to accept all these claims, 
administer that process, and then exclude the vast majority of the class.” He 
called this “unseemly” and “grossly inefficient.”

• Escheat to the government

─ Rationale: Arguably serves deterrent/disgorgement objectives.

─ Downside: Potentially no way to determine how the funds are actually being 
used.

─ Federal vs. State issues

Alternatives to Cy Pres, Cont’d
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• Refusal to certify the class

─ Rationale:  If it is likely that a majority of individual class members will not be 
able to recover compensation from the class action litigation, then the class 
action should be deemed unmanageable and the class should not be 
certified.

Alternatives to Cy Pres, Cont’d
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A NEW GENERATION OF CLASS ACTION CY PRES 
REMEDIES: LESSONS FROM WASHINGTON STATE 

Cecily C. Shiel 

Abstract: The use of cy pres as a mechanism to distribute residual funds in class actions 
has become increasingly common and the subject of much controversy. In the class action 
context, cy pres is an equitable remedy used by courts to appropriate class action settlement 
funds remaining after all identified class parties have been compensated to the funds’ “next 
best use,” usually to a charity. The controversy has stemmed primarily from a lack of clear 
judicially enforced standards on how and when to use cy pres. In light of recent controversy, 
both the Federal Rules Committee, and potentially the Supreme Court, are now considering 
stepping-in to consider changes to the doctrine. While most of the debate has focused on the 
federal courts, some states have been codifying their own approaches to provide structure and 
guidance to courts in the use of cy pres. In 2006, Washington State passed a groundbreaking 
amendment to Civil Rule 23, requiring that at least twenty-five percent of residual class 
action funds go the Legal Foundation of Washington, a charity providing legal aid services to 
indigent persons in the State of Washington. This rule is representative of a larger state trend 
towards adopting statutory approaches to cy pres that promote legal aid charities as 
appropriate cy pres recipients. Focusing primarily but not exclusively on Washington, this 
Comment argues that states have been effective “laboratories of innovation” in reaching 
workable solutions to the residual funds dilemma in consumer class actions. These codified 
state approaches to cy pres have shown to be effective methods for selecting and approving 
cy pres awards that provide for appropriate relief while curbing improper incentives and bias 
in the cy pres selection process. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2013, AT&T agreed to pay $45 million to settle a class action 
lawsuit in Washington State.1 The class action lawsuit alleged that 
AT&T failed to disclose call rates on collect calls placed by inmates in 
Washington State Department of Correction facilities.2 The rate 

1. Settlement Agreement at app. 1, Judd v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (King 
Cnty. Super. Ct., Wash. Jan. 22, 2013), available at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/ 
565824-appendix-1-cr2a-agreement-with-att.html; Matt Clarke, Historic $45 Million Settlement in 
Washington State Prison Phone Class-Action Suit, PRISON LEGAL NEWS, Mar. 2013, at 26; 
Jonathan Martin, Op-ed, AT&T to Pay Washington Prisoners’ Families $45 Million in Telephone 
Class Action Settlement, SEATTLE TIMES–OPINION NORTHWEST (Feb. 3, 2013), 
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/opinionnw/2013/02/03/att-to-pay-washington-prisoners-families-45-
million-in-telephone-class-action-settlement/. 

2. Complaint – Class Action at 2, Judd v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (King 
Cnty. Super. Ct., Wash. June 29, 2000).  
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disclosure was required by law under Washington’s Consumer 
Protection Statute, RCW Chapter 19.86.3 The harms from AT&T’s 
disclosure violations were accentuated by the fact that the rates for 
prison collect calls were quite high.4 During the relevant time period, 
intrastate collect call rates from prisons in Washington State included a 
$3.95 flat fee plus additional charges of $0.90 per minute, thus making a 
twenty-minute phone call $21.95.5 The only way for inmates to make 
phone calls to family members and loved ones was by making these 
collect calls, and without disclosure of the associated charges, some 
recipients of these calls racked up more than $10,000 in collect call 
charges.6 After years of bouncing back and forth between hearings 
before the Washington Utilities Commission, King County Superior 
Court, the Washington State Supreme Court, and back to superior court, 
the settlement brought to an end twelve years of litigation.7 The 
settlement class was certified to include all persons who received a 
collect call from an inmate in a qualifying Washington State Department 
of Corrections facility between 1996 and 2000.8 At the time of 
settlement, it was anticipated that between 70,000 and 172,000 
individuals would be eligible for refunds from the settlement fund.9 

The AT&T settlement illustrates a common problem encountered 
when resolving class actions. With such an expansive plaintiff class, and 
given the length of time over which the litigation took place, it would be 
nearly impossible today to track down every individual who received a 
phone call from an inmate during the relevant period—now more than 
ten years ago—in order to give them the recovery to which they are 
entitled.10 Furthermore, the damages suffered by each individual class 
member were, on average, relatively minor. Each class member’s 

3. Id. at 5. 
4. Class Counsel’s Recommendations for Additional Cy Pres Awards, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 

SEA (Mar. 26, 2014); Clarke, supra note 1, at 26. 
5. Clarke, supra note 1, at 26.  
6. Id. 
7. Martin, supra note 1. 
8. Complaint – Class Action, supra note 2, at 2. 
9. Martin, supra note 1.  
10. The length of time over which litigation occurred is often a factor affecting whether or not 

class members can be located for purposes of distributing settlement funds. See, e.g., In re 
Paracelsus Corp. Sec. Litig., No. Civ.A. H-96-3464, 2007 WL 433281, at *2 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 6, 
2007) (approving cy pres award in 2007 for residual funds remaining from class action settlement 
reached in 1999, because “[t]he record establishes that at this late date, it would not be feasible 
either to locate the class members who did not receive or cash the settlement checks when they were 
mailed or to allocate the undistributed amount to the individual class members who could be located 
years ago but whose present whereabouts may well be different”). 
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recovery consisted only of the cost of all qualified collect calls accepted 
during the relevant time period, plus two hundred dollars in statutory 
damages.11 Thus, the money spent tracking down potentially qualifying 
plaintiffs would eat away at, or perhaps entirely consume, the already 
small recovery. Complete distribution in this case was expected to be 
both administratively and financially infeasible. In fact, the parties 
anticipated at the time of settlement that nearly $20 million of the 
settlement amount would remain in uncollected residual funds.12 What 
should be done with the money that cannot be distributed? The solution: 
Distribute the remaining funds through cy pres. 

Cy pres, which means “as near as possible,” is an equitable remedy 
that courts use to disburse class action settlement funds remaining after 
all identified class parties have been compensated, to the funds’ “next 
best use,” usually to a charity.13 However, the use of cy pres as a 
mechanism to distribute residual funds in class action suits has been the 
subject of much controversy. The controversy stems from the fact that cy 
pres has been characterized by a surprising lack of judicially enforced 
standards. Without clear limits on when and how to use cy pres, it is 
feared that the appropriation of class funds to charitable recipients will 
become an instrument of abuse by self-interested judges and attorneys.14 
Cy pres distributions have been criticized for going to unrelated causes 
or causes with suspicious ties to attorneys and judges.15 Others criticize 
cy pres for spurring inappropriate charitable lobbying, as needy, albeit 
worthy, charitable causes have begun soliciting parties and courts for cy 
pres awards.16 Some commentators question whether the use of this 

11. Settlement Agreement, supra note 1, at app. 2. 
12. Notice of Cy Pres Hearing in Judd v. AT&T, WASH. STATE BAR ASS’N—NWSIDEBAR (July 

3, 2013), http://nwsidebar.wsba.org/2013/07/03/judd-att-cy-pres-hearing/. 
13. 4 WILLIAM B. RUBENSTEIN, NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 12:32 (5th ed. 2011); see also 

Martin H. Redish et al., Cy Pres Relief and the Pathologies of the Modern Class Action: A 
Normative & Empirical Analysis, 62 FLA. L. REV. 617, 620 (2010) (noting that in recent times, “the 
term cy pres has generally referred to an effort to provide unclaimed compensatory funds to a 
charitable interest that is in some way related to either the subject of the case or the interests of the 
victims, broadly defined”). 

14. See Jennifer Johnston, Note, Cy Pres Comme Possible to Anything Is Possible: How Cy Pres 
Creates Improper Incentives in Class Action Settlements, 9 J.L. ECON & POL’Y 277, 290 (2013). 

15. See infra Part II.C. 
16. Sam Yospe, Note, Cy Pres Distributions in Class Action Settlements, 2009 COLUM. BUS. L. 

REV. 1014, 1027–28 (2009); Adam Liptak, Doling Out Other People’s Money, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 
26, 2007), http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/26/washington/26bar.html?_r=0&pagewanted=print 
(noting that former federal Judge David F. Levi was solicited by groups for cy pres funds); see also 
infra Part II.C. 
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doctrine is ever appropriate.17 
The controversy over cy pres recently boiled over in response to a 

widely publicized class action settlement in Lane v. Facebook, Inc.18 
The case was a class action against Facebook for privacy violations as a 
result of Facebook’s Beacon program.19 The Beacon program operated 
by updating a Facebook user’s online profile automatically with 
information about the user’s activities on other participating websites—
displaying such items as movie rentals from Blockbuster.com and online 
purchases from Overstock.com.20 Facebook made it difficult for users to 
avoid the public broadcasting of their online activities by requiring users 
to affirmatively opt out of the program if they wanted to avoid these 
disclosures.21 

The lawyers for the parties reached a settlement agreement for 
$9.5 million, and in lieu of any individual payments to class members, 
the settlement earmarked $6.5 million of the funds for cy pres 
distribution.22 The cy pres award was to go to a newly created charity 
called the Digital Trust Foundation. Notably, a former Facebook 
executive was to serve on the three-person board of the Foundation, and 
the Foundation had no track record upon which to evaluate its 
legitimacy.23 Media erupted with cries of foul play.24 Not without 
controversy, the settlement was approved by the district court,25 and 
affirmed by the Ninth Circuit in a two-to-one vote26 with Judge 

17. Liptak, supra note 16 (quoting Professor Samuel Issacharoff as saying, “I don’t care how 
much good you want to do. Do it with your own money, not someone else’s money”). Some 
commentators have even challenged cy pres on constitutional grounds. See generally Redish et al., 
supra note 13. 

18. 696 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2012), reh’g denied, 709 F.3d 791 (9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied sub 
nom. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013). 

19. Id. at 816. 
20. Id. 
21. Id. at 827 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) (noting that Facebook required users to affirmatively opt 

out of the Beacon program, and describing the “video game skills” needed to notice and effectuate 
the opt out). 

22. Id. at 816, 817 (majority opinion). 
23. Id. at 829 (Kleinfield, J., dissenting). 
24. Glenn G. Lammi, Ninth Circuit Decision and Dissenters Cry out for SCOTUS Review on Cy 

Pres in Settlements, FORBES (Feb. 28, 2013, 4:09 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/wlf/2013/ 
02/28/ninth-circuit-decision-and-dissenters-cry-out-for-scotus-review-on-cy-pres-in-settlements/; 
Adam Liptak, When Lawyers Cut Their Clients out of the Deal, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 12, 2013), 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/13/us/supreme-court-may-hear-novel-class-action-case.html. 

25. Facebook, 696 F.3d 811. 
26. Id. 
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Kleinfield dissenting.27 A petition for rehearing en banc was denied over 
the dissent of six judges.28 In both decisions, the dissents sharply 
criticized the cy pres award and questioned the incentives behind 
Facebook and the lawyers who structured it.29 It is easy to see why: With 
the settlement, Facebook purchased a release of all liability for claims 
from millions of affected consumers, without attempting to provide 
individual compensation, and while effectuating a charitable donation 
over which they retained significant control of the charity’s objectives. 

The settlement approval was appealed to the United States Supreme 
Court, which denied certiorari.30 In a statement accompanying the denial 
of certiorari, Chief Justice Roberts supported the Court’s decision not to 
review the case because he felt the Facebook case would likely not have 
provided the Court with the opportunity to answer the “fundamental 
concerns” surrounding cy pres remedies, “including when, if ever, such 
relief should be considered.”31 “Citing a law review article that criticized 
[cy pres] settlements . . . [Chief Justice Roberts] posed six questions, 
ending with ‘and so on,’ which implied that there was quite a bit more 
that he wanted to know.”32 It is clear that at least some members of the 
Supreme Court are looking skeptically at the class action cy pres 
remedy, and are poised and ready for the “right” case to weigh in on cy 
pres.33 

27. Id. at 826, 835 (Kleinfield, J., dissenting) (“The majority approves ratification of a class 
action settlement in which class members get no compensation at all. They do not get one cent. 
They do not get even an injunction against Facebook doing exactly the same thing to them again. 
Their purported lawyers get millions of dollars. Facebook gets a bar against any claims any of them 
might make for breach of their privacy rights. The most we could say for the cy pres award is that in 
exchange for giving up any claims they may have, the exposed Facebook users get the satisfaction 
of contributing to a charity to be funded by Facebook, partially controlled by Facebook, and advised 
by a legal team consisting of Facebook’s counsel and their own purported counsel whom they did 
not hire and have never met.”). 

28. Facebook, 709 F.3d at 793 (M. Smith, Circuit Judge, with whom Kozinski, Chief Judge, and 
O’Scannlain, Bybee, Bea, and Ikuta, Circuit Judges, join, dissenting from the denial of rehearing en 
banc). 

29. Facebook, 696 F.3d at 834 (Kleinfield, J., dissenting) (“A defendant may prefer a cy pres 
award to a damages award, for the public relations benefit. And the larger the cy pres award, the 
easier it is to justify a larger attorneys’ fees award. The incentive for collusion may be even greater 
where, as here, there is nothing to stop Facebook and class counsel from managing the charity to 
serve their interests and pay salaries and consulting fees to persons they choose.”). 

30. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013). 
31. Id. at *4; see also Linda Greenhouse, Op-Ed., Bring Me a Case, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 13, 2013), 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/14/opinion/bring-me-a-case.html; Jessie Kokrda Kamens, 
Supreme Court Won’t Review Facebook Pact, But Chief Justice Shares Cy Pres ‘Concerns,’ 
BLOOMBERG BNA (Nov. 12, 2013), http://www.bna.com/supreme-court-wont-n17179880036/.  

32. Greenhouse, supra note 31. 
33. Id. 
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But while most of the debate about when and how to use cy pres 
remedies has focused on the federal class action arena, states have been 
finding their own innovative ways of dealing with the residual funds 
dilemma. In 2006, Washington State became one of the first states to 
expressly codify cy pres as the preferred method for distributing residual 
class action funds by amending Washington’s Civil Rule 23(f).34 
Washington’s Civil Rule 23(f) requires that at least twenty-five percent 
of all residual class action funds be distributed to the Legal Foundation 
of Washington, the legal aid fund that administers Washington State’s 
Interest on Lawyer’s Trust Accounts (IOLTA)35 program and provides 
civil legal aid to low-income individuals in Washington State.36 Using 
Rule 23(f) as a framework, Washington State Superior Court Judge Beth 
Andrus in the Judd v. AT&T case used cy pres to distribute the large 
amount of residual funds left from the AT&T prison rate disclosure 
settlement.37 In selecting cy pres recipients, the court solicited cy pres 
proposals and held extensive hearings.38 Ultimately, Judge Andrus 
approved a significant cy pres award to the Legal Foundation of 
Washington to administer a grant program for a list of charities the judge 
certified as appropriate cy pres recipients.39 

While Washington was one of the first states to codify an approach to 
cy pres, other states have followed in recent years and adopted similar 

34. Andrea D. Axel & David A. Leen, Unclaimed Class Action Funds Offer Hope for Equal 
Justice, WASH. ST. BAR NEWS, July 2007, at 24, 24; see also WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f). Additions or 
amendments to court rules in the State of Washington are promulgated by the Washington State 
Supreme Court. See WASH. CT. GEN. R. 9. 

35. Washington’s IOLTA program mandates that “[a]ll client funds paid to any Washington 
lawyer or law firm must be deposited in identifiable interest-bearing trust accounts separate from 
any accounts containing non-trust money of the lawyer or law firm.” Brown v. Legal Found. of 
Wash., 538 U.S. 216, 224 (2003). In Washington State, the IOLTA program was established by the 
Washington State Supreme Court under its authority to regulate the practice of law and is 
mandatory for all Washington lawyers. Id. at 223. “The State of Washington, like every other State 
in the Union, uses interest on lawyers’ trust accounts (IOLTA) to pay for legal services provided to 
the needy.” Id. at 220. “The Legal Foundation of Washington (Legal Foundation) was established 
by Order of the Supreme Court of Washington to administer distribution of Interest on Lawyer’s 
Trust Account (IOLTA) funds to civil legal aid programs.” 2 KARL B. TEGLAND, WASHINGTON 
PRACTICE SERIES, RULES PRACTICE, ENFORCEMENT OF LAWYER CONDUCT § 15.7(a) (8th ed.). 

36. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f); Inside LFW, LEGAL FOUND. WASH., http://www.legalfoundation.org/ 
pages/inside_lfw (last visited May 31, 2015). 

37. See Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations, Judd v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (King Cnty. Super. Ct., Wash. 
Sept. 25, 2013).  

38. Order Setting Hearing Schedule to Consider Requests for Cy Pres Awards, Judd, No. 00-2-
17565-5 SEA (June 26, 2013). 

39. Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 
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measures.40 The resulting trend in the states that have addressed cy pres 
has been towards recognizing legal aid charities as legitimate recipients 
of cy pres funds, while typically still allowing courts discretion in 
disbursing a portion of the residual funds. 

Focusing primarily but not exclusively on Washington, this Comment 
argues that states have been effective “laboratories of innovation”41 in 
reaching workable solutions to the residual funds dilemma in consumer 
class actions. This Comment examines various approaches to cy pres 
adopted and codified by states such as Washington, and notes several 
trends that have emerged among these codifications. This Comment 
argues that these state approaches have shown promise as effective 
methods for selecting and approving cy pres awards that provide for 
appropriate relief while curbing improper incentives and bias in the cy 
pres selection process. 

Part I of this Comment discusses the origins of the cy pres doctrine. 
Part II examines the uneven application of cy pres in federal courts and 
the controversy it has engendered. Part III examines states’ approaches 
to cy pres awards, and in particular, Washington State’s approach. This 
Comment explores the AT&T settlement in depth as a mechanism for 
evaluating the application of Washington Civil Rule 23(f) in practice. 

In Part IV, this Comment discusses alternatives to cy pres, and 
concludes that cy pres is the best solution to the residual funds dilemma. 
In Part V, this Comment argues that the main critiques of the cy pres 
doctrine stem from improper uses of the doctrine, not from inherent 
flaws in the doctrine itself, and as seen from state codifications of cy 
pres, that the doctrine can be constrained and applied in ways that 
provide actual and appropriate judicial relief. This Comment further 
suggests that the legal fiction implicit in cy pres has been misconstrued 
and argues that legal aid charities can qualify as appropriate cy pres 
recipients. Cy pres provides an important mechanism for access to 
justice and if applied with sufficient structural safeguards and standards, 
it can provide meaningful and proper relief. 

40. As of May 2015, sixteen states have adopted statutes or civil rules allowing for cy pres 
remedies in class actions. 

41. As the United States Supreme Court has recognized, states have an interest in “serv[ing] as 
laboratories for innovation and experiment.” Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 327 (2004) 
(Kennedy, J., dissenting); New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., 
dissenting) (“It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous State 
may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments 
without risk to the rest of the country.”). 
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I. BACKGROUND: THE ORIGINS OF CY PRES AND ITS 
APPLICATION IN CLASS ACTIONS 

A. The Origins and Meaning of Cy Pres 

Cy pres originally developed as an equitable doctrine in trust law to 
preserve charitable trusts whose original purpose had become 
frustrated.42 The term “cy pres” comes from the phrase “cy pres comme 
possible,” which is a French expression meaning “as near as possible.”43 
Under this doctrine, when a charitable trust became impracticable or 
impossible to fulfill, for example if the original charitable recipient 
ceased to exist, courts could exercise their broad equitable powers to 
restructure the trust to distribute the funds to an entity that most nearly 
carried out the original testator’s intent.44 In order for courts to apply the 
cy pres doctrine to enforce a trust, the court must find: (1) that the gift 
constitutes a valid charitable trust; (2) that the gift has become 
impracticable or impossible to fulfill; and (3) that the testator, in 
effectuating the gift, expressed a general charitable intent.45 

Cy pres in the class action concept differs slightly from its trust law 
origins. Class action cy pres is applied to distribute funds from class 
action settlement or awards to their next best use when direct 
distribution to class members has become impracticable or impossible.46 
This occurs in two primary situations. First, it has been used when all 
absent class plaintiffs that can be identified have been compensated, but 
residual funds remain for those absent class members who cannot be 
identified—or have been identified but have failed to cash their 
checks—rendering further distribution of funds to individual class 
members impossible.47 Second, it has been used when the administrative 
costs of distributing the funds to individual class members outweighs the 
value of the individual awards, and would thereby consume the entirety 
of the fund, rendering individual distributions impracticable.48 In these 
situations, courts have borrowed the “as near as possible” concept from 

42. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 624. 
43. Id. 
44. Id. For further discussion on the origins and function of cy pres in trust law, see id. at 624–30.  
45. Id. at 629. 
46. See Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 819–20 (9th Cir. 2012), reh’g denied, 709 F.3d 791 

(9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013); Johnston, 
supra note 14, at 282. 

47. Johnston, supra note 14, at 282–83. 
48. Id. 
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charitable trust cy pres to put the class funds to their “next best use.”49 
The use of cy pres remedies in the class action context can be traced 

to an influential student comment written in the early 1970s50 suggesting 
that unclaimed class action funds could be used to indirectly benefit the 
class members.51 Today, the doctrine is used to appropriate class action 
settlement funds to charitable organizations, ideally those with ties to the 
underlying merits of the lawsuit.52 “In a class action the reason for a 
remedy modeled on cy pres is to prevent the defendant from walking 
away from the litigation scot-free because of the infeasibility of 
distributing the proceeds of the settlement . . . .”53 

B. Standards for Applying Cy Pres in Class Action Suits 

Unlike trust law cy pres, class action cy pres has been characterized 
by a surprising lack of judicially enforced standards.54 The current 
system has been criticized for being “ad hoc, unpredictable, and 

49. Yospe, supra note 16, at 1017. 
50. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 631–32. 
51. Stewart Shepherd, Note, Damage Distributions in Class Actions: The Cy Pres Remedy, 39 U. 

CHI. L. REV. 448, 464 (1972). 
52. This Comment uses the term “cy pres” to refer to the judicial practice of providing residual 

class action funds to a charitable organization that is tied in some way to the interests of the 
individual class members. See Hughes v. Kore of Ind. Enter., Inc., 731 F.3d 672, 675 (2013); Redish 
et al., supra note 13, at 620 (“In more recent times . . . the term cy pres has generally referred to an 
effort to provide unclaimed compensatory funds to a charitable interest that is in some way related 
to either the subject of the case or the interests of the victims, broadly defined.”). Some courts have 
occasionally used the terms “cy pres” and “fluid class recovery” interchangeably. 4 RUBENSTEIN, 
supra note 13, at § 12:32; Redish et al., supra note 13, at 620. However, “fluid class recovery,” as 
used in this Comment, “refers to efforts to fashion relief to those who will be impacted by the 
defendant in the future, in an effort to roughly approximate the category of those who were injured 
in the past.” Redish et al., supra note 13, at 620. This Comment treats cy pres and fluid class 
recovery as distinct terms. See 4 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 13, § 13:32 (“Courts and commentators 
often use the term “cy pres” and “fluid recovery” interchangeably, although as discussed elsewhere 
in the Treatise, the two concepts are distinct. Cy pres directs unclaimed funds to a charity; fluid 
recovery directs all or most of a fund to a group of individuals more or less similarly situated to the 
class members themselves. The classic fluid recovery case involved a taxi company overcharging 
customers, with the remedy being that the taxi company would prospectively undercharge 
customers in an equal amount; those benefiting from the undercharge were not precisely the same 
class as those who suffered from the overcharge—but they were close enough. The beneficiaries 
were not, however, a charity, as is a cy pres recipient.”). 

53. Hughes, 731 F.3d at 676. 
54. 4 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 13, at § 12:34 (“Appellate courts have balked when it appears that 

the recipients are too closely tied to the lawyers or court, but they have not used that occasion to set 
forth any clear guidelines for identification and selection of recipients.” (footnote omitted)); Goutam 
U. Jois, The Cy Pres Problem and the Role of Damages in Tort Law, 16 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & L. 
258, 259 (2008). 
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generally unprincipled.”55 The primary requirement under this doctrine 
is that there must be some connection—often called a “nexus”—between 
the interests of the class members and the proposed charitable recipient 
of the funds.56 By requiring a nexus between the proposed use of the 
funds and the interests of the class members the intent is to ensure that 
the class members will indirectly benefit from the funds and thus, the 
funds will go to their “next best use.”57 

Some courts, in deciding whether to approve a cy pres award, look to 
several factors to determine whether the nexus requirement has been 
met. “In applying cy pres principles, it is appropriate for a court to 
consider (1) the objectives of the underlying statutes, (2) the nature of 
the underlying suit, (3) the interests of the class members, and (4) the 
geographic scope of the case.”58 

Aside from the nexus requirement, courts have not uniformly adopted 
many clearly defined rules for how and when to grant cy pres awards.59 
The American Legal Institute (ALI) recently put forth principles for how 
and when cy pres should be used, and suggests courts not only look to 
the nexus of the proposed charitable recipient, but also to other factors in 
deciding whether to approve a cy pres award.60 The ALI’s principles are 
written not to codify the existing state of the law, but to suggest best 
practices and make recommendations for change and reform.61 Courts 
are in practice increasingly looking to these principles for guidance 
when awarding cy pres remedies.62 The ALI proposed that a cy pres 
award is appropriate only if it is impossible or infeasible to distribute the 

55. Jois, supra note 54, at 259. 
56. 4 RUBENSTEIN, ET AL., supra note 13, at § 12:33 n.3 (noting that a nexus requirement, or 

something similar, has been required in courts in the First, Third, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, 
Eleventh, and D.C. Circuits); see also Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 865 (9th Cir. 2012). 

57. Dennis, 697 F.3d at 865. 
58. Diamond Chem. Co. v. Azko Nobel Chems. B.V., 517 F. Supp. 2d 212, 220 (D.D.C. 2007). 
59. 4 RUBENSTEIN ET AL., supra note 13, at § 12:34 (“Appellate courts have balked when it 

appears that the recipients are too closely tied to the lawyers or court, but they have not used that 
occasion to set forth any clear guidelines for identification and selection of recipients.” (footnote 
omitted)). 

60. AM. LAW INST., PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.07 (2010) 
[hereinafter ALI’S PRINCIPLES]. 

61. See The American Law Institute’s New Principles of Aggregate Litigation, 8 J.L. ECON. & 
POL’Y 183, 189 (2011) (statement of Sam Issacharoff); Overview: Projects, ALI, 
http://www.ali.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=about.instituteprojects (last visited May 31, 2015).  

62. Karen Shanley, The Institute in the Courts: Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation, 34 
THE ALI REP., no. 4, summer 2012, available at http://www.ali.org/_news/reporter/summer2012/ 
07-institute-courts-aggregate-litigation.html. 
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funds to class members.63 “If individual class members can be identified 
through reasonable effort, and the distributions are sufficiently large to 
make individual distributions economically viable, settlement proceeds 
should be distributed directly to individual class members.”64 The 
inquiry into whether a distribution is infeasible must be based primarily 
on whether “the amounts involved are too small to make individual 
distributions economically viable.”65 Courts have increasingly looked to 
these principles,66 and have struck down proposed cy pres awards where 
counsel has failed to show that compensating class members directly 
was not possible or economically practical.67 

II. CY PRES APPLIED TO CLASS ACTIONS IN FEDERAL 
COURT 

Federal courts have struggled to apply the cy pres doctrine uniformly. 
The nexus requirement has been enforced in varying degrees by different 
courts, some even stating that it provides no restriction at all to the 
distribution of funds by the cy pres mechanism.68 Some courts have been 
more willing than others to strike down proposed cy pres distributions 
when they find the nexus requirement is lacking.69 The lack of a nexus 
between cy pres awards approved by courts and the underlying interests 
of the class members has been one of the primary criticisms of the 
doctrine in application.70 Many commenters have argued that without 
limits on judicial discretion and without a strong, “driving nexus” 
between the interests of the class and the proposed charitable recipient of 

63. ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, at § 3.07. 
64. Id. § 3.07(a). 
65. In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 775 F.3d 1060, 1063–64 (8th Cir. 2015) (quoting ALI’S 

PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, § 3.07(a)). 
66. See, e.g., In re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 38 (1st Cir. 2012) (citing 

ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, § 3.07 in reviewing cy pres award). 
67. See, e.g., id. at 1064–65 (striking down proposed cy pres award because class counsel failed 

to show that further distributions to class members were not feasible, adopting ALI’s Principles of 
Aggregate Litigation § 3.07); see also Shanley, supra note 62 (citing cases). 

68. See Jois, supra note 54, at 261; Yospe, supra note 16, at 1023 n.35. 
69. See Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1038–39 (9th Cir. 2011) (“Some courts appear to 

have abandoned the ‘next best use’ principle implicit in the cy pres doctrine. These courts have 
awarded cy pres distributions to myriad charities which, though no doubt pursuing virtuous goals, 
have little or nothing to do with the purposes of the underlying lawsuit or the class of plaintiffs 
involved.”); Yospe, supra note 16, at 1024–25. 

70. See, e.g., Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1038 (“However, as a growing number of scholars and courts 
have observed, the cy pres doctrine—unbridled by a driving nexus between the plaintiff class and 
the cy pres beneficiaries—poses many nascent dangers to the fairness of the distribution process.”); 
Yospe, supra note 16, at 1023. 
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the funds, the doctrine creates improper incentives for judges, lawyers, 
and charities to distribute funds not for the benefit of the class members, 
but rather to further their own personal interests.71 

Many courts, wrestling with whether to approve particular cy pres 
distributions, have come to different conclusions about how closely 
related a charity must be to the interests of the class members in order to 
satisfy the nexus requirement.72 This Part briefly addresses two general 
approaches to the nexus requirement: first, that some courts apply the 
nexus requirement strictly as a firm limitation on the distribution of cy 
pres, and second, that some courts apply the nexus requirement more 
liberally. 

A. Some Federal Courts Have Implemented a Strict Interpretation of 
the Nexus Requirement 

Some courts, such as the Ninth Circuit, have expressed a greater 
skepticism towards the use of cy pres awards for the disbursement of 
residual funds in class action settlements, and have been more willing to 
strike down proposed cy pres distributions when they stray far from the 
nexus requirement.73 The Ninth Circuit has developed guidelines for 
reviewing the appropriateness of cy pres proposals, and has repeatedly 
struck down cy pres proposals that fail to meet its guidelines.74 The 
Ninth Circuit has required that cy pres awards, in order to be 
appropriate, must “(1) address the objectives of the underlying statutes, 
(2) target the plaintiff class, [and] (3) provide reasonable certainty that 
any member will be benefitted.”75 

In Dennis v. Kellogg Co.,76 the Ninth Circuit struck down a proposed 

71. Johnston, supra note 14, at 278–79; Yospe, supra note 16, at 1027. 
72. See Hughes v. Kore of Ind. Enter., Inc., 731 F.3d 672, 676 (7th Cir. 2013) (acknowledging 

disagreement among courts as to whether there must be an indirect benefit to the class members 
from the cy pres award). Compare Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 2d 355, 359 (S.D.N.Y. 
1999) (upholding a cy pres award to a legal aid organization, and acknowledging that the tie 
between the charity and the class members was weak), with Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 
865–68 (9th Cir. 2012) (holding proposed cy pres distribution to charities feeding the indigent was 
improper because the nexus requirement was not met). 

73. See, e.g., Dennis, 697 F.3d at 865–68. While this section focuses on cases from the Ninth 
Circuit, this more scrutinizing approach has also been applied in other jurisdictions. See, e.g., In re 
Airline Ticket Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 307 F.3d 679 (8th Cir. 2002) (holding that distribution of 
unclaimed funds via cy pres did not meet the geographic scope of the class and was not tied to 
underlying substance of lawsuit and was therefore improper). 

74. See, e.g., Dennis, 697 F.3d at 865–68; Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1040; Six (6) Mexican Workers 
v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301 (9th Cir. 1990). 

75. Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1040. 
76. 697 F.3d 858 (9th Cir. 2012). 
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cy pres award for failing to satisfy the nexus requirement.77 The case 
was a class action suit against Kellogg, alleging the company’s 
advertising claims that Frosted Mini-Wheats cereal would improve 
children’s attentiveness nearly twenty percent were false and in violation 
of state consumer protection laws.78 The parties reached a settlement 
agreement, which established a claims fund where class members could 
submit claims and seek reimbursement for boxes of cereal purchased up 
to $15, and provided that any funds remaining after all claims were 
made would be distributed in a cy pres award to unspecified “charities 
that feed the indigent.”79 The Ninth Circuit struck down the proposed 
settlement agreement, holding that under the nexus requirement, an 
appropriate cy pres recipient would be an organization redressing 
injuries caused by false advertising, not a charity related generally to 
food.80 In doing so, the Court reiterated that in order for a cy pres 
distribution to be proper, there must be “a driving nexus between the 
plaintiff class and the cy pres beneficiaries.”81 The court also warned of 
the dangers that may result when the cy pres distribution is not tied to 
the interests of the class members, namely, that the cy pres distribution is 
likely to support the self-interests of the class counsel or the court.82 

In another Ninth Circuit class action, Nachshin v. AOL, LLC,83 the 
court similarly struck down a proposed cy pres distribution that was part 
of a class action settlement because the selected recipients, legal aid 
organizations in the Los Angeles area, failed to target the broad interests 
of the nationwide class.84 Other circuits have similarly rejected proposed 
cy pres distributions when finding the nexus requirement not strictly 
met.85 

77. Id. at 866–67. 
78. Id. at 862. 
79. Id. at 862–63. 
80. Id. at 867.  
81. Id. at 865 (quoting Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1038 (9th Cir. 2011)). 
82. Id. at 867.  
83. 663 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 2011). 
84. Id. at 1041. 
85. See In re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 33 (1st Cir. 2012) (adopting 

“reasonable approximation test” which requires cy pres recipient’s interests to “reasonably 
approximate those being pursued by the class” (quoting ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, 
§ 3.07(c))); In re Airline Ticket Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 268 F.3d 619, 626 (8th Cir. 2001) 
(remanding for cy pres distribution more closely related to underlying merits of lawsuit).  
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B. Some Federal Courts Have Applied the Nexus Requirement 
Liberally 

While some courts have adhered to a strict interpretation of the nexus 
requirement, other courts have interpreted the cy pres doctrine’s 
requirements more liberally. A recent example of this method was 
articulated in the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Hughes v. Kore of 
Indiana Enterprise, Inc.86 In Hughes, Judge Posner stated that a lack of a 
nexus connecting the interests of the class members to the proposed cy 
pres recipient is not fatal to the approval of the cy pres award.87 “When 
there’s not even an indirect benefit to the class from the defendant’s 
payment of damages, the cy pres remedy . . . is purely punitive. But we 
said in Mirfasihi that the punitive character of the remedy would not 
invalidate it.”88 

In Jones v. National Distillers,89 the District Court for the Southern 
District of New York approved a cy pres distribution of residual funds to 
the Legal Aid Society Civil Division, providing legal aid in civil 
matters.90 The underlying suit was a securities fraud class action.91 The 
court found that traditional cy pres principles were not instructive in this 
case because there was no obvious use of the funds that would provide a 
clear benefit to class members.92 The court upheld the cy pres award 
anyways, holding that 

[t]he absence of an obvious cause to support with the funds does 
not bar a charitable donation . . . . In recent years, the doctrine 
appears to have become more flexible . . . . While use of funds 
for purposes closely related to their origin is still the best cy pres 
application, the doctrine of cy pres and courts’ broad equitable 
powers now permit the use of funds for other public interest 
purposes by educational, charitable, and other public service 
organizations.93 

The court further justified the cy pres award by acknowledging there 
was at least a thin tie to the interest of class members because the legal 

86. 731 F.3d 672 (7th Cir. 2013).  
87. Id. at 676.  
88. Id. (citing Mirafasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784–85 (7th Cir. 2004)). 
89. 56 F. Supp. 2d 355 (S.D.N.Y. 1999).  
90. Id. at 359. 
91. Id. at 358. 
92. Id.  
93. Id. at 359. 
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aid organization was assisting individuals with civil legal matters.94 In 
approving this particular cy pres award as appropriate, the court 
acknowledged that nonprofit legal services are appropriate cy pres 
recipients when the interests of class members are difficult to target with 
a particular organization.95 In Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Illinois, 
Inc.,96 the District Court for the Northern District of Illinois used similar 
reasoning to uphold cy pres distributions to fourteen organizations, 
including legal aid organizations and law school programs.97 

Most courts seem to agree that some tenable connection to the merits 
of the underlying class action, or to the interests of the class members 
generally, must be present in order to approve a cy pres award. 
However, courts lack clear standards for how close a charitable cause 
must be or how to determine when a charitable cause becomes too 
attenuated from the merits of the suit. As a result of the wide discretion 
courts have in policing these connections, approved cy pres awards span 
a range of causes with varying degrees of connection to the underlying 
class action. The lack of uniformity in the system for selecting and 
approving these awards has left cy pres doctrine vulnerable to attack and 
fostered ripe grounds for criticism and controversy. 

C. Criticism of Class Action Cy Pres Awards 

Without effective restraints on judicial discretion, and without 
uniform adherence to guiding principles on its use, scholars—and even 
some courts—have heavily critiqued cy pres. These attacks focus on 
questionable cy pres awards to identify two types of issues with the use 
of cy pres: first, the improper structural incentives cy pres distributions 
create,98 and second, the potential conflicts of interest involved in 
nominating and approving charitable recipients.99 

1. Improper Structural Incentives and Cy Pres Awards 

One common argument made by the opponents of cy pres is that it 
alters the structure of incentives for class counsel in ways that may be 
harmful for the class. These scholars argue that the doctrine improperly 

94. Id.  
95. Id. 
96. 827 F. Supp. 477, 480–87 (N.D. Ill. 1993). 
97. Id. at 480–87.  
98. See, e.g., Yospe, supra note 16, at 1035. 
99. See, e.g., Rhonda Wasserman, Cy Pres in Class Action Settlements, 88 S. CAL. L. REV. 97, 

117–24 (2014). 
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incentivizes plaintiffs’ attorneys to propose cy pres distributions rather 
than continue to attempt to give the money to yet unfound class 
members.100 Because courts include cy pres awards as part of the class 
recovery for purposes of calculating the amount of attorney’s fees, the 
attorneys will be paid whether the funds go to class members or to a 
third party through cy pres.101 The fear is, therefore, that attorneys will 
be “disincentiviz[ed] . . . in their efforts to assure the class-wide 
compensation of victims of the defendant’s unlawful behavior.”102 

One scholar who has advanced this argument, Martin Redish, notes 
that “in a quarter of cy pres class actions, the amount and recipient of the 
cy pres award was determined ex ante, or prior to giving absent class 
members the opportunity to make claims on the fund.”103 The concern is 
not only that attorneys will be disincentivized from tracking down class 
members, but that attorneys will use cy pres as a method to artificially 
“exaggerate” the settlement award for their own benefit.104 

In a recent decision the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals held a cy pres 
distribution was inappropriate because the district court had not 
sufficiently considered whether the money could be used to further track 
down and compensate class members.105 In the case, class counsel had 
already administered a second round of direct disbursements to class 
members; the court found this to be evidence that further distributions 

100. Johnston, supra note 14, at 290.  
101. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 659–61. 
102. Id. at 666.  
103. Id. at 661.  
104. Id. at 661; Theodore H. Frank, Cy Pres Settlements, CLASS ACTION WATCH (Federalist 

Soc’y, Wash. D.C.), Mar. 2008, at 1, 21 (“[S]ometimes cy pres is less a matter of being punitive and 
more a matter of disguising the true cost of a settlement to the defendant to maximize the share of 
the actual recovery received by the plaintiffs’ attorneys. If the beneficiary is related to the 
defendant, or the defendant otherwise benefits from the payout, then the contingent attorneys’ fee 
can be exaggerated by claiming that the value to the class is equal to nominal value of the 
payment . . . .”). Some critics go so far as to say the entire doctrine is primarily a sham way to 
increase attorney’s fees. See, e.g., JOHN BEISNER ET AL., U.S. CHAMBER INST. FOR LEGAL REFORM, 
A ROADMAP FOR REFORM: LESSONS FROM EIGHT YEARS OF THE CLASS ACTION FAIRNESS ACT 4 
(2013) (“In other words, cy pres is employed primarily to justify attorneys’ fees by inflating the size 
of the “award,” even though the award goes to charity, not the class members.” (emphasis added)). 
Such claims seem exaggerated as cy pres is often used to appropriate residual funds, and because 
courts have ways to reduce attorneys’ fees that appear excessive. See Wilber H. Boies & Latonia 
Haney Keith, Class Action Settlement Residue and Cy Pres Awards: Emerging Problems and 
Practical Solutions, 21 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & L. 267, 277 (2014) (“[C]ourts have procedures in place 
to evaluate the reasonableness of attorneys’ fees, and if necessary, the power to decrease a requested 
fee award where there is ‘reason to believe that counsel has not met its responsibility to seek an 
award that adequately prioritizes direct benefit to the class.’” (internal citation omitted)).  

105. In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 775 F.3d 1060, 1065 (8th Cir. 2015). 
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were feasible despite counsel’s conclusory allegations to the contrary.106 
The Eighth Circuit held that the “district court erred in finding that 
further distributions would be so ‘costly and difficult’ as to preclude a 
further distribution; that inquiry must be based primarily on whether ‘the 
amounts involved are too small to make individual distributions 
economically viable.’”107 The court invalidated the attorney’s fee award 
associated with the improper cy pres award.108 These cases illustrate the 
risk cy pres creates that attorneys may rush into making cy pres awards 
instead of working further to compensate class members. 

In In re Baby Products Antitrust Litigation,109 objectors appealed the 
district court’s approval of a $35 million settlement of which only 
$3 million was to be distributed to class members, while about 
$14 million was to go to class counsel in attorneys’ fees and expenses 
and approximately $18.5 million, less administrative expenses, was 
destined for cy pres recipients.110 The objector asserted that the cy pres 
award was inappropriate because it would occur despite the fact that 
class members would still not be fully compensated for their losses.111 
The Third Circuit Court of Appeals agreed; it vacated the lower court’s 
approval and remanded for consideration of whether, in light of the large 
cy pres award and the fact that some class members would be 
undercompensated, the class was actually benefitted in this settlement.112 
On remand, the parties restructured the settlement to provide for further 
identification of, and direct payments to, class claimants.113 

2. Conflicts of Interest and Cy Pres Awards 

Another frequent critique of cy pres is that it creates conflicts of 
interest for the judges and class counsel that participate in the selection 
of cy pres recipients. One frequent argument is that by giving judges too 

106. Id. at 1064. 
107. Id. at 1065 (quoting ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, § 3.07(a)). 
108. Id. at 1068. 
109. 708 F.3d 163 (3d Cir. 2013). 
110. Id. at 169–70. 
111. Id. at 174–75 (noting objector’s argument that because one subclass of plaintiffs under the 

settlement would receive only a five dollar payout—regardless of the price they paid for their 
defective product—those class members would by design not be fully compensated for their losses). 

112. Id. at 170. 
113. See Opening Brief of Appellants Theodore H. Frank, Kathleen McNeal, and Alison Paul at 

42, Pearson v. NBTY, Inc., No. 14-1198 (7th Cir. Apr. 2, 2014) (citing Motion for Preliminary 
Approval of Third Amended Settlement, for Certification of Settlement Classes, and for Permission 
to Disseminate Class Notice, McDonough v. Toys ‘R’ Us, Inc., No. 2:06-cv-0242-AB (E.D. Pa. 
Dec. 18, 2013) (No. 847)). 
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much discretion in approving cy pres proposals, the doctrine creates an 
incentive for judges to approve charitable cy pres distributions based 
upon their own personal interests.114 This was the objection raised by 
petitioners in Nachshin v. AOL, LLC.115 Nachshin involved a class action 
by 66 million AOL subscribers for wrongfully inserting promotional 
messages into the footers of emails sent by AOL subscribers.116 The 
maximum recovery at trial was statutorily capped at the amount of the 
unjust enrichment AOL received from the footer advertisements: 
$2 million.117 As direct payments to class members would only be about 
three cents each, individualized distribution would be cost-prohibitive.118 
Instead, the parties agreed to a series of cy pres awards to various 
charities.119 The district court, at the parties’ request, suggested three 
charitable recipients to which the parties agreed.120 Objectors challenged 
the cy pres award to the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, on the 
grounds that it was improper because the judge’s husband sat on the 
board of the foundation.121 The court of appeals held it was not error for 
the judge to not recuse herself from this cy pres decision, but invalidated 
the cy pres awards on other grounds.122 Regardless of whether this was 
truly a conflict of interest for the particular judge in Nachshin, the 
appearance of bias has been used as an example showing the potential 
for abuse.123 

This concern about judicial conflicts of interest is furthered by the 
fact that cy pres doctrine has caused charities to essentially lobby class 
counsel and the court for awards of funds. Some judges have in fact 
acknowledged that they have been approached by charities for this 

114. Johnston, supra note 14, at 287; Wasserman, supra note 99, at 124–25; Yospe, supra note 
16, at 1028. 

115. 663 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 2011). 
116. Id. at 1036.  
117. Id. at 1037. 
118. Id. 
119. Id. 
120. Id.  
121. Id. at 1037–38.  
122. Id. at 1040, 1042 (invalidating cy pres awards because “none of the cy pres donations—

$25,000 each to the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles, the Boys and Girls Clubs of Santa 
Monica and Los Angeles, and the Federal Judicial Center Foundation—ha[d] anything to do with 
the objectives of the underlying statutes on which Plaintiffs base[d] their claims” and because the 
awards also “[did] not account for the broad geographic distribution” of the nationwide class). 

123. See Wasserman, supra note 99, at 124–25 & nn.116 & 118 (citing Nachshin to illustrate the 
argument that cy pres creates an appearance of judicial impropriety). 
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purpose.124 Concerns raised over this effect are twofold. First, as 
charities lobby judges for cy pres funds, the concern is that judges will 
be persuaded to improperly award funds to one of these organizations, 
regardless of whether the funds truly represent the “next best use” for the 
particular case.125 Second, critics have argued that the interjection of 
third parties in this way fundamentally alters the bilateral adversarial 
structure of the civil justice system for class actions.126 The argument is 
that by putting judges in the position of acting as charitable grantors this 
new role “lie[s] well beyond the scope of the constitutionally ordained 
judicial function.”127 

Another major critique is that cy pres awards incentivize attorneys for 
either side to further their own personal interests, rather than the interests 
of the class members, in selecting cy pres recipients.128 One case that has 
been used as an example of such abuse is Diamond Chemical Co. v. 
Akzo Nobel Chemicals, B.V.,129 in which a court approved a cy pres 
award to George Washington Law School to use in funding their clinical 
programs, including programs designed to enforce antitrust law.130 This 
was heavily criticized because the cy pres recipient was recommended 
by class counsel, an alumnus of the law school, who was later praised by 
the law school for the donation and admitted to the school’s prestigious 
gift society as a result of the cy pres award to the school.131 

Another example of the conflicting interests between attorneys and 
the class members in selecting cy pres recipients is the Lane v. 
Facebook, Inc.132 settlement. While the parties reached a settlement in 
the amount of $9.5 million, $3 million was to be distributed to class 
counsel in costs and fees.133 The parties agreed to distribute the 
remaining funds though cy pres to a new foundation the parties created 

124. See ALI’s New Principles of Aggregate Litigation, supra note 61, at 200 (discussion by 
drafters of ALI’s Principles of Aggregate Litigation on the subjects considered in reformulating this 
newest edition; participants: Sam Issacharoff, Judge Carolyn Kuhl, Francis McGovern, and 
Stephanie Middleton; Moderator: John Beisner); Yospe, supra note 16, at 1035–36; Liptak, supra 
note 16. 

125. See Yospe, supra note 16, at 1036. 
126. Johnston, supra note 14, at 294. 
127. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 642. 
128. Id. at 650. 
129. 517 F. Supp. 2d 212 (D.D.C. 2007). 
130. Johnston, supra note 14, at 292–93; Yospe, supra note 16, at 1028. 
131. Johnston, supra note 14, at 292–93. 
132. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 816–17 (9th Cir. 2012), reh’g denied, 709 F.3d 791 

(9th Cir. 2013), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013). 
133. Id. at 817. 
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in the settlement called the Digital Trust Foundation (DTF), the purpose 
of which was to fund and sponsor programs educating individuals on 
“critical issues relating to protection of identity and personal 
information . . . from online threats.”134 Most notably, Facebook’s 
Director of Public Policy was to sit on the three-member board of 
directors.135 In a controversial decision, the Ninth Circuit approved this 
cy pres award, despite the presence of a representative from defendant’s 
company on the board and the nonexistent track record by which the 
court could judge the legitimacy of the organization.136 The dissenting 
opinion noted that DTF could be, and likely would be, controlled for the 
benefit of the defendant Facebook, as there was “nothing to stop 
Facebook and class counsel from managing the charity to serve their 
interests and pay salaries and consulting fees to persons they choose.”137 

Regardless of how often the cy pres mechanism is actually 
manipulated by attorneys and judges who structure awards for their own 
personal benefit, the appearance of impropriety has been established by 
the publicity of these controversial cases.138 Using these example cases, 
some scholars and judges question the doctrine in its entirety. Some 
courts have even expressed criticisms of the cy pres doctrine generally, 
questioning whether its use is ever appropriate. In SEC v. Bear, Stearns 
& Co.,139 which was not a class action but rather a SEC enforcement 
action, the court discussed the cy pres doctrine in the class action context 
in dealing with the analogous issue of how to distribute remaining 
funds.140 The court criticized other courts’ application of cy pres for 
straying too far from the concept of “next best use” and the nexus 
requirement.141 The court cautioned against the dangers in this practice 
and the appearance of impropriety on behalf of judges and counsel in 
approving cy pres awards to exaggerate attorney’s fee awards and 
further personal interests.142 

Some commentators and judges have raised constitutional concerns 

134. Id. 
135. Id. 
136. Id. at 829 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting). 
137. Id. at 834 (“For all we know it will fund nothing but an ‘educational program’ amounting to 

an advertising campaign for Facebook. That would appear to satisfy the articles and bylaws, and 
Facebook, after all, together with class counsel and their nominees, will run it.”). 

138. See, e.g., Liptak, supra note 24. 
139. 626 F. Supp. 2d 402 (S.D.N.Y. 2009). 
140. Id. at 411–17. 
141. Id. at 414–15. 
142. Id. at 415–16. 
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about the use of cy pres.143 Most notably, this argument has been raised 
by Professor Martin Redish, who argues that cy pres alters the structural 
incentives so fundamentally that it violates due process and separation of 
powers principles.144 In Klier v. Elf Atochem North America, Inc.145 the 
Fifth Circuit rejected a proposed settlement agreement concerning a 
proposed cy pres distribution, holding instead that the funds should be 
distributed to the already identifiable class members.146 In a strongly 
worded concurrence, Judge Edith Jones wrote a scathing critique of the 
cy pres and questioned the constitutionality of the doctrine on the same 
grounds.147 

These example cases illustrate real concerns raised by the selection 
and approval of cy pres distributions. Whether or not these examples are 
common in practice or outliers, the appearance of impropriety these 
cases create is at least optically problematic and has created significant 
backlash to cy pres doctrine. 

III. CY PRES APPLIED TO CLASS ACTION SUITS IN STATE 
COURT 

While much of the debate over the validity of cy pres as a mechanism 
for distributing class action funds has focused on the federal arena, many 
states have been finding working mechanisms for approaching cy pres. 
The Class Action Fairness Act148 (CAFA) was enacted in 2005 with the 
express purpose of shifting class actions from the state courts to the 

143. Recently the constitutionality of the cy pres remedy in class actions has come under attack 
on several grounds. See Redish et al., supra note 13, at 622–23; Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 
658 F.3d 468, 480–81 (5th Cir. 2011) (Jones, J., concurring). One criticism is that by compensating 
a third party, the underlying substantive law is enlarged in violation of the Rules Enabling Act. 
Redish et al., supra note 13, at 644–48. Another criticism is that introducing third parties as 
interested players in the compensatory structure of the class action runs counter to the bilateral 
structure of the legal system and renders disputes no longer a case or controversy under Article III. 
Id. at 642–44. Finally, the constitutionality is questioned on the grounds that by altering the 
incentives for judges and attorneys the procedure violates due process. Id. at 650–51. A direct 
rebuttal to these constitutional arguments is outside the scope of this Comment. However, other 
scholars have responded to—and rejected—these constitutional arguments. See generally Boies & 
Keith, supra note 104. 

144. See generally Redish et al., supra note 13; supra note 143 and accompanying text. But see 
generally Boies & Keith, supra note 104 (arguing that the constitutional objections to cy pres are 
unfounded).  

145. 658 F.3d 468 (5th Cir. 2011). 
146. Id. at 475–77. 
147. Id. at 480–82 (Jones, J., concurring).  
148. Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4 (2005). 
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federal courts.149 CAFA operates by expanding federal diversity 
jurisdiction for class actions, and contains generous removal provisions 
for class actions filed in state court.150 Initial data from a 2008 Federal 
Judicial Center report does show that class action filings in federal 
courts are up since the enactment of CAFA.151 This data also notes an 
initial increase in diversity removals the year after CAFA, but that this 
trend in removals has been in decline since.152 

However, class actions still remain an important mechanism for 
dispute resolution in state courts.153 Plaintiffs continue to file class 
actions in state courts, and states that see these class action cases have 
been innovating new ways to approach the issue of residual fund 
distributions. Several states have codified rules governing the 
distribution of unclaimed funds in class action suits, expressly 
authorizing and structuring its use. Currently, sixteen states have 
adopted such measures.154 The unifying trend among these codified 
approaches to cy pres is a recognition by the states that legal aid 
foundations are legitimate and appropriate cy pres recipients.155 

Focusing primarily, but not exclusively, on Washington, this Part 
examines state approaches to cy pres. This Part begins by examining the 
approach adopted by Washington State. Next this Comment examines a 

149. Steven S. Gensler, The Other Side of the CAFA Effect: An Empirical Analysis of Class 
Action Activity in the Oklahoma State Courts, 58 KAN. L. REV. 809, 809 (2010).  

150. Id.  
151. EMERY G. LEE III & THOMAS E. WILLGING, FED. JUDICIAL CTR., THE IMPACT OF THE CLASS 

ACTION FAIRNESS ACT OF 2005 ON THE FEDERAL COURTS: FOURTH INTERIM REPORT TO THE 
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES 1–2 (2008), available at 
http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/cafa0408.pdf/$file/cafa0408.pdf. 

152. Id. at 7.  
153. According to one informal study, class action filings in California state court exceeded 

filings in California federal court for both 2010 and 2011. Robert J. Herrington, The Numbers 
Game: Dukes and Concepcion, AM. BAR ASS’N (Nov. 20, 2012), http://apps.americanbar.org/ 
litigation/committees/classactions/articles/fall2012-1112-numbers-game-dukes-concepcion.html 
(noting that the number of state courts class action filings in California was 1,821 in 2010, and 
2,025 in 2011). A comprehensive study is currently underway in California by the California Office 
of Court Research in conjunction with the Hastings School of Law, however their data is currently 
available only through 2006. Hillary Hehman, Highlights from the Study of California Class Action 
Litigation, DATAPOINTS (Admin. Office of the Courts, Office of Court Research, S.F., Cal.), Nov. 
2009, at 1, available at http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/datapoints-classactionlit.pdf; see also 
Gensler, supra note 149, at 811. 

154. As of May 2015, these states include: California, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, and Washington. See infra notes 157, 199–216 and accompanying text. 
Additionally, at least one federal district court has adopted a local rule regarding the use of cy pres. 
See CONN. DIST. CT. LOCAL CIV. R. 23(b) 

155. See infra Part III.C.  
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recent class action settlement in Washington State—the prison rate 
disclosure case of Judd v. AT&T—to see how the Washington State 
approach operates in practice. Finally in this Part, this Comment 
examines the various other approaches in states that have codified cy 
pres. 

A. The Washington State Approach 

Washington was one of the first states to codify a specific rule on the 
distribution of residual funds in class action settlements.156 In 2006, the 
Washington State Supreme Court codified the use of cy pres for 
disbursing residual funds, mandating that at least twenty-five percent of 
residual funds be given to the Legal Foundation of Washington (LFW), 
an organization providing legal aid to low-income individuals in the 
State of Washington.157 The cy pres award funds are specifically to be 
used by the LFW “to support activities and programs that promote 
access to the civil justice system for low income residents of 
Washington State.”158 Beyond the mandatory twenty-five percent, 
Washington courts are free to distribute the remaining funds further to 
the LFW, or to causes that directly or indirectly further the substantive 
or procedural interests and objectives of the class members.159 The 
Drafters’ Comment to the 2006 amendment stated that the purpose of 
this proposed rule was to “codify and refine the judicially developed cy 
pres doctrine in a way that is consistent with its equitable purpose and 
which will serve the compelling interest in ensuring equal access to 
justice.”160 

156. Axel & Leen, supra note 34, at 24. 
157. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f) Disposition of Residual Funds: 
(1) “Residual Funds” are funds that remain after the payment of all approved class member 
claims, expenses, litigation costs, attorneys’ fees, and other court-approved disbursements to 
implement the relief granted. Nothing in this rule is intended to limit the parties to a class 
action from suggesting, or the trial court from approving, a settlement that does not create 
residual funds. 
(2) Any order entering a judgment or approving a proposed compromise of a class action 
certified under this rule that establishes a process for identifying and compensating members of 
the class shall provide for the disbursement of residual funds. In matters where the claims 
process has been exhausted and residual funds remain, not less than twenty-five percent (25%) 
of the residual funds shall be disbursed to the Legal Foundation of Washington to support 
activities and programs that promote access to the civil justice system for low income residents 
of Washington State. The court may disburse the balance of any residual funds beyond the 
minimum percentage to the Legal Foundation of Washington or to any other entity for 
purposes that have a direct or indirect relationship to the objectives of the underlying litigation 
or otherwise promote the substantive or procedural interests of members of the certified class. 

158. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(2). 
159. Id. 
160. 3A KARL B. TEGLAND, WASHINGTON PRACTICE SERIES, RULES PRACTICE, RULES FOR 
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B. Judd v. AT&T: A Washington Case Study 

A recent class action settlement in Washington illustrates the 
operation of Civil Rule 23(f) in practice, and demonstrates a creative 
approach by courts to fashion appropriate cy pres remedies. In Judd v. 
AT&T, plaintiffs brought a class action suit against defendant phone 
service providers for allegedly failing to disclose call rates on collect 
calls made from Washington prisons, as is required by law.161 The class 
was comprised of individuals who received collect calls from prison 
inmates, including spouses and family members of prisoners.162 The 
parties reached a $45 million settlement,163 and after notice and 
reimbursement of identified class members, the parties expected that 
more than $20 million in residual funds would remain for cy pres 
distribution.164 

In order to distribute cy pres awards in accordance with the 
requirements of Civil Rule 23(f), the court in Judd v. AT&T held a series 
of hearings to review, structure, and approve the cy pres awards. The 
court requested potential cy pres recipients to submit applications for cy 
pres awards from the residual settlement funds to the court, and 
scheduled a hearing to review and consider the applications for cy pres 
distributions.165 In the notice announcing the pending consideration of cy 
pres distributions, the court encouraged a wide range of applicants 
meeting the requirements of 23(f) to apply.166 In an attachment to the 
court’s order, Superior Court Judge Beth Andrus, sitting for the court in 
this case, specified that acceptable cy pres applicants would include: 

[E]ntities that provide, directly or indirectly, educational, 
financial, or other assistance to (i) prisoners or former prisoners 
in Washington State, (ii) the family members of prisoners or 
former prisoners in Washington State, or (iii) any legal aid or 
services organization (or their umbrella organizations, including 
the Legal Foundation of Washington) operating exclusively or 
nearly exclusively in Washington State which provides 

SUPERIOR COURT 533 (6th ed. 2013). 
161. Order Setting Hearing Schedule to Consider Requests for Cy Pres Awards at Ex. A, Judd v. 

Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (King Cnty. Super. Ct., Wash. June 26, 2013). 
162. Id. 
163. Settlement Agreement, supra note 1.  
164. Order Setting Hearing Schedule to Consider Requests for Cy Pres Awards at Ex. A, Judd, 

No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (June 26, 2013). 
165. Id. at 1. 
166. Id.  
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educational, financial, or other services for prisoners or former 
prisoners in Washington State, or the family members of 
prisoners or former prisoners. However, any entity meeting the 
requirements of CR 23(f) should consider applying for an award. 
The ultimate decision regarding eligibility will be made by the 
Court.167 

Applications specified the objectives of the charitable applicants, the 
applicants’ proposed uses of the funds, and how those proposals related 
to the underlying objectives of the litigation.168 

In response to this request, the court received forty-nine applications 
for cy pres awards.169 In addition to seeking applications directly from 
possible cy pres recipients, both plaintiffs’ counsel and defense counsel 
were given an opportunity to review these applications, to file 
recommendations for cy pres recipients to the court, and to object to 
opposing counsel’s recommendations.170 

The court reviewed the forty-nine applications received in accordance 
with this notice, and held a hearing where oral argument was given on 
the distribution of the funds.171 The court then issued an initial order 
approving the disbursement of an estimated twenty-five percent of the 
residual funds ($5.5 million) to the LFW in accordance with the mandate 
in Civil Rule 23(f).172 The court also approved a disbursement of 
$1 million to the Endowment for Equal Justice.173 The Endowment for 
Equal Justice is a charitable endowment that provides civil legal aid 
funding for indigent residents of the State of Washington, and is 
partnered with the LFW, which makes annual grant distributions from 
the Endowment.174 

As for the remaining residual funds, the court ordered them 

167. Id. at Ex. A.  
168. See, e.g., Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, 

Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Aug. 5, 2013). 
169. Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 

Organizations at 1, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 
170. Order Setting Hearing Schedule to Consider Requests for Cy Pres Awards, Judd, No. 00-2-

17565-5 SEA (June 26, 2013). 
171. Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 

Organizations, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 
172. Id. 
173. Id.  
174. The Endowment for Equal Justice, CAMPAIGN FOR EQUAL JUST., https://c4ej.org/how-it-

works/endowment-for-equal-justice/ (last visited May 3, 2015). The Endowment for Equal Justice is 
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization “that helps secure justice for future generations by providing a 
stable, permanent funding source for civil legal aid.” Id.  
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distributed in cy pres awards to be administered through a grant 
program.175 In its application for cy pres funds, the LFW requested the 
court to permit it to “manage, grant and oversee all such funds in order 
to ensure that the purposes of this cy pres award are carried out in an 
innovative, collaborative and sustainable approach, with the objective of 
assisting incarcerated persons, those recently released from institutions, 
and their families for many years to come.”176 Because of its existing 
grant program structure, and its years of experience in overseeing the 
effective use of funds granted to non-profit legal services in the state, the 
LFW proposed to manage and oversee the funds to ensure they would be 
put to use to further the underlying cy pres goals in a transparent and 
effective way. 

The court ordered a further disbursement of funds to the LFW to 
distribute as grants, and provided a court-approved list of acceptable cy 
pres recipients consisting of “cy pres applicants that provide legal 
services.”177 The list included nineteen approved recipients, including 
several legal aid organizations, organizations advocating for the rights of 
prisoners, and clinical law programs at area law schools.178 The court 
further directed that: 

The money awarded under this paragraph, and any interest or 
other income from those funds, shall only be used to make 
awards in accordance with this paragraph. In making these 
awards the LFW should be guided by the objectives of this case 
and the interests of class members, especially prisoners and their 
spouses, parents, and children.179 

This provision of the order thus required the LFW to consider the 
relationship between the charity’s mission and the interests of class 
members in making these grant awards. The court reserved the right to 

175. Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 

176. Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, supra note 
168, at 4.  

177. Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 

178. The list of approved recipients included: “(1) ACLU; (2) Alliance of People with 
disAbilities [sic]; (3) Center for Justice; (4) Columbia Legal Services; (5) Disability Rights 
Washington; (6) Gonzaga U. Legal Assistance; (7) Innocence Project NW; (8) King County Bar 
Foundation; (9) King County Bar Institute; (10) Legal Voice; (11) Northwest Consumer Law 
Center; (12) Northwest Immigrant Rights Project; (13) Pierce County Center for Dispute 
Resolution; (14) Seattle Community Law Center; (15) TeamChild; (16) The Public Justice 
Foundation; (17) Unemployment Law Project; (18) UW School of Law Clinical Law Program; (19) 
Washington Defender Assoc./SU School of Law.” Id. at Ex. A.  

179. Id. at 1. 
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review these distributions,180 thereby providing some level of assurance 
that while a third party was to administer the distributions, they would 
be sure to manage the funds in a way that furthered the goals of the 
litigation. 

The court repeated this application process later on after attempts to 
locate class members progressed, and more funds were identified as 
residual. On March 27, 2014, the court held a second round of hearings 
to consider applicants for cy pres awards.181 The court made an 
additional award of funds to the LFW to use in accordance with the 
court’s prior order.182 In addition the court considered applications from 
twenty-one organizations, and made cy pres awards to eleven 
organizations, with specific instructions on the use of these funds, and 
made the awards subject to strict oversight and administration by the 
LFW.183 The final residual fund amounted to $22,993,074.46.184 The 
court made a final award to the LFW in January 2015 to issue cy pres 
grants to approved entities.185 In doing so the court again reiterated strict 
limits on the use of the funds, including that the funds be used to “help 
facilitate communications between inmates and their families”; help 
“improve treatment of prisoners, particularly those with mental and 
physical problems, to enhance their ability to maintain ties with 
families”; and help recently released prisoners reunite with families.186 
The court limited the geographic scope of the awards to Washington 
State, and limited the awards to those organizations with “verifiable 
track record[s].”187 

Today, the LFW still manages the AT&T cy pres award funds 
through a grant program. With the court’s order, and distribution of 
funds, the LFW set up the Prison & Reentry Grant Program.188 
“Recipients of Prison & Reentry funds are fourteen non-profit 
organizations providing social services and legal advocacy for 

180. Id. at 2.  
181. See Order for Additional Cy Pres Awards, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Apr. 23, 2014). 
182. See Order Granting Unopposed Motion Regarding Additional Cy Pres Distributions and 

Payment of Expenses, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Feb. 24, 2014). 
183. See Order for Additional Cy Pres Awards, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Apr. 23, 2014). 
184. See Final Order for Distribution, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Jan. 2, 2015). 
185. Id. at 1–2. 
186. Id. at 3. 
187. Id. 
188. Legal Foundation of Washington 2013 Report on Use of Cy Pres Funds at 1–2, Judd, 

No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Mar. 5, 2014); Annual Public Report 2013, LEGAL FOUND. OF WASH., 
http://www.legalfoundation.org/sites/legalfoundation/upload/filemanager/LFW-2013-Annual-
Report-to-post.pdf (last visited May 3, 2015). 
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incarcerated people, their families and those recently released from 
prison.”189 These organizations were selected for cy pres grants from the 
list of court-approved organizations by the Board of Trustees of the 
LFW.190 The Board looked to the criteria laid out by the court and 
counsel in approving these awards, ensuring that there was a link to the 
objectives of the case.191 

The LFW makes information available about the use of these funds 
on its website and in yearly reports.192 In accordance with the court’s cy 
pres award order,193 and the LFW’s grant structure,194 Prison & Reentry 
Grant Program grant recipients are required to provide LFW with yearly 
reports on their expenditures and cash flow, as well as narrative reports 
on how the funds were used, and how those expenditures furthered the 
goals of the program.195 The monitoring and oversight provided by the 
LFW ensures that the funds are actually used for their intended purpose 
and that unused funds are properly identified, accounted for, and 
appropriated.196 Thus, the LFW continues to monitor the use of the 
settlement funds to ensure that the cy pres funds are serving the 

189. Prison & Reentry Grants, LEGAL FOUND. OF WASH., http://www.legalfoundation.org/pages/ 
grants/grants_faq (last visited May 31, 2015). 

190. Legal Foundation of Washington 2013 Report on Use of Cy Pres Funds, supra note 188, at 
1; Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations at 1–2, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 

191. Legal Foundation of Washington 2013 Report on Use of Cy Pres Funds, supra note 188, at 
1; Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 
Organizations at 1–2, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013). 

192. Annual Public Report 2013, supra note 188.  
193. See Order for Cy Pres Award for the Legal Foundation of Washington and Legal Services 

Organizations at 2, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Sept. 25, 2013) (“The LFW shall condition any 
award made under this paragraph on the agreement of the recipient to provide an annual report to 
the LFW that includes information (1) stating the amount of funds received from the cy pres award 
for that year; (2) describing how those funds have been used; and (3) affirming those funds have 
been used for the purposes identified in its application for a cy pres award and complies with any 
condition set by the LFW or the Court. The LFW shall provide these reports to the Court and 
counsel not later than 60 days after the end of the calendar year and shall be provided for each year 
that the organization receives cy pres disbursements under this Order. After receiving these reports, 
the Court may set a hearing to further consider the status of the awards either on its own motion or a 
motion brought by counsel for the parties or the recipients of the cy pres awards.”). 

194. See Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, supra 
note 168, at 5–6.   

195. Id.  
196. Legal Foundation of Washington 2013 Report on Use of Cy Pres Funds, supra note 188, at 1 

(detailing grant monitoring measures and stating that “LFW is working with each organization to 
incorporate those unused funds into their budgets to ensure that all of the funds are accounted for”); 
see also Order for Additional Cy Pres Awards at 1–2, Judd, No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (Apr. 23, 2014) 
(specifying grant oversight procedures for subsequent cy pres awards). 
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underlying goals of the Judd litigation. 
This case represents a significant cy pres award not just because of 

the magnitude of the residual funds, and not just because funds were 
distributed to the LFW in accordance with Rule 23(f) for civil legal aid 
funding, but also because of the uniquely creative way that Judge 
Andrus awarded additional funds to the LFW to establish a cy pres grant 
program that assured the funds retained a nexus to the underlying 
litigation. In setting up this grant program, and selecting the LFW as the 
grant administrator, the court was able to divorce itself from any actual 
awarding of specific monetary amounts, while also ensuring that the 
funds received oversight. The LFW already had established procedures 
in place for monitoring legal aid grants as a part of the LFW’s IOLTA 
program, which includes yearly reporting requirements and a yearly full 
audit by a neutral third party.197 This approach allowed for all funds to 
go to either valid legal aid causes, or to qualified charities with close ties 
to the underlying merits of the litigation. 

C. Other State Approaches: A General Trend Towards Recognizing 
Legal Aid Organizations as Appropriate Cy Pres Recipients 

Several other states have adopted provisions into their civil rules on 
cy pres distributions in class actions. The general trend of these 
provisions, enacted in sixteen states thus far,198 has been towards 
recognizing that legal aid foundations can be appropriate cy pres 
recipients. There are four general patterns these various state approaches 
fall into. 

Several states have adopted an approach similar to Washington, 
wherein courts are directed to make a minimum award of the residual 
funds cy pres to a particular legal aid charity, usually the legal aid 
foundation that manages the state’s IOLTA funds. In addition to 
Washington, this approach has been adopted by Indiana,199 

197. See Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, supra 
note 168 (detailing the existing grant program structure in place at the LFW at the time the court 
was considering the intial cy pres awards in the Judd case). 

198. These states include: Washington, Indiana, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Illinois, South 
Dakota, Massachusetts, Maine, New Mexico, California, Tennessee, Kentucky, Montana, 
Louisiana, Connecticut, and Hawaii. 

199. IND. R. TRIAL P. 23(F) (“In matters where the claims process has been exhausted and 
residual funds remain, not less than twenty-five percent (25%) of the residual funds shall be 
disbursed to the Indiana Bar Foundation to support the activities and programs of the Indiana Pro 
Bono Commission and its pro bono districts. The court may disburse the balance of any residual 
funds beyond the minimum percentage to the Indiana Bar Foundation or to any other entity for 
purposes that have a direct or indirect relationship to the objectives of the underlying litigation or 
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Pennsylvania,200 and Kentucky.201 These states all provide that a 
minimum percentage of residual funds go to their respective state’s bar 
foundation or foundation that manages the state’s IOLTA funds, to serve 
purposes of legal aid and access to justice, while allowing courts to 
make further distributions to these organizations if deemed 
appropriate.202 Montana takes a similar approach by mandating that at 
least fifty percent of residual funds be distributed cy pres to any access 
to justice organization.203 The Montana rule defines an “Access to 
Justice Organization” as “a Montana non-profit entity whose purpose is 
to support activities and programs that promote access to the Montana 
civil justice system.”204 

Another approach has been to limit the amount that may be 
distributed to legal aid charities. This approach has been adopted by 
Illinois, which provided in its civil rules that a maximum of fifty percent 
of cy pres awards can be awarded to a legal aid charity serving the 
public good.205 In doing so, this rule codifies that cy pres is an 

otherwise promote the substantive or procedural interests of members of the certified class.”). 
200. PA. R. CIV. P. 1716 (“Not less than fifty percent (50%) of residual funds in a given class 

action shall be disbursed to the Pennsylvania Interest on Lawyers Trust Account Board to support 
activities and programs which promote the delivery of civil legal assistance to the indigent in 
Pennsylvania by non-profit corporations . . . .”). 

201. KY. R. CIV. P. 23.05(6)(b) (“Any order entering a judgment or approving a proposed 
compromise of a class action certified under this rule that establishes a process for identifying and 
compensating members of the class shall provide for the disbursement of residual funds. In matters 
where the claims process has been exhausted and residual funds remain, not less than twenty-five 
percent (25%) of the residual funds shall be disbursed to the Civil Rule 23 Account maintained by 
the Kentucky IOLTA Fund Board of Trustees pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 3.830(20). Such 
funds are to be allocated to the Kentucky Civil Legal Aid Organizations based upon the current 
poverty formula established by the Legal Services Corporation to support activities and programs 
that promote access to the civil justice system for low-income residents of Kentucky.”). 

202. PA. R. CIV. P. 1716; IND. R. TRIAL P. 23(F); WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f). 
203. MONT. R. CIV. P. 23(i)(3) (“Any order entering a judgment or approving a proposed 

compromise of a class action certified under this rule that establishes a process for identifying and 
compensating members of the class shall provide for disbursement of residual funds. In matters 
where the claims process has been exhausted and residual funds remain, not less than fifty percent 
(50%) of the residual funds shall be disbursed to an Access to Justice Organization to support 
activities and programs that promote access to the Montana civil justice system. The court may 
disburse the balance of any residual funds beyond the minimum percentage to an Access to Justice 
Organization or to another non-profit entity for purposes that have a direct or indirect relationship to 
the objectives of the underlying litigation or otherwise promote the substantive or procedural 
interests of members of the certified class.” (emphasis added)). 

204. Id. at R. 23(i)(2).  
205. 735 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/2-807(b) (“An order approving a proposed settlement of a class 

action . . . shall provide for the distribution of any residual funds to one or more eligible 
organizations, except that up to 50% of the residual funds may be distributed to one or more other 
nonprofit charitable organizations or other organizations that serve the public good if the court finds 
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appropriate use of residual class action funds.206 
A third approach has been to adopt a civil rule that codifies that cy 

pres is an appropriate use of residual class action funds, but does not 
prescribe a particular charitable recipient. States that have adopted this 
approach expressly permit the award of cy pres funds to legal aid 
charities but do not demand it. Several states have adopted a similar 
approach including: Massachusetts,207 New Mexico,208 California,209 
Tennessee,210 Hawaii,211 and Louisiana.212 

there is good cause to approve such a distribution as part of a settlement.”). 
206. Id. 
207. MASS. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(2) (“In matters where the claims process has been exhausted and 

residual funds remain, the residual funds shall be disbursed to one or more nonprofit organizations 
or foundations (which may include nonprofit organizations that provide legal services to low 
income persons) which support projects that will benefit the class or similarly situated persons 
consistent with the objectives and purposes of the underlying causes of action on which relief was 
based, or to the Massachusetts IOLTA Committee to support activities and programs that promote 
access to the civil justice system for low income residents of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts.”). 

208. N.M. DIST. CT. R. CIV. P. 1-023(G)(2) (“The court shall provide for the disbursement of 
residual funds, if any, to one or more of the following entities: (a) nonprofit organizations that 
support projects that benefit the class or similarly situated persons consistent with the goals of the 
underlying causes of action on which relief was based; (b) educational entities that provide training, 
teaching and legal services that further the goals of the underlying causes of action on which relief 
was based; (c) nonprofit organizations that provide legal services to low income persons; (d) the 
entity administering the IOLTA fund under Rule 24-109 NMRA, to support activities and programs 
that promote access to the civil justice system for low income residents of New Mexico”). 

209. CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 384 (providing for distribution of residual funds “to nonprofit 
organizations or foundations to support projects that will benefit the class or similarly situated 
persons, or that promote the law consistent with the objectives and purposes of the underlying cause 
of action”). 

210. TENN. R. CIV. P. 23.08 (“A distribution of residual funds to a program or fund which serves 
the pro bono legal needs of Tennesseans including, but not limited to, the Tennessee Voluntary 
Fund for Indigent Civil Representation is permissible but not required.”). 

211. HAW. R. CIV. P. 23(f) (“Unless otherwise required by governing law, it shall be within the 
discretion of the court to approve the timing and method of distribution of residual funds and to 
approve the recipient(s) of residual funds, as agreed to by the parties, including nonprofit tax 
exempt organizations eligible to receive assistance from the indigent legal assistance fund under 
HRS section 607-5.7 (or any successor provision) or the Hawai’i Justice Foundation, for distribution 
to one or more of such organizations.”). 

212. LA. SUP. CT. R. 43 (“Section 1. For purposes of this rule, ‘Cy Pres Funds’ shall refer to all 
funds that remain after the payment of all approved class member claims, expenses, litigation costs, 
attorneys’ fees and other court-approved disbursements to implement the relief granted. It shall not 
refer to any such remaining funds that are otherwise distributed by the parties through class 
settlement, including funds to be returned to one or more parties. Section 2. In matters where the 
claims process has been exhausted and Cy Pres Funds remain, such funds may be disbursed by the 
trial court to one or more non-profit or governmental entities which support projects that will benefit 
the class or similarly situated persons consistent with the objectives and purposes of the underlying 
causes of action on which relief was based, including the Louisiana Bar Foundation for use in its 
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One final approach taken among states codifying an approach to class 
action cy pres is to require the disbursement of funds to a particular legal 
aid charitable recipient, unless the court determines that another 
charitable organization better approximates the interests of the class 
members. Similar approaches have been adopted in state courts in 
Maine,213 South Dakota,214 and Connecticut.215 Interestingly, this state 
approach was recently adopted as a local civil rule in the U.S. District 
Court for the District of Connecticut.216 

Each one of these state approaches recognizes that cy pres is a valid, 
or even preferred use of residual class action funds. In addition, each of 
these state approaches allows, or even requires cy pres awards be made 
to legal aid charities. Furthermore, many of these states have specified 
that the cy pres awards should be granted to a particular charity—their 
state’s IOLTA foundation legal aid charity. As will be explored in the 
next two Parts infra, these trends represent creative attempts to structure 
cy pres awards in ways that will make the awards more transparent and 

mission to support activities and programs that promote direct access to the justice system.” 
(emphasis added)). Interestingly, this statute also calls for mandatory reporting of all cy pres funds. 
Id. at R. 43(3). 

213. ME. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(2) (“The parties may agree that residual funds be paid to an entity 
whose interests reasonably approximate those being pursued by the class. When it is not clear that 
there is such a recipient, unless otherwise required by governing law, the settlement agreement 
should provide that residual fees, if any, be paid to the Maine Bar Foundation to be distributed in 
the same manner as funds received from interest on lawyers trust accounts pursuant to M. Bar R. 
6(a)(2)-(5).”). 

214. S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 16-2-57 (“Any order settling a class action lawsuit that results in the 
creation of a common fund for the benefit of the class shall provide for the distribution of any 
residual funds to the Commission on Equal Access to Our Courts. However, up to fifty percent of 
the residual funds may be distributed to one or more other nonprofit charitable organizations that 
serve the public good if the court finds there is good cause to approve such a distribution as part of 
the settlement.”). 

215. CONN. SUPER. CT. CIV. R. 9-9(g)(2) (“Any order, judgment or approved settlement in a class 
action that establishes a process for identifying and compensating members of the class may 
designate the recipient or recipients of any such residual funds that may remain after the claims 
payment process has been completed. In the absence of such designation, the residual funds shall be 
disbursed to the organization administering the program for the use of interest on lawyers’ client 
funds pursuant to General Statutes § 51-81c for the purpose of funding those organizations that 
provide legal services for the poor in Connecticut.”).  

216. CONN. DIST. CT. LOCAL CIV. R. 23(b) (“Any order, judgment or approved settlement in a 
class action that establishes a process for identifying and compensating members of the class may 
designate the recipient(s) of any such residual funds that may remain after the claims payment 
process has been completed. In the absence of such designation, the residual funds shall be 
disbursed to the organization administering the program for the use of interest on lawyers’ client 
funds pursuant to § 51-81c of the General Statutes for the purpose of supporting its activities 
including, but not limited to, the funding of those organizations that provide legal services for the 
poor in Connecticut.” (emphasis added)).  
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consistent, guide—or even limit—the discretion of those involved in 
making the awards, and thereby provide for outcomes that better serve 
the interests of class members. 

IV. IN DEFENSE OF CY PRES—ALTERNATIVES TO CY PRES 
ARE UNSATISFACTORY 

When faced with the problem of residual funds from a class action 
settlement or award, for which further distribution to class members is 
impracticable or impossible, a cy pres distribution is the superior 
remedy. Of course, using the funds to directly compensate class 
members for their injuries will always provide the least controversial use 
of the funds,217 and if such a distribution directly to uncompensated class 
members is possible it should be made.218 However, once all individual 
class plaintiffs have been identified and compensated and further 
distributions are impossible, this Comment argues that the cy pres 
remedy, when appropriately applied, is the proper use of these remaining 
funds. This Part first examines the possible alternatives to using cy pres, 
and the drawbacks of each of these alternatives. This Part then concludes 
that cy pres is the superior solution for dealing with residual class action 
funds. 

A. Reversion 

One alternative to the use of cy pres for residual fund disbursements 
is reversion to the defendants.219 Under this method, any unclaimed 
funds will transfer back to the defendant. This is problematic because it 
results in a windfall to defendants.220 Defendants will be able to keep 
unlawfully obtained profits.221 Furthermore, this solution would 
undermine any deterrent effect that a judgment or settlement has on the 
defendant.222 

Judge Edith Jones in her concurring opinion in Klier v. Elf Atochem 
North America, Inc., argued that had the defendants not waived their 
right to a refund of undisbursed funds in that case, they would have been 

217. See supra Part II. 
218. ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, § 3.07. 
219. Yospe, supra note 16, at 1042. 
220. Natalie A. DeJarlais, Note, The Consumer Trust Fund: A Cy Pres Solution to Undistributed 

Funds in Consumer Class Actions, 38 HASTINGS L.J. 729, 749 (1987). 
221. Id.  
222. Id. 
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entitled to the excess funds.223 Judge Jones argued that the “superior 
approach is to return leftover settlement funds to the defendant. This 
corrects the parties’ mutual mistake as to the amount required to satisfy 
class members’ claims . . . . [A] cy pres distribution . . . result[s] in 
charging the defendant an amount greater than the harm it bargained to 
settle.”224 This conclusion results from a fundamental error in 
reasoning—the funds represent the compensation due to the absent class 
members, and thus the remaining “excess” is a result of administrative 
difficulties in disbursing the funds, and not the result of an error in 
calculating damages.225 

Furthermore, a reversion remedy would undermine any deterrence 
effect of the litigation.226 “It is a basic principle of equity that 
wrongdoers should not profit from their wrongdoing . . . . Wrongdoers 
will be less likely to engage in future illegal acts if the incentive of 
unjust enrichment is eliminated.”227 Because reversion would allow 
defendants to keep unlawfully obtained profits, allowing a reversion 
remedy would undermine enforcement of the underlying substantive 
law.228 At least in the context of settlement agreements, there is a strong 
argument that defendants should not benefit from the reversion of funds 
because the “[d]efendants are never forced to agree to a settlement that 
overcompensates the plaintiffs.”229 In agreeing to a settlement, 
defendants have received a tangible benefit, namely a “release from 
liability with respect to the class members,” and the likelihood and cost 
of future litigation was likely factored into the settlement agreement.230 

223. 658 F.3d 468, 480 (5th Cir. 2011). 
224. Id. at 482.  
225. Klier involved an appeal from a settlement agreement in a class action. Id. at 468. “The 

settlement agreement created three subclasses and allocated to each subclass a portion of the $41.4 
million settlement.” Id. at 472. The funds were to be used for one subclass to create a medical 
monitoring program, however $830,000 of the funds intended for this subclass were unclaimed. Id. 
at 473. The parties were in agreement that the distribution of these funds to individual class 
members was not economically feasible, and the court adopted a cy pres remedy. Id. The cy pres 
funds at issue thus did not represent an error in calculating the defendant’s liability, but rather 
represented the legitimate claims of unidentified class members.  

226. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 631. 
227. Kerry Barnett, Note, Equitable Trusts: An Effective Remedy in Consumer Class Actions, 96 

YALE L.J. 1591, 1595 (1987). 
228. See DeJarlais, supra note 220, at 749 (“[T]o permit the return of the unclaimed funds, a 

portion of the illicit profits, would impair the full impact of the deterrent force that is essential if 
adequate enforcement of the [law] is to be achieved . . . .” (quoting SEC v. Golconda Mining Co., 
327 F. Supp. 257 (S.D.N.Y. 1971)). 

229. Yospe, supra note 16, at 1043. 
230. Id. (quoting In re Motorsports Merch. Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 2d 1392, 1395 (N.D. Ga. 

2001)). 
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To return funds to the defendant because not every plaintiff could be 
located would represent an unjust enrichment to defendants who would 
be allowed to benefit from their violations of the law.231 

B. Pro Rata Distribution to Class Members 

Another possible alternative to cy pres is a pro-rata distribution of the 
residual funds to already compensated and identified class members.232 
This solution is also unsatisfactory because it overcompensates the 
identified plaintiffs and thus it results in a windfall to plaintiffs.233 

C. Escheat 

Another option discussed as an alternative to cy pres distributions is 
to allow the funds to escheat to the state.234 However, if it is unlikely that 
additional plaintiffs would be found, as would be the case in any 
appropriately used cy pres,235 this is likely not an effective use of the 
remaining funds.236 While this allows for the discouragement of ill-
gotten gains and serves deterrence goals, it is problematic in that there 
are no assurances that the money will be used for purposes that are in 
line with the underlying litigation.237 As such, to give the money, which 
is to be used for the benefit of class members, to a cause which could run 
counter to the interests of the class members would violate principles 
underlying Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, which mandate a duty on 
class counsel and the courts to ensure that the class action is being 
conducted in line with the interests of absent class members.238 

D. Refusal to Certify the Class 

One final proposed alternative to cy pres remedies, argued by Martin 
Redish and others, is that courts should refuse to certify a class action 

231. Jay Tidmarsh, Cy Pres and the Optimal Class Action, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 767, 768 
(2014).  

232. Id. at 1045. 
233. Id. 
234. Id. at 1046. 
235. See argument infra Parts IV–V. 
236. Yospe, supra note 16, at 1047–48. 
237. Barnett, supra note 227, at 1599.  
238. See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(g)(4) (“Class counsel must fairly and adequately represent the 

interests of the class.”); id. at R. 23(e)(2) (“If the proposal would bind class members, the court may 
approve [a settlement] only after a hearing and on finding that it is fair, reasonable, and adequate.”). 
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when it is anticipated that a cy pres remedy would be necessary.239 The 
logic of this argument is that if it is likely that a majority of individual 
class members will not be able to be directly compensated by the class 
action litigation then the use of a class action would be unmanageable.240 
The problem with this reasoning is twofold. First, the problem of 
unclaimed residual funds is an issue even when there has been 
substantial compensation to a majority of class members but remaining 
absent class members cannot be located.241 In these cases, where a class 
was appropriately certified,242 the problem of what to do with the 
remaining funds persists. Due to the undesirability of the alternatives, cy 
pres remains the best use of these funds in these situations.243 

Another problem with the prospective suggestion to refuse to certify 
classes where cy pres is an anticipated remedy, is that this solution 
would deny many plaintiffs their day in court and access to justice. In 
cases where the claims of individual plaintiffs are small, the cost of 
bringing a lawsuit can greatly exceed the damages recoverable.244 The 
class action provides an equitable solution wherein these legitimate 
claims, which on their own would not be feasible to bring a lawsuit, 
become feasible when aggregated, and thus through the class action 
device are able to enforce the law and bring justice.245 In Hughes v. Kore 
of Indiana Enterprise, Inc., Judge Posner writing for the Seventh Circuit 
recognized the importance of the class action remedy for these small 
claims cases.246 Hughes involved a class action lawsuit against a 
company for failing to provide notice that their ATM would charge a 
transaction fee to users.247 Judge Posner noted that the alternative to a 
class action, individual lawsuits of damages of not more than $100, 
would “not be realistic.”248 “The smaller the stakes to each victim of 
unlawful conduct, the greater the economies of class action 

239. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 639. 
240. Id. 
241. Redish notes his proposed solution to cy pres would not help in this situation. Redish et al., 

supra note 13, at 665. 
242. See, e.g., Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 2d 355 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). 
243. See argument infra Part IV. 
244. See, e.g., Hughes v. Kore of Ind. Enter., Inc., 731 F.3d 672, 675 (7th Cir. 2013) (noting that 

individual recoveries in the case would be only $100, and thus individual lawsuits—as opposed to a 
class action suit—would be impractical). 

245. See id. at 677. 
246. Id. 
247. Id. at 674.  
248. Id. at 675. 
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treatment.”249 
A deeper question is whether a class action should be permitted 
when the stakes, both individual and aggregate, in a class action 
are so small—so likely to be swamped by the expense of 
litigation—as they are in this case. But we don’t think smallness 
should be a bar. This is obvious when what is small is not the 
aggregate but the individual claim; indeed that’s the type of case 
in which class action treatment is most needful.250 

Refusing to certify a class action in the context of these so-called 
“negative value suits” would be tantamount to authorizing the 
defendants a free pass to violate the law when individual damages would 
be small.251 Furthermore, categorically disallowing these class actions 
from proceeding would run counter to the purposes of Federal Rule of 
Civil Procedure 23. One aim of class actions as guided by Rule 23, is “to 
provide a feasible means for asserting the rights of those who ‘would 
have no realistic day in court if a class action were not available.’”252 

E. Cy Pres Presents the Best Option for These Funds 

As explained above, none of the alternatives to cy pres relief provide 
a workable solution to the problem of residual funds and funds that are 
impractical or impossible to distribute to individual class members. 
Alternatives to cy pres either create unjustifiable windfalls to one side, 
or run counter to the principles underlying the administration of justice 
and the underlying principles of class action litigation. However, when 
damages are given to a charity through cy pres, there are necessarily 
going to be third parties who benefit from the use of these funds.253 

Clearly, windfall is inevitable in a cy pres distribution of 
damages or settlement funds. The true question, then, is whether 
the undesirability of a windfall to third parties is outweighed by 
the positive effects of cy pres distribution . . . . Windfalls are 
hardly taboo in the law. Indeed, the traditional application of the 

249. Id. 
250. Id. at 677. 
251. Cf. id. at 676 (noting that “[t]he smaller the stakes to each victim of unlawful conduct, the 

greater the economies of class action treatment and the likelier that the class members will receive 
some money rather than (without a class action) probably nothing, given the difficulty of interesting 
a lawyer in handling a suit for such modest . . . damages”).  

252. Buford v. H & R Block, Inc., 168 F.R.D. 340, 345–46 (S.D. Ga. 1996), aff’d sub nom. Jones 
v. H & R Block Tax Servs., 117 F.3d 1433 (11th Cir. 1997) (quoting Phillips Petroleum Co. v. 
Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 809 (1985)). 

253. DeJarlais, supra note 220, at 741. 
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cy pres doctrine to frustrated testamentary intent may result in 
some windfall to beneficiaries who were not included in the 
testator’s original plan. Examples of accepted remedies that 
entail windfalls are injunctions, statutory minimum damages, 
liquidated or treble damages, punitive damages, [and] 
shareholder derivative suits . . . . The principle common to each 
of these areas is that some degree of windfall is a tolerable cost 
of effectuating the deterrent purposes of the applicable laws and 
ensuring recovery to victims who have actually been injured.254 

Although cy pres does provide a benefit to third parties, cy pres 
remains the superior solution for the distribution of these funds because 
it serves deterrence goals, ensures the viability of small damages actions, 
and uses the remaining funds to further the underlying goals of the 
litigation. 

V. IMPROVING CY PRES—LESSONS FROM WASHINGTON 

The main critiques of the cy pres doctrine stem from the improper use 
of the doctrine, not from inherent flaws in the doctrine itself. The 
problem of improper incentives255 can be effectively negated through 
good decision-making by judges and counsel, a clearer articulation of 
what qualifies as a valid cy pres recipient, and stronger procedural 
protections. By examining the Washington State approach to class action 
cy pres through the lens of the Judd v. AT&T case, it is clear that a 
statutory approach is the best solution moving forward as it will clarify 
the standards for approving an acceptable cy pres recipient and 
standardize procedures for selecting that recipient in a way that will 
reduce any appearance of impropriety. Cy pres has promise and value as 
an equitable solution to the problem of residual funds in appropriate 
cases; courts should not throw the baby out with the bath water. 

A. Improper Incentives Can Be Checked 

One of the main criticisms of cy pres doctrine in class actions is that it 
creates improper incentives for judges, attorneys, and charitable 
organizations to further their own interests rather than promote the 
interests of the absent class members.256 “Moreover, the specter of 
judges and outside entities dealing in the distribution and solicitation of 

254. Id. 
255. See supra Part II.C. 
256. See Redish et al., supra note 13; Yospe, supra note 16.  
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settlement money may create the appearance of impropriety.”257 
However, cy pres has been appropriately applied in many situations, and 
in states such as Washington, statutory mandates have effectively 
constrained discretion, and along with it, the illusion of improper 
incentives. 

The rule on cy pres in class actions adopted by Washington has been 
an effective solution to some of the key criticisms of the doctrine. The 
statutory solution adopted by Washington is effective in controlling 
incentives, and further exemplifies how courts can successfully 
implement cy pres doctrine properly in practice. 

First, the Washington approach only takes effect when residual funds 
are identified,258 thus ensuring that efforts are first taken to identify and 
compensate actual class members. This ensures that class counsel is not 
induced to seek cy pres without first confirming that further distribution 
of funds is impossible.259 This approach is consistent with the approach 
endorsed in the American Legal Institute’s (ALI) new Principles of 
Aggregate Litigation.260 The ALI proposed that a cy pres award is 
appropriate only if it is impossible or infeasible to distribute the funds to 
class members.261 “If individual class members can be identified through 
reasonable effort, and the distributions are sufficiently large to make 
individual distributions economically viable, settlement proceeds should 
be distributed directly to individual class members.”262 

Second, the Washington State approach curbs judicial discretion by 
introducing a mandatory disbursement of residual funds to the LFW.263 
Because the determination of the appropriate cy pres recipient is not 
being made by a judge, the judge avoids the appearance of impropriety 
and is prevented from making a distribution that does not further the 
interests of the class and or litigation, or one that is purely for self-
benefit. For example, the judge in Judd effectively avoided the 
appearance of impropriety by first implementing a rigorous review and 
approval of potential cy pres recipients, and second, by shifting the 
ultimate disbursement of the funds though an established grant program 
that was tied to the interests of the underlying litigation.264 

257. Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir. 2011). 
258. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(1). 
259. ALI’S PRINCIPLES, supra note 60, § 3.07. 
260. Id. 
261. Id. 
262. Id. § 3.07(a). 
263. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(2). 
264. See supra Part III.B.   
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Third, Washington Civil Rule 23(f) also gives a helpful articulation of 
what constitutes a valid use of cy pres awards. The Washington State 
approach represents a strong policy statement that legal aid charities are 
an appropriate recipient of cy pres distributions.265 The designated 
recipient of residual cy pres funds, the LFW, not only fits with the 
general access to justice principles underlying any class action 
litigation,266 thereby making it an appropriate cy pres recipient,267 it also 
has the benefit of being the foundation that administers Washington 
State’s IOLTA program.268 Because it administers the state’s IOLTA 
program, the LFW provides the benefit of an established grant program 
structure with independent third-party oversight.269 

B. Legal Aid Charities Can Be Appropriate Cy Pres Recipients 

Several courts have awarded cy pres distributions to legal aid 
charities.270 Furthermore many states have explicitly adopted rules either 
authorizing or mandating that cy pres funds go to legal aid charities.271 
Some courts and commenters have criticized this practice, arguing that 
while these recipients are surely worthy causes, they do not relate to the 
interests of the class members.272 Such arguments unhinge the doctrine 
of cy pres from its trust law origins, distorting the concept of “next best 

265. Id. (“[R]esidual funds shall be disbursed . . . to support activities and programs that promote 
access to the civil justice system for low income residents of Washington State.”). 

266. The mission statement of the Legal Foundation of Washington is: “The Legal Foundation of 
Washington is dedicated to equal justice for low-income persons. The Foundation funds programs 
and supports policies and initiatives which enable the poor and the most vulnerable to overcome 
barriers in the civil justice system.” Inside LFW, supra note 36.  

267. See infra Part VII.B–C. 
268. Interest On Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA), LEGAL FOUND. WASH., 

http://www.legalfoundation.org/pages/iolta (last visited May 31, 2015). 
269. See Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, supra 

note 168.  
270. “The absence of an obvious cause to support with the funds does not bar a charitable 

donation, however. In recent years, the doctrine appears to have become more flexible. . . . While 
the use of funds for purposes closely related to their origin is still the best cy pres application, the 
doctrine of cy pres and courts’ broad equitable powers now permit use of funds for other public 
interest purposes by . . . other public services organizations.” Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 
2d 355, 359 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (internal quotations omitted); see also Eddings v. Health Net, Inc., 
No. CV 10-1744-JST (RZx), 2013 WL 169895 (C.D. Cal. Jan. 16, 2013); Superior Beverage Co. v. 
Owens-Ill., Inc., 827 F. Supp. 477 (N.D. Ill.1993).  

271. See supra Part III.C. 
272. See SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 416 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“The funding 

of legal services programs is a worthy pursuit. However, absent specific legislation, courts are left 
with unfettered discretion to direct the distribution of what can be large sums of money.”). 
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use” into the legal fiction of “indirect benefit.”273 However, under a 
proper articulation of the cy pres doctrine, a legal aid charity in an 
appropriate case, can accurately be deemed the “next best use” of the 
residual funds. 

As previously discussed, the cy pres remedy, as it originated in 
charitable trust law, seeks to save trusts that would otherwise fail by 
applying funds to the “next best use” that would effectuate the 
underlying goals of the settlor as closely as possible.274 In the class 
action context, cy pres has been interpreted by several courts, including 
the Ninth and First Circuits,275 to require that the recipient of the cy pres 
funds share a “driving nexus” with the interests of the plaintiff class for 
the indirect benefit of class members.276 “The purpose of the cy pres 
distribution is to ‘put the unclaimed fund to its next best compensation 
use, e.g., for the aggregate, indirect, prospective benefit of the class.’”277 

The problem with the current leading articulation of this standard for 
cy pres—under either the indirect benefit or nexus articulation—is that it 
is based upon a legal fiction. As Judge Posner has acknowledged, 
“[t]here is no indirect benefit to the class from the defendant’s giving the 
money to someone else. In such a case the ‘cy pres’ remedy . . . is purely 
putative.”278 However, Judge Posner has said that the mere putative 
nature of the cy pres remedy will not invalidate it.279 

Because this legal fiction has been reinforced as a legitimating 
purpose behind cy pres,280 and because the interests of absent class 
members will not be indirectly served by giving their money to a third 

273. See In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 775 F.3d 1060, 1067 (8th Cir. 2015) (“[W]hen a 
district court concludes that a cy pres distribution is appropriate after applying the foregoing 
rigorous standards, such a distribution must be ‘for the next best use . . . for indirect class benefit,’ 
and ‘for uses consistent with the nature of the underlying action and with the judicial function.’” 
(emphasis added) (quoting In re Katrina Canal Breaches Litig., 628 F.3d 185, 196 (5th Cir. 2010))). 

274. See supra Part I. 
275. See Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2012), reh’g denied, 709 F.3d 791 (9th 

Cir. 2013), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. __, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013); In re Lupron 
Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 38 (1st Cir. 2012). 

276. See supra Part I.B. 
277. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. at 414 (emphasis in original) (quoting Masters v. 

Wilhelmina Model Agency, Inc., 473 F.3d 423, 436 (2d Cir. 2007)). 
278. Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004). 
279. Hughes v. Kore of Indiana Enters., Inc., 731 F.3d 672, 676 (7th Cir. 2013) (“When there’s 

not even an indirect benefit to the class from the defendant’s payment of damages, the ‘cy pres’ 
remedy . . . is purely punitive. But we said in Mirfasihi that the punitive character of the remedy 
would not invalidate it. Other courts, disagreeing, require the charity or other recipient to have an 
interest parallel to that of the class.” (internal citations omitted)). 

280. See generally, e.g., Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 2011). 
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party,281 courts have struggled with the application of the cy pres 
principle when there is no existing charity that clearly approximates the 
interests of the class.282 In Jones v. National Distillers, the court 
struggled to find a charitable recipient that would indirectly benefit the 
class members in a stock market fraud class action.283 The court stated 
this difficulty in its opinion, noting that, “[c]y pres principles offer 
limited guidance here, however. While there are many worthy uses for 
$18,400.80, there is no obvious use for the money that provides a 
particular benefit to class members.”284 

When there is no clear charitable recipient with ties to the interests of 
class members, parties and courts have stretched this nexus requirement 
to try to fit over a charity with a less readily apparent tie to the class 
members.285 “Cy pres distributions imperfectly serve that purpose by 
substituting for that direct compensation an indirect benefit that is at best 
attenuated and at worse illusory.”286 Commenters have jumped on a few 
cases as examples of impropriety that were merely courts and parties 
going through this strained exercise.287 Martin Redish criticizes cases 
where there has been an attenuated nexus to class members’ interests: 

An even stronger illustration of the attenuated connection 
between the direct interests of the class members and the charity 
receiving the cy pres award is the federal district court decision 
in In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust 
Litigation. There the court in a compact disc advertised price 
antitrust litigation authorized a cy pres award to the National 
Guild of the Community School of the Arts. There was no way 
that the designation even arguably compensated injured victims, 
directly or indirectly, in any recognizable way . . . . 
Similarly . . . in Jones v. National Distillers, [] the court 
awarded a cy pres award from a securities fraud suit to a legal 
aid society because it was more related to the subject matter of 
the suit than would be “a dance performance or a zoo.” In none 
of these decisions did the charitable designation in any way 
constitute even a feeble attempt to indirectly compensate 

281. Mirfasihi, 356 F.3d at 784. 
282. See Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 2d 355 (S.D.N.Y. 1999). 
283. Id. at 358.  
284. Id. 
285. See id. 
286. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 173 (3d Cir. 2013). 
287. See Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Ill., Inc., 827 F. Supp. 477 (N.D. Ill. 1993). 
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victims.288 
These criticisms stem from precisely the issue that compensating 

plaintiffs is not possible when the money is given to a third party. The cy 
pres principle in trust law was designed to appropriate funds to their 
“next best use”289 which does not necessarily indicate that an indirect 
benefit to the originally intended recipient is necessary, but rather allows 
for restructuring of the trust to “accomplish the general . . . purpose of 
the donor.”290 By analogy to the class action context, the funds that are 
impossible to distribute to absent class members should be restructured 
to further the underlying goals of the class action lawsuit.291 When 
conceived in this light, the “next best use” of residual funds in class 
action lawsuits should go to causes that further the goals of the 
underlying substantive law claims and underlying goals of the class 
action litigation. One such way to ensure that class action funds are 
going to their next best use is to disburse the funds cy pres to 
organizations that promote access to justice, which are necessarily 
implicated in any class action lawsuit: 

Class actions serve three essential purposes: (1) to facilitate 
judicial economy by the avoidance of multiple suits on the same 
subject matter . . . ; (2) to provide a feasible means for asserting 
the rights of those who “would have no realistic day in court if a 
class action were not available” . . . ; and (3) to deter 
inconsistent results, assuring a uniform, singular determination 
of rights and liabilities. “The class action is a powerful 
procedural device, offering enormous savings in time and 
judicial resources while opening up opportunities for both new 
forms of litigation and potential abuse by litigants.”292 

Access to justice is an important concern underlying class action 

288. Redish et al., supra note 13, at 636–37 (emphasis added). 
289. See supra Part I. 
290. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TRUSTS § 399 cmt. b (1959) (“To what purposes the 

property may be applied. In the application of the cy pres doctrine, it is sometimes stated that the 
property must be applied to purposes as nearly as possible like those designated by the terms of the 
gift. To an increasing extent, however, the courts have recognized that in choosing among possible 
schemes the court is not necessarily required to adopt that scheme which is as nearly as possible like 
that designated by the terms of the gift. This is particularly true where the designated purpose 
becomes impossible or impracticable of accomplishment at some time subsequent to the creation of 
the trust. The court seeks to frame a scheme which on the whole is best suited to accomplish the 
general charitable purpose of the donor.” (emphasis in original)).  

291. See supra Part I for a definition of the cy pres standard. 
292. Buford v. H & R Block, Inc., 168 F.R.D. 340, 345–46 (S.D. Ga. 1996), aff’d sub nom. Jones 

v. H & R Block Tax Servs., 117 F.3d 1433 (11th Cir. 1997) (internal citations omitted).  
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litigation.293 Using cy pres funds to further access to justice programs, 
such as state legal aid foundations, would further the underlying goals of 
the class action litigation, and absent a closer substantive fit to the 
particular litigation, would fall within the purview of the funds’ 
legitimate “next best use.”294 

C. Judd v. AT&T Is an Example of Cy Pres Properly Used 

One clear example of cy pres properly used is the Judd v. AT&T case 
in Washington State. With a very large fund available for cy pres 
distributions295 the court was able to make reasoned and impartial 
determinations about which charities were appropriate, and was able to 
avoid any appearance of impropriety. 

The ultimate outcome was the application of cy pres at its best for 
three reasons. First, the Judge removed herself from making the actual 
individual grant determinations by approving charities as applicable in 
both credibility and in underlying support of the purposes of the case and 
gave the LFW the ability to approve grants to these charities with a 
mindfulness of the underlying purposes of the litigation.296 By removing 
herself from the individual award of cy pres funds, Judge Andrus was 
able to avoid the appearance of impropriety and allow for an unbiased 
application of cy pres. 

Second, charities that were interested in receiving cy pres funds were 
required to submit applications specifying the intended use of the funds 
and were required to articulate how they would use these funds to further 
the underlying purpose of the litigation.297 This creates transparency in 
the decision making process and ensures that cy pres is really being used 
for the “next best use” that furthers the objectives of the class action 
litigation. It also takes counsel out of the role of selecting a particular 
charitable cause, seen by many as a power susceptible to abuse,298 and 
makes the charities apply to specific cases that are linked to their 
underlying goals rather than operating as a general lobbying group for 

293. See id.  
294. Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 2d 355, 359 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (noting that the cy pres 

recipient, a legal aid charity, served the “somewhat analogous purpose of helping those needing 
legal assistance for various civil matters”); Boies & Keith, supra note 104, at 290–91. 

295. The fund was approximated at $20 million dollars. See Class Action Notice, Settlement 
Agreement at app. 2, Judd v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 00-2-17565-5 SEA (King Cnty. Super. Ct., 
Wash. Jan. 22, 2013). 

296. See supra Part III.B. 
297. Id. 
298. Yospe, supra note 16, at 1035. 
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any cy pres funds in any case. 
Third, Washington Rule 23(f) explicitly authorized a reputable and 

appropriate cy pres recipient: the LFW.299 Because this organization was 
designated by the state’s civil rules, the judge did not decide who 
received the funds. Thus, the Judge’s selection of this charity was not 
arbitrary or subject to concerns of bias or impropriety. Furthermore, the 
selection of a legal aid charity that will serve access to justice objectives 
furthers the underlying goals of the class action suit, and therefore 
arguably qualifies as an appropriate cy pres recipient.300 This legal aid 
charity in particular has the benefit of state oversight since it administers 
the state’s IOLTA fund and thus has a robust oversight structure,301 and 
because it has a strong track record,302 it is not subject to criticisms like 
those voiced about the newly created charity in the Lane v. Facebook 
case.303 

The particular structure of the grant program that was set up to 
administer the cy pres awards further ensured that the cy pres was 
applied in a transparent and effective manner to only qualified and 
appropriate cy pres recipients. The LFW laid out specific procedures to 
the court for the administration of a grant program, based on its exiting 
grant program structure for IOLTA funds.304 The LFW’s grant-making 
process is overseen by a nine-member Board of Trustees; three members 
are each appointed by the Washington State Supreme Court, the 
Governor, and the Washington State Bar Association.305 The LFW has a 
policy of only awarding grants to organizations that have “strong track 
record[s] of fiscal and programmatic integrity.”306 The grant recipients 
must provide regular fiscal and narrative reports to the LFW to allow the 
foundation to assess whether objectives are being met.307 

For the Judd v. AT&T case, the LFW proposed that their grant 

299. WASH. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(2). 
300. See supra Part V.B. 
301. Interest On Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA), supra note 268. 
302. Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual Funds, supra note 

168 (“LFW has over 25 years of experience in granting and overseeing the effective use of funds to 
non-profit providers of legal services in Washington state. LFW has granted out over $160 million 
to nearly 50 organizations providing civil legal aid throughout our state by establishing and 
employing standards-based tools to assess program capability and program effectiveness.”). 

303. See supra Part II.C. 
304. See generally Application by Legal Foundation of Washington for Receipt of Residual 

Funds, supra note 168.  
305. Id. 
306. Id. 
307. Id. 
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program would award cy pres funds to grant recipients with proven track 
records of serving and “assist[ing] incarcerated or detained people, their 
families, and those recently released from institutions.”308 The LFW also 
took measures to ensure impartiality in the grant-awarding process. The 
Foundation proposed creating a “Blue Ribbon Panel” of impartial 
experts to develop and facilitate the activities of the grant recipients, and 
the panel would not include current or past board members from 
recipient organizations.309 The ongoing oversight and annual reporting 
requirements ensure that the funds, once they are awarded, truly serve 
the interests of helping incarcerated persons and their families, and 
providing access to justice through legal aid.310 

D. Improving Class Action Cy Pres Outcomes 

States are providing innovative ways to address the cy pres process 
for residual class action funds. Washington Civil Rule 23(f) goes a long 
way towards establishing clearer standards as to when cy pres is 
appropriate and which cy pres recipients are acceptable, and effectively 
works to counter the risks of abuse by judges and counsel. While the 
mandated distribution to the Legal Foundation of Washington, required 
under Washington Civil Rule 23(f), is effective at addressing many of 
the key criticisms of cy pres, it does not fully address concerns over the 
appropriation of the remaining seventy-five percent. 

Other states address the remaining funds and apply a slightly different 
approach that is more in line with the doctrine’s “next best use” origins. 
For example, the Maine approach to cy pres allows for a court to award 
a cy pres distribution to a charity with a very close tie to furthering the 
interests of the class, but provides further that should no clear recipient 
be identified, the court is to distribute the funds to the Maine IOLTA 
Foundation, a charitable organization providing legal aid services.311 
This two-tiered mechanism allows a cy pres award to be distributed to a 
charity with a very close nexus approximating the interests of the 
substantive claims of the class if such an organization exists, thereby 

308. Id. 
309. Id. 
310. Legal Foundation of Washington 2013 Report on Use of Cy Pres Funds, supra note 188. 
311. ME. R. CIV. P. 23(f)(2) (“The parties may agree that residual funds be paid to an entity 

whose interests reasonably approximate those being pursued by the class. When it is not clear that 
there is such a recipient, unless otherwise required by governing law, the settlement agreement 
should provide that residual fees, if any, be paid to the Maine Bar Foundation to be distributed in 
the same manner as funds received from interest on lawyers trust accounts pursuant to M. Bar R. 
6(a)(2)-(5).”). 
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ensuring that the funds go to the charity most-closely tied to the merits 
of the case if possible. If no such closely tied charity exists, then the rule 
requires the distribution of the residual funds to an approved legal aid 
foundation thereby ensuring that the principle of “next best use” is fully 
applied. 

Maine further justifies the distribution of cy pres award to a legal aid 
foundation by connecting the charity’s goals to the aims of the litigation. 
Distributing funds to the Maine IOLTA Foundation also serves the 
underlying goals of the litigation because of its legal aid and access to 
justice purposes.312 In the advisory notes to Maine Rule 23, the purposes 
behind this approach were noted: 

Specifying the selection of the Maine Bar Foundation in such 
circumstances has two advantages. First, it eliminates any 
possibility that a recipient is being chosen to benefit or garner 
credit for the defendant, for plaintiffs’ counsel, or for the court. 
Second, the principal aim of the Maine Bar Foundation—to 
support efforts to widen access to justice for those who cannot 
afford it—aligns with a basic aim of Rule 23 itself.313 

Other states should look to the approaches taken in states such as 
Maine and Washington when considering adopting a measure to address 
cy pres awards. Looking at these states for guidance, an effective 
approach would be to require residual funds to go to a state’s IOLTA 
legal aid foundation for grant distribution consistent with the merits and 
access to justice purposes of the class action litigation, unless the court 
finds that a different charitable organization exists “whose interests 
reasonably approximate those being pursued by the class.”314 

States should also consider the approach used by Judge Andrus in the 
Judd v. AT&T case and suggest awarding cy pres funds to their state 
legal aid foundation that manages the state’s IOLTA program to 
distribute to qualified cy pres recipients in the form of narrowly tailored 
grants with oversight and reporting requirements. This method shifts the 
ultimate decision to award specific sums of money away from the 
judiciary, and to a reputable third party with substantial oversight. Such 
methods would ensure that only those charities that are indeed the “next 
best use” receive cy pres funds and would eliminate concerns of 
charitable lobbying and remedy appearances of impropriety. 

The Federal Rules Advisory Committee is currently studying the 

312. Id.; see also ME. R. CIV. P. 23(f) advisory note. 
313. ME. R. CIV. P. 23(f) advisory note. 
314. ME. R. CIV. P. 23(f). 
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issue of cy pres.315 In a recent report the committee stated about cy pres: 
One of the reasons for disquiet about cy pres awards is the 
perception that at times they are made to recipients that will use 
the award for purposes that have little or no relation to the 
interests of the class. Awards to educational institutions favored 
by counsel or the court are an example. Could cy pres provisions 
in Rule 23 effectively direct that the award go to an entity that 
has interests closely aligned with class members’ interests?316 

As seen from the various state approaches to cy pres, a rule-based 
approach can be an effective way to tailor cy pres to its appropriate uses. 
As the Rules Committee considers whether to adopt an approach to cy 
pres, it should look to the state approaches for inspiration. 

CONCLUSION 

Cy pres doctrine has been harshly denounced by its critics who point 
to questionable cy pres awards as evidence of a “flawed” doctrine. 
However, these questionable cy pres awards are the result of poor 
decisions about how and when to select cy pres recipients, rather than 
evidence of inherent and unresolvable problems with the doctrine. In the 
absence of a clearly spelled out methodology for courts to follow in 
approving cy pres, the perception of impropriety will continue to 
dominate and cast a cloud over even the best uses of cy pres. Cy pres 
remedies remain superior to other methods for appropriating residual 
funds because they serve important deterrence goals and, when used 
properly, further the underlying merits of the class action litigation. 
Furthermore, cy pres remedies are a necessary mechanism to provide 
access to justice in cases with small individual harms. 

States have been innovating new approaches to cy pres that work to 
tailor the cy pres doctrine to achieve more consistent and appropriate 
outcomes. As seen in the case Judd v. AT&T, cy pres can be constrained 
and applied in ways that increase transparency, appropriately tailor 
awards to the “next best use,” and reduce the appearance of impropriety. 
Washington Civil Rule 23(f) goes a long way towards codifying a 

315. Memorandum from Hon. David G. Campbell, Advisory Comm. on Rules, to Hon. Jeffrey H. 
Sutton, Chair of the Advisory Comm. on Rules 9 (Dec. 2, 2014), available at 
http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rules/Reports/CV12-2014.pdf (regarding 
Report of Advisory Committee on Civil Rules) [hereinafter Report of Rules Advisory Committee]; 
see also Andrew Trask, The Rules Advisory Committee Study Agenda—Cy Pres, CLASS ACTION 
COUNTERMEASURES (Jan. 7, 2015), http://www.classactioncountermeasures.com/2015/01/articles/ 
certification/the-rules-advisory-committee-study-agenda-cy-pres/. 

316. Report of Rules Advisory Committee, supra note 315, at 9 (emphasis added).  
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workable approach to cy pres distributions in the class action context. 
Utilizing a two-tiered rule-based approach, as seen in other jurisdictions 
such as Maine, can ensure that funds are being used to approximate the 
interests of class members “as near as possible.” 
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INTRODUCTION 

“When selection of cy pres beneficiaries is not tethered to the nature of the lawsuit 
and the interests of the silent class members, the selection process may answer to the 
whims and self interests of the parties, their counsel, or the court.”  

– Judge N. Randy Smith1 

Forty-five years ago, the ancient doctrine of “cy pres” was lifted from the 
pages of trust law and applied, for the first time, to the class action context. 
Cy pres stood for the proposition that, when the explicit purpose of a 
charitable trust became impossible, the court should look to the testator’s2 
intent and apply the trust to its next best use. In the class action context, cy 
pres was an equitable “patch” necessitated by the expanding scope of the 
class action mechanism at the state and federal levels. Generally, the 
concept has come to mean that when distributing damages to an individual 
class member is impossible or impractical, the court should use those 
damages for the benefit of the class at large. 

However, the current class action litigation system does not consistently 
follow this standard. Cy pres awards lack the procedural and adversarial 
protections needed to ensure their fairness and accuracy. Courts, even when 
trying to apply cy pres for the benefit of the member class, are poorly suited 
to decide how best to benefit the class. And, unfortunately, cy pres awards 
are all too often diverted to general charity or directed to charitable projects 
of interest to the judge or lawyers involved in the case. These outcomes 
deprive class members of the benefits of their suit and cast a pallor of 
impropriety on the class action mechanism.  

Fortunately, a remedy exists and can be deployed discretionarily without 
legislation or amendment to the Federal Rules. Because cy pres aims to 
approximate the benefit that individual damages would provide to class 
members, courts should ask the class how best to utilize cy pres awards. 
Through a crowdsourced, democratic voting process, courts could seek the 

 
1 Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir. 2011).  
2 “One who makes or has made a testament or will; one who dies leaving a will.” BLACK’S 

LAW DICTIONARY 1475 (6th ed. 1990). 
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input of identified class members at low marginal cost. This mechanism 
would add a democratic element to the cy pres process and largely obviate 
potential or perceived ethical violations. Moreover, it would improve 
judicial accuracy in awarding cy pres funds, enabling more of their compen-
satory value to flow to the injured class. This proposal modernizes class 
action cy pres while honoring its ancient origins by returning to cy pres’s 
core goal: adhering as closely as possible to the intended outcome.  

I. INCORPORATING CY PRES INTO THE CLASS ACTION 

A. Cy Pres in Trust Law 

Although legal historians dispute the origins of the term,3 the principle 
of cy pres can be traced back at least as far as the sixth-century Roman 
Empire.4 The close relation between law and religion during the Middle 
Ages, especially at the time of death, likely gave rise to cy pres in English 
law.5 In medieval England, the deceased’s estate was commonly divided, 
with one third (“the dead’s part”) applied by the administrators “for the 
good of his soul in such pious works as they shall think best according to 
God and good conscience.”6 The courts recognized that the public benefit of 
charitable acts, and the value to the testator’s soul, would be lost if such 
charitable donations reverted to the heirs when the gift intended could not 
be completed.7 To avoid this outcome, the courts would rededicate the gift 
 

3 It has been theorized that the phrase “cy pres” has its origins in the Norman French “cy pres 
comme possible” (“as near as possible”), EDITH L. FISCH, THE CY PRES DOCTRINE IN THE 

UNITED STATES 1 (1950), or the Anglo French “si-près” (“so near” or “as near”), Cypres, OXFORD 

ENG. DICTIONARY, http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/46668 (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived 
at http://perma.cc/A5TX-R2YQ. Alternatively, the term may well have originated independently 
in Law-French. See L. A. SHERIDAN & V. T. H. DELANY, THE CY-PRÈS DOCTRINE 5 (1959) 
(noting the difficulty of determining the meaning of the phrase in Anglo-Norman Law-French). 

4 In a case that appears in the Digest of Justinian, the Roman courts were confronted with a 
legacy left to a city for the purpose of preserving the donor’s memory through yearly games, which 
had since been rendered illegal. The jurist Modestinus, recognizing that allowing the funds to 
revert to the heirs would be unjust, instead proposed that “an investigation be made to ascertain 
how the trust may be employed so that the memory of the deceased may be preserved in some 
other and lawful manner.” SHERIDAN & DELANY, supra note 3, at 7-8 (citing DIG. 33.2.16 
(Modestinus, Responsorum 9)). 

5 See Hamish Gray, The History and Development in England of the Cy-Près Principle in Charities, 
33 B.U. L. REV. 30, 32-33 (1953) (noting the close association between the last will and the last 
confession, the Ordinary’s role in administering the estates of the deceased, and the church’s role 
as the dominant recipient of charity).  

6 Id. at 33 (quoting 4 RICHARD DE KELLAWE, REGISTRUM PALATINUM DUNELMENSE 
369 (Thomas Duffus Hardy ed., London, Longman & Co. 1878)).  

7 Id. at 34-35. It has been hypothesized that the rise of cy pres was a result of “piety and 
greed,” because the chancellor simultaneously served as a church official and thus had the “twin 
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to an alternative use in line with the donor’s intentions. These early princi-
ples of cy pres were adopted and codified in the Statute of Charitable Uses,8 
a broad statute with “such medicinal qualities in it, as to heal every imper-
fection in a charitable disposition, provided the party had a legal capacity to 
give at all.”9  

In England, cy pres took on two distinct forms: judicial cy pres and 
prerogative cy pres. While judicial cy pres arose from the king’s equitable 
powers, prerogative cy pres originated in the king’s protective powers over 
his subjects as “parens patriae” (or “parent of the nation”), making him the 
constitutional trustee of all gifts devoted to the public or to “charity” 
generally.10 With time, these prerogative powers transferred to the chancellor 
as proxy for the king, while the judicial cy pres powers simultaneously 
resided in the chancellor in his judicial capacity.11 The chancellor’s judicial 
cy pres powers eventually became part of the Chancery Court’s inherent 
jurisdiction.12 The remainder, in the form of prerogative cy pres, were 
retained by the crown.13  

Judicial cy pres evolved as an “intent-enforcing doctrine”; the chancellor 
or the courts could act only when the donor manifested a specific charitable 
intention that could be effectuated.14 The crown retained its prerogative cy 
pres powers in situations when the testator’s intent was too broad to guide 
the courts, such as gifts to “charity” generally or when the testator’s intent 
was illegal.15 Although multiple theories abound as to why these specific 
powers were retained, the best explanation is that illegal donations revert to 

 

incentives of saving the person’s soul and keeping the funds within the church.” Martin H. Redish 
et al., Cy Pres Relief and the Pathologies of the Modern Class Action: A Normative and Empirical 
Analysis, 62 FLA. L. REV. 617, 626 (2010).  

8 The Charitable Uses Act, 1601, 43 Eliz. I, c. 4 (Eng.), reprinted in GARETH JONES, 
HISTORY OF THE LAW OF CHARITY 1532–1827, at 224-28 (1969).  

9 Attorney Gen. v. Downing, (1767) 97 Eng. Rep. 1 (K.B.) 5; Wilm. 1, 11. 
10 A Revaluation of Cy Pres, 49 YALE L.J. 303, 304 (1939). This power thus rested at the heart 

of the powers that became modern equity jurisprudence.  
11 See id. (describing the historical evolution of cy pres powers in English jurisprudence).  
12 See SHERIDAN & DELANY, supra note 3, at 10 (stating that “their rules in this matter were 

taken over by the Court of Chancery”). 
13 See A Revaluation of Cy Pres, supra note 10, at 304 (“[C]y pres could still be exercised only 

by the crown . . . where a gift was void for being devoted to a purpose illegal or contrary to public 
policy, or where a gift was made to charity generally.”).  

14 Id. at 305.  
15 Id. at 304-05; see also FISCH, supra note 3, at 57 (“The Crown . . . retained the power to 

designate a charitable purpose . . . where the object of the gift was illegal or void as contrary to 
public policy, and where a gift was made to charity generally without the interposition of a 
trustee.”).  
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a broad charitable intent, which is the core of prerogative cy pres.16 When 
such a general charitable intent existed, the king (as parens patriae) was 
better situated than a court to decide how the gift could best serve the 
public good. Prerogative cy pres thus operated at the crown’s discretion, 
“without regard for the donor’s intended purpose.”17  

The United States was slow to adopt cy pres principles. The colonists 
feared that prerogative cy pres would trump individual rights18 and confused 
prerogative and judicial cy pres because the English case law did not 
distinguish between the two.19 They therefore feared that the principle’s 
adoption would vest too much power in the judiciary, allowing judicial 
efficiency to override the testator’s intent.20 Early American decisions also 
confused the legal status of cy pres, mistakenly concluding that it was not 
part of the common law prior to its codification.21 Despite this initial 
reluctance, many states later affirmed the use of cy pres by the courts, and 

 
16 A Revaluation of Cy Pres, supra note 10, at 304 (“[W]hen a gift . . . was declared void, there 

remained only the broad charitable intent which characterizes a general gift to charity.”). It has 
also been posited that the retention of crown jurisdiction over illegal gifts resulted from the 
overwhelmingly political nature of such gifts, the majority of which were illegal because they 
involved donations to religious orders other than the Church of England. Id. 

17 Id. at 305. An excellent illustration of the prerogative power can be found in Da Costa v. De 
Pas, (1754) 27 Eng. Rep. (Ch.) 150; Amb. 228, 228, wherein the decedent left assets for the 
establishment of a yeshiva in England. At that time, no gift could be given to any religious 
institution other than the Church of England, rendering the gift impossible by illegality. Id.; Amb. 
228. The chancellor, as the king’s proxy, saved the charitable intent of the gift—but not the donor’s 
sectarian intent—by donating the gift to a foundling hospital for the purpose of instructing boys 
in the Christian religion. Id. at 152; Amb. 228.  

18 See FISCH, supra note 3, at 60-61 (“Such far fetched and arbitrary applications of the 
prerogative cy pres prejudiced some of the American courts against the application of cy pres in 
any form . . . .”). Even contemporary English judges were wary of the doctrine. Chief Justice Lord 
Kenyon, in the 1801 case of Brudenell v. Elwes, cautioned that “[t]he doctrine of cy pres goes to the 
utmost verge of the law, even in the construction of wills; and we must take care that it does not 
run wild.” (1801) 102 Eng. Rep. 171 (K.B.) 174; 1 East, 442, 451.  

19 See FISCH, supra note 3, at 56-57 (explaining that confusion resulted from the chancellor’s 
failure to distinguish between prerogative and judicial cy pres).  

20 See id. at 60 (discussing America’s unease in adopting cy pres based on England’s “unre-
stricted application of the prerogative power sometimes result[ing] in donating . . . property to 
purposes which were not in accord with the desires of the donor”).  

21 See id. at 9-12 (noting the misconception among American courts that jurisdiction over 
charitable trusts derived solely from an English statute that the colonial legislatures had repealed); 
see also Trs. of the Phila. Baptist Ass’n v. Hart’s Ex’rs, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 1, 7 (1819) (“[T]he Court 
of Chancery in England exercises [cy pres] solely in virtue of the statute of the 43d Eliz. All 
ancient precedents of the exercise of such powers, to effect such charitable uses, are expressly 
stated to be founded on that statute.”). 
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judicial cy pres has since been codified in an overwhelming majority of 
states.22 

B. Importing Cy Pres into Class Actions 

Throughout its extensive history and into the twentieth century, the 
concept of cy pres was limited to the law of trust and estates. There was no 
need to invoke cy pres in the remedies context because the existing legal 
structure did not allow for many situations in which damages could arise 
without a clear recipient. The framework, however, shifted dramatically in 
the 1960s. At the federal level, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 was 
revised to expand the class action mechanism.23 The expanded rule allowed 
the inclusion of absent class members in mandatory class actions.24 The 
amendments thus enabled substantial funds to remain unclaimed, either 
because the class members were too difficult to identify, the administrative 
costs of reaching the individual class members were prohibitively burdensome, 
or the class members failed to receive or respond to notifications of their 
inclusion in the class award.25 At the state level, courts have also grappled 
with whether to allow and how to conduct class actions on behalf of uniden-
tifiable injured parties.26 

One of the many academic works inspired by this shift was a comment 
by University of Chicago law student Stewart R. Shepherd, which proposed 
using the cy pres doctrine to guide the distribution of unclaimed class 
action damages.27 Shepherd argued that “[w]hen distribution problems 
arise . . . , courts may seek to apply their own version of cy pres by effectuating 
as closely as possible the intent of the legislature in providing the legal 
 

22 See Redish, supra note 7, at 628 & n.59 (“Currently forty-six states and the District of 
Columbia have codified judicial cy pres.”).  

23 See FED. R. CIV. P. 23 advisory committee’s notes to the 1966 amendments (summarizing 
the intended solutions to the problems with the earlier versions of the class action rules). 

24 See FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b)(1)(B).  
25 It was already possible for class actions to result in unexpected remainders after distribu-

tions had been completed as a result of unresponsive class members or interest accrued during 
litigation, but the changes to Rule 23 greatly increased the likelihood of unclaimed funds 
remaining at the end of a class action. For further discussion of the reasons that class action 
litigation may result in unclaimed funds, see Rhonda Wasserman, Cy Pres in Class Action 
Settlements, 88 S. CAL. L. REV. (forthcoming 2015) (manuscript at 7-10), available at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2413951. 

26 See, e.g., Daar v. Yellow Cab Co., 433 P.2d 732, 736, 747 (Cal. 1967) (en banc) (allowing a 
class action to proceed on behalf of all of the patrons who used a Los Angeles taxicab company 
within a four year time period).  

27 See Stewart R. Shepherd, Comment, Damage Distribution in Class Actions: The Cy Pres Remedy, 
39 U. CHI. L. REV. 448, 452 (1972) (“This procedure of finding a next-best recipient for 
[unclaimed class action] funds is analogous to the doctrine of cy pres.”). 
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remedies on which the main cause of action was based.”28 This solution 
responded to the problems posed by class members’ failure to act, preserving 
the equity of the class action mechanism and the deterrent value of the 
damages.29 

Shepherd proposed three forms of cy pres distribution: (1) redistribu-
tion of uncollected damages to collecting class members; (2) distribution to 
the state, unconditionally or with restrictions, to benefit the class; and (3) 
distribution through the free market.30 Shepherd retained the cy pres 
doctrine’s core: each proposed alternative sought to find a “next best” means 
of compensating class members who could not be compensated directly.31 It 
was, furthermore, heavily based on existing case law, rendering it as much 
an objective study as a theoretical exercise.32 Nonetheless, Shepherd also 
allowed that “[a]s it becomes more difficult, or even impossible, to ascertain 
which alternate recipients the legislature would prefer, it may be appropriate 
to devote the funds to a broader public service in order to maximize the 
benefit to society.”33 Later scholarship built on Shepherd’s work and extended 
his logic to justify the use of charitable trusts, sometimes in lieu of direct 
distributions.34 Although critics contend that this line of scholarship led cy 
pres astray,35 cy pres’s rapid growth and expansion more likely resulted from 

 
28 Id.  
29 See id. at 448 (noting some of the problems that result when class members fail to collect 

their share of damages).  
30 Id. at 453-63.  
31 Redish, supra note 7, at 633.  
32 All of the mechanisms Shepherd described as cy pres were in fact already in use previously. 

See Jennifer Johnston, Comment, Cy Pres Comme Possible to Anything is Possible: How Cy Pres 
Creates Improper Incentives in Class Action Settlements, 9 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 277, 282 (2013) 
(describing how, “[p]rior to the use of charitable cy pres, the residual funds often reverted back to 
the defendant or escheat to the state” as fluid recoveries); see also, e.g., Shepherd, supra note 27, at 
454 (finding that the state could claim the uncollected damages in a class action (citing Hawaii v. 
Standard Oil Co. of Cal., 405 U.S. 251, 266 (1972))); id. at 457 (“The concept of utilizing the state 
as a mechanism for damage distribution to the class as a whole . . . is not entirely new to the 
courts.” (citing Mkt. St. Ry. Co. v. R.R. Comm’n, 171 P.2d 875 (Cal. 1946))); id. at 458-60 
(discussing a well known case suggesting a market distribution cy pres remedy (citing Eisen v. 
Carlisle & Jacquelin, 52 F.R.D. 253 (S.D.N.Y. 1971), rev’d, 479 F.2d 1005 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated, 417 
U.S. 156 (1974))).  

33 Shepherd, supra note 27, at 453. 
34 See, e.g., Kerry Barnett, Note, Equitable Trusts: An Effective Remedy in Consumer Class 

Actions, 96 YALE L.J. 1591, 1600 (1987) (favoring the use of equitable trusts as a cy pres mechanism 
for damages in small claim consumer class actions); Natalie A. DeJarlais, Note, The Consumer Trust 
Fund: A Cy Pres Solution to Undistributed Funds in Consumer Class Actions, 38 HASTINGS L.J. 729, 
765 (1987) (arguing for the addition of the “consumer trust fund” to other established forms of cy 
pres and calling it “the best method of achieving the ultimate goals of the cy pres doctrine”). 

35 Martin Redish argues that after these notes, cy pres “was no longer focused wholly on 
finding an alternative means of indirectly compensating victims who could not feasibly be 
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the realities of judicial administration and the difficulty of crafting accurate, 
effective cy pres remedies.36  

C. Judicial Importation of Cy Pres 

The courts quickly adopted cy pres in class actions. The earliest nominal 
use came in 1974 in a shareholder suit against the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton 
Corporation (BLH).37 The court, “applying a variant of the cy pres doctrine 
at common law,” and finding no contrary precedent, approved a class 
settlement that paid the settlement fund to the Trustees of the BLH 
Retirement Plan, concluding that the modest size of the settlement fund 
and the large number of outstanding shares rendered direct compensation of 
the impacted shareholders unviable.38 Since then, cy pres has become 
commonplace in class actions. Although individual applications of the 
doctrine may be challenged on their facts, the doctrine’s use has become 
routine for state and federal courts.39  

In the class action context, the cy pres nearness requirement has been 
interpreted in a number of ways. As Stewart Shepherd originally conceived 
class action cy pres, the nearness requirement was meant to effectuate the 
“intent of the legislature in providing the legal remedies on which the main 
cause of action was based.”40 This intent, Shepherd recognized, usually 
would be “to compensate only the injured parties.”41 Unsurprisingly, courts 
seeking to satisfy the nearness requirement often use approximations based 
on the compensatory value of damages or the notion of optimizing the 

 

compensated directly, but rather simply on seeking a beneficial use of the compensatory funds 
exacted from the defendant.” Redish, supra note 7, at 634.  

36 See Stephen B. Burbank et al., Leaving the Bench, 1970-2009: The Choices Federal Judges 
Make, What Influences Those Choices, and Their Consequences, 161 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 23 (2012) (“In 
the four decades since 1970, the number of civil and criminal dispositions by the federal district 
courts has increased enormously.”).  

37 Redish, supra note 7, at 635. 
38 Miller v. Steinbach, No. 66 Civ. 356, 1974 WL 350, at *1-2 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 3, 1974).  
39 Anthony J. Anscombe, Cy Pres: ‘As Close As Possible’ Is Not Good Enough, LAW360 (Oct. 7, 

2013, 12:25 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/478314/cy-pres-as-close-as-possible-is-not-good-
enough, archived at http://perma.cc/JB4W-SX99 (“[C]y pres is routinely invoked by courts and 
counsel to redirect money to charities when class members do not claim it.”).  

40 Shepherd, supra note 27, at 452.  
41 Id. But see AM. LAW. INST., PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION 

§ 3.07(c) (2009) (recognizing that the interests of a cy pres recipient should “reasonably 
approximate those being pursued by the class”). The ALI approach implies that the proper focus 
for the nearness inquiry should be on the nature of the harm and not the compensatory value of 
damages. 
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benefit to the entire class.42 In the current system, pursuing nearness is not 
an absolute. When benefit to the class becomes unattainable, Shepherd 
argued, it could “be appropriate to devote [cy pres] funds to a broader 
public service in order to maximize the benefit to society.”43 Numerous 
courts have adopted this reasoning, applying the nearness requirement less 
rigidly when the nature of the harm or the passage of time complicates its 
application.44  

Courts have also standardized the nearness requirement in a four part 
test considering (1) the objectives of the underlying statute, (2) the nature 
of the underlying suit, (3) the interests of the class members, and (4) the 
geographic scope of the case.45 Yet, this analysis is sufficiently vague to 
facilitate multiple interpretations of the nearness requirement.46 Thus, 
despite the nearness requirement and contrary guidance,47 some courts have 
even awarded cy pres when distribution of individual damages was not 
entirely foreclosed.48 Judge Jan E. DuBois, describing current cy pres 
practice, observed that:  

In applying the cy pres doctrine to distribute remaining class funds, many 
courts choose charitable organizations based on consideration of whether 

 
42 See, e.g., Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 865 (9th Cir. 2012) (“To ensure that the 

settlement retains some connection to the plaintiff class and the underlying claims, however, a cy 
pres award must qualify as ‘the next best distribution’ to giving the funds directly to class 
members.” (citation omitted)). 

43 Shepherd, supra note 27, at 453. 
44 See, e.g., Jones v. Nat’l Distillers, 56 F. Supp. 2d 355, 357 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (“Distribution of 

th[e] fund residue outside the class thus is entirely proper, so long as the choice of recipient is 
appropriate under the circumstances.”); Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 827 F. 
Supp. 477, 479 (N.D. Ill. 1993) (“[W]hile use of funds for purposes closely related to their origin is 
still the best cy pres application, the doctrine of cy pres and courts’ broad equitable powers now 
permit use of funds for other public interest purposes by educational, charitable, and other public 
service organizations . . . .”); 3 NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 10.24 (4th ed. 2002) (“[W]here 
the parties have not agreed as part of a settlement for the disposition of . . . unclaimed balance, the 
court . . . may order the residual monies to be distributed to a use completely unrelated to the 
injured class members, such as to an educational institution, to a recognized charity or public 
service organization, or to the . . . government.” (footnotes omitted)). 

45 See Schwartz v. Dall. Cowboys Football Club, Ltd., 362 F. Supp. 2d 574, 576 (E.D. Pa. 
2005) (citing In re Airline Ticket Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 307 F.3d 679, 682 (8th Cir. 2002)).  

46 See, e.g., Diamond Chem. Co. v. Akzo Nobel Chems. B.V., Nos. 01-2118, 02-1018, 2007 WL 
2007447, at *1-2, *4 (D.D.C. July 10, 2007) (applying the four part standard and approving a cy pres 
award in a chemical price-fixing case to the George Washington University School of Law in order 
to develop a Center for Competition Law, on the grounds that the Center would “benefit the 
plaintiff class and similarly situated parties by . . . protect[ing] them from future antitrust 
violations and violations of other competition laws” (citation omitted)).  

47 See AM. LAW INST., supra note 41, § 3.07(c) (allowing cy pres only when individual dis-
tributions are not viable).  

48 See, e.g., infra note 52. 
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the distribution furthers the objectives underlying the original lawsuit. 
Other courts, however, have expanded the cy pres doctrine to permit distri-
butions to charitable organizations whether or not such organizations have 
any direct or indirect relationship to the specific law or subject matter of the 
litigation.49  

Although some commentators allege that the courts “seem to feel no need to 
find a form of relief that will ultimately have the effect of indirectly com-
pensating as-yet uncompensated class members,”50 indirect compensation of 
uncompensated class members remains a key part of many courts’ cy pres 
standards.51 Some courts have even recognized potential due process 
violations when the need to benefit the class as a whole is not sufficiently 
weighed.52 Nonetheless, deviation from the nearness requirement occurs 
with sufficient frequency that one federal judge has warned that “in practice, 
cy pres remedies often stray far from the ‘next best use’ for the undistributed 
funds and turn courts into a grant giving institution doling out funds.”53 

Courts employ various methods to determine where to direct cy pres 
distributions. Often, parties settling class actions identify proposed cy pres 
beneficiaries in the settlement agreement, subject to judicial approval.54 
When a recipient is not specified, courts often solicit proposed cy pres 

 
49 In re Linerboard Antitrust Litig., Nos. 98-5055, 99-1341, 2008 WL 4542669, at *3 (E.D. Pa. 

Oct. 3, 2008) (citations omitted).  
50 Redish, supra note 7, at 634. 
51 See, e.g., Order on Cy Pres Provision of Settlement Agreement at 4, In re Compact Disc 

Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litig., No. 00-1361 (D. Me. June 10, 2005), available at 
http://www.med.uscourts.gov/Opinions/Hornby/MDL/MDL1361_2005_06_10_ORDER28.pdf 
(considering, inter alia, “the degree to which the cy pres proposal will benefit class members; the 
degree to which it will promote the purposes of the underlying cause of action that has been 
settled; [and] the minimization of administrative costs”).  

52 See, e.g., Coppolino v. Total Call Int’l, Inc., 588 F. Supp. 2d 594, 605 n.6 (D.N.J. 2008) 
(speculating that a cy pres award to two churches and Pepperdine University raised due process 
concerns because “it is not clear how the donations . . . benefitted class members” and the 
defendant “has produced no findings of the Tennessee court that it would not be feasible to 
distribute the money to the class or otherwise use the money for a purpose that would benefit the 
class”). 

53 SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 414 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).  
54 See, e.g., Miller v. Steinbach, No. 66 Civ. 356, 1974 WL 350, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 3, 1974) 

(directing the funds from a securities class action by BLH shareholders to the Trustee of the BLH 
Retirement Plan); cf. In re Janney Montgomery Scott LCC Fin. Consultant Litig., No. 06-3202, 
2009 WL 2137224, at *11 (E.D. Pa. July 16, 2009) (allowing the court to choose the cy pres recipient 
in a class action settlement from three potential beneficiaries identified by counsel); Order on Cy 
Pres Provision of Settlement Agreement, supra note 51, at 1-2 (allowing the cy pres distribution of 
any remaining funds at the court’s discretion). 
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recipients from counsel.55 A few courts, seeking to eliminate potential biases 
and to ensure the best possible slate of recipients, publically advertise cy 
pres distributions and allow potential recipients to submit their own 
proposals.56 Other courts, when faced with remainders, deposit the funds in 
the court registry for later distribution.57 Some courts have even outsourced 
much of the legwork involved in cy pres by appointing special masters or cy 
pres committees to advise the court on the most appropriate recipient.58 In 
all these mechanisms, however, the judge retains the ultimate power and 
obligation to decide on the proposed distributions. And although most 
courts require that potential cy pres beneficiaries have no relationship to 
counsel or the court,59 others lack or do not enforce such provisions, facili-
tating ethically dubious cy pres awards.60  

 
55 See, e.g., In re Nortel Networks Corp. Sec. Litig., No. 01 Civ. 1855, 2010 WL 3431152, at *7 

(S.D.N.Y. Aug. 20, 2010) (inviting plaintiffs’ counsel to submit at least six proposed cy pres 
recipients in line with the ALI Draft Principles of Aggregate Litigation); Order on Cy Pres 
Provision of Settlement Agreement, supra note 51, at 2 (considering four proposed cy pres 
recipients, three nominated by counsel and one nominated by an objector). 

56 See, e.g., Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 827 F. Supp. 477, 478 (N.D. Ill. 
1993) (describing how the court, after publishing notice inviting applications for cy pres awards, 
held hearings with representatives of fifteen applicant organizations).  

57 In one noteworthy case, a federal judge held the remainder from a baby-formula price-
fixing class action for five years before finally donating the majority of the remainder to the Red 
Cross’s Hurricane Katrina relief efforts. In re Infant Formula Multidistrict Litig., No. 91-878, 2005 
WL 2211312, at *2 (N.D. Fla. Sept. 8, 2005). 

58 For examples of the use of a special master, see Bellows v. NCO Fin. Sys., Inc., No. 07-1413, 
2009 WL 35466, at *1 (S.D. Cal. Jan. 5, 2009), where the special master’s report and recommenda-
tion proposed fifteen cy pres recipients, and Referral to Special Master for Development of Plan 
to Allocate and Distribute Settlement Proceeds at 2-3, In re Holocaust Victim Assets Litig., No. 96-
4849 (E.D.N.Y. Mar. 31, 1999), in which the settlement agreement required a special master to 
develop a court-approved plan of allocation and distribution. For an example of the use of a cy 
pres committee, see Order, Turner v. Murphy Oil USA, Inc., No. 05-4206 (E.D. La. Sept. 18, 2009), 
where the court invited counsel to recommend committee members for a cy pres committee that 
was formed to make recommendations to the court on geographically related uses of remaining 
class funds. See also CAL. CONSUMER PROT. FOUND., FORUM ON THE CY PRES DOCTRINE 6 
(2010) (recounting strong support for the use of professional administration of cy pres awards to 
provide a “fair, efficient process” while “relieving [the] burden on the court and attorneys”); 
BARBARA J. ROTHSTEIN & THOMAS E. WILLGING, FED. JUDICIAL CTR., MANAGING 

CLASS ACTION LITIGATION: A POCKET GUIDE FOR JUDGES 33 (2009) (encouraging the use 
of special masters in complex class actions). 

59 See infra note 99 (presenting an example of a court rejecting a proposed cy pres award 
because counsel were interested in the beneficiaries).  

60 See generally infra Section II.C. According to congressional testimony, plaintiffs’ lawyers 
and courts have directed cy pres awards to their alma maters and charities run by family members. 
Examination of Litigation Abuses: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution & Civil Justice of the 
H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 113th Cong. 30-31 (2013) [hereinafter Litigation Abuses] (statement of 
Theodore H. Frank, Adjunct Fellow, Manhattan Institute for Legal Policy, President, Center for 
Class Action Fairness).  
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D. Academic Responses 

Cy pres has largely been accepted as a necessary evil in the class action 
context. Cy pres is one of few mechanisms with the potential to benefit 
unidentified class members. Without cy pres or a similar doctrine, due 
process considerations might severely reduce the number of viable class 
actions.61 Abandonment of class action cy pres would also leave the substan-
tial question of what to do with leftover funds. The reversion of the 
remainder to the defendant would partially undermine the deterrent effect 
of the damages.62 Escheat to the state offers a better resolution because it 
preserves the deterrent purposes of the underlying law; however, general 
escheat all but sacrifices the compensatory purpose of the underlying statute 
by diluting the benefit among the general population.63 Reversion of the 
remainder to identified class members offers a better solution, although it 
leaves unidentified class members without any benefit and overcompensates 
participating class members with an undeserved windfall.64 In light of these 
alternatives, courts routinely conclude that cy pres, even to general charity, 
is the only viable outcome.65  

Despite cy pres’s clear benefits, it also confronts serious and substantial 
criticism. Cy pres awards introduce nonparty actors into litigation, 
transforming “an adversar[ial] bilateral dispute . . . into a less-than-fully-
adversarial trilateral process, wholly unknown to the adjudicatory structure 

 
61 Shepherd, supra note 27, at 448-49. Alternatively, classes could be redefined to include only 

responsive class members, although this would undermine the value of the global peace that a class 
action can promise for defendants. Id. at 449-50. 

62 See AM. LAW INST., supra note 41, § 3.07 cmt. b (suggesting that returning remaining 
funds to the defendant “would undermine the deterrence function of class actions and the 
underlying substantive-law basis of the recovery by rewarding the alleged wrongdoer”). 

63 See id. (favoring cy pres awards to recipients whose interests benefit the class over general 
escheat, which benefits “all citizens equally, even those who were not harmed by the defendant’s 
alleged conduct”); cf. In re Pet Food Prods. Liab. Litig., 629 F.3d 333, 363 (3d Cir. 2010) (Weis, J., 
concurring and dissenting) (contending that “repayment to the government to defray some of the 
costs of the court system would be in the nature of a user fee”). But see Wasserman, supra note 25 
(manuscript at 16) (questioning the equity of “imposing [the escheat] ‘fee’ on settling class 
members when no other litigants have to pay to have their claims adjudicated in court”).  

64 This phenomenon could conceivably incentivize named plaintiffs to bring class actions in 
which the majority of the class would be unidentifiable in the hopes that the unidentified 
members’ shares would be redirected to the identifiable class members. Shepherd, supra note 27, at 
453 (“[T]he deficiencies of this method of distribution make it a generally unacceptable alterna-
tive.”). But see AM. LAW INST., supra note 41, § 3.07 cmt. b (“[F]ew settlements award 100 
percent of a class member’s losses, and thus it is unlikely in most cases that further distributions to 
class members would result in more than 100 percent recovery for those class members.”).  

65 Cf. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8, 9 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., respecting the denial of certiorari) 
(arguing the need for “an opportunity to address more fundamental concerns surrounding the use 
of [cy pres] in class action litigation, including when, if ever, such relief should be considered”).  
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contemplated by Article III.”66 Indeed, the prospect of a cy pres award can 
generate interested parties without the knowledge of counsel or the court.67 
Cy pres is also alleged to function as an “illegitimate transformation,” 
converting compensatory substantive law into the equivalent of a punitive 
civil fine, at least when cy pres is applied without regard to the benefit of 
the class.68 And cy pres raises concerns about the due process rights of 
unrepresented class members. These concerns arise because class counsel 
receive the same compensation whether they distribute individual damages 
or secure a cy pres award and regardless of the cy pres distribution’s actual 
benefit to the class.69  

Despite these flaws, no viable alternative to cy pres exists. Although 
some scholars have offered recommendations to improve the integrity of the 
cy pres process, existing proposals would impose significant transaction 
costs and depend on action by the Federal Rules Committee or Congress, 
rendering their enactment difficult.70 Conversely, without cy pres, unidenti-
fied class members would receive neither damages nor benefits from the 
litigation that supposedly represents them. That outcome would only 
exacerbate due process concerns and undermine the class action litigation 
system. But more robust procedural standards to govern the cy pres process 
can mitigate, though perhaps not eliminate, many of these concerns.  

 
66 Redish, supra note 7, at 641.  
67 Once a charitable entity becomes aware that it is being considered as a potential cy pres 

recipient, it has an incentive to attempt to intervene and influence the outcome in its favor.  
68 Id. at 644-48. Notably, Judge Richard Posner espoused this view in Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mort-

gage Corp., explaining that 

[i]n the class action context the reason for appealing to cy pres is to prevent the 
defendant from walking away from the litigation scot-free because of the infeasibility 
of distributing the proceeds of the settlement . . . to the class members. There is no 
indirect benefit to the class from the defendant’s giving the money to someone else. In 
such a case the “cy pres” remedy . . . is purely punitive. 

356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004). 
69 Redish, supra note 7, at 650 (discussing the possibility of conflicts of interest for plaintiffs’ 

lawyers in cy pres award cases).  
70 Rhonda Wasserman, for instance, has offered a reform agenda based around four recom-

mendations: (1) reducing attorneys’ fees presumptively in cases where cy pres distributions are 
made, (2) requiring disclosures from class counsel supporting the need for and propriety of cy pres 
distributions, (3) using devil’s advocates to ensure closer scrutiny of cy pres proposals, and (4) 
requiring courts to make written findings in their review of class action settlements including cy 
pres awards. Wasserman, supra note 25 (manuscript at 1-2). Professor Wasserman’s proposal, unlike 
this Comment, focuses on the interaction between courts and counsel and not on the interaction 
between courts and class members. Thus, while her proposal could improve the integrity of the 
process, it would not resolve the informational problems addressed herein.  
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II. WHY CY PRES GETS IT WRONG 

Courts and critics agree that something is wrong with class action cy 
pres as it is practiced today. Increasingly, courts have given substantial cy 
pres awards to charitable causes unconnected to the underlying suit that 
provide negligible benefits to the class. Such awards do not achieve the 
underlying goals of class action cy pres and they raise substantial questions 
of fairness. When courts award cy pres without considering legislative 
intent or benefit to the class, their actions come to resemble prerogative cy 
pres, a variant of cy pres with no basis in American law.  

A. Inequitable Outcomes 

Modern cy pres often yields inequitable outcomes. Courts routinely 
award cy pres to organizations that have no rational ties to the underlying 
class action, with no expectation that the funds will benefit absent class 
members. Consider some common cy pres award recipients: bar founda-
tions,71 law schools,72 law professors,73 the National Association of Public 
Interest Law,74 and other public interest law organizations.75 Awards to 

 
71 See, e.g., In re Linerboard Antitrust Litig., Nos. 98-5055, 99-1341, 2008 WL 4542669, at *5 

(E.D. Pa. Oct. 3, 2008) (awarding the $126,832.82 remainder in an antitrust case against the 
makers of cardboard box components to the Philadelphia Bar Foundation); Nienaber v. Citibank 
(S.D.) N.A., No. 04-4054, 2007 WL 752297, at *3 (D.S.D. Mar. 7, 2007) (distributing cy pres funds 
to the South Dakota Bar Foundation, the Minnesota Chapter of the Federal Bar Foundation, the 
Philadelphia Bar Foundation, the National Consumer Law Center, and the South Dakota 
Community Foundation); In re Scouring Pads Antitrust Litig., No. 93 Civ. 6594, 1995 WL 290242, 
at *2-3 (N.D. Ill. May 11, 1995) (awarding a $50,000 cy pres distribution in an antitrust litigation to 
the nonprofit Illinois Lawyer’s Assistance Program and over $4000 to support a Chicago Bar 
Foundation symposium on Legal Services for the Poor).  

72 See, e.g., Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 827 F. Supp. 477, 481-83 (N.D. Ill. 
1993) (awarding $125,000 to the University of Illinois College of Law’s Minority Access Program 
and $750,000 to the Loyola University of Chicago School of Law to establish an Institute for 
Consumer Antitrust Studies); In re Corrugated Container Antitrust Litig., M.D.L. 310, 53 
Antitrust & Trade Reg. Rep. (BNA) 711 (S.D. Tex. Oct. 6, 1987) (awarding $242,195.89 to both the 
University of Texas Law School Foundation and the University of Houston Law Foundation, 
$103,062.07 to the Texas Tech University Law School Foundation, and $61,837.25 to the Texas 
Southern University Foundation, Stanford Law School, and the University of Pennsylvania Law 
School for use “to teach advocacy skills, principles, and ethics” on the grounds that the awards 
“will immeasurably assist in the preparation of lawyers with expertise in complex consumer-
oriented litigation”). 

73 See, e.g., Superior Beverage Co., 827 F. Supp. at 484-85 (providing a $50,000 grant to two 
legal ethics professors proposing to develop “a series of short videos consisting, for the most part, 
of interviews with attorneys who have faced ethical dilemmas”). 

74 See, e.g., In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litig., No. MDL 250, 1991 WL 32867, at *3 (N.D. 
Ill. Mar. 6, 1991) (awarding a multi-million dollar reserve fund to the National Association for 
Public Interest Law (NAPIL) for the creation of the National Public Interest Fellowship 
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medical and educational charities also occur frequently, are rarely relevant 
to the underlying suit, and are often local to the awarding court, even when 
the underlying class has a national scope.76 Cy pres awards can even some-
times end up benefiting the defendant. Courts have granted cy pres awards 
to charities created, managed, or promoted by defendants,77 and defendants 
can subsequently publicize cy pres awards as charitable giving without 
disclosing the reason behind the gift.78 Even admirable awards, such as one 
judge’s timely effort to use a cy pres award to support the Red Cross’s 
Hurricane Katrina relief efforts, often confer no real benefit to the class.79 
 

Program); see also Superior Beverage Co., 827 F. Supp. at 486-87 (awarding $350,000 plus income 
held in trust to NAPIL’s fellowship program, contingent on NAPIL raising an additional $700,000 
in the next year). 

75 See, e.g., Velez v. Novartis Pharm. Corp., No. 04 Civ. 09194, 2010 WL 4877852, at *5-6 
(S.D.N.Y. Nov. 30, 2010) (distributing $23,500 cy pres awards to the Employee Rights Advocacy 
Institute for Law and Policy, the Impact Fund, and the National Women’s Law Employment 
Project, among other recipients); Rosenau v. Unifund Corp., 646 F. Supp. 2d 743, 748, 755 (E.D. 
Pa. 2009) (designating the Senior Law Center and Legal Aid of Southeastern Pennsylvania as the 
cy pres recipients of any unclaimed funds); Parker v. Time Warner Entm’t Co., 631 F. Supp. 2d 
242, 250 (E.D.N.Y. 2009) (distributing cy pres awards of $250,000 each to the Samuelson Law, 
Technology & Public Policy Clinic at Boalt Hall Law School and the Center for Democracy and 
Technology’s Ronald Plesser Fellowship); In re Motorsports Merch. Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 
2d 1392, 1395-98 (N.D. Ga. 2001) (distributing $250,000 cy pres awards from a NASCAR 
merchandise class action to nine charitable organizations, including the Atlanta Legal Aid Society, 
the Georgia Legal Services Program, and the Lawyers Foundation of Georgia).  

76 See, e.g., Motorsports Merch. Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 2d at 1395-98 (providing awards to 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation, the American Red Cross, Race Against Drugs, Children’s 
Healthcare of Atlanta, Kids’ Chance, Duke Children’s Hospital and Health Center, and the Susan 
G. Komen Foundation).  

77 See, e.g., Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 817, 820-22 (9th Cir. 2012) (affirming the 
award of $6.5 million in a class action against Facebook for privacy violations in which individual 
distributions were not feasible to a newly created charity to be run by three named directors, 
including Facebook’s own Director of Public Policy), reh’g & reh’g en banc denied, 709 F.3d 791 (9th 
Cir.), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013); Park v. Thomson Corp., No. 05 Civ. 
2931, 2008 WL 4684232, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 22, 2008) (proposing that the remainder in a class 
action alleging unfair pricing practices by BAR/BRI be used by BAR/BRI to establish a scholarship 
fund for lawyers entering public service); Schwartz v. Dall. Cowboys Football Club, Ltd., 362 F. 
Supp. 2d 574, 577 (E.D. Pa. 2005) (awarding the $436,000 remainder in a class action brought on 
behalf of purchasers of the NFL Sunday Ticket satellite TV package to the NFL’s Youth Educa-
tion Town Centers, youth centers sponsored and funded in large part by the NFL). 

78 See SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“[C]y pres 
distributions often stray even further from the ‘next best use’ to a use that actually benefits the 
defendant rather than the plaintiffs. In general, defendants reap goodwill from the donation of 
monies to a good cause.”). 

79 In the baby formula price-fixing case, for instance, the judge reasoned that  

one of the challenges faced by rescue workers in the areas affected by Hurricane Katrina 
is providing essential food and drink to the victims of the storm. In fact, the provision 
of infant formula is one of the chief priorities of rescue officials. Thus, a donation to 
the American Red Cross, which coordinates the delivery of such essential products to 
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This is not to suggest that any of these causes are unworthy of charitable 
gifts; but it seems unlikely that they are the most relevant choice of poten-
tial cy pres recipients.80  

If cy pres awards are meant to give effect to the legislative intent behind 
a cause of action by compensating the victims of wrongdoing, these cases 
represent failings of the doctrine. Although these awards may have broad 
societal impact, the benefit they confer on class members is de minimis. 
This outcome raises substantial equity concerns by transforming class 
actions into a tax which converts damages theoretically owed to individual 
plaintiffs into general societal benefit at the expense of the individuals’ 
recovery.81 And it affects the parties whose interests are least likely to be 
represented in the proceeding—those class members who are unaware of the 
litigation or are unable to represent their interests in court.82 

B. Courts Are Poorly Suited to Direct Cy Pres Awards 

Even when courts try to apply the nearness standard, they are ill-suited 
to reach the correct result. In class action cy pres, the courts must answer 
two questions: (1) what is the cause of action’s underlying legislative intent, 
and (2) what cy pres awards would best fulfill that intent. The first question 
is within the core competency of the judiciary and is simple to answer 
because the legislative purpose is almost always to make the injured parties 
whole. But the courts, as one federal judge put it, “are often not in the best 
position to choose a charitable organization that would best approximate the 
unpaid class members’ interests.”83  

Class members, as a group, often have unique interests or preferences 
related to the criteria that bind them as a class. Judges, as outsiders to the 
class without special knowledge or expertise, are poorly equipped to determine 
what would best benefit unrepresented class members (short of receiving 

 

the victims of the hurricane, will be geared toward “combatting harms similar to those 
that injured the class members.” 

In re Infant Formula Multidistrict Litig., No. 91-878, 2005 WL 2211312, at *3-4 (N.D. Fla. Sept. 8, 
2005) (citations omitted). 

80 See Sam Yospe, Note, Cy Pres Distributions in Class Action Settlements, 2009 COLUM. BUS. 
L. REV. 1014, 1027 (“[I]t seems unlikely that legal aid societies are a strong choice [for cy pres 
awards], given the many worthwhile charitable organizations that exist.”). 

81 This concern only exists when the alternative recovery, whether direct or in the form of an 
alternative cy pres recipient, would not itself be de minimis in nature.  

82 It is unreasonable to expect the named plaintiff to represent the interests of absent class 
members since their interests do not fully align (and may be adverse, if there is a potential of 
redistribution to identified class members).  

83 Lane v. Page, 862 F. Supp. 2d 1182, 1231 (D.N.M. 2012). 
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damages).84 And even plaintiffs’ attorneys, who usually speak for the class, 
cannot be fully trusted to do so in this context because their compensation 
is connected to the size—not the success—of any cy pres awards distributed.85  

By way of example, consider In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price 
Antitrust Litigation, an antitrust case brought by CD purchasers alleging 
price fixing by the record industry.86 The court, left with $271,000 in excess 
funds, solicited proposals from the parties for possible cy pres recipients.87 
WKCR, Columbia University’s FM radio station, received $107,000 to 
furnish a studio with equipment to digitize Columbia’s analog recording 
collection and subsequently distribute it online.88 The court concluded that 
this proposal would benefit class members because “they can access these 
recordings and listen to them in a superior audio quality” and the proposal 
would promote the interest of the underlying cause of action by “preventing 
these funds from reverting to the defendants.”89 Of the remaining three 
proposals, all of which focused on music education, the court donated the 
remaining $156,000 to support the National Guild of Community Schools of 
the Arts’s development of a website to support local community schools of 
the arts.90 The court, applying previously established criteria, found that 
“[c]lass members will indirectly benefit from the development of future 
musical artists, can participate in programming available to adults in their 
particular geographic area, and can benefit from performances at community 
arts schools.”91 The court considered only four options, proposed by class 
counsel and a single objector. Of those options, the court selected beneficiaries 
based on possible trickle-down benefits to class members. But the court did 
so without knowing the identities of class members, their ability to access a 
computer to listen to WKCR-FM’s digitized music collection, or the 
likelihood that they would attend and enjoy Community School of the Arts 
performances. Courts can try to guess at best outcomes, but they will 

 
84 Notably, to the author’s knowledge, no court has ever sought to consult an expert witness 

in an effort to identify a cy pres award that would best serve the interests of the class.  
85 See Wasserman, supra note 25 (manuscript at 28-30) (explaining class counsel’s incentives 

to pursue cy pres awards instead of maximizing distributions to class members).  
86 Order on Cy Pres Provision of Settlement Agreement, supra note 51, at 1. 
87 Id. at 1 & n.2. The proposed potential recipients included Jazz at Lincoln Center, the 

Music for Youth Foundation, the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts, and radio 
station WKCR-FM of Columbia University. Id. at 1. 

88 Order on Cy Pres Distribution of Excess Settlement Funds at 2-4, In re Compact Disc 
Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litig., No. 00-1361 (D. Me. Aug. 9, 2005), available at 
http://www.med.uscourts.gov/Opinions/Hornby/MDL/MDL1361_2005_08_09_ORDER32.pdf. 

89 Id. at 3. 
90 Id. at 5. 
91 Id. at 5-6.  
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ultimately rely on mere conjecture about what might be beneficial to class 
members.  

These concerns about the qualifications of the court to determine what 
would “benefit the class” are especially troubling when it comes to geogra-
phy. “Although many class actions are national in scope, . . . there is a 
tendency for charities located near the district in which the class action was 
filed to benefit disproportionately from cy pres distributions.”92 Trial courts 
are inherently local. Judges can be expected to have some level of knowledge 
of the charities within their jurisdictions, but they cannot be aware of every 
charity from every jurisdiction in which class members reside.93 As such, cy 
pres awards often favor local charities over geographically distant charities,94 
thereby disserving the interests of the class as a whole.  

Cy pres also contains an intangible element. Individuals have prefer-
ences, even between two nearly identical outcomes. Such preferences, 
although trivial to the outside observer, may be nonetheless quite important 
to the individual.95 This is especially true in the charitable context, in which 
the means used to attain an end can often be as important as the end itself.96 
Class members can receive both direct and indirect benefits from the 
organization selected. Therefore, selection of an organization disfavored by 
the class might lead to underutilization of the benefits provided. It is thus 
important, although admittedly difficult, for courts to consider the intangible 
preferences of class members in awarding cy pres. 

Beyond problems predicting what would best benefit the class lies a 
deeper issue: courts are not institutionally competent to oversee charitable 
donations. As one judge cautioned, 
 

92 Yospe, supra note 80, at 1030.  
93 This difficulty is compounded by the fact that cases distributed by the Judicial Panel on 

Multidistrict Litigation have the potential to end up before courts without significant local 
connections to the litigation.  

94 See, e.g., In re Motorsports Merch. Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 2d 1392, 1395-99 (N.D. 
Ga. 2001) (awarding cy pres to ten organizations—seven of which were located in Georgia—in a 
class action involving merchandise sold nationwide).  

95 See Richard L. Oliver, Whence Consumer Loyalty?, 63 J. MARKETING 33, 38-39 (1999) 
(describing consumer preferences and brand loyalty as a “love-type” attachment of great personal 
importance to the individual consumer).  

96 Consider, for instance, the backlash in 2012 against the Susan G. Komen Foundation after 
it withdrew its funding for Planned Parenthood’s breast cancer screenings. Commentators 
predicted that supporters of the Foundation would withdraw their support not because they 
disagreed with the organization’s goals, but because they had come to disagree with the means it 
was using to pursue them. See Julie Rovner, Planned Parenthood Vs. Komen: Women’s Health Giants 
Face Off Over Abortion, NPR (Feb. 1, 2012 , 6:13 PM), http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2012/02/01/ 
146242621/planned-parenthood-vs-komen-womens-health-giants-face-off-over-abortion, archived at 
http://perma.cc/95GT-Y8WN (discussing the dispute between the two organizations, its causes, 
and the possible repercussions).  
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[f ]ederal judges are not generally equipped to be charitable foundations: we 
are not accountable to boards or members for funding decisions we make; 
we are not accustomed to deciding whether certain nonprofit entities are 
more “deserving” of limited funds than others; and we do not have the in-
stitutional resources and competencies to monitor that “grantees” abide by 
the conditions we or the settlement agreements set.97 

Courts are designed to adjudicate conflicts, not to decide what uses of 
charitable funds would best benefit a class. The judiciary lacks the mecha-
nisms to facilitate factual determinations about what uses would best benefit 
the class. What little knowledge and qualification a judge has to decide 
these questions is often cabined to his or her jurisdiction. And even if the 
mechanisms for this kind of searching inquiry did exist, courts would lack 
the time necessary to avail themselves of these resources. The courts simply 
are not designed to handle this kind of searching administrative judgment 
and long-term management. When they try to act in the capacity of a 
“charitable foundation,” they are flying blind.  

C. Ethical Dilemmas 

Current class action cy pres excels in one area: creating the appearance 
of impropriety.98 Some jurisdictions forbid cy pres awards to entities in 
which the court or counsel is interested,99 but others do not.100 And even in 
those that do ban such awards, limits on judicial resources and the defendants’ 

 
97 Yospe, supra note 80, at 1021-22 (quoting In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price 

Antitrust Litig., 236 F.R.D. 48, 53 (D. Me. 2006)).  
98 See Litigation Abuses, supra note 60, at 21 (statement of Theodore H. Frank, Adjunct Fellow, 

Manhattan Institute for Legal Policy, President, Center for Class Action Fairness) (describing 
class action cy pres distributions as “one of the leading ways to abuse the settlement process to 
create the illusion of class recovery while diverting the true bulk of the settlement to the 
attorneys”); see also In re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 38 (1st Cir. 2012) 
(“[H]aving judges decide how to distribute cy pres awards both taxes judicial resources and risks 
creating the appearance of judicial impropriety.”).  

99 See AM. LAW INST., supra note 41, § 3.07 cmt. b (“A cy pres remedy should not be or-
dered if the court or any party has any significant prior affiliation with the intended recipient that 
would raise substantial questions about whether the selection of the recipient was made on the 
merits.”); see also, e.g., In re Linerboard Antitrust Litig., Nos. 98-5055, 99-1341, 2008 WL 4542669, 
at *5 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 3, 2008) (rejecting cy pres awards to the Public Interest Law Center of 
Philadelphia and the Camden Center for Law and Social Justice because attorneys associated with 
the case served in leadership roles or had partners who served in leadership roles in those 
organizations). 

100 See infra notes 119-23 and accompanying text (discussing a state supreme court ruling that 
a trial judge could grant a cy pres award to an organization of which he was a member).  
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lack of incentive to challenge specific cy pres recipients mean that improper 
awards are unlikely to be detected.  

Plaintiffs’ attorneys have strong incentives to maximize cy pres awards. 
Cy pres awards count toward the total damages from which class counsel 
draw contingent fees, even in cases where the cy pres does not benefit the 
class members.101 Thus, class counsel’s financial interests become “isolated 
from her efforts to compensate individual class members” and “[t]he focus 
becomes maximizing the total award, rather than the amount that goes 
directly to the class members.”102 From the perspectives of speed and 
efficiency, class counsel have incentives to favor cy pres over distributions to 
class members. Class counsel also seek to appease the judges reviewing class 
settlements and in some cases can do so by providing the judge with cy pres 
distributions that the judge can guide to recipients of his or her choosing, 
even when it is not in the class’s best interests.103  

Courts are equally susceptible. Cy pres awards require fewer judicial 
resources than further attempts at distributions to class members. Furthermore, 
cy pres gives courts the rare opportunity to allocate funds to outside entities 
and to have an impact beyond the courtroom. The literature on judicial 
reasoning shows multiple avenues through which the possibility of awarding 
cy pres can influence judicial decisionmaking.104 Judges should, of course, 
award cy pres neutrally, without letting their personal views color their 
approval of cy pres awards.105 But whether due to overt intentions or 
subconscious biases, judges are not always able to do so,106 and neither party 
has an interest in challenging a judge’s decision to award cy pres, which 
inevitably hastens the end of litigation.107 In light of the lack of checks on 

 
101 See Redish, supra note 7, at 640 (noting that cy pres awards are included when calculating 

attorneys’ fees). 
102 Johnston, supra note 32, at 290-91. 
103 See id. at 286-87 (examining how cy pres awards can influence judicial decisionmaking). 
104 See id. at 287-88 for a more robust discussion of how cy pres interacts with existing theo-

ries of judicial reasoning. 
105 See id. (“[A]n impartial or unbiased judge should never award a cy pres distribution or 

approve a settlement with a distribution based on his own preferences for a charity or organiza-
tion . . . .”).  

106 Again, consider how many cy pres awards go to legal institutions. See, e.g., supra notes 71-
75 and accompanying text (providing examples of distributions to bar foundations, law schools, law 
professors, and public interest organizations); see also Yospe, supra note 80, at 1027 (arguing that 
“donating to legal aid societies seems to indicate the preference of the judge and the lawyers 
involved in the settlement”).  

107 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the strongest challenges to cy pres awards originate in legal advo-
cacy organizations uninterested in the litigation, such as the Center for Class Action Fairness.  
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judicial discretion, the sheer volume of funds being distributed creates room 
for an “appearance of impropriety.”108  

Beyond these susceptibilities, the sizeable funds involved in cy pres 
rewards, the lack of adversarial process, and the deference of appellate 
review afforded cy pres awards109 have facilitated genuinely unethical 
conduct. Both counsel110 and courts have used cy pres to benefit themselves, 
their families, and their preferred charitable causes (often their law 
schools).111 Such conduct violates professional ethics, disservices the injured 
class, and fuels attacks on the class action mechanism more broadly.  

D. Systematic Bias 

Beyond individual influences, cy pres awards are also subject to systematic 
biases. Most courts do not publicly advertise potential cy pres distributions, 
advantaging groups and entities with the resources and legal acumen to 
monitor pending class action proceedings. Likewise, organizations with high 

 
108 See SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“[W]hile 

courts and the parties may act with the best intentions, the specter of judges and outside entities 
dealing in the distribution and solicitation of large sums of money creates an appearance of 
impropriety.”).  

109 See Yospe, supra note 80, at 1037-41 (describing some of the “few reported cases in which 
the federal courts of appeals have reversed a district court’s cy pres decision”).  

110 In Diamond Chemical Co. v. Akzo Nobel Chemicals B.V., 517 F. Supp. 2d 212, 215 (D.D.C. 
2007), the lead plaintiff ’s attorney sought a $5.1 million cy pres award to the George Washington 
University Law School. In a subsequent ruling, the judge granted the award. Diamond Chem. Co. 
v. Akzo Nobel Chems. B.V., Nos. 01-2118, 02-1018, 2007 WL 2007447, at *5 (D.D.C. July 10, 2007). 
The attorney, an alumnus of the recipient law school, was subsequently awarded membership in 
the “L’Enfant Society,” the “most prestigious of [George Washington University]’s gift societies” 
for donors giving over $5 million in recognition of his “instrumental” role in the award. George 
Washington University Leadership Donors, GEO. WASH. U., http://development.gwu.edu/pdfs/ 
2007donor_program.pdf (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/7QHM-DTM4; see 
also Johnston, supra note 32, at 292-93 (same). In another notable case in the Northern District of 
California, class counsel steered the cy pres award to a charity run by his ex-wife. See Litigation 
Abuses, supra note 60, at 31 (statement of Theodore H. Frank, Adjunct Fellow, Manhattan Institute 
for Legal Policy, President, Center for Class Action Fairness) (describing this award in the context 
of a general discussion of the problematic nature of such awards). 

111 For example, Chattahoochee Circuit Superior Court Judge Douglas C. Pullen stepped 
down from the bench amid a Judicial Qualifications Commission probe of his cy pres practices. 
Pullen, in the course of his time on the bench, approved a record $33.8 million in cy pres awards, 
many of which went to his alma mater, Mercer University, where he taught part-time. Jim Mustian 
& Chuck Williams, Judge Doug Pullen’s ‘Gifts’: Records Reveal Judge Directed Millions to Mercer and 
Morehouse, Gained Recognition, LEDGER-ENQUIRER (Aug. 21, 2011), http://www.ledger-
enquirer.com/2011/08/21/1701279_pullens-gifts-records-reveal-judge.html, archived at http://perma.cc/ 
62MX-U5AH. For another example, see Nathan Koppel, Proposed Facebook Settlement Comes Under 
Fire, WALL ST. J., Mar. 2, 2010, at B8, recounting how Judge Christina Snyder approved a $25,000 
cy pres award to a Los Angeles legal aid organization for which her husband was a board member.  
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numbers of lawyers invested in their financial stability have an upper hand. 
Unsurprisingly, law schools (especially those with antitrust programs), legal 
aid organizations, and bar foundations often manage to leverage cy pres 
awards.112  

Against this backdrop, a market is forming around the leveraging of cy 
pres funds. As “the search for new funding sources . . . becomes ever more 
imperative” for charitable organizations, cy pres is becoming “a source of 
funding for public interest and legal services organizations whose work can 
be said to further the interests of the class.”113 Many law firms tout their cy 
pres victories as public service114 and many cy pres recipients recognize the 
generosity of the plaintiffs’ firms securing those awards.115 Some public 
interest legal organizations now offer content advocating why they are an 
ideal choice for cy pres awards in an effort to win the support of plaintiffs’ 
lawyers and judges.116 

 
112 For instance, more than twenty years after the successful mass tort litigation relating to 

the fire at the San Juan Dupont Plaza Hotel, the Animal Legal Defense Fund “became aware that 
there may be some unclaimed funds” and expressed that it would appreciate the court’s “considera-
tion of us as a cy pres award of such funds.” In re San Juan Dupont Plaza Hotel Fire Litig., 687 F. 
Supp. 2d 1, 4 ex. A (D.P.R. 2010). The court, desiring to put the funds to good use, donated the 
remaining unclaimed funds to the ALDF despite the lack of any relation to the underlying cause 
of action. Id. at 2-3.  

113 BRAD SELIGMAN & JOCELYN LARKIN, FLUID RECOVERY AND CY PRES: A FUNDING 

SOURCE FOR LEGAL SERVICES 1 (2011), available at http://www.impactfund.org/downloads/ 
Resources/CyPres2011.pdf.  

114 See, e.g., OHIO LAW. GIVE BACK, http://www.ohiolawyersgiveback.org (last visited Mar. 
21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/6G6U-ULLY (encouraging the use of cy pres to benefit 
Ohio’s charitable organizations and highlighting the cy pres victories of the sponsoring law firm). 

115 See, e.g., 2012–2013 Cy Pres Firms, LEGAL AID SOC’Y EMP. L. CENTER, http://www.las-
elc.org/supporters/cy-pres-firms (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/58HE-
DG5Z (acknowledging law firms that designated or helped to secure cy pres distributions for the 
Legal Aid Society-Employment Law Center); Firms Recommending Cy Pres Awards, EQUAL JUST. 
WORKS, http://www.equaljusticeworks.org/support-us/cy-pres/firms (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), 
archived at http://perma.cc/357D-B5CS (acknowledging law firms recommending the Equal Justice 
Works as a cy pres recipient). 

116 See, e.g., ASIAN AMS. ADVANCING JUST. L.A., CY PRES AWARDS, available at 
http://www.advancingjustice-la.org/sites/default/files/Advancing_Justice-LA_cy_pres_2014.pdf 
(providing an eighteen page pamphlet to support courts and counsel considering Advancing Justice 
for cy pres awards); Cy Pres Awards, INNER CITY L. CENTER, http://www.innercitylaw.org/ 
cy-pres-awards/ (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/P6BY-HCNX (“Because 
Inner City Law Center provides a broad range of service, almost every class is touched by our 
services.”); Designate KGACLC as a Cy Pres Recipient, SANTA CLARA L., http://law.scu.edu/kgaclc/ 
designate-us-a-cy-pres-recipient/ (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/V6YU-
5S5U (explaining why the Alexander Community Law Center is an optimal recipient of cy pres 
funds).  
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Although some would disagree,117 nothing is inherently wrong with 
potential cy pres recipients seeking to inform the court of their appropri-
ateness as recipients of such awards.118 Yet when organizations actively lobby 
courts and counsel outside the limited scope of a specific litigation, such 
behavior has the potential to divert cy pres awards away from more deserving 
recipients. These practices further entrench systematic bias, as the majority 
of charities engaging in these aggressive legal lobbying efforts are legal 
charities. Thus, when a cy pres recipient is needed, legal charities are best 
positioned to leverage the award. Were this simply an issue of raising funds 
for charity, such proactive strategies might be praiseworthy. But in the cy 
pres context, they deprive more deserving, less savvy groups of cy pres 
awards, regardless of which entity is best suited to satisfying the nearness 
requirement.  

A particularly telling illustration of this systematic bias appears in 
Adams v. CSX Railroads.119 In Adams, a case concerning harm caused by 
“train car leakage,” the trial court appointed a special master to consider 
possible cy pres awards to benefit the impacted community.120 The special 
master’s recommendation included a ten percent distribution to the Louisiana 
Bar Foundation, of which the trial court judge was a member.121 At the trial 
court’s request, the Louisiana Bar Foundation filed a post-trial memorandum 
addressing the propriety of an award to the Louisiana Bar Foundation in 
light of potentially conflicting Louisiana Supreme Court precedent.122 
When the court denied the award, the Louisiana Bar Foundation appealed, 
and the matter ultimately came before the Louisiana Supreme Court.123 The 
Louisiana Bar Foundation’s legal acumen allowed it to fight for and ulti-
mately receive a cy pres distribution that a less skilled organization might 
not have secured.124 These systematic biases threaten to divert cy pres 
awards away from their most efficient possible uses and compound existing 
problems with current use of cy pres in class actions.  

 
117 See, e.g., Johnston, supra note 32, at 294 (arguing that such behavior constitutes improper 

lobbying of the courts).  
118 One potentially redeeming aspect of such behavior is that it creates a pseudo-adversarial 

process, better informing the courts of the merits of potential recipients.  
119 80 So. 3d 1160 (La. Ct. App. 2011). 
120 Id. at 1162.  
121 Id. 
122 Id. 
123 Adams v. CSX R.Rs., 84 So. 3d 1289 (La. 2012).  
124 Id. at 1291 (holding that the trial judge could disburse cy pres funds to the Louisiana Bar 

Foundation without violating ethics rules). 
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E. Legal Flaws 

Although many current flaws in cy pres rest in the inequitable process 
and outcomes caused by cy pres awards, the doctrine is also legally problematic. 
The modern application of class action cy pres, although in line with the 
limits of Shepherd’s original proposal,125 is nonetheless constitutionally 
infirm. American cy pres is based on the equitable doctrine of judicial cy 
pres, which allowed the courts to repurpose charitable trusts to give effect to 
the testator’s clearly established intent. When a court applies cy pres 
ungoverned by a nearness requirement, its actions fall outside the historical 
bounds of judicial cy pres. The decisions described above are thus clear 
applications, in principle, of prerogative cy pres, a power based in the king’s 
ability to act as parens patriae.126 Prerogative cy pres cannot be delegated to 
the courts; the power to act as parens patriae lies with the sovereign and so 
vests in the executive and legislative functions of state government.127 
Although the states do have the power to expressly delegate portions of 
their parens patriae powers to the federal government,128 the Supreme 
Court has expressly disclaimed the existence of prerogative powers in the 

 
125 See supra note 43 and accompanying text (noting that Shepherd proposed cy pres distribu-

tions targeting “broader public service” only when “benefit to the class becomes unattainable”).  
126 FISCH, supra note 3, at 56-57 (describing the commonly accepted theory concerning the 

origins of prerogative cy pres).  
127 See Fontain v. Ravenel, 58 U.S. (17 How.) 369, 384 (1854) (“[W]hen this country achieved 

its independence, the prerogatives of the crown devolved upon the people of the States. And this 
power still remains with them, except so far as they have delegated a portion of it to the federal 
government. The sovereign will is made known to us by legislative enactment. The State, as a 
sovereign, is the parens patriae.”); see also Late Corp. of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints v. United States, 136 U.S. 1, 58 (1890) (same); Jackson v. Phillips, 96 Mass. (14 Allen) 539, 
576 (1867) (“[Prerogative cy pres] has never, so far as we know, been introduced into the practice 
of any court in this country; and, if it exists anywhere here, it is in the legislature of the Com-
monwealth as succeeding to the powers of the king as parens patriae. It certainly cannot be 
exercised by the judiciary of a state whose constitution declares that ‘the judicial department shall 
never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either of them: to the end it may be a 
government of laws and not of men.’” (citations omitted)); 4 JAMES KENT, COMMENTARIES ON 

AMERICAN LAW 509 n.b (5th ed. 1844) (“In this country, the legislature or government of the 
state, as parens patriae, has the right to enforce all charities of a public nature, by virtue of its 
general superintending authority over the public interests, where no other person is intrusted with 
it.”). For similar state decisions locating the locus of prerogative powers in “the several states” or 
in “the people,” see FISCH, supra note 3, at 58 n.55. This outcome is appealing from a policy 
perspective: the legislative and executive branches of government are uniquely competent to 
determine what potential use of charitable funds would best optimize societal benefit.  

128 Fontain, 58 U.S. (17 How.) at 384 (describing how, at the time of independence, the 
prerogatives of the crown were delegated to the “people of the States . . . except so far as they 
have delegated a portion of it to the federal government”). 
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federal courts.129 Just as the use of class action cy pres to benefit unidentified 
class members is not so far removed from judicial cy pres, the use of cy pres 
to benefit “the public at large” is not so far removed from prerogative cy 
pres. In light of the clear disfavor toward prerogative cy pres and judicial 
exercise of the parens patriae role existing within our constitutional framework, 
courts should be wary of distributing class action funds in this manner.  

III. TOWARD A DEMOCRATIC CY PRES 

The current cy pres system suffers from significant flaws. The nearness 
analysis too often proves difficult or impossible for courts to perform 
adequately. Yet cy pres is vital to the current structure of class actions under 
Rule 23, and eliminating or restricting cy pres could cause more problems 
than it would solve.  

So how should courts determine what cy pres awards to make? Courts 
should ask what awards would actually benefit the class. Of course, cy pres 
awards are predominantly used when the individual class members cannot 
be identified for compensation. But through the use of approximations—in 
the form of the identified class members or, for unidentifiable classes, 
similarly situated stand-ins who are likely class members—courts stand to 
gain valuable insights into what awards would be appropriate. Such guid-
ance would reduce the need for untargeted “public good” cy pres awards, 
increase the fairness of the mechanism, and promote democratic values 
within the judicial process. By incorporating such guidance discretionarily, 
perhaps managed through a special master, courts would avoid the need for 
a formal change to the rules of procedure. A formal shift, however, might be 
desirable in the future if incorporating class input improves the equity and 
outcomes of cy pres distributions.  

This proposal is supported by existing scholarship recognizing the poten-
tial benefits gained from involving lay citizens in the cy pres process.130 This 
quasi-democratic mechanism would be beneficial in two distinct circumstances. 

 
129 Id. (“The courts of the United States cannot exercise any equity powers, except those 

conferred by acts of congress, and those judicial powers which the high court of chancery in 
England, acting under its judicial capacity as a court of equity, possessed and exercised, at the time 
of the formation of the constitution of the United States. Powers not judicial, exercised by the 
chancellor merely as the representative of the sovereign, and by virtue of the king’s prerogative as 
parens patriae, are not possessed by the circuit courts.”). See generally Thomas E. Blackwell, The 
Charitable Corporation and the Charitable Trust, 24 WASH. U. L.Q. 1 (1938) (discussing the care that 
charitable corporations should take when receiving “bequests and deeds of gift”). 

130 See Yospe, supra note 80, at 1055 (positing that the use of independent committees consisting 
of “a broad mix of society” and “plaintiff class counsel and defense counsel” to determine cy pres 
awards could substantially reduce bias problems).  
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The first is when a class action involves unidentifiable or unresponsive class 
members that cannot be reached by damages. The second is when, after the 
settlement of all class claims, an unexpected remainder is left in the class 
fund. These circumstances could be addressed in the same manner: by 
seeking the input of the entire identified class on how they would like the cy 
pres award distributed in light of the purpose of the award. For the reasons 
discussed in Part II, identified class members are in a far better position 
than courts to identify the interests of the class and to assign cy pres 
distributions to causes that would substantially benefit the class. Although 
the cy pres distributions in these two scenarios have different purposes 
(benefiting the unidentified class members and benefiting the class as a 
whole), these two purposes merge into one in practice, given that no cy pres 
award can be crafted to benefit only unidentified class members.  

A. Distributions to Substantially Identifiable Classes 

1. Crowdsourcing 

The optimal solution to the cy pres problem is for courts to adopt a 
crowdsourcing model. Crowdsourcing is “[t]he practice of obtaining infor-
mation or services by soliciting input from a large number of people, 
typically via the Internet and often without offering compensation”131 and 
has become a major driver behind innovation in the commercial and chari-
table sectors over the last decade.132 By leveraging modern commercial 

 
131 Crowdsourcing, OXFORD ENG. DICTIONARY, http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/376403 

(last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/Q4ZA-FZCQ. For a more robust definition, 
see Enrique Estellés-Arolas & Fernando Gonzáles-Ladrón-de-Guevara, Towards an Integrated 
Crowdsourcing Definition, 38 J. INFO. SCI. 189, 197 (2012), which defines crowdsourcing as 

a type of participative online activity in which an individual [or] an institu-
tion . . . proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, 
and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking 
of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should par-
ticipate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual 
benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type of need, be it economic, 
social recognition, self-esteem, or the development of individual skills, while the 
crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize to their advantage what the user has brought to the 
venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken. 

132 For crowdsourcing that drives production decisions, see, for example, KICKSTARTER, 
http://www.kickstarter.com (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/TR5P-49BB, 
which allows consumers to fund product ideas that they would like to see brought to market, and 
LEGO IDEAS, http://ideas.lego.com (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/KSH3-
KX5F, which allows Lego purchasers to vote for fan-created Lego sets that they would like to see 
enter production. For crowdsourced product design, see, for example, LOCAL MOTORS, 
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crowdsourcing solutions, courts could create a system in which identified 
class members could not only vote on possible recipients but also could 
actively propose new recipients.133 The system could even be designed to 
allow potential recipients the chance to participate by sharing information 
about themselves and their projects once they had initially been recom-
mended as recipients. Guidance on the purpose of the distribution (benefiting 
the class as a whole) could be provided as a preliminary step to gaining 
access to the crowdsourcing portal. Of course, because the process is 
discretionary, the judge would have the power to review the proposed 
distributions and to dismiss any that she found to be clearly inappropriate 
in light of the purposes of cy pres.  

To minimize administrative costs, crowdsourcing materials could be 
included with the distribution of damages or the notice of potential member-
ship in the class.134 In such a scenario, the court would not need to know the 
dollar amount of the distribution in advance. Ranking preferred uses for the 
funds would provide the court with valuable information to guide the 
division of funds. High participation rates could be expected so long as an 
estimate of the possible remainder value was provided because the substantial 
value of such remainders would likely offset the indirect nature of the 
benefits in the minds of the class.  

The crowdsourcing model would have substantial benefits over the current 
system of cy pres distributions. By placing the initial selection of cy pres 
beneficiaries in the hands of the class, which can identify recipients whose 
selection will benefit its members, the need for general cy pres awards is 
eliminated. Concerns about accuracy will also be eliminated because the 
majority of the class members are well positioned to make judgments about 
what is in their best interests. Perhaps most important, the role of judges 

 

http://localmotors.com (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/UV8L-E483, which 
uses crowdsourcing to design limited-production vehicles. See also Steve Lohr, Pentagon Pushes 
Crowdsourced Manufacturing, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 5, 2012, 3:15 PM), http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/ 
2012/04/05/pentagon-pushes-crowdsourced-manufacturing, archived at http://perma.cc/XG4B-
TQXY (describing the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s plans to use crowdsourcing 
to develop military vehicles). For crowdsourcing in the charitable sector, see, for example, 
INDIEGOGO, http://www.indiegogo.com (last visited Mar. 21, 2015), archived at http://perma.cc/ 
N6EN-8K8N, which allows individuals to fund nonprofit activities that they would like to see 
brought to fruition. 

133 Although crowdsourcing is traditionally conducted over the Internet, it could also be 
conducted through paper mailings by soliciting proposed recipients at the time of the initial class 
mailing and providing voting materials at the time of the distribution of damages.  

134 Although determining cy pres recipients at the same time of the initial distribution may 
seem premature, it is already common practice to determine cy pres recipients ex ante. Redish, 
supra note 7, at 657 (noting that in 120 documented cases, federal courts awarded thirty cy pres 
awards ex ante).  
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and lawyers in cy pres would be substantially reduced, minimizing the risks 
of bias and unethical conduct in cy pres awards. 

2. Pure Voting 

A simpler alternative to crowdsourcing is a straight voting model, where 
the class chooses from preselected potential beneficiaries. Pure voting could 
be conducted by paper ballot distributed along with communications to the 
class; thus pure voting would be even easier to implement than crowdsourcing. 
Proposed recipients could be generated by the parties or by public solicitation 
of interested recipients, as in Superior Beverage Co. v. Owen-Illinois, Inc.135 

Straight voting would improve current practice, but it would not solve 
the identified problems with cy pres because ethical concerns remain. 
Although opening the selection of the slate to recipient organizations would 
minimize ethical concerns about judges and lawyers choosing their preferred 
organizations, voting would not remove concerns of bias. By cabining the 
class’s ability to suggest recipients, the resulting award’s accuracy would 
depend entirely on the quality of proposals suggested, leaving substantial 
room for error. And the systematic biases favoring legal aid organizations 
and organizations geographically close to the court would persist, although 
the class’s role in approving the award would lead to greater public awareness, 
and therefore greater public discontent with such awards.  

B. Distributions to Unidentifiable Classes 

The second circumstance in which courts apply cy pres—and the one 
with which they struggle the most—is when virtually the entire class except 
for the named plaintiffs is unidentifiable. In such a case, the only identifiable 
class members would likely be the class representatives. Yet there are still 
avenues for soliciting democratic input to aid in distributing cy pres. 
Existing scholarship favors incorporating lay citizens into court-formed cy 
pres committees to reduce the potential for perceived abuse.136 Such a 
solution, however, would not impact the accuracy of cy pres awards. Lay 
citizens are in no better position, and may be in a worse position, than 
judges and lawyers to determine the recipients that would best benefit the 

 
135 827 F. Supp. 477, 478-87 (N.D. Ill. 1993) (describing how the court “invited applications 

for cy pres grants and for suggestions as to how such cy pres distributions should be made”). 
136 Yospe, supra note 80, at 1055 (“As long as the members of the committee are independent 

and composed from a broad mix of society (including non-lawyers), the bias problems should be 
greatly diminished.”). 
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class.137 But in almost all cases with an unidentifiable class, the class remains 
generally predictable and thus, the court could implement a crowdsourcing 
or direct voting process using a subset of “likely class members.”138 A 
reasonable sample of likely class members would conceivably be sufficient to 
reach an impartial, balanced outcome and to represent the diverse interests 
of the class. This sampling approach would also keep costs down because the 
costs of finding and involving representative individuals would be greater 
than those associated with identifiable classes.  

Although a body of “likely class members” would not be truly repre-
sentative of the class, it would be more representative and better able to 
reach accurate results than any of the existing cy pres designation mecha-
nisms.139 Given the need to limit the body to a reasonably sized sample, 
concerns would arise about ensuring adequate diversity, especially in the 
geographic context. Courts could mitigate these concerns through the use of 
a diverse sample pool or through judicial override in situations where 
awards are limited to narrow geographic scopes.  

C. Benefits and Costs 

Given that these proposals would operate voluntarily, the ultimate award 
of cy pres would remain within the judge’s wisdom and discretion. That 
discretion, however, would be cabined by the proposals put forward. 
Although judges would retain the power to overturn suspect awards, they 
would likely feel obligated to justify such deviations from the class’s 
preferred beneficial use. This system would lead to better-supported cy pres 
decisions and might facilitate more thorough appellate review of cy pres 
awards. By implementing these proposals, courts would improve the 
accuracy of cy pres awards in light of their purpose of benefiting the class. 
These suggestions would also lessen the bite of the procedural concerns 
about cy pres raised by critics.  
 

137 A contrary argument could be made that an individual selected at random is far more 
likely to share points of commonality with a class member than with a judge or lawyer in the vast 
majority of class actions.  

138 A “likely class member” is an individual who identifies as possessing the traits that define 
class membership but who cannot be definitively confirmed as a part of the class. For instance, in a 
class action over diaper price fixing by Brand X, a “likely class member” would be someone who 
routinely purchases Brand X diapers or someone who routinely purchases diapers similar to those 
sold by Brand X.  

139 Assume, arguendo, that the class in the Compact Disc litigation was unidentifiable. A 
“sample” composed of those who had recently bought CDs, even if they may not have purchased 
the CDs at issue, nonetheless would have been better qualified than the judge to determine the 
class’s interests, given the specialized perspective and expertise of the class members as music 
aficionados.  
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This proposal is not without drawbacks. Any democratic or 
crowdsourced decisionmaking risks an outside group leveraging class 
members’ votes for improper purposes. However, those directing cy pres 
awards are already the subjects of substantial lobbying.140 Even if class 
members were subject to lobbying efforts by potential cy pres recipients,141 
the exponentially larger pool of decisionmakers involved in a democratic 
award process would likely diffuse the impact of these efforts. The discre-
tionary nature of this exercise and the necessity of ultimate judicial approval 
would enable judges to veto improper awards, although it is unclear whether 
judges would feel comfortable overriding democratic input absent incontro-
vertible proof of impropriety. 

Another risk is that the class might be wrong. Individual, self-interested, 
and potentially irrational actors might not be the best judges of what would 
serve the needs of the class as a whole. This problem is exacerbated if the 
most effective cy pres remedy involves complicated mechanisms that are 
beyond the scope of the class’s perception of “benefit.” But if the question 
becomes whether cy pres should be based on ultimate effectiveness or on the 
desires of the class, the desires of the class should surely prevail because cy 
pres is supposed to benefit the class. Besides, “efficiency” of benefit has 
never been a substantial part of courts’ cy pres analyses, and this proposal 
does not seek to alter courts’ standards for approving cy pres. 

Perhaps the greatest risk is poor participation. Without substantial par-
ticipation, a democratic input process would lead to outcomes with many of 
the same flaws as the current system. The specter of poor participation is 
especially a concern in light of the generally low levels of class-member 
participation in class actions.142 

But there are reasons to expect that such a democratic input system of 
narrow scope would have far better participation rates than class actions as a 
whole. Although many factors shape class member participation, a few are 

 
140 See supra text accompanying notes 113-16 (discussing specific examples of how public 

interest organizations can leverage cy pres distributions).  
141 Such efforts are unlikely due to the substantial cost they would entail and the limited (and 

unpredictable) nature of cy pres awards.  
142 One study found that, on average, less than 1% of class members opt out and about one 

percent of class members object to classwide settlements. Theodore Eisenberg & Geoffrey Miller, 
The Role of Opt-Outs and Objectors in Class Action Litigation: Theoretical and Empirical Issues, 57 
VAND. L. REV. 1529, 1546-59 (2004). A Federal Judicial Center study similarly found that the 
median percentage of class members who opted out was below 0.2% of the total membership of the 
class. THOMAS E. WILLGING ET AL., FED. JUDICIAL CTR., EMPIRICAL STUDY OF CLASS 

ACTIONS IN FOUR FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS: FINAL REPORT TO THE ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES 10 (1996). The same study also found that class members 
attended less than 15% of settlement hearings. Id. at 56-57.  
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critical here, such as (1) inadequate notice of the action,143 (2) structural 
disincentives to meaningful participation,144 (3) the high costs of participa-
tion,145 and, perhaps most importantly, (4) the perception that participation 
is irrelevant.146 All of these factors discourage individual participation in 
class actions but are mitigated or avoided in the present proposal.  

The proposed democratic input methods require no special expertise or 
experience. Crowdsourcing, whether through internet portal or mass 
mailing, is not an inherently complicated or nuanced concept. Notice could 
be delivered in plain language, and clear instructions would ensure that 
almost all class members could participate.147 Furthermore, while intervention 
in a class action requires substantial investment in exchange for potentially 
limited payout, participation in these mechanisms requires only a brief time 
commitment, no legal expense,148 and the promise of a fairly substantial 
payout.149 Perhaps most significantly, crowdsourcing and voting have a 

 
143 In one study, the majority of class action notices (1) did not clearly inform class members 

of the binding effect of the settlement, (2) did not inform class members with an opt-out right that 
they could opt out of the litigation, (3) did not inform class members that they had a right to 
appear through counsel, and (4) did not satisfy the clear and concise language requirement of 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23. See Shannon R. Wheatman & Terri R. LeClercq, Majority of 
Class Action Publication Notices Fail to Satisfy Rule 23 Requirements, 30 REV. LITIG. 53, 58 (2010). 
Class counsel actually has incentive to avoid effective notice because it “is expensive, and will 
likely lead to the discovery of class member preferences or internal class conflicts that class counsel 
would rather ignore.” Alexandra Lahav, Fundamental Principles for Class Action Governance, 37 IND. 
L. REV. 65, 80 (2003).  

144 See, e.g., Lahav, supra note 143, at 89 (“Objectors’ counsel have a perverse incentive to 
drop legitimate objections or soft-pedal them in order to obtain remuneration from the settlement 
because, to the extent that they are paid, objectors’ counsel only receive payment if a settlement is 
approved.”). Courts, fearful that objectors will use their leverage to hold the litigation for ransom, 
have also begun imposing substantial sanctions against objectors. See, e.g., Vollmer v. Publishers 
Clearing House, 248 F.3d 698, 711 (7th Cir. 2001) (reviewing a $50,000 sanction against objectors). 

145 Opt-out and intervention are unrealistic in small claims classes where pursuing independent 
litigation is unrealistic. Lahav, supra note 143, at 81. Even in class actions with substantial damages 
at issue, the cost of retaining counsel to intervene might not be worth the perceived benefits of 
intervention. See, e.g., Joshua P. Davis, Eric L. Cramer & Caitlin V. May, The Puzzle of Class 
Actions with Uninjured Members, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 858, 872 (2014) (observing that 
plaintiffs generally cannot afford to hire the attorneys and experts that are necessary to inde-
pendently pursue a claim).  

146 See, e.g., Lawrence W. Schonbrun, The Class Action Con Game, 20 REG. 50, 51 (1997) (listing 
cases in which class action litigation resulted in no benefit or additional harm to class members).  

147 This contrasts starkly with an actual class action, wherein class notice is dense with legalese 
and intervention is challenging without advanced legal knowledge.  

148 As discussed in Part II, class members are uniquely situated to answer the question of 
what benefits them. Although class members could retain counsel, it is hard to see what benefit 
counsel would bring to the average case. 

149 See, e.g., MARTIN H. REDISH, WHOLESALE JUSTICE: CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY 

AND THE PROBLEM OF THE CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT 131 (2009) (positing an inverse 
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positive image that class action litigation lacks. Accordingly, democratic 
input methods would not be subject to the same participation problems that 
currently plague class actions.  

Despite the potential flaws, voting-based mechanisms can improve the 
accuracy and responsiveness of cy pres awards. These mechanisms would 
address concerns about cy pres awards for the general good transgressing 
into prerogative cy pres because any award chosen by the class must be 
intended to benefit the class. These mechanisms could also rehabilitate the 
image of class actions. By deferring to democratic input, judges can remove 
the appearance of impropriety in selecting recipients and eliminate one of 
the primary grounds currently used to attack the class action process 
generally.150 More important, democratic procedures would increase litigant 
involvement in class actions,151 leading to greater awareness of the process 
and, with time, greater participation in class action proceedings. 

CONCLUSION 

American courts are predominately designed to excel at a single task: 
resolving disputes between parties. Once a court decides to award cy pres, 
the process of selecting optimal recipients becomes one of legislative 
inquiry, for which courts are neither designed nor suited. In trust and estate 
law, the courts’ cy pres exercise is guided by the testator’s intent manifested 
in their will. But in class actions, courts have no similar insight to help them 
best serve the interests of the class. Absent guidance, courts stumble in the 
dark, risking erroneous, inefficient, or even potentially unethical outcomes.  

Seeking the input of the represented class is one way that courts, sua 
sponte, can remedy these informational and institutional shortcomings. By 
soliciting class input through crowdsourcing or simple democratic proce-
dures, courts can simplify the information-gathering process as they seek to 
determine which recipients would most benefit the class. Technological 
advances render the marginal costs of implementing such information-
gathering trivial compared to the benefits. Awards crafted in such a manner 

 

relationship between the size of a class member’s claim and their willingness to participate in a 
class action).  

150 The current proposal conceives of democratic input only in the cy pres process. Although 
there are some compelling arguments for expanding democratic inputs to the management of class 
actions generally, cy pres is particularly well-suited to such methods, given that it is one of few 
matters in which class counsel lack any specialized knowledge or experience. For more on 
democratic governance of class actions, see generally Lahav, supra note 143, at 99-106.  

151 A crowdsourcing system, even one requiring only brief interactions, would generate 
increased interest in the suit and the class action process as compared to the limited communica-
tions that class members currently receive.  
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would be fairer and more accurate, would reduce the risks and appearance of 
potential impropriety, and would strengthen cy pres awards against challenge 
and reversal. Ultimately, these advances would constitute a first step toward 
a class action system that fosters individual participation in the class action 
process.  
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P R O C E E D I N G S
 

(10:04 a.m.)
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: We'll hear
 

argument first this morning in Case 17-961,
 

Frank versus Gaos, Individually And On Behalf
 

Of All Others Similarly Situated.
 

Mr. Frank.
 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF THEODORE H. FRANK
 

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS
 

MR. FRANK: Thank you, Mr. Chief
 

Justice, and may it please the Court:
 

Amchem instructs that courts should
 

interpret Rule 23 with the interests of absent
 

class members in close view. The best way to
 

interpret Rule 23's text requiring settlements
 

be fair and reasonable is to align class
 

counsel's interests with those of the absent
 

class members.
 

In Deposit Guaranty v. Roper at page
 

339, this Court called it an abuse when class
 

members were not the primary beneficiaries of a
 

class action. How can it be fair and
 

reasonable for a court to endorse such an
 

abuse?
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Why is it an abuse?
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Because, practically, the class members would
 

get nothing, nothing at all, and, here, at
 

least they get an indirect benefit.
 

MR. FRANK: Well, the indirect benefit
 

is even less than nothing. The -- it was
 

feasible to distribute money to class members.
 

And, instead, class counsel chose to agree to a
 

settlement that directed that money elsewhere.
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: How much would it
 

have come to for each class member?
 

MR. FRANK: Each claiming class member
 

probably could have gotten between 5 and 10
 

dollars with typical claims rates if -- for
 

example, in the Fraley versus Facebook
 

settlement, the court rejected an all cy pres
 

settlement -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Sorry. There's an
 

amicus brief that talked -- who laid out pretty
 

thoroughly the costs associated with, first,
 

identifying the class; second, preparing the
 

mailing; third, executing the mailing; and then
 

processing the claims that came up with a
 

figure of 67 cents.
 

Now, putting aside that there may be a
 

question about whether the trial court
 

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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adequately determined feasibility, but assuming
 

it did, why would it have been an abuse of
 

discretion for the court to believe that
 

processing 67 cents didn't make sense because
 

the cost would outweigh what they would pay?
 

MR. FRANK: Well, the district court
 

applied the wrong legal standard, but -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: No, no. I know
 

your standard for feasibility -

MR. FRANK: Right, right.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- is can we give
 

10 percent of the class something even if
 

nobody else gets anything, meaning what you
 

would like to do is select 10 percent of the
 

class and pay them alone and do nothing for
 

everybody else.
 

MR. FRANK: Well, no. We would like
 

to give everybody in the class the opportunity
 

to make a claim. And in practice, a very small
 

minority of the class would not be indifferent
 

to the opportunity, and typically -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Everybody else
 

would receive not even a direct benefit?
 

MR. FRANK: No, they would receive the
 

opportunity to make a claim.
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JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: They always have
 

that opportunity.
 

MR. FRANK: They don't have that
 

opportunity here as a class member. Class
 

members were deprived of that opportunity.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: They could opt
 

out.
 

MR. FRANK: They could opt out in
 

Amchem also, but that didn't make the
 

settlement fair.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: But I go back to
 

my point, which is are you disputing the
 

finding of fact that under the normal
 

application of feasibility, whether cost
 

outweighs the payment or cost far exceeds
 

whatever could be given out, is that -- are you
 

disputing that?
 

MR. FRANK: The court never made that
 

finding. The court applied the Ninth Circuit's
 

de minimis test under Lane versus Facebook,
 

which required it to divide by the entire
 

denominator the entire class.
 

In reality, settlements settle all the
 

time for well under a dollar per class member
 

and then successfully distribute that money to
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the class because most class members are just
 

simply indifferent to the opportunity for these
 

small sums.
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: And then is it all
 

right to have some kind of a cy pres doctrine
 

operate?
 

MR. FRANK: I -

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Because if -

would -- with -- for all the class members who
 

don't make any claim?
 

MR. FRANK: I -- I -- I -- I -- I
 

don't understand the question, Justice. I -- I
 

apologize.
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Suppose the class
 

members are notified and only 10 percent of
 

them make a claim. What happens to the rest of
 

the amount that was agreed upon as a
 

settlement?
 

MR. FRANK: First of all, in practice,
 

I just want to let the Court know that
 

10 percent is an extraordinarily high claim
 

rate. The claims rate is typically below
 

1 percent. But -

JUSTICE GINSBURG: And then the
 

99 percent.
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MR. FRANK: Absolutely. In the
 

typical settlement, it's a pro rata
 

distribution. You have a fund of a few million
 

dollars. That's tens of millions of class
 

members have the opportunity to make a claim.
 

A very small percentage make the claim. And
 

the fund is distributed pro rata to them.
 

That's what happens in Fraley, where the number
 

of class members making claims was so small
 

they still had money left over even after
 

giving every claiming class member $15, even
 

though we were talking $9 million for 150
 

million class members. That's 6 cents per
 

class member.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: What -- what
 

do they do? Do they wait until -- a reasonable
 

period and figure out most of the claims are in
 

and then divide it up or -

MR. FRANK: The settlement procedures
 

will establish 90 days or 60 days or 120 days
 

to make a claim. The claims come in either
 

electronically or through paper, depending on
 

how the claims process is set up.
 

And sometimes there's an audit for -

to make sure there aren't fraudulent claims.
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That's what happened in Carrier IQ, where,
 

again, even though we were talking pennies per
 

class member, it only cost them $600,000 to
 

distribute a few million dollars to 30 million
 

class members and still audit the claims and
 

reject 30 percent of the claims. So -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I'm sorry, I -

I'm talking -- this is a full cy pres award,
 

meaning there's no direct benefit to the class.
 

What about the residual cy pres? I thought in
 

many instances, if a fund is created and the
 

claimants are all paid off, there's some money
 

left over, the residual cy pres, and that's
 

given indirectly often.
 

MR. FRANK: Circuits differ on that.
 

The Seventh rejects that proposal because they
 

recognize that the settling parties have the
 

ability to adjust the claims rate by -

depending on how difficult they make the claims
 

process.
 

So, in a Seventh Circuit case, there
 

is a $1.1 million residual and 12 million class
 

members, though that was 8 cents per class
 

member, the court rejected the idea that that
 

was a benefit to the class and said you've made
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the claims process too hard and required them
 

to redo the settlement on remand. Millions
 

more dollars went to the class because they
 

changed the -- the claims process and made it
 

easier for class members to make claims.
 

So, if you have a residual and you
 

incentivize the attorneys to prefer the
 

residual to the actual claims, what will happen
 

is you'll have a very difficult claims process.
 

There is a Third Circuit case, a $35 million
 

fund, and -- but you had to fill out a
 

five-page claim form to claim your $5. And so
 

very few class members did that. They were
 

only going to distribute $3 million with over
 

15 million to cy pres.
 

And the Third Circuit rejected that,
 

that the district court failed to prioritize
 

direct benefit to the class. And it just -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Assuming all of
 

that, let's assume a very efficient claim
 

process, let's assume a -- a careful
 

feasibility study by the district court.
 

Are you still -- you're still taking
 

the position that if there's a residual for any
 

reason that's legitimate, there's been an easy
 

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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claims process, there's been a simple
 

distribution, whatever, you're still saying
 

that an indirect benefit, a partial cy pres, is
 

not okay?
 

MR. FRANK: I'm saying that you can't
 

reward class counsel for it. You have to
 

incentivize them to prioritize the direct
 

benefit to the class.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So your position
 

is that cy pres is okay, but we should write
 

legislation in our opinion saying that we can't
 

pay class counsel for that.
 

Have you read the Third Circuit
 

opinion that talks about this and says there's
 

a lot to balance in this issue, and are the
 

courts the appropriate one or is Congress the
 

appropriate one?
 

MR. FRANK: Well -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Or is the
 

individual district court's discretion
 

appropriate until the Congress looks at this
 

and decides?
 

MR. FRANK: I think Rule 23(e) means
 

something. And this Court has previously
 

called disproportionate benefits an abuse. And
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it's -- it's very clear that Rule 23 -- not -

not -- it's not the case that everything goes
 

under Rule 23(e), so long as a district court
 

rubber stamps it.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: In a case such as
 

this, is any effort made -- and would it even
 

be possible -- to determine whether every
 

absent class member or even most of the absent
 

class members regard the beneficiaries of the
 

cy pres award as entities to which they would
 

like to make a contribution?
 

MR. FRANK: It's very possible to
 

establish a claims process where somebody
 

checks a box and said, instead of sending me a
 

check for $6, send it to the American Cancer
 

Society.
 

Nobody does that, or at least we -- we
 

haven't seen settlements that do that. And the
 

reality is, if class members want to send their
 

money to charity, they can do it without the
 

intermediary of class counsel.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: So who decides who
 

these beneficiaries are going to be?
 

MR. FRANK: It varies from settlement
 

to settlement. In this case, class counsel and
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Google negotiated and agreed to a set of six
 

beneficiaries. That process was opaque, and we
 

don't understand which beneficiaries didn't
 

make the cut and why they didn't make the cut,
 

but they -- they chose these particular
 

beneficiaries.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: So the parties and the
 

lawyers get together and they choose
 

beneficiaries that they personally would like
 

to subsidize? That's how it works?
 

MR. FRANK: That's usually how it
 

works. We've had -- I've seen settlements
 

where the judge says I don't like these
 

beneficiaries, pick these beneficiaries.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Where the
 

judge has designated the beneficiaries?
 

MR. FRANK: There are settlements
 

structured where the judge designates the
 

beneficiaries.
 

And in another Google settlement that
 

we discuss in our opening brief, the parties
 

designated a beneficiary and -- and the court
 

re-designated the beneficiary.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: Mr. Frank -

JUSTICE GORSUCH: We -- I'm sorry.
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JUSTICE KAGAN: Sorry. No, go ahead.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Oh, please go ahead.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: No.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Justice Kagan.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: I was going to change
 

the subject.
 

(Laughter.)
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: So was I.
 

(Laughter.)
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Jurisdiction?
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: Yes.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Go for it.
 

(Laughter.)
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: May I ask you, Mr.
 

Frank, to -- to -- to address the standing
 

issue in this case, to -- to talk about what
 

you think the harm was and whether any court
 

has addressed your theories about the harm?
 

MR. FRANK: Are you -- are you talking
 

my harm or the harm of the plaintiffs?
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: The harm of the
 

plaintiffs.
 

MR. FRANK: The harm of the
 

plaintiffs, we discuss that at pages 25 and 26
 

of our reply brief.
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And one of the named plaintiffs,
 

Anthony Italiano, alleges a statutory violation
 

that corresponds to the common law tort of
 

public disclosure of private facts.
 

And the lower courts are unanimous in
 

holding that that kind of statutory claim
 

satisfies Spokeo.
 

Even on remand in Spokeo, the Ninth
 

Circuit found standing, and this Court denied
 

cert the second time up.
 

So I don't think there's a real
 

standing issue, unless the Court is inclined to
 

expand Spokeo.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: I had thought, Mr.
 

Frank, that the lower court thought that there
 

would be -- there was standing just because it
 

was a statutory claim, and that there was no
 

reason that the plaintiff had to show a
 

particularized or a concrete injury.
 

MR. FRANK: That is certainly the
 

wrong standard for the district court to have
 

applied, with later Supreme Court jurisprudence
 

indicating that, but we can determine from the
 

face of the complaint that Anthony Italiano
 

made an allegation of concrete injury within
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the ambit of what Justice Thomas's concurrence
 

in Spokeo indicated was acceptable and what
 

lower courts have unanimously indicated that it
 

was -- was acceptable.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: I was curious
 

where you were going to come down before you
 

filed your brief, because, obviously, if
 

there's no standing, the whole class action is
 

thrown out, right?
 

MR. FRANK: That would be correct.
 

That would be the right thing to do under
 

Arizonans for Proper English, or Official
 

English. That's exactly what the Court did.
 

The Court found that the lower courts did not
 

have jurisdiction and vacated everything.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Now you say -- to
 

follow up with Justice Kagan, who anticipated
 

exactly where I wanted to go -- you say there's
 

an allegation with respect to Mr. Italiano that
 

-- that he was injured. But do we know that he
 

was injured? Is there any evidence that his
 

personal information, for example, wasn't
 

already available through the white pages and
 

otherwise published so that there is no injury
 

in fact?
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MR. FRANK: Well, that goes to the
 

merits. If I allege that my friend here
 

punched me in the head and owes me over $75,000
 

and we're citizens of different states, I had a
 

claim for standing even if that claim is
 

completely fictional.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Well, fair enough at
 

a 12(b)(6) stage, but here we're entering a
 

final judgment, and should we at least remand
 

to -- to a lower court to make a decision as to
 

whether there is actually standing as opposed
 

to mere allegation of standing?
 

MR. FRANK: I don't think that's the
 

case. I think the -- the -- the allegation of
 

concrete injury establishes the standing, and
 

then the merits question's always different
 

than the jurisdictional question.
 

JUSTICE BREYER: What is the private
 

-- I mean, what I have here, my law clerk
 

brought it up, is that the search that Mr.
 

Italiano engaged in was his name, that's
 

certainly public, his home address, I imagine
 

that's public, name in bankruptcy, his name in
 

foreclosure proceedings, his name in short sale
 

proceedings, his name in Facebook, and his name
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and the name of his then soon-to-be ex-wife and
 

the words "forensic accounting."
 

Now how, if that -- if those are all
 

the things that he looked up, how are the -

what concrete injury was there because somebody
 

might discover through Google that he made
 

those searches?
 

I mean, I -- I don't quite see how
 

this is some kind of secret or private or -

information. And I don't see alleged anywhere
 

how those things were hurt. So I had a hard
 

time distinguishing this from Spokeo.
 

MR. FRANK: Well, the Ninth Circuit -

JUSTICE BREYER: And -- and -- and the
 

statute -- and the judge, by the way, didn't
 

even try.
 

MR. FRANK: I agree.
 

JUSTICE BREYER: He just said that the
 

very fact that the statute forbids it is
 

enough, which I think is one thing Spokeo says
 

that's wrong.
 

MR. FRANK: I agree that the judge did
 

not apply the Spokeo standard. And if you
 

think the Ninth Circuit would do something
 

differently here than it would in Spokeo or has
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a chance of doing something differently here,
 

then maybe the appropriate decision is to
 

remand and let them consider that.
 

And while the case for Mr. Italiano's
 

injury may be weak, which suggests why this
 

settled for such an infinitesimal amount of the
 

statutory damages, that does not change that
 

the allegation was made and that -

JUSTICE BREYER: The allegation is
 

made, but where is an allegation of some kind
 

of injury that would actually concretely and
 

particularly hurt him?
 

MR. FRANK: Again -

JUSTICE BREYER: By somebody looking
 

up on the -- at Google and discovering he made
 

those searches?
 

MR. FRANK: Even under the common law,
 

the public disclosure of private facts -

JUSTICE BREYER: And which are the
 

private facts?
 

MR. FRANK: The private facts
 

regarding the dissolution of his marriage and
 

-- and -- and things of that nature.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: Well, again, though,
 

I think this gets -- we're stuck in the same
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place, I think, which is that you have to
 

assume that that information isn't otherwise
 

available.
 

At least, fine, you don't want to
 

prove it, an allegation of it, there's no
 

allegation that that information wasn't
 

otherwise available.
 

So what do we do about that? I think
 

that's the part where -- that we're struggling
 

with here.
 

MR. FRANK: If the complaint is not
 

strong enough to establish the concrete injury
 

under what a majority of the Court indicated
 

would be sufficient under Spokeo and what the
 

lower courts have repeatedly found with respect
 

to Spokeo, then the appropriate decision is to
 

have a limited remand and take it back up,
 

assuming that the Court finds jurisdiction.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Is -- putting
 

aside the question of whether it's pertinent to
 

the standing analysis, just so I understand the
 

claims, the disclosures go to any searches that
 

somebody engages in, correct?
 

MR. FRANK: That's correct.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Okay. So it
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may be that they have the wrong named plaintiff
 

if the disclosures are not private?
 

MR. FRANK: If -- if both Gaos and
 

Italiano don't qualify, then they might have
 

the wrong named plaintiff. If one of the named
 

plaintiffs satisfies it, though, under Rumsfeld
 

versus FAIR, that would be sufficient.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: But it -- but
 

it has to be one of the named plaintiffs?
 

MR. FRANK: It does have to be a named
 

plaintiff.
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: But your argument
 

is passing standing. You're not challenging
 

that?
 

MR. FRANK: We're not challenging
 

standing. We're not challenging the court's
 

finding -- nobody is challenging the court's
 

finding under Rule 23(a) that all the class
 

members have a common injury.
 

The -- the Ninth Circuit's standard
 

creates perverse incentives for class counsel
 

to divert money away from their clients and to
 

third parties. When courts have insisted that
 

attorneys don't get paid unless their clients
 

get paid, the attorneys find a way to improve
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the claims process and make money get to the
 

class.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I -- I -

JUSTICE ALITO: Is there -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: -- I -- I
 

understand your fear, but, as I look at the
 

full cy pres awards, they're rare. The list
 

that I've looked at is, what, five in how many
 

years? It's not as if it's occurring
 

routinely, number one.
 

Number two, you do point to some
 

potentially abusive situations, but in all
 

those situations, it's the cases where the
 

circuit court rejected a cy pres award. It
 

seems like the system is working, not not
 

working.
 

MR. FRANK: Well, the system will
 

cease to work if the Ninth Circuit's standard
 

is affirmed by this Court. And, otherwise,
 

class counsel will direct settlements to the
 

Ninth Circuit.
 

There are two all-pres settlements
 

with just Google alone that are pending,
 

waiting for resolution of this decision. And
 

the Ninth Circuit's standard permits even
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hundred million dollar settlements -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: How is the Ninth
 

Circuit's standard different than all the other
 

standards? I thought the circuits had
 

basically coalesced around the ALI three-factor
 

test.
 

MR. FRANK: The Ninth Circuit rejected
 

that. It said all that's needed is that the
 

money is de minimis per class member. And
 

that's at page 8 of the Petition Appendix. And
 

we see that in our supplemental brief, where we
 

point out that in a case with 1.3 million class
 

members where every class member is
 

identifiable and 3 to 9 million dollars left
 

over, the court said that's de minimis and it's
 

okay to send all of that to a local university
 

where the defendant can name a chair after
 

itself.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: So is this appeal
 

all about feasibility alone?
 

MR. FRANK: No. The -- it's about
 

settlement fairness under Rule 23(e).
 

I'd like to reserve the rest of my
 

time for rebuttal.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you,
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counsel.
 

General Wall.
 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JEFFREY B. WALL
 

FOR THE UNITED STATES, AS AMICUS CURIAE,
 

IN SUPPORT OF NEITHER PARTY
 

MR. WALL: Mr. Chief Justice, and may
 

it please the Court:
 

Two points. First, when the district
 

court here resolved Petitioners' objections,
 

approved the settlement agreement, and entered
 

it as a binding judgment that appears at pages
 

62 to 66 of the Petition Appendix, it was
 

exercising Article III jurisdiction, which
 

means the plaintiffs had to have standing and
 

the court's ordered cy pres relief had to
 

redress plaintiffs' injuries under Laidlaw.
 

Neither of those is likely true here.
 

Second, the other limitations of
 

feasibility and fee proportionality should not
 

be paper tigers. Lower courts need to conduct
 

rigorous numerical analyses of feasibility and
 

determine fees based on actual relief to the
 

class, not, as here, based on an inflated
 

percentage or multiplier. Meaningful limits
 

are necessary to align incentives and deter
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abuse of the class action device.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: I don't -- I
 

don't understand your argument on the fee. I
 

mean, I think you either decide the cy pres
 

award provides relief or it doesn't provide
 

relief. If it doesn't provide relief, you
 

don't get a fee for it. But if it does provide
 

relief, then I don't know why the fee should be
 

cut back just because it's not money.
 

MR. WALL: Well, I still think you
 

have to look at what relief it provides to the
 

class. If the Court agrees with us that the
 

lower courts are not being very rigorous with
 

respect to redressability and feasibility, and
 

it tightens the inquiry, I still think it's
 

possible to say, Mr. Chief Justice, that
 

tailored cy pres provides some benefit to the
 

class but not benefit that should be treated
 

dollar for dollar like money in the pocket of
 

the class members.
 

But, I mean, I'd certainly agree that
 

not much of a discount would be warranted if
 

you've got really tailored cy pres. The
 

problem here is that, of the six proposals,
 

only one even argued the World Privacy Forum's
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proposal, even arguably deals with referral
 

headers and the subject of this suit. The -

one of them, the AARP's proposal, deals with
 

online fraud. And this wasn't even a fraud
 

case. All the fraud claims were dismissed.
 

And the other four just deal with Internet
 

privacy in general.
 

And I think if -- if the inquiry is -

if cy pres is going to be so far divorced
 

despite I think -- what I think are serious
 

redressability concerns from the claimed
 

injuries, then I don't think we can treat it
 

anywhere near dollar for dollar. I think the
 

discount has to be more substantial.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: Is there any reason
 

why we should not decide the standing question?
 

It's a question of law. At the 12(b)(6) stage,
 

it's the plaintiff's obligation to allege
 

standing. If it wasn't alleged properly,
 

sufficiently, then -- then we should -- then
 

there isn't any standing.
 

Why -- why does -- why is a remand
 

necessary?
 

MR. WALL: I think the Court could
 

decide it, Justice Alito. I think it could
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decide it or remand. We would urge the Court
 

to do either of those, rather than DIG. But -

JUSTICE ALITO: Yeah, but why remand?
 

MR. WALL: Well, because I think -

and Justice Gorsuch was getting at this a
 

little bit -- it isn't clear -- the -- the
 

common law tort that everybody keeps pointing
 

to required public disclosure of private facts
 

about you. Here, we know that somebody
 

searched Mr. Italiano's name, but from the fact
 

that somebody searches my name, it doesn't mean
 

it was me. So they've developed this
 

re-identification theory saying, oh, well, the
 

websites you click through to will glean other
 

information about you off of the Internet and
 

they'll be able then to reverse-engineer and
 

figure out that you were the one that did the
 

search.
 

That seems pretty speculative, I
 

think, for Spokeo purposes, and there isn't a
 

record on it, though I don't know that the
 

Court needs one. And then even beyond that,
 

even if you could identify that these people
 

were the ones doing the searches, if they're
 

searching information that's already public and
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they're not pointing to any other additional
 

harm, is that harm under Spokeo, I think that
 

latter part is a legal inquiry that I agree, I
 

think the Court is as well positioned as the
 

lower court to decide.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: Well, do you think
 

that every time we get a case where there's
 

been a dismissal at the pleading stage and a
 

question of standing arises, we should remand
 

it to the lower court to see whether the
 

plaintiff might be able to come up with some
 

additional allegations, or should we decide
 

whether the plaintiff has sufficiently alleged
 

standing as the plaintiff must sufficiently
 

allege all the elements of whatever claim is
 

being pressed?
 

MR. WALL: I -- Justice Alito, I think
 

the Court could decide it. If the Court thinks
 

that, on the basis of these allegations, it's
 

got enough to decide the standing question, I
 

think it could do that here.
 

JUSTICE BREYER: We know this, on that
 

very point -- we have in the complaint, quote
 

-- there was one search that was his name,
 

Italiano, and then, quote, "the name of his
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then soon-to-be ex-wife." End quote.
 

All right. Now was the search, the
 

words, it couldn't have been "the name" -

there must have been a different actual search.
 

Do we know what it was and were the words in
 

the search "soon-to-be ex-wife"? Because those
 

words would seem private. Probably. And -

but maybe those words weren't there. Maybe all
 

that was there was his name and his wife's
 

name, which I don't think is private. But -

but -- but -- so do we know?
 

MR. WALL: So, in fairness to their
 

theory, Justice Breyer, I don't think it's the
 

-- I don't think that what they're pointing the
 

harm is the disclosure of the information
 

itself. I think the harm that they're claiming
 

is the disclosure that they performed that
 

search. I am known then to have searched for
 

my name, plus the following terms.
 

And for the reasons I -- the two
 

reasons I gave to Justice Alito -

JUSTICE BREYER: But that is -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Isn't that an
 

injury?
 

MR. WALL: I'm sorry?
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JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Isn't that an
 

injury, disclosure of what you searched?
 

MR. WALL: I don't think -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: I don't think
 

anyone would want the disclosure of everything
 

they searched for disclosed to other people.
 

That seems a harm.
 

MR. WALL: I think on a -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: It may not -- may
 

or may not be a cause of action, but it's a
 

harm.
 

MR. WALL: Justice Kavanaugh, I'm not
 

so sure. At the common law, it was at least
 

uncertain as of the Second Restatement in the
 

19 -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But it doesn't
 

have to be exactly at common law, according to
 

the language in Spokeo. It doesn't say that.
 

MR. WALL: No, I -- it's just an
 

analogue. Look, I will agree with you that on
 

a particular -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Just as a common
 

sense matter.
 

MR. WALL: Well, on a -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Just -- just go to
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plain common sense.
 

MR. WALL: Oh, on a -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: What you search
 

for, if that's disclosed to other people.
 

MR. WALL: Yes, I think on a
 

particularized basis, you could conduct
 

searches the disclosure of which would
 

embarrass or harm you. But if all he searched
 

was his own name, is that a sufficient harm for
 

Spokeo purposes? I -- I'm not sure that it is.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: If it's disclosed
 

to another person?
 

MR. WALL: Again, I'm not sure that it
 

is a sufficient harm under Spokeo. I will
 

say -

JUSTICE KAGAN: And -- and what -

MR. WALL: -- though, that the
 

predicate problem and the reason I think you
 

don't even get there is this re-identification
 

theory is itself so speculative, I don't think
 

it's at all clear that the Internet sites you
 

click through to could be used for that -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But isn't that a
 

merits question?
 

MR. WALL: I don't think so. I think
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it's a question of whether they've plausibly
 

alleged a harm. If the harm that they're
 

pointing to couldn't occur because nobody could
 

reverse-engineer, they don't have a sufficient
 

injury.
 

JUSTICE GINSBURG: General Wall -

JUSTICE KAGAN: And what is the record
 

with respect to that question, about whether
 

anybody can identify the person who did the
 

search?
 

MR. WALL: As far as we can tell,
 

there is no record because the district court
 

never reexamined this post-Spokeo and no one
 

raised it, either because they were bound not
 

to attack the settlement agreement or because
 

they wanted a ruling on the merits of cy pres.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: General Wall, what's
 

-- what's the government's position on Justice
 

Thomas's theory in Spokeo that standing can be
 

proven by violation of a legal right granted by
 

Congress, even if it wouldn't be otherwise
 

recognized at common law?
 

MR. WALL: We have not taken a
 

position on that here, Justice Gorsuch.
 

JUSTICE GORSUCH: So what -- what -
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what -- what do you recommend the Court do
 

about that? The government's got nothing to
 

offer us.
 

MR. WALL: Just, we would be happy to
 

supplementally brief the standing question. We
 

flagged it for the Court, and then none of the
 

parties has really delved into it on the
 

merits. And so I think if the Court wants -

JUSTICE GINSBURG: Isn't that a reason
 

why we should -- we should not decide it in the
 

first instance?
 

MR. WALL: Justice Ginsburg, for the
 

reasons I gave earlier, I think the Court could
 

on this record or it could remand. As long as
 

the Court doesn't DIG, both because it would
 

leave standing, a judgment that I think the
 

Court had no jurisdiction to enter, and I think
 

it would encourage parties not to flag
 

jurisdictional issues at the cert stage as the
 

parties here should have.
 

And just to say one word about the
 

merits, I do think if the Court reaches the
 

merits, the government's primary submission is
 

the lower courts have just not been very
 

rigorous.
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JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Why -- why -- to
 

pick up on Justice Sotomayor's question
 

earlier -- why shouldn't that be a question for
 

the Rules Committee in Congress to address in
 

the first instance?
 

MR. WALL: Well, so, look, guidance
 

from Congress would be helpful, but in its
 

absence, I still think we have to say what the
 

fair, reasonable, and adequate standard means
 

under Rule 23.
 

The Rules Committee has essentially
 

punted to the courts by saying the courts are
 

actively looking at this issue, we're not going
 

to address it.
 

Now they did amend the rule in various
 

ways that I think support our approach by
 

saying you should consider fees at the 23(e)
 

stage, you can delay to see what the claims
 

rate is, the court should be looking at the
 

claims rate.
 

I mean, a number of the things that
 

they've done in the amended rule, I think, are
 

designed to tighten up the inquiry. They're
 

consistent with what we're saying here.
 

But they didn't directly tackle the
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question. They, in effect, deferred to the
 

courts. And so what we would say is, for
 

essentially the -- the reasons that Petitioners
 

give, there are these three important
 

limitations that the Court should articulate
 

and they should have real teeth.
 

I think the way that Respondents talk
 

about them, as applied here, they don't have
 

real teeth because there wasn't a real analysis
 

of feasibility here. There wasn't a real
 

analysis of redressability. And $950,000 in
 

fees were bumped up to $2.1 million through a
 

2.2 multiplier that's essentially sort of
 

plucked out of the air.
 

It's just a reverse justification for
 

taking $2 million in fees off of an $8 million
 

settlement that didn't actually deliver any
 

relief to the class on its specific claim here,
 

which is that there's a referrer header that
 

turns over my information.
 

And all three of those seem like
 

serious problems. And I think that it's
 

important that, if the Court reached the
 

merits, that it tighten them up so that we
 

don't have cy pres that's completely untethered
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from the injury to the class and the relief
 

that's actually being delivered.
 

If there are no further questions,
 

thank you.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you,
 

counsel.
 

Mr. Pincus?
 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ANDREW J. PINCUS
 

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT GOOGLE
 

MR. PINCUS: Thank you, Mr. Chief
 

Justice, and may it please the Court:
 

To the extent Petitioners are arguing
 

for a per se rule invalidating settlements,
 

where the monetary payments only go to third
 

parties, nothing in the Rules Enabling Act or
 

Rule 23 authorizes a flat prohibition.
 

And as Justice Sotomayor indicated and
 

Judge -- Professor Rubinstein's amicus brief
 

submits, these are very, very rare settlements.
 

But Rule 23(e)'s requirement that
 

settlements be fair, reasonable, and adequate
 

does impose significant constraints, which is
 

why I think these settlements are rare.
 

Maybe I'll just say -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Is there -
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MR. PINCUS: -- something about
 

standing because someone's probably going to
 

ask about it.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, go ahead
 

and speak to the standing.
 

(Laughter.)
 

MR. PINCUS: We agree with the
 

government that there's a serious question
 

about whether this action was ever properly in
 

federal court and that the standing issue has
 

to be addressed before the court could
 

determine the questions presented.
 

So that means either the case should
 

be dismissed as improvidently granted, there
 

should be remand, or the Court should decide
 

the question. I think the question is
 

complicated under Spokeo.
 

Mr. Italiano was the only plaintiff
 

whose claims weren't addressed by the district
 

court. In -- in order for his claim -- for him
 

to have a sufficient allegation of injury, we
 

think it depends on this re-identification
 

theory, as General Wall indicated.
 

And the complaint in paragraphs 88 and
 

95 doesn't allege -- for re-identification to
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happen, a website operator has to get more than
 

one search, because the whole idea is you put
 

the searches together to figure out who's
 

making them.
 

There's no allegation here that Mr.
 

Italiano for his searches clicked on the same
 

website and, therefore, there's really no way
 

that the re-identification could take place.
 

JUSTICE ALITO: What does -- what does
 

Google admit it discloses to third parties? I
 

don't know. All of us have probably done
 

searches.
 

If I do a search and search for men's
 

shoes, I will immediately get all sorts of
 

advertisements for men's shoes or whatever
 

other product I am searching for.
 

So what do you admit that you
 

disclose?
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, the issue here is
 

-- is there were -- there are -- there are lots
 

of cookies and other things that -- that
 

generate the -- the serving up of ads to your
 

particular computer.
 

The question here is the referrer
 

header, which is that the search terms, when
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you -- when you conduct a search, you get a
 

list of websites. When you click on one of
 

those sites, that site gets your search.
 

That's the issue here.
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Well -

JUSTICE ALITO: And that's not a harm,
 

that isn't a harm -

MR. PINCUS: I -- I don't think -

JUSTICE ALITO: -- to disclose that?
 

MR. PINCUS: -- I don't think that the
 

mere disclosure of a search without more, your
 

men's shoes search, is not a harm because
 

there's no disclosure that you're making the
 

search. It's a disclosure that somebody
 

searched for men's shoes.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: And could you -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Based on -

based on -- based on what Justice Alito typed
 

in, right, someone searched for men's shoes?
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, yes, but not that
 

Justice Alito -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, that's
 

kind of revelatory of private information.
 

MR. PINCUS: But not that Justice
 

Alito searched for men's shoes.
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JUSTICE ALITO: But my idea was -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: I'm not -- I'm not
 

sure how not.
 

MR. PINCUS: Excuse me?
 

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: The -- the -- I'm
 

not sure how not. The reverse-engineering is
 

self-evident because he is receiving the men's
 

shoes advertising. So somehow something he's
 

doing is identifying his website.
 

And given that I went into a store not
 

long ago, and without giving them anything
 

except my credit card, they came back with my
 

website, I -- it seems -

MR. PINCUS: Well, there are -- there
 

are lots of ways that information is disclosed
 

that don't have to do with the referrer header.
 

Again, we're talking about the referrer header
 

here. There are lots of other -

JUSTICE SOTOMAYOR: Oh, I see what you
 

mean.
 

MR. PINCUS: -- the placement of
 

cookies in your browser and other -- other ways
 

that -- that you may be served ads based on
 

your searches. That's not the claim in this
 

case. The claim in this case -
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CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: But do you
 

think that problem is going to be meaningfully
 

redressed by giving money to AARP?
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, I -- I -- I think 

the question is -

(Laughter.) 

MR. PINCUS: I think -- I think it is 

because I -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: As if only -

as if this is only a problem for elderly
 

people?
 

(Laughter.)
 

MR. PINCUS: No, but AARP is not the
 

only recipient and elderly people are
 

particularly -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, you're
 

changing the subject, Mr. Pincus. AARP is one
 

of the recipients.
 

MR. PINCUS: It is. And I think one
 

of the questions that a district court has to
 

ask is the fit between the recipients and the
 

harm alleged in the complaint and the plaintiff
 

class.
 

Here, the plaintiff class was everyone
 

who used Google in a -- in a very long period,
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129 million people, basically everyone on the
 

Internet in America.
 

It is a fact that elderly people are
 

less knowledgeable about privacy and their
 

vulnerability on the Internet than other
 

people. And so having part of the award be
 

designated to -- for that group we think meets
 

that fit test.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: Especially when you
 

use a -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Including a
 

group that engages in -- engages in political
 

activity, having nothing to do with the
 

inability of elderly people to conduct
 

searches?
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, this grant had
 

nothing to do with political activity. AARP,
 

like the other recipients, had to submit a
 

proposal, and the money was specifically for
 

that proposal.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: May I go back, Mr.
 

Pincus? You -- you talked about the
 

re-identification theory, and I'm not quite
 

sure I understand it. So could you tell me the
 

technology that I need to know to understand it
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and what plaintiffs would have to show to prove
 

their own theory of harm?
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, I think this is one
 

of the reasons why more information, either
 

re-briefing here or a remand is necessary, but
 

what would have to be alleged would be that
 

enough referrer headers went to a single
 

website operator that that website operator
 

could combine them and say: A-ha, I can now
 

figure out that this is the person who made the
 

search and tie the search terms to that person.
 

I'm not sure that would be enough.
 

The restatement section, 652(h), seems to
 

indicate that actual imminent damages are
 

required for privacy violations.
 

In other words, the -- the mere
 

revelation of facts at -- at common law in 1950
 

-- in the 1960s was not enough, let alone in
 

1787.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But that's a
 

merits question. I mean, that goes to the
 

merits of the tort.
 

MR. PINCUS: I don't think so, Your
 

Honor. I think -- I think that's a question -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: We're just talking
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about harm, and you don't have a mini-trial on
 

whether the harm, sufficient for standing, is
 

proved.
 

MR. PINCUS: I think that -- that
 

standing -- there are two ways that standing
 

can be contested by a defendant. One is based
 

on the allegations of the complaint, whether
 

they're sufficient. And the second is whether
 

the allegations of the complaint are, in fact,
 

backed up by real facts.
 

Both of those are preliminary
 

inquiries at the standing stage. In this case,
 

Google filed a motion to dismiss Mr. Italiano's
 

claim when the -- when the final consolidated
 

complaint was filed. The district court didn't
 

act on that motion.
 

But I think the question whether -

the Spokeo question, whether there's concrete
 

harm, has two components. One is, is it -- is
 

it the kind of harm that's generally
 

recognized? And then, if it's not, the
 

question is, is it an intangible harm that
 

because of its recognition at the common law or
 

because of what Congress may have elevated
 

makes it a harm that's actionable?
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And I think, under the Stored
 

Communications Act, there's a real question.
 

It's an Act that both requires that a plaintiff
 

be aggrieved and it's an Act two circuits have
 

said requires proof of actual damages to
 

recover.
 

And so the -- I think there's a very
 

significant question about whether that Act
 

could be said by -- that in that Act, Congress
 

could have been said to elevate that harm. But
 

JUSTICE BREYER: Would the following
 

make sense if we get to the merits? Professor
 

Rubenstein's brief -- I'm referring to that,
 

interesting. Could we say something like this:
 

Where the actual plaintiffs receive something
 

significant so there were -- then quite often
 

there is money left over, a little bit, some or
 

sometimes more. But where -- and in those
 

circumstances, you apply the ALI four-step
 

thing and just do it and be sure it's done.
 

But where they get nothing, under
 

those circumstances, while we wouldn't say
 

never, what's happening in reality is the
 

lawyers are getting paid and they're making
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sometimes quite a lot of money for really
 

transferring money from the defendant to people
 

who have nothing to do with it. And under
 

those circumstances, scrutinize very carefully
 

to see that the four standards are met.
 

MR. PINCUS: I think there should be
 

careful scrutiny.
 

JUSTICE BREYER: Yeah, but, I mean,
 

you heard -- I was trying to make up a -

MR. PINCUS: Yes. I think -- I think
 

in -- there's a great difference between most
 

of the cases that Mr. Frank relies on, which
 

are cases where claimants have been identified
 

and there is nonetheless a separate
 

multimillion-dollar cy pres payment. That's a
 

very different case because you don't have the
 

question of the costs of identifying the
 

plaintiffs.
 

In this kind of case, where the
 

question at the outset is, is it worth the
 

candle to try and identify the claimants
 

because you have a very large class and a very
 

small settlement, there should be close
 

scrutiny and a three-part test. One is
 

feasibility. Is the amount that the class
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members are likely to receive after
 

administrative costs, taking into account what
 

the claiming rate may be, so small that the
 

benefit of that payment to a class member is
 

outweighed by the indirect benefit from the
 

third-party's activity?
 

I think that's a -- a tough test. The
 

district court needs discretion because there
 

are two unknowns: What will the administrative
 

costs actually be of distributing the money?
 

And, two, how many class members will claim?
 

But that's the question the district court
 

should ask.
 

Second, the district court should look
 

at the link between the harm -- the claimed
 

injury and the recipients. We don't agree with
 

General Wall that there's a redressability
 

issue here. This is a settlement. Settlements
 

between individual parties are not limited to
 

things that would be awardable under the
 

statute. But, for the test to be satisfied, we
 

think the funds have to be used for a purpose
 

that will benefit the class members and address
 

injuries similar to those that are subject to
 

the lawsuit.
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And the third test is no conflicts of
 

interest. The -- the lower courts here
 

actually addressed that test. We don't think
 

the fact -- the happenstance that the defendant
 

may have given contributions in the past to the
 

organization should rule them out, but the
 

court should make sure that this isn't a
 

displacement of money that the defendant would
 

otherwise give and -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: On -- on that
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Why not on -

MR. PINCUS: -- that that organization
 

will control the money and decide how it's to
 

be used.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: On that point,
 

would you agree that the district court should
 

never be the one suggesting possible recipients
 

of the funds of a settlement he has to approve?
 

MR. PINCUS: I -- I totally agree,
 

Your Honor. I think a settlement is an
 

agreement between the parties. The district
 

court's role here is to apply Rule 23(e) and
 

tell the parties that because one of these
 

three tests is not met, we would submit, that
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the settlement is not approved. And then if
 

they -- if that -- then it's up to the parties
 

to go back and come up with different
 

recipients or a different process that -- that
 

meets the test.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Why is it -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Why do you -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Go ahead.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Why do you -

why do you assume that simply because someone
 

wants money in the settlement or is entitled
 

to, that he's also opposed to what gave rise to
 

the -- the wrong? I mean, you may be in an
 

auto accident with someone who's speeding.
 

That doesn't mean you automatically think that
 

highway safety is affected and the speed limit
 

should be changed.
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, I -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: You just want
 

money because of what happened to you.
 

MR. PINCUS: And -- and I think that's
 

why I think the critical first inquiry is, is
 

the -- is the -- in the real world, is the -

is the cost of distributing the money going to
 

mean that people get essentially little or
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nothing or -- or essentially nothing so that
 

this indirect benefit is better?
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Isn't it -

MR. PINCUS: I don't think -- I think
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: I think
 

Justice Kavanaugh had a question.
 

MR. PINCUS: I'm sorry.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: Isn't it always
 

better to at least have a lottery system, then,
 

that one of the plaintiffs, one of the injured
 

parties gets it, rather than someone who's not
 

injured? Why isn't that always more
 

reasonable?
 

MR. PINCUS: We agree with the
 

government that a lottery system would be very
 

strange. If a class member takes the time to
 

file a claim, it just seems it would be a very
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: This is strange
 

too.
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, I think this -

this -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: I mean, it's a
 

question of what's more strange, I think.
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52
 

MR. PINCUS: Well, if I may answer the
 

question, I think this is actually -- and this
 

is partially an answer to the Chief Justice's
 

question. The -- the actual application of a
 

cy pres-like doctrine here is that the class
 

representatives and their lawyers are
 

essentially fiduciaries to the class. And
 

they're looking at this and saying, does it
 

make sense at the end of the day to have this
 

indirect benefit rather than a direct benefit
 

that is essentially going to be a dollar?
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you,
 

counsel.
 

MR. PINCUS: Thank you, Your Honor.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Mr. Lamken.
 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF JEFFREY A. LAMKEN
 

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENTS PALOMA GAOS, ET AL.
 

MR. LAMKEN: Thank you, Mr. Chief
 

Justice, and may it please the Court:
 

This case undoubtedly implicates
 

interesting policy and empirical questions, but
 

those are the types of questions that the
 

Administrative Office, the Judicial Conference,
 

the Advisory Committee, Congress can
 

investigate and answer.
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JUSTICE ALITO: Well, where did the cy
 

pres doctrine come from? Was that created by
 

Congress?
 

MR. LAMKEN: No, Your Honor. The cy
 

pres doctrine comes out of -- and it's inaptly
 

named -- from the notion that what -- someone
 

who gets a reward, someone who gets an award,
 

can repurpose it to a different thing, to a
 

different purpose, if the current -- if the
 

existing purpose isn't used -- feasible.
 

So, for example, we cite the Beastie
 

Boys examples. Private parties regularly will
 

get an award or a settlement, but they can
 

actually, instead of having that settlement
 

come to them, go to a third-party for their
 

benefit.
 

And the question in this case is, is
 

there anything in Rule 23(e) that says that
 

classes, that class representatives, where it's
 

fair, reasonable, and adequate, cannot do
 

exactly what the Beastie Boys or any other
 

private party can?
 

And Rule 23(e) doesn't answer that
 

question by saying never. It answers that
 

question by providing a standard of fairness,
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reasonableness, and adequacy.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: The question is
 

what reasonableness means.
 

MR. LAMKEN: I think that's right.
 

And the question is -- and the answer to that,
 

I think, is when the alternative, when you have
 

a possibility of getting millions of dollars of
 

indirect relief, it is better, it is fair,
 

reasonable, and adequate, to get that when the
 

alternative is likely nothing or the nominal
 

equivalent of nothing.
 

And that's the fundamental decision
 

that ALI made. If it's infeasible, if it's not
 

possible to give this money out to people
 

without it becoming practically zero or there's
 

a grave risk of that happening, then you can
 

take the money and give it to institutions for
 

particular uses that serve the interests of the
 

individual class members.
 

And that -

JUSTICE ALITO: In whose opinion do
 

they serve the interests of the individual
 

class members? In the opinion of the
 

individual class members?
 

MR. LAMKEN: Well, the decision is
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initially made by the class representatives and
 

the lawyers, and it's subject to judicial
 

review by the court. And that -- in this case,
 

rather than simply giving money to -- and,
 

frankly, this is an issue that's not before the
 

Court because Petitioner didn't challenge the
 

requisite nexus between the recipients and the
 

interests of the class members.
 

But turning to it anyway, in this
 

case, specific proposals were provided, and
 

those proposals are actually quite closely
 

linked to not just the injury that occurred
 

here, that underlies both the cause of action
 

and the actual complaint, but also the specific
 

class.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But there is the
 

appearance, as the district court said in the
 

hearing, the appearance of favoritism and alma
 

maters of -- of counsel.
 

MR. LAMKEN: Your Honor, I think, in
 

this case, the district court acknowledged that
 

there was the potential of conflict, but he did
 

what a district court should do. He took
 

evidence. He heard counsel -- from counsel
 

live in court, including the statement: I got
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my degree from Harvard and that's simply the
 

end of it.
 

He reviewed detailed proposals which
 

carefully calibrated the -- the money to the
 

specific harms, the impact of search terms and
 

disclosures and third-party data flows. And
 

the district court found "no indication" that
 

counsel's allegiance to alma maters factored
 

into selection.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, don't
 

you think it's just a little bit fishy that the
 

money goes to a charity or a 501(c)(3)
 

organization that Google had contributed to in
 

the past?
 

MR. LAMKEN: So, Your Honor, remember,
 

because we're in the high-tech area and we're
 

in an emerging area, there's only so many
 

organizations that are going to have track
 

records of this. And so it's not at all
 

surprising -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: I bet there
 

are other organizations active in the area that
 

Google had not contributed to in the past.
 

MR. LAMKEN: And -- and many were
 

included here. But one of the critical things
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is, while Google was involved -- and this is at
 

page 40 of the Joint Appendix -- it was
 

involved in identifying potential recipients,
 

it -- counsel for class, the class, not Google,
 

vetted the actual proposals. Class counsel,
 

not Google, determined which recipients.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Well, I know,
 

but the allegation -- you know, I mean, the
 

allegation is that counsel for the class and
 

the defendant are working together because no
 

money is going to anybody else, it's just going
 

to counsel for the -- for the class, and that
 

Google for its part as part of the deal -- I'm
 

not suggesting that's what's going on -- but
 

the allegation, it says part of the deal, they
 

get to give money to their favorite charity.
 

MR. LAMKEN: And the district court
 

looked at it and understood that Google's role
 

ended at selecting potential recipients. It
 

had no role in deciding who got how much money
 

either.
 

And the district court heard from
 

counsel and said: Look, it's not just an
 

accounting core change. And the Court
 

responded: I appreciate that. And that's at
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Joint Appendix 135.
 

Google's own counsel explained to the
 

Court that if you look at the detail of these
 

programs and the lack of Google's involvement
 

in the development of the programs, it rebuts
 

that. That's Joint Appendix 155.
 

If you look at the actual recipients,
 

these are not necessarily flattering recipients
 

for Google. There's two that referred Google
 

to the FTC, resulting in a $17 million fine.
 

One of them is dedicating its money
 

to, among other things, auditing, from outside
 

the Google ecosphere, Google's compliance with
 

privacy policies.
 

And each of them, which is where I was
 

going just a moment ago, is specifically
 

directed to not just privacy on the Internet
 

but what happens when you do searches, for
 

example, the Brooklyn center.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: The appearance
 

problem here, which has happened in many cases,
 

is symptomatic of a broader question, which is
 

why is it not always reasonable, more
 

reasonable in this situation, which is a
 

difficult one, to try to get the money to
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injured parties, either through pro rata
 

distribution or some kind of lottery system.
 

Imperfect or strange as that may be,
 

it seems to me potentially less strange or why
 

isn't it less strange than giving it to people
 

who weren't injured at all, who have
 

affiliations with the counsel, and who in many
 

cases don't need the money?
 

MR. LAMKEN: Your Honor, in terms of
 

what the standard is, yes, absolutely, the
 

priority is to give the individual class
 

members money. That's the number one priority.
 

And only when it proves infeasible to do that
 

can you go to a cy pres result.
 

And in this case -- and I turn the
 

Court to Pet App 47a -- the district court
 

actually found, he looked and said, the costs
 

to do claims processing, costs to do claims
 

forms, costs to do distribution, and said it's
 

clearly infeasible when you look at those
 

factors.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: How about a
 

lottery versus this?
 

MR. LAMKEN: So the lottery doesn't
 

really help much for two reasons. First, you
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have to go and identify the class members in
 

order to determine who do you give your lottery
 

tickets to. So you now have to go out and find
 

the names of the 129 million people, or however
 

many you're going to submit, and ask.
 

You have to process and determine, are
 

these valid requests for lottery tickets, or is
 

this person not a Google user? So you have to
 

verify.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But at least it's
 

someone who -- who, quote, to use your analogy,
 

paid for the lottery ticket as opposed to
 

giving the billion dollar award to someone who
 

didn't buy the lottery ticket.
 

MR. LAMKEN: Well, I think -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: I mean, that's the
 

MR. LAMKEN: -- it is a little -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: -- that's, to use
 

your analogy, the -

MR. LAMKEN: It's a little passing
 

strange to start -- to use all the money,
 

virtually all the money, to actually set up
 

this lottery process to accept all these
 

claims, administer that process, and then
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exclude the vast majority of the class and say:
 

And we're going to take some people who were
 

injured and entitled to money, and we're not
 

going to give them their money, we're going to
 

give that money to somebody else because they
 

won the lottery.
 

It's just a little unseemly, in
 

addition to being grossly inefficient, because
 

the only thing it reduces -- it doesn't reduce
 

claims administration cost in terms of
 

accepting claims. It doesn't reduce claims
 

administration cost in terms of vetting the
 

claims. The only thing it reduces is the end
 

mailing cost. That's the only thing it does.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: It -- it reduces,
 

to pick up on the Chief Justice's comments, the
 

appearance of favoritism and collusion -

MR. LAMKEN: And that -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: -- which is rife
 

in these cases. At least that's been the
 

allegation. There have been lots of courts
 

that have said that. And the district court
 

here, as you know in the transcript, was very
 

concerned about that.
 

MR. LAMKEN: Well, he wasn't concerned
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about the collusion because he specifically
 

found that it did not enter into the decision.
 

And if the district court had -- the standard
 

everyone agrees is, if there's even doubt, if
 

there's substantial doubt about whether the
 

recipients were selected on the merits, that
 

doubt is called against the settlement. It's
 

called in favor of trying something different.
 

But, in this case, the court of
 

appeals and the district court both applied
 

that -- that ALI standard and both determined
 

that, after looking at all the evidence, after
 

looking at the detailed proposals, after
 

hearing from counsel, after doing all that,
 

there wasn't that substantial doubt.
 

And I think we can rely on our
 

district courts to make those determinations,
 

to be careful, and to not get engaged in the
 

type of process that brings the judiciary into
 

disrepute.
 

back -

JUSTICE ALITO: I mean, if you step 

MR. LAMKEN: 

-

Now if someone's opposed 

JUSTICE ALITO: -- if you step back 
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from what happened in this case and cases like
 

this, how can you say that it makes any sense?
 

The purpose of asking for compensation, it's
 

not injunctive relief that would benefit a -

benefit a broad class, but the purpose -

benefit the public -- it's compensation for the
 

-- for the class members.
 

And at the end of the day, what
 

happens? The attorneys get money, and a lot of
 

it. The class members get no money whatsoever.
 

And money is given to organizations that they
 

may or may not like and that may or may not
 

ever do anything that is of even indirect
 

benefit to them.
 

So how can -- how can such a system be
 

regarded as a sensible system?
 

MR. LAMKEN: So two parts to that.
 

The first is with respect to fees, and we don't
 

believe -- because that's Rule 24(h), a
 

reasonable fee adder. We don't think that's
 

before the Court either.
 

But with respect to fees, it's well
 

established that a court can reduce attorneys'
 

fees if it believes that the cy pres
 

distribution is less valuable to the class than
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its cash equivalent.
 

It just happened in this case the
 

district court heard objectors' arguments and
 

said that he did not agree that the fees and
 

incentive awards are inconsistent with the
 

value of the class benefit, specific finding on
 

Pet App 60.
 

Moreover, class counsel's request is
 

not disproportionate to the class benefit. So
 

this is a situation where district courts on
 

the ground can value what is the cy pres
 

benefit and then make a determination: Is the
 

fee a disproportionate result? And they can
 

reduce it. And, in fact, they have in the past
 

in a number of cases reduced fees because it's
 

a cy pres distribution.
 

The second part, Justice Alito, is
 

that somehow this distribution doesn't benefit
 

the class. But this isn't a case where you
 

simply take money and give it to charity that
 

happens to be in a space that's similar to or
 

occupied by the underlying injuries.
 

There are specific proposals here with
 

a very close nexus. The injury here is that
 

search terms are given out -- and I'm going to
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come back to standing in a moment if I have
 

enough time -- but that search terms of
 

individuals are given out to third parties
 

without their consent.
 

And the Stored Communications Act is
 

very clear, it's not illegal to give out that
 

information if there is consent. And both the
 

prospective relief, the modifications to
 

Google's FAQs, and all these organizations are
 

working towards making sure that the public is
 

properly notified that this is the consequence
 

of entering potentially extremely personal
 

information, what your worries, your concerns
 

are, into that search box will do.
 

So it is not at all even remotely the
 

case that this is not benefitting the class.
 

This is targeted precisely to the type of
 

injury and precisely the type of problem,
 

privacy invasion, that that class is subjected
 

to.
 

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: You started -- you
 

started with what for me is a very good point,
 

which is why is this for us and not for
 

Congress and the committee. But, on the other
 

hand, the retort to that is that the committee
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thinks it's for us.
 

And -- and -- and maybe Congress does,
 

too, because reasonable gives common law-like
 

power to the courts to figure out and to put
 

limits on these things. So how can we rely on
 

Congress and the committee if they're thinking
 

that -

MR. LAMKEN: Well, Your Honor, I think 

-

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: -- the court's 

going to do it?
 

MR. LAMKEN: -- what the court has
 

before it is the text of the rule, and the one
 

thing the Court can't do is substitute some
 

categorical rule that it thinks more efficient
 

or better than the rule itself.
 

We have to apply what -

JUSTICE KAVANAUGH: But isn't that
 

what courts do all the time with the word
 

reasonable, is over time apply -- learn from
 

experience and then draw sometimes bright-line
 

rules?
 

MR. LAMKEN: As in Rule 23(h), where
 

it's a reasonable fee, courts typically fill
 

reasonableness with factors and considerations.
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They typically don't substitute a different
 

test, such as to say cy pres is never fair,
 

reasonable, and adequate. And it certainly -

JUSTICE KAGAN: Mr. Lamken -- I'm
 

sorry, please.
 

MR. LAMKEN: No, and it certainly
 

should be fair, reasonable, and adequate when
 

the alternative is nothing.
 

JUSTICE KAGAN: Could I ask you to
 

address standing, please?
 

MR. LAMKEN: Yes. Okay. So turning
 

to standing very quickly. Look, neither court
 

below addressed the Stored Communications Act
 

or the other four causes of action under the
 

standard of Spokeo.
 

Very few courts have. There's a
 

dearth of authority on it. So this isn't a
 

situation where the Court should be going out
 

on its own and addressing the issue without the
 

benefit of the viewpoints of other jurists,
 

without the benefit of the refinement that
 

occurs when the case comes up from the lower
 

courts.
 

They simply didn't apply that
 

standard. So the Court has two options in our
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view. One is to remand. The alternative is to
 

dismiss as improvidently granted.
 

If the Court were inclined to think it
 

might grant again, I think that remand would be
 

the right answer, but this Court is so -- this
 

case is so rife with vehicle problems that I
 

think the proper answer under those
 

circumstances is to dismiss as improvidently
 

granted, but that aside, that is in the Court's
 

discretion.
 

Turning to the merits, if the Court
 

were to be the first to address this issue -

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: You can take
 

an extra minute on standing.
 

MR. LAMKEN: Okay. If the Court were
 

to be the first to address the Stored
 

Communications Act under Spokeo, since the
 

framing, the rule has been the disclosure of
 

another's communication without their consent
 

is actionable.
 

And the Court can look to Justice
 

Story's opinion in Folsom versus Marsh for
 

that. Even the recipient of a letter was not
 

permitted to disclose that letter without the
 

author's permission.
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This -- in Bartnicki versus Vopper,
 

that issue was thoroughly briefed by the United
 

States, among others, and the Court in Doe
 

versus Chao recognized that, for privacy harms,
 

they're often actionable without specific harm,
 

that the damage is presumed.
 

Congress is entitled to make that same
 

judgment in -

JUSTICE KAGAN: The -- the alleged
 

injury here, am I correct, is that a
 

third-party will know that a particular person
 

did this search. It's not what -- it's not
 

simply the nature of the search. Is that
 

correct?
 

MR. LAMKEN: I think that when it's
 

associated with you, that -- that is an injury.
 

But merely disclosing your letter, even if it
 

was an anonymous letter, to a third-party, I
 

think that would have been actionable at common
 

law. That would have been actionable before
 

the framing.
 

But -- and Congress did make the
 

judgment in this case that, even without
 

individual actual harm, that the presumed harm
 

is a submission because it gave as damages not
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just actual harm, it gave as damages the wrong
 

doer's profits. There is entitlement
 

to recover the wrong doer's profits, which,
 

again, is consistent with the common law.
 

But this is an extraordinarily complex
 

issue. You have to go deep into history that,
 

in the pageant pages we had, we didn't. I
 

think under the circumstances, the right answer
 

for the Court, given that this is a
 

jurisdictional question, is to dismiss or -- is
 

to remand or dismiss as improvidently granted.
 

Thank you very much.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you,
 

counsel.
 

Mr. Frank, you have three minutes
 

remaining.
 

REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OF THEODORE H. FRANK
 

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS
 

MR. FRANK: Thank you, Mr. Chief
 

Justice. And may it please the Court:
 

My friend is alleging that the
 

district court made factual findings that it
 

simply did not reach because it believed its
 

hands were tied by the Ninth Circuit precedent.
 

It did not look at the potential
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conflicts between Google and the recipients,
 

because in Lane versus Facebook, the Ninth
 

Circuit approved a settlement where Facebook
 

gave to a charity created by Facebook.
 

It did not look at the difficulty of
 

distributing to some class members, because the
 

Ninth Circuit has a de minimis standard. And
 

as we discuss at page 22 of our reply brief,
 

what the district court found was that it would
 

be too hard to distribute to over 100 million
 

class members. We don't contest that, but
 

that's not the standard under any other court.
 

So returning to the question that a
 

number of Justices raised, why not leave this
 

to Congress? And I return to the example of
 

State Oil versus Khan where the Court was
 

interpreting restraint of trade under the
 

Sherman Act.
 

And not only was it interpreting that,
 

but it already had a three-decade-old
 

precedent, Albrecht, that it was being asked to
 

reverse.
 

And Congress had specifically
 

considered the rule in Albrecht over the -

those three decades and it never acted on it.
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Yet in 522 U.S. 3, State Oil versus Khan, the
 

Court unanimously reversed Albrecht and came to
 

the economically-sound conclusion about the way
 

to interpret restraint of trade.
 

And we have courts here that are
 

already importing a proportionality requirement
 

into the reasonableness and fairness inquiries,
 

and at no point do my friends indicate that
 

Pearson versus NBTY, the Seventh Circuit
 

decision, is wrong or why it's wrong or why it
 

is not the superior rule here.
 

And as we document in our opening
 

brief, when courts demand that counsel is
 

faithful to their fiduciary obligations,
 

counsel responds to those incentives.
 

The Ninth Circuit's rule creates
 

incentives for class counsel to argue that it's
 

too hard to get money to the class, and, in
 

fact, the de minimis rule would take many
 

settlements that are settling now for less than
 

$1 per class member, for less than $2 per class
 

member, that distribute tens of millions, even
 

over $100 million to class members, it's now
 

appropriate under the Ninth Circuit's rule to
 

take all of that money and give it to the
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defendant's favorite charity or the plaintiff's
 

favorite charity.
 

If there are no further questions, I'd
 

ask the Court to vacate and reverse.
 

CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS: Thank you,
 

counsel. The case is submitted.
 

(Whereupon, at 11:06 a.m., the case
 

was submitted.)
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No. 17-961
U.S. Supreme Court

Frank v. Gaos
Decided Mar 20, 2019

Per Curiam

(Slip Opinion) NOTICE: This opinion is subject to
formal revision before publication in the
preliminary print of the United States Reports.
Readers are requested to notify the Reporter of
Decisions, Supreme Court of the United States,
Washington, D. C. 20543, of any typographical or
other formal errors, in order that corrections may
be made before the preliminary print goes to press.
ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED
STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE
NINTH CIRCUIT PER CURIAM.

Three named plaintiffs brought class action claims
against Google for alleged violations of the Stored
Communications Act. The parties negotiated a
settlement agreement that would require Google to
include certain disclosures on some of its
webpages and would distribute more than $5
million to cy pres recipients, more than $2 million
to class counsel, and no money to absent class
members. We granted certiorari to review whether
such cy pres settlements satisfy the requirement
that class settlements be "fair, reasonable, and
adequate." Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 23(e)(2). Because
there remain substantial questions about whether
any of the named plaintiffs has standing to sue in
light of our decision in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 578
U. S. ___ (2016), we vacate the judgment of the
Ninth Circuit and remand for further proceedings.

Google operates an Internet search engine. The
search engine allows users to search for a word or
phrase by typing a query into the Google website.
Google returns a list of webpages that are relevant
to the indicated term or *2  phrase. The complaints
alleged that when an Internet user conducted a
Google search and clicked on a hyperlink to open

one of the webpages listed on the search results
page, Google transmitted information including
the terms of the search to the server that hosted the
selected webpage. This so-called referrer header
told the server that the user arrived at the webpage
by searching for particular terms on Google's
website.

2

Paloma Gaos challenged Google's use of referrer
headers. She filed a complaint in Federal District
Court on behalf of herself and a putative class of
people who conducted a Google search and
clicked on any of the resulting links within a
certain time period. Gaos alleged that Google's
transmission of users' search terms in referrer
headers violated the Stored Communications Act,
18 U. S. C. §2701 et seq. The SCA prohibits "a
person or entity providing an electronic
communication service to the public" from
"knowingly divulg[ing] to any person or entity the
contents of a communication while in electronic
storage by that service." §2702(a)(1). The Act also
creates a private right of action that entitles any
"person aggrieved by any violation" to "recover
from the person or entity, other than the United
States, which engaged in that violation such relief
as may be appropriate." §2707(a). Gaos also
asserted several state law claims.

Google moved to dismiss for lack of standing
three times. Its first attempt was successful. The
District Court reasoned that although "a plaintiff
may establish standing through allegations of
violation of a statutory right," Gaos had "failed to
plead facts sufficient to support a claim for
violation of her statutory rights." Gaos v. Google,
Inc., 2011 WL 7295480, *3 (ND Cal., Apr. 7,

https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions
https://casetext.com/case/spokeo-inc-v-robins-2
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-18-crimes-and-criminal-procedure/part-i-crimes/chapter-121-stored-wire-and-electronic-communications-and-transactional-records-access/2701-unlawful-access-to-stored-communications


2011). In particular, the court faulted Gaos for
failing to plead "that she clicked on a link from the
Google search page." Ibid.

After Gaos filed an amended complaint, Google
again moved to dismiss. That second attempt was
partially *3  successful. The District Court
dismissed Gaos' state law claims, but denied the
motion as to her SCA claims. The court reasoned
that because the SCA created a right to be free
from the unlawful disclosure of certain
communications, and because Gaos alleged a
violation of the SCA that was specific to her (i.e.,
based on a search she conducted), Gaos alleged a
concrete and particularized injury. Gaos v. Google
Inc., 2012 WL 1094646, *4 (ND Cal., Mar. 29,
2012). The court rested that conclusion on
Edwards v. First American Corp., 610 F. 3d 514
(2010)—a Ninth Circuit decision reasoning that an
Article III injury exists whenever a statute gives
an individual a statutory cause of action and the
plaintiff claims that the defendant violated the
statute. 2012 WL 1094646, *3.

3

After the District Court ruled on Google's second
motion to dismiss, we granted certiorari in
Edwards to address whether an alleged statutory
violation alone can support standing. First
American Financial Corp. v. Edwards, 564 U. S.
1018 (2011). In the meantime, Gaos and an
additional named plaintiff filed a second amended
complaint against Google. Google once again
moved to dismiss. Google argued that the named
plaintiffs did not have standing to bring their SCA
claims because they had failed to allege facts
establishing a cognizable injury. Google
recognized that the District Court had previously
relied on Edwards to find standing based on the
alleged violation of a statutory right. But because
this Court had agreed to review Edwards, Google
explained that it would continue to challenge the
District Court's conclusion. We eventually
dismissed Edwards as improvidently granted, 567
U. S. 756 (2012) (per curiam), and Google then
withdrew its argument that Gaos lacked standing
for the SCA claims.

Gaos' putative class action was consolidated with
a similar complaint, and the parties negotiated a
classwide settlement. The terms of their agreement
required Google to include certain disclosures
about referrer headers on *4  three of its webpages.
Google could, however, continue its practice of
transmitting users' search terms in referrer
headers. Google also agreed to pay $8.5 million.
None of those funds would be distributed to
absent class members. Instead, most of the money
would be distributed to six cy pres recipients. In
the class action context, cy pres refers to the
practice of distributing settlement funds not
amenable to individual claims or meaningful pro
rata distribution to nonprofit organizations whose
work is determined to indirectly benefit class
members. Black's Law Dictionary 470 (10th ed.
2014). In this case, the cy pres recipients were
selected by class counsel and Google to "promote
public awareness and education, and/or to support
research, development, and initiatives, related to
protecting privacy on the Internet." App. to Pet.
for Cert. 84. The rest of the funds would be used
for administrative costs and fees, given to the
named plaintiffs in the form of incentive
payments, and awarded to class counsel as
attorney's fees.

4

The District Court granted preliminary
certification of the class and preliminary approval
of the settlement. Five class members, including
petitioners Theodore Frank and Melissa Holyoak,
objected to the settlement on several grounds.
They complained that settlements providing only
cy pres relief do not comply with the requirements
of Rule 23(e), that cy pres relief was not justified
in this case, and that conflicts of interest infected
the selection of the cy pres recipients. After a
hearing, the District Court granted final approval
of the settlement.

Frank and Holyoak appealed. After briefing before
the Ninth Circuit was complete, but prior to
decision by that court, we issued our opinion in
Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 578 U. S. ___ (2016). In
Spokeo, we held that "Article III standing requires
a concrete injury even in the context of a statutory
violation." Id., at ___ (slip op., at 9). We rejected

https://casetext.com/case/gaos-v-google-inc-2#p4
https://casetext.com/case/edwards-v-first-american-corp
https://casetext.com/case/first-american-financial-v-edwards-2
https://casetext.com/case/first-american-fin-corp-v-edwards
https://casetext.com/case/spokeo-inc-v-robins-2


the premise, relied on in the decision then under
review *5  and in Edwards, that "a plaintiff
automatically satisfies the injury-in-fact
requirement whenever a statute grants a person a
statutory right and purports to authorize that
person to sue to vindicate that right." 578 U. S., at
___ (slip op., at 9); see also id., at ___ (slip op., at
5). Google notified the Ninth Circuit of our
opinion.

5

A divided panel of the Ninth Circuit affirmed,
without addressing Spokeo. In re Google Referrer
Header Privacy Litigation, 869 F. 3d 737 (2017).
We granted certiorari, 584 U. S. ___ (2018), to
decide whether a class action settlement that
provides a cy pres award but no direct relief to
class members satisfies the requirement that a
settlement binding class members be "fair,
reasonable, and adequate." Fed. Rule Civ. Proc.
23(e)(2).

In briefing on the merits before this Court, the
Solicitor General filed a brief as amicus curiae
supporting neither party. He urged us to vacate and
remand the case for the lower courts to address
standing. The Government argued that there is a
substantial open question about whether any
named plaintiff in the class action actually had
standing in the District Court. Because Google
withdrew its standing challenge after we dismissed
Edwards as improvidently granted, neither the
District Court nor the Ninth Circuit ever opined on
whether any named plaintiff sufficiently alleged
standing in the operative complaint.

"We have an obligation to assure ourselves of
litigants' standing under Article III."
DaimlerChrysler Corp. v. Cuno, 547 U. S. 332,
340 (2006) (quoting Friends of the Earth, Inc. v.
Laidlaw Environmental Services (TOC), Inc., 528
U. S. 167, 180 (2000); internal quotation marks
omitted). That obligation extends to court
approval of proposed class action settlements. In
ordinary non-class litigation, parties are free to
settle their disputes on their own terms, and
plaintiffs may voluntarily dismiss their claims
without a court order. Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 41(a)
(1)(A). By contrast, in a class action, the "claims, 

*6  issues, or defenses of a certified class—or a
class proposed to be certified for purposes of
settlement—may be settled, voluntarily dismissed,
or compromised only with the court's approval."
Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 23(e). A court is powerless to
approve a proposed class settlement if it lacks
jurisdiction over the dispute, and federal courts
lack jurisdiction if no named plaintiff has
standing. Simon v. Eastern Ky. Welfare Rights
Organization, 426 U. S. 26, 40, n. 20 (1976).

6

When the District Court ruled on Google's second
motion to dismiss, it relied on Edwards to hold
that Gaos had standing to assert a claim under the
SCA. Our decision in Spokeo abrogated the ruling
in Edwards that the violation of a statutory right
automatically satisfies the injury-in-fact
requirement whenever a statute authorizes a
person to sue to vindicate that right. 578 U. S., at
___ (slip op., at 9); see Edwards, 610 F. 3d, at
517-518. Since that time, no court in this case has
analyzed whether any named plaintiff has alleged
SCA violations that are sufficiently concrete and
particularized to support standing. After oral
argument, we ordered supplemental briefing from
the parties and Solicitor General to address that
question.

After reviewing the supplemental briefs, we
conclude that the case should be remanded for the
courts below to address the plaintiffs' standing in
light of Spokeo. The supplemental briefs filed in
response to our order raise a wide variety of legal
and factual issues not addressed in the merits
briefing before us or at oral argument. We "are a
court of review, not of first view." Cutter v.
Wilkinson, 544 U. S. 709, 718, n. 7 (2005).
Resolution of the standing question should take
place in the District Court or the Ninth Circuit in
the first instance. We therefore vacate and remand
for further proceedings. Nothing in our opinion
should be interpreted as expressing a view on any
particular resolution of the standing question.

*7* * *7

The judgment of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit is vacated, and the
case is remanded for further proceedings

https://casetext.com/case/italiano-v-holyoak-in-re-google-referrer-header-privacy-litig
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions
https://casetext.com/case/daimlerchrysler-corp-v-cuno-2#p340
https://casetext.com/case/friends-of-earth-inc-v-laidlaw-envtl-ser-toc#p180
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-vi-trials/rule-41-dismissal-of-actions
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions
https://casetext.com/case/simon-v-eastern-ky-welfare-rights-org#p40
https://casetext.com/case/edwards-v-first-american-corp#p517
https://casetext.com/case/cutter-v-wilkinson-3#p718


consistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered. *8  ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI
TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

8

JUSTICE THOMAS, dissenting.

Respectfully, I would reach the merits and reverse.
As I have previously explained, a plaintiff seeking
to vindicate a private right need only allege an
invasion of that right to establish standing.
Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 578 U. S. ___, ___ (2016)
(concurring opinion) (slip op., at 6). Here, the
plaintiffs alleged violations of the Stored
Communications Act, which creates a private
right: It prohibits certain electronic service
providers from "knowingly divulg[ing] . . . the
contents of a communication" sent by a "'user,'"
"subscriber," or "customer" of the service, except
as provided in the Act. 18 U. S. C. §§2510(13),
2702(a)(1)-(2), (b); see §2707(a) (providing a
cause of action to persons aggrieved by violations
of the Act). They also asserted violations of
private rights under state law. By alleging the
violation of "private dut[ies] owed personally" to
them "'as individuals,'" Spokeo, supra, at ___, ___
(opinion of THOMAS, J.) (slip op., at 7, 2), the
plaintiffs established standing. Whether their
allegations state a plausible claim for relief under
the Act or state law is a separate question on
which I express no opinion.

As to the class-certification and class-settlement
orders, I would reverse. The named plaintiffs here
sought to simultaneously certify and settle a class
action under *9  Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
23(b)(3) and (e). Yet the settlement agreement
provided members of the class no damages and no
other form of meaningful relief.  Most of the
settlement fund was devoted to cy pres payments
to nonprofit organizations that are not parties to
the litigation; the rest, to plaintiffs' lawyers,
administrative costs, and incentive payments for
the named plaintiffs. Ante, at 3-4. The District
Court and the Court of Appeals approved this
arrangement on the view that the cy pres payments
provided an "indirect" benefit to the class. In re

Google Referrer Header Privacy Litigation, 87 F.
Supp. 3d 1122, 1128-1129, 1137 (ND Cal. 2015);
In re Google Referrer Header Privacy Litigation,
869 F. 3d 737, 741 (CA9 2017).

9

*

* The settlement required that Google make

additional disclosures on its website for the

benefit of "future users." App. to Pet. for

Cert. 50. But no party argues that these

disclosures were valuable enough on their

own to independently support the

settlement. --------

Whatever role cy pres may permissibly play in
disposing of unclaimed or undistributable class
funds, see Klier v. Elf Atochem North Am., Inc.,
658 F. 3d 468, 474-476 (CA5 2011); id., at 480-
482 (Jones, C. J., concurring), cy pres payments
are not a form of relief to the absent class
members and should not be treated as such
(including when calculating attorney's fees). And
the settlement agreement here provided no other
form of meaningful relief to the class. This cy
pres-only arrangement failed several requirements
of Rule 23. First, the fact that class counsel and
the named plaintiffs were willing to settle the class
claims without obtaining any relief for the class—
while securing significant benefits for themselves
—strongly suggests that the interests of the class
were not adequately represented. Fed. Rules Civ.
Proc. 23(a)(4), (g)(4); see Amchem Products, Inc.
v. Windsor, 521 U. S. 591, 619-620 (1997)
(settlement terms can inform adequacy of
represen- *10  tation). Second, the lack of any
benefit for the class rendered the settlement unfair
and unreasonable under Rule 23(e)(2). Further, I
question whether a class action is "superior to
other available methods for fairly and efficiently
adjudicating the controversy" when it serves only
as a vehicle through which to extinguish the
absent class members' claims without providing
them any relief. Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 23(b)(3); see
Rule 23(b)(3)(A) (courts must consider "the class
members' interests in individually controlling the
prosecution . . . of separate actions").

10

https://casetext.com/case/spokeo-inc-v-robins-2
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-18-crimes-and-criminal-procedure/part-i-crimes/chapter-119-wire-and-electronic-communications-interception-and-interception-of-oral-communications/2510-definitions
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions
https://casetext.com/_print/frank-v-gaos-1?_printIncludeHighlights=false#N196875
https://casetext.com/case/in-re-google-referrer-header-privacy-litig-3#p1128
https://casetext.com/case/italiano-v-holyoak-in-re-google-referrer-header-privacy-litig#p741
https://casetext.com/case/klier-v-elf-atochem-north-america-inc#p474
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions
https://casetext.com/case/amchem-products-inc-v-windsor#p619
https://casetext.com/statute/united-states-code/title-28-appendix-judicial-personnel-financial-disclosure-requirements/federal-rules-of-civil-procedure/title-iv-parties/rule-23-class-actions


In short, because the class members here received
no settlement fund, no meaningful injunctive
relief, and no other benefit whatsoever in
exchange for the settlement of their claims, I

would hold that the class action should not have
been certified, and the settlement should not have
been approved.
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funds to revert to the defendant or escheat to the state, courts are 
experimenting with cy pres distributions—they award the funds to charities 
whose work ostensibly serves the interests of the class “as nearly as 
possible.” 

Although laudable in theory, cy pres distributions raise a host of 
problems in practice. They often stray far from the “next best use,” 
sometimes benefitting the defendant more than the class. Class counsel 
often lacks a personal financial interest in maximizing direct payments to 
class members because the fee is just as large if the money is paid cy pres 
to charity. And if the judge has discretion to select the charitable recipient 
of the unclaimed funds, she may select her alma mater or another favored 
charity, thereby creating an appearance of impropriety. 

To minimize overreliance on cy pres distributions and to tailor them to 
serve the best interests of the class, this Article makes four pragmatic 
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recommendations. First, to align the interests of class counsel and the 
class, courts should presumptively reduce attorneys’ fees in cases in which 
cy pres distributions are made. Second, to ensure that class members, 
potential objectors, and courts have the information they need to assess the 
fairness of a settlement that contemplates a cy pres distribution, class 
counsel should be required to make a series of disclosures when it presents 
the settlement for judicial approval. Third, to inject an element of 
adversarial conflict into the fairness hearing and to ensure that the court 
receives the information needed to scrutinize the proposed cy pres 
distribution, the court should appoint a devil’s advocate to oppose the 
settlement in general and the cy pres distribution in particular. Finally, the 
court should be required to make written findings in connection with its 
review of any class action settlement that contemplates a cy pres 
distribution. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A group of Facebook users filed a class action lawsuit against the 
social media giant because its short-lived Beacon program exposed 
personal information about them without their permission.1 Lawyers for the 
parties eventually negotiated a $9.5 million settlement.2 Here’s the odd 
part: not a single penny went to the absent class members.3 Not even the 
class members who had prospective claims under federal law for statutory 
damages in the amount of $2500 received any money.4 So what happened 
to the $9.5 million? The lawyers representing the class received about 
$3 million and the rest went to a brand-new organization called the Digital 
Trust Foundation.5 Why wasn’t the money paid to the class members, you 
may ask? Because distributing it among the class members would have 
been economically infeasible given how small their pro rata shares were 
relative to the costs of administration. Who ran the Digital Trust 
Foundation, you may ask? Facebook’s Director of Public Policy was one of 
its three directors, and Facebook’s attorney, together with class counsel, 
made up its board of legal advisors.6 So by paying a big chunk of money to 
class counsel and a bigger chunk of money to an organization over which it 
exerted significant control, Facebook was able to secure the release of all 
of the claims against it arising out of the challenged Beacon program. 
 

 1. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2012), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 
134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.). See infra Part VI.B for a more complete discussion of the case. 
 2.  Id. at 817. 
 3. Id.  
 4. See id. at 824 (“Objectors are no doubt correct that the [Video Privacy Protection Act] claims 
of some class members might prove valuable if successful at trial.”). Consumers may claim $2500 in 
liquidated damages for violations of the Act. Id. at 822. 
 5. Id. at 817.  
 6. Id. at 817–18.  
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If this sounds fishy to you, you are not alone. While Chief Justice John 
Roberts agreed with the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari in the case, he 
issued a separate statement in which he voiced “fundamental concerns 
surrounding the use of [cy pres] remedies”7—that is, payments of 
settlement funds to charities in lieu of payments to individual class 
members. Roberts suggested that “[i]n a suitable case, this Court may need 
to clarify the limits on the use of such remedies.”8 This Article seeks to 
offer analysis and pragmatic recommendations that might inform regulation 
of cy pres remedies by the Court and others. 

Cy pres remedies are an increasingly common feature in class action 
settlements.9 Although in the Facebook case no effort was made to pay 
even a portion of the settlement fund to the absent class members, more 
commonly courts use cy pres to distribute monies that remain unclaimed 
following efforts to pay class members their respective shares.10 Rather 
than return the unclaimed monies to the defendant or pay them to the 
government, settling parties typically propose, and reviewing courts 
typically acquiesce, to pay the unclaimed monies to charities that will serve 
the interests of the absent class members “as near as possible.”11 

While this solution sounds sensible in theory, in practice a host of 
 

 7. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8, 9 (2013) (Roberts, C.J., respecting the denial of certiorari). 
Linda Greenhouse, former Supreme Court correspondent for the New York Times, wrote that Chief 
Justice Roberts’s statement, “while not an everyday occurrence at the court, isn’t all that rare, either.” 
Linda Greenhouse, Op-Ed., Bring Me a Case, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 13, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/ 
2013/11/14/opinion/bring-me-a-case.html. 
 8. Marek, 134 S. Ct. at 9 (Roberts, C.J., respecting the denial of certiorari). 
 9. Martin H. Redish, Peter Julian & Samantha Zyontz, Cy Pres Relief and the Pathologies of the 
Modern Class Action: A Normative and Empirical Analysis, 62 FLA. L. REV. 617, 653, 661 (2010) 
(finding, on the basis of an empirical analysis of cases decided between 1974 and 2008, that the use of 
cy pres awards “accelerated sharply after 2000” and concluding that “the prevalence of class action cy 
pres awards has increased steadily by decade since the 1980s and has accelerated noticeably after 
2000”). 
 10. Id. at 620. 
 11. Another controversial remedy, fluid recovery, typically “involves the distribution of funds to 
present individuals who occupy more or less the same position as the victims of the defendant’s past 
wrongdoing; for instance, if the defendant cheated past consumers on their credit card transactions, 
relief might be given to the present credit card holders as an approximation.” Jay Tidmarsh, Cy Pres 
and the Optimal Class Action, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 767, 769 n.5 (2014). See also A.L.I., PRINCIPLES 

OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.07 cmt. a (2010) [hereinafter ALI PRINCIPLES] (discussing 
the use of cy pres and fluid recovery); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 620–21, 635, 661–64 
(same). 
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problems arise,12 as the Facebook settlement suggests. In particular, the 
recipient charities often fail to serve the interests of the class or to address 
the concerns raised in their lawsuit. Defendants may prefer cy pres 
distributions over direct payments to class members, however, because 
from a public relations perspective, it looks good when a company makes a 
sizeable “donation” to charity; and reviewing courts may enjoy the 
opportunity to steer the funds to a favored charity or alma mater. Class 
counsel, which should be working its hardest to put the settlement funds 
into the hands of class members, may suffer a conflict of interest. Class 
counsel’s fee is typically determined as a fraction of the settlement fund 
regardless of the portion that is actually claimed by absent class members, 
so class counsel may not work its hardest to put money into the hands of 
the absentees.13 

These problems arise in large part because the absent class members 
lack the incentive and means to monitor class counsel.14 In the absence of 
monitoring, class counsel may negotiate a settlement that fails to serve the 
best interests of the class and may fall down on the job of getting 
settlement funds into the hands of the absentees. The court, which is 
required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to review any proposed 
class action settlement,15 may lack the information needed to assess the 
settlement’s fairness and the appropriateness of any cy pres distribution 
contemplated by the settlement.16 Thus, this Article proposes a set of 
pragmatic recommendations designed to diminish the conflict of interest 
between the class and its counsel and to provide the court with the 
information it needs to scrutinize class action settlements and proposed cy 
pres distributions.17 

Part II sets the stage by describing the varied circumstances in which 
class action settlement funds remain unclaimed or non-distributable. Part 
III identifies the alternate means by which courts could distribute such 
funds—reversion to the defendant, escheat to the state, or supplemental 
distributions to claimants—and the reasons why courts often reject these 
alternatives. To introduce the cy pres remedy, Part IV provides a brief 
history of its use in the context of charitable trusts and its adaptation in the 
 

 12. See infra Part V. 
 13. See infra notes 109–115, 192–195 and accompanying text. 
 14. See infra notes 240–242 and accompanying text. 
 15. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e). 
 16. See infra notes 270–275 and accompanying text. 
 17. See infra Part VII. 
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class action context. With this background on cy pres in place, Part V 
identifies the problems that may arise when cy pres is used in the class 
action context. Specifically, Part V addresses the risk that the defendant 
and class counsel will put their own interests ahead of the interests of the 
class in structuring the settlement and choosing the cy pres recipients, and 
the reasons why courts sometimes acquiescence. Part VI illustrates these 
problems with analyses of two recent class action settlements. 

Part VII, the centerpiece of this Article, offers four pragmatic 
recommendations to limit reliance on cy pres remedies and to better tailor 
them to serve the interests of the class. The first proposal, to presumptively 
limit attorneys’ fees in cases in which some or all of the settlement fund is 
distributed cy pres to charity, is designed to address the potential conflict of 
interest between the class and its counsel. The second and third proposals, 
regarding disclosure statements and devil’s advocates, are designed to 
remedy informational deficiencies and to improve monitoring of class 
counsel. The final proposal, which would require trial courts to make 
certain findings when reviewing class action settlements with cy pres 
features, is designed to ensure rigorous judicial review by both trial and 
appellate courts and to minimize reliance on cy pres distributions. 

II.  THE UNDERLYING PROBLEM OF UNCLAIMED OR 
NONDISTRIBUTABLE FUNDS 

A large percentage of certified class actions settle.18 Once the district 
court approves the settlement,19 the claims administrator distributes the 
settlement monies to the class members upon submission of claim forms. 
Sometimes, however, class members cannot be identified or it costs too 
much to process their claims relative to their size.20 Even when claiming 
 

 18. While Federal Judicial Center researchers had previously concluded that “almost all certified 
class actions settle,” Thomas E. Willging & Shannon R. Wheatman, Attorney Choice of Forum in Class 
Action Litigation: What Difference Does It Make?, 81 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 591, 647 (2006), their 
most recent “study shows . . . a lower percentage (58%) of original proceedings with certified classes 
leading to a class settlement.” Thomas E. Willging & Emery G. Lee III, Class Certification and Class 
Settlement: Findings from Federal Question Cases, 2003–2007, 80 U. CIN. L. REV. 315, 341–42 (2011). 
 19. Class actions filed in federal court “may be settled . . . only with the court’s approval.” FED. 
R. CIV. P. 23(e). 
 20. E.g., Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 819 (9th Cir. 2012) (noting that a settlement fund 
is “non-distributable” when “the proof of individual claims would be burdensome or distribution of 
damages costly” (quoting Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1038 (9th Cir. 2011))), cert. denied 
sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.). The objecting class members in Lane “concede[d] 
that direct monetary payments to the class of remaining settlement funds would be infeasible given that 
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class members are paid, a portion of the settlement fund often remains 
unclaimed and the court must decide what to do with the unclaimed funds. 
Before we consider possible solutions to this problem, it may be helpful to 
consider why settlement funds are non-distributable or go unclaimed. 

First, in some class actions, a significant number of absent class 
members’ identities are not known and it is impossible to provide them 
with individual notice of the opportunity to file a claim.21 Consider, for 
example, the class actions filed on behalf of purchasers of Milli Vanilli 
recordings,22 purchasers of Cuisinart food processors,23 and taxicab 
customers in Los Angeles,24 just to list a few of my favorites. While the 
court must “direct to class members the best notice that is practicable under 
the circumstances”25 and may in some cases resort to notice by publication, 
broadcast, or Internet,26 there is a genuine risk in such cases that the 
absentees will not learn of the settlement and therefore will not file 
claims.27 

Second, even where the class members’ identities are known, their 
claims may be so small that it is not economically feasible to calculate 
individual damages or to cut individual checks and mail them to the 
 

each class member’s direct recovery would be de minimis.” Id. at 821. 
 21. E.g., Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 786 (7th Cir. 2004) (noting the 
impossibility of individual notice because the defendant lacked a record of the customers whose 
financial information it had given to telemarketers). See also 3 ALBA CONTE & HERBERT B. NEWBERG, 
NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 10:14 (4th ed. 2002) (describing circumstances in which funds remain 
unclaimed); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 769–70 & n.7 (noting that in some instances it may be too 
difficult “to identify the victims of conduct that occurred years earlier”). 
 22. See Freedman v. Arista Records, Inc., 137 F.R.D. 225, 228–29 (E.D. Pa. 1991) (declining on 
other grounds to certify a class of seven million purchasers of Milli Vanilli recordings who claimed 
they had been defrauded upon learning that the group’s “singers” had not actually sung in the 
recordings). 
 23. In re Cuisinart Food Processor Antitrust Litig., 1983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12412, at *8–10, 
*20–21, *29 (D. Conn. Oct. 24, 1983) (approving the settlement of a class action filed on behalf of 
more than 1.5 million Cuisinart purchasers and noting that fewer than one million received individual 
notice of the class action and proposed settlement). 
 24. Daar v. Yellow Cab Co., 433 P.2d 732, 740 (Cal. 1967) (“The fact that the class members are 
unidentifiable at this point will not preclude a complete determination of the issues affecting the 
class.”). 
 25. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(2)(B). 
 26. 3 WILLIAM B. RUBENSTEIN, NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS §§ 8:29–8:30 (5th ed. 2013). 
 27. See, e.g., Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1306 (9th Cir. 1990) 
(anticipating that “a substantial number of class members would never be located for distribution of the 
damage award”). 
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absentees.28 For example, in a class action that challenged AOL’s practice 
of appending footers with advertisements to emails, the court concluded 
that the maximum the class could have recovered at trial would have been 
$2 million (that is, the amount AOL received for selling the ads); but with 
sixty-six million AOL subscribers in the class, “each member of the class 
would receive only about 3 cents. The cost to distribute these payments 
would far exceed the maximum potential recovery.”29 

Third, even where direct payments are economically feasible, absent 
class members may decline to submit claim forms.30 In cases involving 
elderly or ill class members, there is a heightened risk that they will die 
before claiming their respective shares. For example, in a class action 
against a drug manufacturer that allegedly inflated the price of a cancer 
drug, the parties anticipated that some class members would “not file 
claims because they [were] elderly or [had] died and their heirs [would] not 
stand in their shoes.”31 In other cases, the cumbersomeness of the claims 
process may discourage class members from claiming their portion of the 
settlement. For example, in an antitrust class action that accused defendants 
of conspiring to set a price floor for certain baby products, the only way a 
class member could recover more than five dollars in damages was by 
 

 28. See, e.g., Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 821 (9th Cir. 2012) (“[D]irect monetary 
payments to the class . . . would be infeasible given that each class member’s direct recovery would be 
de minimis.”), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.); Klier v. Elf Atochem 
N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468, 475 n.15 (5th Cir. 2011) (“[T]here comes a point at which the marginal cost 
of making an additional pro rata distribution to the class members exceeds the amount available for 
distribution.”); In re Am. Tower Corp. Sec. Litig., 648 F. Supp. 2d 223, 224 n.1 (D. Mass. 2009) 
(“[R]esidual funds will be donated to nonprofits only where the cost per class member of distributing 
the residual funds substantially outweighs the amount each class member would receive.”). See also 
ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b (sanctioning cy pres awards where “distribution would 
involve such small amounts that, because of the administrative costs involved, such distribution would 
not be economically viable”); 3 CONTE & NEWBERG, supra note 21, § 10:14, at 511 (“[T]here may be 
instances when the class is so numerous and the individual claims so small that no recovery or 
distributions for past losses are possible as a practical matter. . . .”); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 769–70 
(“It may be too difficult (due to information and cost constraints) to identify the victims of conduct that 
occurred years earlier or to assess their damages accurately.”). 
 29. Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1037 (9th Cir. 2011). Cf. Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. 
Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004) (rejecting the parties’ contention that “each member would 
receive an amount smaller than the cost of postage”). 
 30. 3 CONTE & NEWBERG, supra note 21, § 10:14. 
 31. Howe v. Townsend (In re Pharm. Indus. Average Wholesale Price Litig.), 588 F.3d 24, 34 
(1st Cir. 2009). See also id. at 29 (explaining that a large portion of the sum would go unclaimed 
because “many class members were elderly, had died, or could die soon”). 
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submitting valid proof of purchase. Questioning the fairness of “a 
settlement with such a restrictive claims process,” the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Third Circuit hypothesized that “many class members did 
not submit claims because they lacked the documentary proof necessary to 
receive the higher awards contemplated, and the $5 award they could 
receive left them apathetic.”32 

Fourth, even where class members submit claims and the claims 
administrator mails them checks, some (or many) of the checks are 
returned as undeliverable or are never cashed.33 Finally, in some cases, 
interest on the settlement fund accrues during the claims administration 
process, yielding additional funds that may remain unclaimed.34 

In all of these situations in which unclaimed funds remain, the court 
(typically guided by the parties) must decide how to distribute the funds. 
We will consider a number of alternatives to cy pres distributions before 
we explore the cy pres remedy itself. 

III.  ALTERNATIVES TO CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS 

A number of potential solutions to the “unclaimed funds” problem 
exist. As we will see, however, each of these potential solutions has 
problems of its own, so negotiating parties and courts often find themselves 
resorting to cy pres distributions. 
 

 32. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 176 (3d Cir. 2013). See also Goodrich v. 
E.F. Hutton Group, Inc., No. 360, 1996 Del. LEXIS 73, at *4 (Del. Feb. 2, 1996) (anticipating that a 
large portion of the settlement fund would not be distributed to class members because their claims 
were “quite small” and their transaction costs in filing claims would be “relatively high”), aff’d, 681 
A.2d 1039 (Del. 1996). In re Baby Products is discussed further in Part VI.A.  
 33. See, e.g., All Plaintiffs v. All Defendants, 645 F.3d 329, 330 (5th Cir. 2011) (“The settlement 
administrator sent checks to the last known addresses of plaintiffs, but many were returned as 
undeliverable or were never cashed.”); Powell v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 119 F.3d 703, 706–07 (8th Cir. 
1997) (“[O]ver 125 checks were returned as undeliverable.”). See also 3 CONTE & NEWBERG, supra 
note 21, § 10:14 (“Even when individual notices to last known addresses of class members are sent, 
significant numbers of such notices are usually returned as undeliverable.”). 
 34. See, e.g., In re Holocaust Victim Assets Litig., 424 F.3d 158, 164 (2d Cir. 2005) (noting that 
$60 million in interest had accrued); Powell, 119 F.3d at 705 (reviewing distribution of unclaimed 
funds, which included hundreds of thousands of dollars in accrued interest); SEC v. Bear, Stearns & 
Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 403 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“[M]ore than $79 million . . . cannot be distributed and 
continues to accrue interest.”). 
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A.  REVERSION TO THE DEFENDANT 

One option is to return the unclaimed funds to the defendant.35 The 
rationale is that the defendant owns the money it places into the settlement 
fund to compensate class members, and unless or until the money is 
claimed by members of the class, the defendant has a substantial, if not 
compelling, claim to its return.36 The excess remaining in the settlement 
fund exists, the argument goes, only because of a mutual mistake regarding 
the amount needed to satisfy the class members’ claims.37 Returning the 
excess to the defendant avoids “charging [it] an amount greater than the 
harm it bargained to settle.”38 

Reversion of excess funds to the defendant may also be supported by 
the preexistence principle advocated by the late Professor Richard 
 

 35. See, e.g., In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 172 (viewing “reversion to the defendant” as one of 
the “three principal options for distributing the remaining funds”); Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 
658 F.3d 468, 477 (5th Cir. 2011) (noting that the defendant “itself would appear to have a greater 
claim to the funds than a charity . . . absent a contrary directive from the property-interest-defining 
settlement agreement”); id. at 481–82 (Jones, C.J., concurring) (suggesting that “if the defendant had 
not waived its right to request a refund, it would have been entitled to the excess” and that “[i]n the 
ordinary case, . . . the superior approach is to return leftover settlement funds to the defendant”); Wilson 
v. Sw. Airlines, Inc., 880 F.2d 807, 813, 816 (5th Cir. 1989) (characterizing the defendant’s claim to the 
unclaimed funds as a “substantial equitable claim[]” and concluding that a settlement that awarded 64.5 
percent of the surplus to the defendant was “fair, reasonable, and adequate”); Van Gemert v. Boeing 
Co. (Van Gemert V), 739 F.2d 730, 731 (2d Cir. 1984) (affirming a district court order distributing the 
unclaimed fund to the defendant, subject to the condition that the defendant “stand ready to pay valid 
claims against the fund in perpetuity”); 3 CONTE & NEWBERG, supra note 21, §§ 10:15, 10:17 
(explaining that one option for distribution of unclaimed balances is to have the “surplus funds revert to 
the defendant”); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 638–39, 665 (describing arguments in favor 
of retention of unclaimed funds by the defendant); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768 (noting that while 
one option is to return unclaimed funds to the defendant, that option “suffers from a significant 
downside: it is a windfall to the alleged wrongdoer”). 
 36. Wilson, 880 F.2d at 813 (“Since [the defendant] turned over its money in the clear and 
reasonable expectation that the money was required for the specific purpose of compensating the class, 
its equitable claim to any money remaining after the accomplishment of that purpose is compelling.”). 
See also McKinnie v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, 678 F. Supp. 2d 806, 812 (E.D. Wis. 2009) (“[T]he 
reversion of unclaimed funds to the defendant is not objectionable when class members receive full 
recovery for their damages and the parties agree to the reversion.” (citing Mangone v. First USA Bank, 
206 F.R.D. 222, 230 (S.D. Ill. 2001))); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 639 (“[R]eversion to 
the defendant has at least an arguable foundation when the victim, authorized to recover by governing 
substantive law, has for whatever reason failed to claim his award.”). 
 37. Klier, 658 F.3d at 482 (Jones, C.J., concurring). 
 38. Id. 
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Nagareda. According to Nagareda, class actions cannot “alter unilaterally 
class members’ preexisting bundle of rights.”39 In his view, class action 
settlements are vehicles for the purchase and sale of these preexisting 
rights.40 Once the defendant has “purchased” all the claims “sold” by 
participating class members, there would appear to be no basis under 
preexisting law for depriving the defendant of additional funds. 

Some courts have rejected the reversion option, however, because it 
“risks undermining the deterrent effect of class actions by rewarding 
defendants for the failure of class members to collect their share of the 
settlement.”41 Courts have considered the policies underlying the 
substantive laws invoked by the class. Where the statutory objectives 
include deterrence or disgorgement, “it would contradict these goals to 
permit the defendant to retain unclaimed funds.”42 As Professor Jay 
Tidmarsh put it, reversion to the defendant provides “a windfall to the 
alleged wrongdoer.”43 

B.  ESCHEAT TO THE GOVERNMENT 

A second option is for the non-distributable or unclaimed funds to 
 

 39. Richard A. Nagareda, The Preexistence Principle and the Structure of the Class Action, 103 
COLUM. L. REV. 149, 181 (2003). 
 40. Id. at 216. 
 41. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 172 (3d Cir. 2013). See also Hodgson v. 
Quezada, 498 F.2d 5, 6 (9th Cir. 1974) (rejecting reversion to the defendant of the unclaimed portion of 
a settlement fund in an enforcement action by the Secretary of Labor under the Fair Labor Standards 
Act because the statute was designed to “depriv[e] a violator of any gains resulting from his violation”); 
ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b (noting that reversion to the defendant “would undermine 
the deterrence function of class actions”). 
 42. Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308 (9th Cir. 1990) (citing 
Simer v. Rios, 661 F.2d 655, 676 (7th Cir. 1981)). See also, e.g., CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 384(b) (West 
2004) (requiring a court that enters a class action judgment to amend it if monies cannot be distributed 
to class members and to direct the defendant to pay the “unpaid residue” to cy pres recipients; barring 
reversion to the defendant); Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 785 (7th Cir. 2004) 
(questioning “the reversion of unclaimed refunds to the putative wrongdoer”); ALI PRINCIPLES, supra 
note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b (noting that reversion to the defendant “would undermine . . . the underlying 
substantive-law basis of the recovery by rewarding the alleged wrongdoer simply because distribution 
to the class would not be viable”); Sam Yospe, Note, Cy Pres Distributions in Class Action Settlements, 
2009 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 1014, 1044 (“[R]eturning the money to the defendant is often contrary to 
the purpose of the statute in the underlying litigation.”). 
 43. Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768. See also Stewart R. Shepherd, Comment, Damage 
Distribution in Class Actions: The Cy Pres Remedy, 39 U. CHI. L. REV. 448, 456 (1972) (noting that a 
cy pres distribution is “preferable to the unjust enrichment of the defendant”). 
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escheat to the government.44 Section 2042 of Title 28 of the United States 
Code authorizes reversion to the United States government of funds 
deposited with a federal court that remain unclaimed after five years.45 The 
statute applies when a court so orders or when a court fails to otherwise 
dispose of funds.46 Section 2042 permits claimants entitled to any portion 
of the funds to petition for a court order directing payment to them upon 
proof of their entitlement.47 Because the federal statute permits recovery by 
absent class members even after reversion of the funds to the government, 
this option has been found to “fully protect[]” the interests of absent class 
members.48 In fact, the escheat under § 2042 has been called 
“impermanent”49 and some have questioned whether it is an escheat at all 
because the United States does not gain title to the money, but just holds it 
“as trustee for the rightful owners.”50 
 

 44. E.g., Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1041 (9th Cir. 2011) (“If a suitable cy pres 
beneficiary cannot be located, the district court should consider escheating the funds to the United 
States Treasury.”); Six Mexican Workers, 904 F.2d at 1307–08 (identifying “escheat to the government” 
as one of the court’s alternatives in dealing with unclaimed funds); In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litig., 
744 F.2d 1252, 1255 (7th Cir. 1984) (directing that the “remainder of the reserve fund escheat to the 
United States”); Van Gemert v. Boeing Co. (Van Gemert V), 739 F.2d 730, 733–36 (2d Cir. 1984) 
(analyzing 28 U.S.C. §§ 2041 and 2042, and holding that they authorize but “do not require as a matter 
of law that the unclaimed judgment fund be deposited in the Treasury”). See also 3 CONTE & 

NEWBERG, supra note 21, §§ 10:15–17; Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 619, 639, 665. 
 45. 28 U.S.C. § 2042 (2012). Section 2041 directs that “[a]ll moneys paid into any court of the 
United States, or received by the officers thereof, in any case pending or adjudicated in such court, shall 
be forthwith deposited with the Treasurer of the United States or a designated depositary, in the name 
and to the credit of such court.” Id. § 2041. Section 2041 “does not limit the discretion of the district 
court to control the unclaimed portion of a class action judgment fund.” Van Gemert V, 739 F.2d at 735. 
Accord Nw. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Quinn, 69 F. 462, 464 (C.C.W.D. Mich. 1895). 
 46. See, e.g., Van Gemert V, 739 F.2d at 735. 
 47. 28 U.S.C. § 2042. 
 48. Six Mexican Workers, 904 F.2d at 1308. See also In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1255 
(noting that entitled claimants may recover from the government “after the escheat”); SEC v. Golconda 
Min. Co., 327 F. Supp. 257, 260 (S.D.N.Y. 1971) (directing the Trustee “to deposit the remaining 
balance in the Registry of this Court, to be held pursuant to 28 U.S.C., sections 2041 and 2042, for the 
benefit of those persons who are entitled to payment under the final judgment, or for the benefit of their 
successors in interest”). 
 49. In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1255. See also, e.g., Hodgson v. Wheaton Glass Co., 446 
F.2d 527, 535 (3d Cir. 1971) (stating, in the context of an enforcement action filed by the Secretary of 
Labor to enforce the Equal Pay Act, that “[t]here is never a permanent escheat to the United States” 
(citing In re Moneys Deposited In and Now Under the Control of the U.S. Dist. Court for the W. Dist. 
of Pa., 243 F.2d 443 (3d Cir. 1957))). 
 50. In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1257 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) 
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Money held by the United States under § 2042, money held by a 
settlement administrator, or unclaimed funds subject to state court control 
may escheat to the state.51 Unlike reversion to the federal government 
under § 2042, escheat is a procedure by which the state actually acquires 
title to the abandoned property.52 In the context of class actions, a state may 
escheat the unclaimed funds as a representative of its citizens who did not 
collect their share of the fund.53 If the nonclaiming class members are 
citizens of different states, each state may escheat the fraction of the fund 
corresponding to the fraction of nonclaiming class members whose last 
known addresses were within the state.54 The theory is that “nonclaiming 
class members will benefit indirectly to the extent that the state uses the 
 

(stating that § 2042 is “not a federal escheat statute”; the law “does not operate to change the ownership 
of the funds; . . . the United States obtains no beneficial interest in the funds”; and “[t]hus, there can be 
no permanent escheat to the United States”). See also In re Moneys Deposited, 243 F.2d at 445 (stating 
that the United States “holds the money as statutory trustee for the rightful owners”). 
 51. See, e.g., United States v. Klein, 303 U.S. 276, 282–83 (1938) (affirming a state court decree 
that escheated to the state unclaimed funds that had been transferred to the United States Treasury 
pursuant to the statutory predecessor to § 2042); All Plaintiffs v. All Defendants, 645 F.3d 329, 332, 
335, 337 (5th Cir. 2011) (holding that funds in the possession of a settlement administrator were within 
the scope of the Texas unclaimed property statute; concluding that “Rule 23(e) does not preclude 
application of the Act to unclaimed funds allocated to identified class members”; and concluding that a 
failure to apply the state unclaimed property law in federal court “would lead to the inequitable 
administration of justice”); In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1258 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and 
dissenting in part) (“[M]oney deposited under section 2042 may escheat to the states . . . even 
where . . . the unclaimed property is created under federal law”); Van Gemert V, 739 F.2d at 735 (noting 
that if §§ 2041–42 were applied in equity, New York and Illinois eventually “could assert claims under 
state abandoned property laws”); Hodgson, 446 F.2d at 535 (“A State may succeed via escheat to the 
money” on deposit with the Treasury pursuant to § 2041 and § 2042. (citing Klein)). 
 52. See, e.g., Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S. 674, 675 (1965) (describing escheat as “a procedure 
with ancient origins whereby a sovereign may acquire title to abandoned property if after a number of 
years no rightful owner appears”). 
 53. In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1258 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) 
(“Unlike the federal government, a state government may escheat unclaimed property on behalf of its 
citizens because the state stands as parens patriae as to its citizens.” (citing Shepherd, supra note 43, at 
453–58)). 
 54. Id. at 1259 (citing Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S. at 680–83). Since the Constitution prevents 
more than one state from escheating a given piece of property, W. Union Tel. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 368 
U.S. 71, 75–76 (1961), the Supreme Court fashioned the rule that “each item of [intangible] 
property . . . is subject to escheat only by the State of the last known address of the creditor, as shown 
by the debtor’s books and records,” Texas v. New Jersey, 379 U.S. at 681–82. See also All Plaintiffs, 
645 F.3d at 337 (concluding that unclaimed funds allocated to class members with a last known address 
in Texas were governed by the Texas unclaimed property law). 
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fund to benefit all of its citizens.”55 Thus, the compensatory objectives of 
the law underlying the class claims are served, albeit quite indirectly and 
imperfectly since the nonclaiming class members are typically but a small 
subset of the state’s overall population.56 

While imperfectly serving a compensatory objective, an escheat may 
better serve the deterrent or disgorgement policies of the substantive law 
underlying the class claim by ensuring that the defendant pays the full 
amount of the settlement and receives no reversion of unclaimed funds.57 

Whether or not an escheat serves the policies underlying the 
substantive law at issue in the class action, some might justify it on the 
theory that the class members benefitted from having their dispute resolved 
by the court. As one circuit judge explained, “repayment to the government 
to defray some of the costs of the court system would be in the nature of a 
user fee.”58 But one may question the fairness of imposing this “fee” on 
settling class members when no other litigants have to pay to have their 
claims adjudicated in court. 
 

 55. In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1258 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). 
 56. See, e.g., In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 172 (3d Cir. 2013) (noting that 
escheat to the state “benefits the community at large rather than those harmed by the defendant’s 
conduct”); In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1258 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) 
(commenting on the “imperfect fit” but noting that escheat serves antitrust law’s compensatory rationale 
“by allowing each member of the class some degree of recovery, even if indirect”); ALI PRINCIPLES, 
supra note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b (“[E]scheat to the state . . . would benefit all citizens equally, even those 
who were not harmed by the defendant’s alleged conduct.”); Shepherd, supra note 43, at 455–56. 
 57. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 172 (“Escheat . . . preserves the deterrent effect of class 
actions . . . .”); Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308–09 (9th Cir. 1990) 
(noting that escheat may serve the deterrence and enforcement policies underlying the substantive law); 
In re Folding Carton, 744 F.2d at 1258 (Flaum, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (noting that 
“to the extent that antitrust law serves a deterrence purpose, it is served through any plan not resulting 
in the return of the fund to the defendants”); SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 416 
(S.D.N.Y. 2009) (“[E]scheat to the government serves the ‘deterrence and enforcement goals’ of federal 
statutes.” (quoting Six Mexican Workers, 904 F.2d at 1308)). See also Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra 
note 9, at 619 (noting that the deterrent effect would be “completely defeated” or “seriously diluted” if 
the remainder of the unclaimed fund were to revert to the defendant); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768–
69 (reasoning that returning the unclaimed funds to the defendant “is a windfall to the alleged 
wrongdoer”). 
 58. In re Pet Food Prods. Liab. Litig., 629 F.3d 333, 363 (3d Cir. 2010) (Weis, J., concurring and 
dissenting). 
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C.  ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS TO CLAIMANTS 

A third option is to distribute the unclaimed funds, pro rata, among 
class members who already have stepped forward to claim their due.59 This 
option has been espoused by the American Law Institute in its Principles of 
the Law of Aggregate Litigation (“the ALI Principles” or, “the Principles”), 
which recommend that courts resort to cy pres distributions only after 
seeking to “provide for further distributions to participating class 
members.”60 The ALI Principles favor further payments to claiming class 
members on the theory that 

few settlements award 100 percent of a class member’s losses, and thus 
it is unlikely in most cases that further distributions to class members 
would result in more than 100 percent recovery for those class members. 
In any event, this Section takes the view that in most circumstances 
distributions to class members better approximate the goals of the 
substantive laws than distributions to third parties that were not directly 
injured by the defendant’s conduct.61 

Numerous courts have favored this approach over cy pres 
distributions. For example, in a class action against a company whose plant 
allegedly emitted toxic chemicals, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit held that unused funds that had been allocated to perform medical 
monitoring on members of subclass B should have been distributed to 
members of subclass A, who “were the most grievously injured and had not 
been fully compensated,”62 rather than to charity by way of a cy pres 
distribution. 

In a variation on this approach, anticipating that a large portion of the 
 

 59. Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 619. See also Shepherd, supra note 43, at 453 
(noting that one option is to “divide the uncollected damages among those class members who do 
collect their shares”); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768 (noting that one way of dealing with unclaimed 
excess is to “increase payments to those who file claims”). 
 60. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(b). I served on the Members’ Consultative Group of 
the American Law Institute project, the Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation, discussed here 
and infra Part VII.D. 
 61. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b. Accord In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 173 
(cautioning that “direct distributions to the class are preferred over cy pres distributions”). 
 62. Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468, 476 (5th Cir. 2011); id. at 475–79 (finding 
support for a further distribution to members of subclass A in the language of the settlement 
agreement). See also, e.g., In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 174 (noting that a court “could condition 
approval of a settlement on the inclusion of a mechanism for additional payouts to individual class 
members if the number of claimants turns out to be insufficient to deplete a significant portion of the 
total settlement fund”). 
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settlement fund would go unclaimed because the class included many 
elderly and ailing people, the parties to one class action settlement agreed 
that class members who filed claims should receive double their actual 
losses.63 In assessing the adequacy of the settlement, the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Massachusetts agreed with one objector that even more 
money should go to the claiming class members (rather than to a charity cy 
pres). At the trial court’s urging, the parties modified the settlement 
agreement to provide claiming class members with treble damages if funds 
remained after all claiming class members had been paid double 
damages.64 In yet another variation, an appellate court suggested that upon 
remand, the parties should consider modifying the settlement agreement to 
lighten the eligibility or documentary proof requirements for making a 
claim, thereby enlarging the group of absent class members who could 
submit viable claims for payment and receive more than a nominal 
payment.65 By putting more money in the hands of (some) class members, 
all of these variations further both the compensatory and deterrent 
objectives of the laws underlying the class claims.66 

Not all courts have favored additional distributions to claiming class 
members, however. Some courts and scholars have expressed concern that 
such a distribution would result in a windfall to the claiming class 
members67 or create a potential conflict of interest between the class and its 
 

 63. Howe v. Townsend (In re Pharm. Indus. Average Wholesale Price Litig.), 588 F.3d 24, 30 
(1st Cir. 2009). 
 64. Id. at 31–32. In another variation on this approach, a trial court supervising the distribution of 
disgorged funds in an SEC enforcement action approved of “additional outreach to locate eligible 
recipients who had not submitted a claim.” SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 409–10 
(S.D.N.Y. 2009) (describing the fund administrator’s renewed and innovative outreach efforts to reach 
investors who had not submitted claim forms, and noting that the 47 percent response rate in “phase II” 
was “remarkable” because it represented submissions from people who had not responded in phase I 
and actually exceeded the response rate achieved in phase I). Cf. Rohn v. Tap Pharm. Prods. (In re 
Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig.), 677 F.3d 21, 31–32 (1st Cir. 2012) (“The district court 
appropriately decided that a supplemental consumer claims process would be prohibitively expensive, 
time-consuming, and, given the high mortality rate among members of the class, would likely recruit 
few new claimants.”). 
 65. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 172 n.6, 176. 
 66. Cf. Shepherd, supra note 43, at 453 (noting that this method “would neither diminish the 
deterrent effect of the judgment nor unjustly enrich the defendant,” but adding that “silent class 
members will not receive any compensation, even indirectly”). 
 67. See, e.g., In re Lupron Mktg., 677 F.3d at 35 (“[P]rotesting class members are not entitled to 
windfalls in preference to cy pres distributions”); Klier, 658 F.3d at 475 (favoring “additional pro rata 
distributions to class members . . . except where an additional distribution would provide a windfall to 
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named representatives, who would have an interest “in keeping the other 
class members uninformed.”68 Some courts have declined to approve 
additional payments to claiming class members to offset their litigation 
costs and inflation, concluding that non-claiming absentees have a superior 
equitable claim compared to the claim of class members who already have 
come forward.69 Courts also have expressed concern about the cost and 
difficulty of locating individual class members for an additional 
distribution, especially if a significant amount of time has passed since the 
initial distribution and class members may have relocated.70 The 
administrative inconvenience of a pro rata distribution among the claiming 
class members is exacerbated where the defendant had been responsible for 
 

class members with liquidated-damage claims that were 100 percent satisfied by the initial distribution” 
(footnote omitted)); Van Gemert v. Boeing Co. (Van Gemert II), 553 F.2d 812, 816 (2d Cir. 1977) 
(bemoaning a possible windfall); In re EasySaver Rewards Litig., 921 F. Supp. 2d 1040, 1053 (S.D. 
Cal. 2013) (declining to award claimants the unclaimed funds and expressing concern for “an 
impermissible windfall”); McKinnie v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, 678 F. Supp. 2d 806, 812 (E.D. Wis. 
2009) (concluding that “a pro rata distribution . . . would result in a windfall”). See also Redish, Julian 
& Zyontz, supra note 9, at 620, 639 (expressing concern for an “unjustified” or “undeserved” windfall 
to the claiming class members); Shepherd, supra note 43, at 453 (“The claims of the silent class 
members would be expropriated and a windfall might result for those who appeared and collected their 
share of the damages.”); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768 (expressing concern for “overcompensation 
for some victims”). 
 68. Van Gemert II, 553 F.2d at 816 (quoting Shepherd, supra note 43, at 453). See also, e.g., In 
re Lupron Mktg., 677 F.3d at 35 (noting that such windfalls may “create a perverse incentive among 
victims to bring suits where large numbers of absent class members were unlikely to make claims” 
(quoting Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 632)). 
 69. See, e.g., In re Lupron Mktg., 677 F.3d at 34 (rejecting the claim of class members—who had 
already received 167 percent of their damages—that they were entitled to residual settlement funds, and 
favoring a cy pres distribution that would “benefit the potentially large number of absent class 
members”); In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litig., 744 F.2d 1252, 1258 (7th Cir. 1984) (Flaum, J., 
concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“[A]warding the fund to . . . the claiming class 
members . . . ensures that non-claiming members will receive no benefit.”); Van Gemert v. Boeing Co. 
(Van Gemert V), 739 F.2d 730, 736 (2d Cir. 1984) (rejecting pro rata distribution of unclaimed funds); 
Van Gemert II, 553 F.2d at 815–16 (noting that a distribution of unclaimed funds to claiming class 
members means that the non-claiming absentees “will not receive any compensation, even directly” 
(quoting Sheperd, supra note 43, at 453)). 
 70. Holtzman v. Turza, 728 F.3d 682, 689 (7th Cir. 2013) (noting that a cy pres distribution “is 
most useful when individual stakes are small, and the administrative costs of a second round of 
distributions to class members might exceed the amount tha[t] ends up in class members’ pockets”); 
Powell v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 119 F.3d 703, 705 (8th Cir. 1997) (noting that the district court’s 
“primary concern was the fact that locating the individual class members for an additional distribution 
would be very difficult and costly”). 
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the initial distribution but would play no role in a follow-up distribution of 
unclaimed funds.71 

Since each of these options—reversion to the defendant, escheat to the 
government, and further distribution to claiming class members—has 
drawbacks (at least in the eyes of some), settling parties and courts have 
employed another option to dispose of non-distributable or unclaimed 
funds: cy pres distributions.72 We turn now to a brief history of the cy pres 
doctrine, before considering the problems that arise when cy pres 
distributions are made in the context of class action settlements. 

IV.  A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CY PRES DOCTRINE 

The phrase “cy pres” derives from the Norman French expression, cy 
près comme possible, which means “as near as possible.”73 In the charitable 
trust context in which the equitable cy pres doctrine originated, courts 
employ it when a settlor’s or testator’s precise intent in creating a 
charitable trust cannot be effectuated. In such cases, courts attempt to save 
the trust by devising an alternate plan that serves the donor’s intent as 
nearly as possible.74 For example, the March of Dimes Foundation, which 
was initially established to treat polio victims and to conduct research into 
 

 71. Powell, 119 F.3d at 707. 
 72. Professor Martin Redish advocates yet another alternative: denial of class certification. 
Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 639–40. 
 73. E.g., Howe v. Townsend (In re Pharm. Indus. Average Wholesale Price Litig.), 588 F.3d 24, 
33 (1st Cir. 2009); BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY 470 (10th ed. 2014); EDITH L. FISCH, THE CY PRES 

DOCTRINE IN THE UNITED STATES 1 (1950). For more thorough discussions of cy pres’s origins in the 
law of trusts, see, for example, Alberto B. Lopez, A Revaluation of Cy Pres Redux, 78 U. CIN. L. REV. 
1307, 1313–29 (2010); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 624–33; John H. Beisner, Jessica 
Davidson Miller & Jordan M. Schwartz, Cy Pres: A Not So Charitable Contribution to Class Action 
Practice, U.S. CHAMBER COM. 3–6 (Oct. 2010), http://ilr.iwssites.com/uploads/sites/1/cypres_0.pdf. 
 74. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TRUSTS § 67 (2003) (“Unless the terms of the trust provide 
otherwise, where property is placed in trust to be applied to a designated charitable purpose and it is or 
becomes unlawful, impossible, or impracticable to carry out that purpose, or to the extent it is or 
becomes wasteful to apply all of the property to the designated purpose, the charitable trust will not fail 
but the court will direct application of the property or appropriate portion thereof to a charitable purpose 
that reasonably approximates the designated purpose.”); RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF TRUSTS § 399 
(1935) (“If property is given in trust to be applied to a particular charitable purpose, and it is or 
becomes impossible or impracticable or illegal to carry out the particular purpose, and if the settlor 
manifested a more general intention to devote the property to charitable purposes, the trust will not fail 
but the court will direct the application of the property to some charitable purpose which falls within the 
general charitable intention of the settlor.”); FISCH, supra note 73, at 1. 
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polio prevention,75 was permitted to alter its mission to combat other 
childhood diseases once the polio vaccine was developed and the donors’ 
precise intent could no longer be effectuated.76 

In the Middle Ages, the English chancery court invoked the cy pres 
doctrine for the benefit of the donor. The theory was that the donor may 
have donated money to charity in the hope of securing an “advantageous 
position in the kingdom of heaven.”77 

If the exact scheme for securing pardon and an eternal period of bliss for 
the soul failed for any reason it was natural that chancery with its 
ecclesiastical tinge, should think that the testator would have desired the 
substitution of any other plan which would bring about the same result as 
the original gift.78 

Thus, the Chancellor’s early use of cy pres in the charitable trust 
context at least indirectly benefitted the donor.79 With some initial 
hesitation,80 American courts, too, began to employ the doctrine of cy pres 
in the charitable trust context; now virtually all states have codified the 
practice.81 

Although the cy pres doctrine was initially used only in connection 
with trusts and estates,82 in recent years, American courts have adapted it to 
the class action context. Drawing upon a student comment published in the 
University of Chicago Law Review in 197283 and two student notes that 
followed in 1987,84 courts have invoked the cy pres doctrine to distribute 
 

 75. Whatever Happened to Polio? March of Dimes, NATIONAL MUSEUM AM. HIST., 
http://amhistory.si.edu/polio/howpolio/march.htm (last visited Oct. 21, 2014).  
 76. Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004) (mentioning the March of 
Dimes example). Cf. Sister Elizabeth Kenny Found. v. Nat’l Found., 126 N.W.2d 640, 642 (Minn. 
1964) (discussing a motion by a charitable trust beneficiary, which received trust funds to treat polio 
victims, to use the funds to treat other muscular or skeletal diseases). 
 77. FISCH, supra note 73, at 4. 
 78. Id. at 5 (quoting GEORGE G. BOGERT, THE LAW OF TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES § 431 (1935)). 
 79. Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 626 (discussing the use of cy pres to improve the 
settlor’s “chance at salvation”). 
 80. FISCH, supra note 73, at 9–28; Beisner, Miller & Schwartz, supra note 73, at 4–5. 
 81. Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 628 & n.59. 
 82. Id. at 630. 
 83. Shepherd, supra note 43, at 452 (“When distribution problems arise in large class actions, 
courts may seek to apply their own version of cy pres by effectuating as closely as possible the intent of 
the legislature in providing the legal remedies on which the main cause of action was based.”). 
 84. Kerry Barnett, Note, Equitable Trusts: An Effective Remedy in Consumer Class Actions, 96 
YALE L.J. 1591, 1600 & 1605 (1987) (arguing that “the best option for most small claim consumer class 
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unclaimed or non-distributable funds to serve the policy objectives 
underlying the class action and the interests of the absent class members 
“as nearly as possible.”85 

Judge Richard Posner of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals has 
argued that the analogy to cy pres in the trust context is strained: 

In the class action context the reason for appealing to cy pres is to 
prevent the defendant from walking away from the litigation scot-free 
because of the infeasibility of distributing the proceeds of the 
settlement . . . to the class members. There is no indirect benefit to the 
class from the defendant’s giving the money to someone else. In such a 
case the “cy pres” remedy (badly misnamed . . .) is purely punitive.86 

Professor Martin Redish, too, views the analogy as faulty87 and 
criticizes courts for invoking cy pres to distribute unclaimed funds without 
even trying to “indirectly compensate members of the injured class.”88 
 

actions is a single, class-wide distribution” in the form “of an equitable trust designed to benefit the 
injured class,” and suggesting that charities would be “appropriate recipients” of the trust funds); 
Natalie A. DeJarlais, Note, The Consumer Trust Fund: A Cy Pres Solution to Undistributed Funds in 
Consumer Class Actions, 38 HASTINGS L.J. 729, 732 (1987) (arguing that “the consumer trust fund 
should be used creatively for the ‘next best’ distribution of funds that remain in consumer class action 
settlements and damage awards”). Both works are cited in Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 
633–34. 
 85. See, e.g., Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir. 2011) (requiring that a “cy 
pres distribution . . . be guided by (1) the objectives of the underlying statute(s) and (2) the interests of 
the silent class members” (citing Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1307 
(9th Cir. 1990))); Am. Soc’y of Travel Agents v. United Airlines, Inc. (In re Airline Comm’n Antitrust 
Litig.), 307 F.3d 679, 682 (8th Cir. 2002) (“[T]he unclaimed funds should be distributed for a purpose 
as near as possible to the legitimate objectives underlying the lawsuit, the interests of class members, 
and the interests of those similarly situated.” (citing Am. Soc’y of Travel Agents v. United Airlines, Inc. 
(In re Airline Comm’n Antitrust Litig.), 268 F.3d 619, 625–26 (8th Cir. 2001))). See also Shepherd, 
supra note 43, at 452. 
 86. Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004). 
 87. Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 624 (rejecting cy pres in class actions because its 
use “contravenes important constitutional and procedural limitations”). 
 88. Id. at 635. See also id. at 637 (criticizing cy pres awards to charities that did not “constitute 
even a feeble attempt to indirectly compensate victims”). In Redish’s view, cy pres awards in the class 
action context are not only sloppy adaptations of trust law, but also unconstitutional arrogations of 
power that violate Article III of the United States Constitution and the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment (at least in adjudicated actions). Id. at 622–23, 641–48 (elaborating upon “three key 
constitutional flaws”). See also Beisner, Miller & Schwartz, supra note 73, at 15 (expressing concern 
that “extending cy pres to litigated class actions would contravene fundamental legal principles”). 
Notwithstanding these arguments, cy pres distributions continue to feature prominently in many class 
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Whether the analogy to the trust context is apt or not, litigants and 
courts have enthusiastically latched onto cy pres as a potential solution to 
the problem of unclaimed class action settlement funds. As we will see, 
while courts increasingly prefer cy pres to the alternative means of 
distributing unclaimed funds considered above in Part III,89 this solution, 
too, has serious problems. Parts V and VI will describe these flaws and 
illustrate them with analyses of two recent cases. Part VII will then offer a 
slate of pragmatic recommendations to limit and tailor the use of cy pres to 
better serve the interests of absent class members. 

V.  PROBLEMS WITH CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE CLASS 
ACTION CONTEXT 

Courts have adapted the cy pres doctrine to distribute unclaimed funds 
in the class action context because they view it as superior to reversion, 
escheat, or pro rata distribution to claiming class members. By ensuring 
that the defendant pays the full amount of the settlement (rather than 
receiving a reversion of any unclaimed portion), cy pres distributions 
advance the deterrence and disgorgement objectives of the law underlying 
the class claims.90 Because the unclaimed funds are ostensibly used to 
benefit the absent class members “as nearly as possible,” cy pres 
distributions are believed to better serve the compensatory objectives of the 
underlying law than escheat, which allows the state to use the unclaimed 
funds to benefit the population at large.91 Further, cy pres distributions 
 

action settlements. In light of their prevalence, I offer pragmatic suggestions that, if implemented, 
would limit the use of cy pres distributions and better tailor them to serve the interests of absent class 
members. See infra Part VII. But my proposals do not address, and would not remedy, the underlying 
Article III problems identified by Redish. 
 89. See supra note 9 and accompanying text. 
 90. See, e.g., Barnett, supra note 84, at 1600, 1614 (stating that a cy pres distribution, in the form 
of an equitable trust, “forces the defendant to disgorge ill-gotten gains, deters future illegal conduct, and 
compensates injured class members”); DeJarlais, supra note 84, at 767 (stating that the use of cy pres 
distributions to create consumer trust funds “is a cost-effective distribution method that serves the goals 
of compensation, disgorgement . . . , and deterrence”); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 781 (“[T]he basic 
argument for cy pres relief is to increase the net deterrent effect of a class action.”); ALI PRINCIPLES, 
supra note 11, § 3.07 cmt. b (stating that cy pres is preferable to reversion to the defendant because 
reversion “would undermine the deterrence function of class actions and the underlying substantive-law 
basis of the recovery by rewarding the alleged wrongdoer simply because distribution to the class would 
not be viable”). But see Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 650 (arguing that Rule 23 “is a legally 
inappropriate device” for deterring unlawful behavior in the absence of an effective remedial 
framework built into the substantive law). 
 91. But see Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 622, 623 (viewing the use of cy pres in the 
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purportedly avoid creating a windfall for those class members who have 
already claimed their portion of the settlement fund.92 So courts often 
prefer cy pres distributions to reversion, escheat, and supplemental 
distributions to claimants. 

But while cy pres distributions may avoid the perceived drawbacks of 
the alternative means of distribution considered in Part III, they often have 
problems of their own. 

A.  CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT ALWAYS WELL-TAILORED TO 
SERVE THE INTERESTS OF THE CLASS 

In theory, cy pres distributions are supposed to serve the interests of 
the absent class members “as nearly as possible.” In practice, however, 
they often stray far from this goal.93 Courts have approved settlement 
agreements that authorized the distribution of unclaimed funds, or direct 
payments by defendants, to charities that bore little relationship to the 
absent class members or the laws underlying their claims.94 In some cases, 
the funds were distributed (or proposed to be distributed) via cy pres to 
charities that served a geographical area in which few, if any, class 
members resided.95 In other cases, the proposed cy pres recipients were 
 

class action context to achieve deterrence and compensation as a “troubling . . . part of the modern class 
action” since, “[i]n a variety of ways, use of cy pres threatens to create or foster ‘pathologies’ of the 
modern class action”; and viewing cy pres as creating only an “illusion of class compensation”). 
 92. E.g., Van Gemert v. Boeing Co. (Van Gemert II), 553 F.2d 812, 815–16 (2d Cir. 1977) 
(declining to approve a distribution of unclaimed funds to claiming class members to avoid a windfall). 
 93. See, e.g., Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 634 (“Courts seem to feel no need to find 
a form of relief that will ultimately have the effect of indirectly compensating as-yet uncompensated 
class members.”); Yospe, supra note 42, at 1023–26 (discussing the lack of a nexus between a plaintiff 
class and residual fund beneficiaries). 
 94. Beisner, Miller & Schwartz, supra note 73, at 12 (describing a case in which “none of the 
recipient charities . . . [bore] any logical relationship to the plaintiff class or the asserted claims” (citing 
Brief for Objector-Appellant at 19, Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034 (9th Cir. 2011) (No. 10-
55129))). 
 95. E.g., Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1040 (concluding that approval of the cy pres distribution was an 
abuse of discretion in part because the class included persons residing throughout the United States, 
whereas two-thirds of the proposed donations would have been made to local charities in Los Angeles); 
Am. Soc’y of Travel Agents v. United Airlines, Inc. (In re Airline Comm’n Antitrust Litig.), 268 F.3d 
619, 626 (8th Cir. 2001) (rejecting a cy pres distribution to “mostly local recipients” in a class action 
that was national in scope); Houck v. Folding Carton Admin. Comm., 881 F.2d 494, 502 (7th Cir. 1989) 
(setting aside grants to two Chicago law schools and urging the district court upon remand of a 
nationwide class action “to consider to some degree a broader nationwide use of its cy pres discretion”); 
Schwartz v. Dallas Cowboys Football Club, Ltd., 362 F. Supp. 2d 574, 577 (E.D. Pa. 2005) (rejecting a 
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charities whose good works, while unquestioned, were wholly unrelated to 
the wrongs challenged in the class action litigation.96 For example, in a 
class action alleging price-fixing by vendors of NASCAR race souvenirs, 
the court approved a cy pres distribution to ten charities, including the 
Make-a-Wish Foundation and the American Red Cross, which bore no 
discernible relationship to the absent class members or their claims.97 In 
approving the distribution, the court relied on precedents approving 
distributions to “non-profit groups unrelated to the plaintiffs’ original 
claims.”98 

In another case, this one alleging a price-fixing conspiracy in the 
modeling industry, the district court approved a cy pres distribution to a 
number of charities that provided services of benefit to women in general 
even though only approximately 60 percent of the class members were 
female and the charities did not purport to advance the policy objectives 
underlying the antitrust law at issue in the case.99 In sum, as the Third 
 

proposed distribution because “the relief proposed . . . would be limited to organizations based in the 
Philadelphia area”). But see Powell v. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 119 F.3d 703, 705 (8th Cir. 1997) 
(affirming a cy pres distribution of unclaimed funds to support scholarships for high school students 
living in the three Arkansas counties and the three Louisiana parishes in which most of the class 
members lived). 
 96. See, e.g., Holtzman v. Turza, 728 F.3d 682, 689 (7th Cir. 2013) (noting that the charity 
named in the district court order “does not directly or indirectly benefit” the class); Fears v. Wilhelmina 
Model Agency, Inc., No. 02 Civ. 4911 (HB), 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48151 (S.D.N.Y. July 5, 2007) (in 
a class action alleging price-fixing in the modeling industry, approving a cy pres distribution to charities 
providing services of benefit to women in general, even though only a slim majority of the class 
members were female and the charities did not purport to advance the policy objectives underlying the 
antitrust law), vacated on other grounds, 315 F. App’x 333 (2d Cir. 2009) (summary order); In re 
Motorsports Merch. Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 2d 1392, 1395–99 (N.D. Ga. 2001). 
 97. In re Motorsports Merch., 160 F. Supp. 2d at 1395–99 (explaining that the “[c]ourt has 
attempted to identify charitable organizations that may at least indirectly benefit the members of the 
class of NASCAR racing fans”).  
 98. Id. at 1394 (citing Superior Beverage Co. v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 827 F. Supp. 477, 478–79 
(N.D. Ill. 1993); In re Folding Carton Antitrust Litig., 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2553 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 5, 
1991), aff’d in part, remanded in part, 934 F.2d 323 (7th Cir. 1991)). Accord Fears v. Wilhelmina 
Model Agency, Inc., No. 02 Civ. 4911 (HB), 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7961, at *34–38 (S.D.N.Y. May 5, 
2005) (noting that the “courts’ broad equitable powers now permit use of funds for other public interest 
purposes by educational, charitable, and other public service organizations” (quoting Superior Beverage 
Co., 827 F. Supp. at 479)), aff’d in part, vacated in part sub nom; Masters v. Wilhelmina Model 
Agency, Inc., 473 F.3d 423 (2d Cir. 2007) (holding that the district court had discretion to allocate 
unclaimed funds as treble damages to claiming class members). 
 99. Fears, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48151, at *36–44. See also Fears, 2005 US. Dist. LEXIS 
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Circuit explained, 
Cy pres distributions . . . are inferior to direct distributions to the class 
because they only imperfectly serve the purpose of the underlying causes 
of action—to compensate class members . . . . Cy pres distributions 
imperfectly serve that purpose by substituting for that direct 
compensation an indirect benefit that is at best attenuated and at worse 
illusory.100 

B.  CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS MAY SERVE THE INTERESTS OF THE 
DEFENDANT AT THE EXPENSE OF THE CLASS 

Not only do some cy pres distributions fail to serve the interests of the 
class or the policies underlying their claims, but some stray so far as to 
serve the defendant’s interests at the expense of the class. Typically, when 
a defendant makes a donation to charity in lieu of direct payments to class 
members, the defendant enjoys the good will and good publicity (and 
possibly even the tax deduction) associated with making a charitable gift, 
while the class members may receive little, if any, benefit from the 
charity’s activities.101 Consider, for example, the class action filed against 
Kellogg, the cereal company, in which plaintiffs alleged that 
advertisements had falsely claimed that children who ate Kellogg’s cereal 
for breakfast were more attentive in school than other children.102 As part 
of the class action settlement, Kellogg agreed to donate $5.5 million worth 
of its products to charity and to establish a $2.75 million settlement fund to 
satisfy class members’ claims. Unclaimed funds would be donated to 
charities that feed the indigent, to be chosen by the parties and approved by 
the court.103 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the 
district court order approving the settlement, holding that the cy pres 
awards were “divorced from the concerns embodied in consumer protection 
laws” invoked by the class; charities that feed the indigent have “little or 
nothing” to do with consumer protection.104 Recognizing the need to “pay[] 
special attention” to settlement terms indicating “incentives favoring 
 

7961, at *34–53, 36 n.14. 
 100. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 169, 173 (3d Cir. 2013) (citing Mirfasihi v. 
Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784–85 (7th Cir. 2004)). 
 101. See, e.g., SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) 
(“[D]efendants reap goodwill from the donation of monies to a good cause.”). 
 102. Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 861–62 (9th Cir. 2012). 
 103. Id. at 862–63, 866. 
 104. Id. at 866 (quoting Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir. 2011)). 
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pursuit of self-interest rather than the class’s interests,”105 the court 
questioned whether Kellogg could treat the distribution of cereal to 
organizations that feed the poor and its donation of the unclaimed funds as 
tax-deductible charitable donations, and whether it could donate the 
unclaimed funds in place of a charitable donation it had already pledged to 
make.106 

In other cases, courts have approved cy pres distributions to 
organizations in which the defendants had pre-existing interests.107 For 
example, in a class action brought on behalf of purchasers of satellite 
television packages of National Football League (“NFL”) games, the court 
approved a cy pres distribution of unclaimed funds to NFL Youth 
Education Town Centers, which were youth centers funded in part by the 
defendant NFL. Likewise, in a case against Facebook, the Ninth Circuit 
approved a settlement pursuant to which Facebook paid no money to class 
members other than the named representatives, but paid $3 million in 
attorneys’ fees and $6.5 million to set up a new charity to be run by 
Facebook’s own Director of Public Policy together with two other 
directors.108 

C.  CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS MAY SERVE THE INTERESTS OF CLASS 
COUNSEL AT THE EXPENSE OF THE CLASS 

Cy pres distributions are subject to criticism not only because they 
may fail to serve the interests of the class and may even benefit the 
defendants whose wrongdoing gave rise to the suit, but also because they 
may benefit class counsel at the expense of the class. Since attorneys’ fees 
in class actions are often calculated as a percentage of the recovery,109 class 
 

 105. Id. at 867 (quoting Staton v. Boeing Co., 327 F.3d 938, 960 (9th Cir. 2003)). 
 106. Id. at 867–68. See also Radosti v. Envision EMI, LLC, 717 F. Supp. 2d 37, 64 (D.D.C. 2010) 
(expressing concern that the defendant would use the cy pres distribution “as a promotional tool”). 
 107. See, e.g., In re EasySaver Rewards Litig., 921 F. Supp. 2d 1040, 1058 (S.D. Cal. 2013) 
(approving a cy pres distribution to a law school attended by both defense counsel and class counsel); 
Schwartz v. Dallas Cowboys Football Club Ltd., 362 F. Supp. 2d 574, 577 (E.D. Pa. 2005) (approving a 
cy pres distribution to community youth centers that were funded in part by the defendant). 
 108. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 817–18, 820–22 (9th Cir. 2012), cert. denied sub nom. 
Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.). The settlement agreement also established a Board of Legal 
Advisors for the new charity consisting of defense counsel and class counsel. Id. at 817–18. See also 
infra Part VI.B. 
 109. Although courts may use either the lodestar or percentage of recovery approach in 
calculating fees, In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 176 (3d Cir. 2013), they “have 
trended toward the percentage-of-the-fund approach in cases involving the creation of a common fund 
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counsel benefits if the overall recovery is large regardless of whether class 
members actually receive it.110 In fact, awarding attorneys’ fees based on 
the size of the entire settlement rather than the amount actually claimed by 
class members can create a conflict of interest between class counsel and 
the class.111 As the Third Circuit noted: 

Cy pres distributions . . . present a potential conflict of interest between 
class counsel and their clients because the inclusion of a cy pres 
distribution may increase a settlement fund, and with it attorneys’ fees, 
without increasing the direct benefit to the class. . . . Arrangements such 
as [these] . . . decouple class counsel’s financial incentives from those of 
the class. . . .112 

 

for the class.” Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 786. See, e.g., In re Gen. Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel 
Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 821 (3d Cir. 1995) (“Courts use the percentage of recovery 
method in common fund cases on the theory that the class would be unjustly enriched if it did not 
compensate the counsel responsible for generating the valuable fund bestowed on the class.”); Bowling 
v. Pfizer, Inc., 922 F. Supp. 1261, 1279 (S.D. Ohio 1996) (noting a “clear trend . . . to award a 
reasonable percentage of the [common] fund” (citing Swedish Hosp. Corp. v. Shalala, 1 F.3d 1261, 
1267 (D.C. Cir. 1993))); In re Chrysler Motors Corp. Overnight Evaluation Program Litig., 736 F. 
Supp. 1007, 1009, 1016 (E.D. Mo. 1990). 
 110. See, e.g., SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (noting that 
“the attorney’s fee award is exaggerated by cy pres distributions that do not truly benefit the plaintiff 
class”); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 640 (“[O]ne of the primary effects, if not purposes, of 
class action cy pres is to inflate the size of class attorneys’ fees.”); Beisner, Miller & Schwartz, supra 
note 73, at 13 (“Cy pres awards also create the potential for conflicts of interest by ensuring that class 
attorneys are able to reap exorbitant fees regardless of whether the absent class members are adequately 
compensated.”); George Krueger & Judd Serotta, Op-Ed., Our Class-Action System is Unconstitutional, 
WALL ST. J. (Aug. 6, 2008), http://online.wsj.com/articles/SB121798040044415147 (bemoaning “that 
attorneys . . . have received fees that are entirely divorced from the harm actually recognized by the 
people they supposedly represent”). Stated more pointedly, “the fundamental flaw in cy pres 
relief . . . is that it provides no incentive to class counsel to negotiate the optimal class settlement—the 
settlement that maximizes the net social benefit to a class of optimal size and claim structure.” 
Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 782. 
 111. Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 772, 782. Redish frames this concern in terms of due process: 
“By disincentivizing class attorneys from vigorously pursuing individualized compensation for absent 
class members, cy pres threatens the due process rights of those class members. In this manner, the 
practice unconstitutionally undermines the due process obligation of those representing absent class 
members to vigorously advocate on their behalf and defend their legal rights.” Redish, Julian & Zyontz, 
supra note 9, at 650 (citing Hansberry v. Lee, 311 U.S. 32, 45–46 (1940)). On the basis of an empirical 
study, he concludes that “cy pres awards . . . can also increase the likelihood and absolute amount of 
attorneys’ fees awarded without directly, or even indirectly, benefiting the plaintiff.” Id. at 661. 
 112. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 173; id. at 178 (quoting Int’l Precious Metals Corp. v. Waters, 
530 U.S. 1223, 1224 (2000) (statement of O’Connor, J., respecting the denial of the petition for a writ 
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Moreover, the perennial risk of collusion between the defendant and 
class counsel113 is enhanced in this context since defendants may prefer cy 
pres distributions for the reasons described in Part V.B above, and class 
counsel’s interest in maximizing its fees is satisfied regardless of whether 
the settlement funds are paid to class members or distributed cy pres.114 A 
cy pres distribution coupled with a “clear sailing” agreement by which the 
defendant agrees not to challenge class counsel’s fee application would 
advance the interests of both class counsel and the defendant at the expense 
of the class.115 
 

of certiorari)). See also Int’l Precious Metals, 530 U.S. at 1224 (maintaining that the approval of 
attorneys’ fees without considering “whether there must at least be some rational connection between 
the fee award and the amount of the actual distribution to the class” could have “several troubling 
consequences”). 
 113. See, e.g., Jones v. GN Netcom, Inc. (In re Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig.), 654 F.3d 
935, 947 (9th Cir. 2011) (stating that courts “must be particularly vigilant . . . for more subtle signs that 
class counsel ha[s] allowed pursuit of their own self-interests . . . to infect the negotiations”); John C. 
Coffee, Jr., Rescuing the Private Attorney General: Why the Model of the Lawyer as Bounty Hunter is 
Not Working, 42 MD. L. REV. 215, 232–33 (1983) (“[T]he plaintiff’s attorney is subject to a serious 
conflict of interest—one that can distort the settlement process and reduce the deterrent effect of private 
litigation—whenever the determination of the fee award is not made a sufficiently direct function of the 
size of the recovery so as to align the interests of the private enforcer with those of the class he purports 
to represent.”); Rhonda Wasserman, Dueling Class Actions, 80 B.U. L. REV. 461, 473 (2000) (“The 
defendant may even agree not to oppose class counsel’s application for exorbitant fees . . . if class 
counsel agrees to the low-ball offer. The pressure on class counsel to collude with the defendant in this 
manner may be extreme.” (footnote omitted)); Brian Wolfman, Judges! Stop Deferring to Class-Action 
Lawyers, 2 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM ONLINE 80, 86 (2013) (noting the absentees’ inability to monitor 
class counsel and the resultant “possibility of collusive (or at least sub-optimal) deals”). 
 114. See, e.g., Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 785 (7th Cir. 2004) (questioning 
whether it would “be too cynical to speculate that what may be going on here is that class counsel 
wanted a settlement that would give them a generous fee and [the defendant] wanted a settlement that 
would extinguish 1.4 million claims against it at no cost to itself”); Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 
9, at 621 (“[I]n many class actions it is solely the use of cy pres that assures distribution of a . . . fund 
sufficiently large to guarantee substantial attorneys’ fees . . . .”); Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 768 n.2, 
782 (noting that “the desire for a larger fee is one reason that the cy pres approach . . . may be attractive 
to counsel,” and stating that “cy pres may provide an incentive for some rapacious putative class 
counsel to undercut efforts to achieve a settlement large enough to deliver individual relief to class 
members”). 
 115. See, e.g., Jones, 654 F.3d at 947 (“[A] ‘clear sailing’ arrangement providing for the payment 
of attorneys’ fees separate and apart from class funds . . . carries ‘the potential of enabling a defendant 
to pay class counsel excessive fees and costs in exchange for counsel accepting an unfair settlement on 
behalf of the class.’” (quoting Lobatz v. U.S. W. Cellular of Cal., Inc., 222 F.3d 1142, 1148 (9th Cir. 
2000)); Alon Klement, Who Should Guard the Guardians? A New Approach for Monitoring Class 
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D.  CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS MAY CREATE AN APPEARANCE OF 
IMPROPRIETY 

Cy pres distributions not only exacerbate the risk of conflicts of 
interest between class counsel and the class, but they also may enhance the 
risk that judges will, or will appear to, engage in improper behavior.116 
Rather than designate specific beneficiaries to whom unclaimed funds 
should be distributed or list potential beneficiaries from which the court 
may choose cy pres recipients,117 some settlement agreements simply give 
the judge discretion to designate a charity or charities to which unclaimed 
funds should be donated.118 If this discretion is not constrained, the judge 
might choose to distribute unclaimed funds to “favored charities, alma 
maters, and the like.”119 As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit 
 

Action Lawyers, 21 REV. LITIG. 25, 48–49, 48 n.58 (2002) (explaining that defendants often lack an 
incentive to scrutinize class counsel’s fees if they are paid from the settlement fund); Tidmarsh, supra 
note 11, at 785 & n.58 (describing clear sailing arrangements). 
 116. See, e.g., Holtzman v. Turza, 728 F.3d 682, 689 (7th Cir. 2013) (expressing “skepticism 
about using the residue of class actions to make contributions to judges’ favorite charities”); Nachshin 
v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1039 (9th Cir. 2011) (“[T]he specter of judges . . . dealing in the 
distribution and solicitation of settlement money may create the appearance of impropriety.” (quoting 
SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 2009))); Yospe, supra note 42, at 
1027 (noting that discretion regarding the choice of a cy pres recipient may “lead to questions of bias”). 
 117. The ALI Principles provide that “[t]he court, when feasible, should require the parties to 
identify a recipient whose interests reasonably approximate those being pursued by the class” and 
further direct the court to “give weight to the parties’ choice of recipient.” ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 
11, § 3.07(c) & cmt. b (emphasis added). 
 118. E.g., Rohn v. Tap Pharm. Prods. (In re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig.), 677 F.3d 21, 
24 (1st Cir. 2012) (stating that the settlement agreement provided that “all unclaimed funds would go 
into a cy pres fund to be distributed at the discretion of the trial judge”); Wilson v. Sw. Airlines, Inc., 
880 F.2d 807, 810 (5th Cir. 1989) (reviewing a cy pres distribution made pursuant to a consent decree, 
which provided that “[a]ny residual fund may be utilized, after all payment of backpay, as the Court 
directs”). See also Nachshin, 663 F.3d at 1037, 1040 (rejecting a settlement that authorized donations to 
three charities agreed to by the parties upon the district court’s suggestion). 
 119. Adam Liptak, Doling Out Other People’s Money, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 26, 2007), 
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/26/washington/26bar.html. See also R. Robin McDonald, Retirement 
Ends JQC Probe; Judge Douglas Pullen to Step Down Amid Questions Involving Unserved Prison 
Term, Distribution of ‘Cy Pres’ Funds, DAILY REP., Aug. 24, 2011, at 1 (reporting the retirement of a 
judge “in the middle of an ethical inquiry” by a judicial commission; noting that the investigation was 
exploring, among other issues, the judge’s approval of distributions of cy pres funds to his 
undergraduate and law school alma maters, following which the university awarded the judge an 
honorary degree); Daniel J. Popeo, Online Privacy Organizations Get “Buzzed” on Millions from 
Google Lawsuit Settlement, FORBES (June 2, 2011), http://www.forbes.com/sites/docket/2011/06/02/ 
online-privacy-organizations-get-buzzed-on-millions-from-google-lawsuit-settlement (discussing a 
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has noted, “having judges decide how to distribute cy pres awards both 
taxes judicial resources and risks creating the appearance of judicial 
impropriety.”120 

Thus, while judges may prefer cy pres distributions to the alternatives 
of reversion, escheat and supplemental distributions to claimants, the 
proposed “solution” has problems of its own, including an appearance of 
impropriety by the judges themselves. We turn now to two cases that 
vividly illustrate these problems. 

VI.  VIVID ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PROBLEMS WITH CY PRES 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

A.  IN RE BABY PRODUCTS ANTITRUST LITIGATION 

In its first opinion addressing the use of cy pres in the class action 
context,121 the Third Circuit reviewed a district court order approving the 
settlement in In re Baby Products Antitrust Litigation,122 which sought to 
resolve two consolidated antitrust class actions filed against Toys “R” Us, 
Babies “R” Us, and manufacturers of baby products.123 Filed in the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, the class actions 
alleged that the defendants had conspired to set a price floor for certain 
products, thereby causing class members to pay more than they otherwise 
would have paid for the products.124 The district court certified a class of 
purchasers and created several subclasses for persons who had purchased 
specific products during particular time periods.125 About eighteen months 
 

settlement in which the judge independently nominated the university at which he lectured as a cy pres 
recipient). For an extreme case, see Ky. Bar Ass’n v. Bamberger, 354 S.W.3d 576, 578–79 (Ky. 2011) 
(ordering the permanent disbarment of a judge who, after an ex parte meeting with plaintiffs’ counsel 
and their trial consultant, approved the establishment of a charitable entity to which the attorneys 
directed $20 million in “excess funds” and from which they later received large monthly directors’ fees; 
the judge himself “accepted the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ invitation to become a paid director” of the 
charitable entity and received $48,150 from it). 
 120. In re Lupron Mktg., 677 F.3d at 38. 
 121. In an earlier Third Circuit case, the late Judge Joseph Weis expressed an opinion regarding 
cy pres, which the majority did not address. See In re Pet Food Prods. Liab. Litig., 629 F.3d 333, 363–
64 (3d Cir. 2010) (Weis, J., concurring and dissenting) (expressing reservations about the invocation of 
the cy pres doctrine in the class action context). 
 122. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163 (3d Cir. 2013). 
 123. Id. at 168–70, 181. 
 124. Id. at 170. 
 125. Id. See McDonough v. Toys “R” Us, Inc., 638 F. Supp. 2d 461 (E.D. Pa. 2009) (creating 
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later, the parties to the two class actions jointly moved for preliminary 
approval of a settlement.126 

After a fairness hearing, the district court approved a settlement of the 
claims for $35.5 million, of which one-third would be paid to class counsel 
for attorneys’ fees ($11.83 million) and litigation expenses ($2.23 
million).127 Under the settlement, claimants who submitted proof of 
purchase of a qualifying baby product would receive 20 percent of the 
purchase price (the amount they overpaid due to defendants’ illegal 
behavior), but claimants who lacked proof of purchase would receive only 
five dollars.128 Thus, a class member who purchased a three hundred dollar 
stroller covered by the settlement would have been eligible to receive sixty 
dollars if she submitted proof of purchase. If the portion of the settlement 
fund allocated to a particular subclass were not exhausted, members of that 
subclass who had submitted proof of purchase would be eligible to receive 
up to three times the original amount of their award,129 consistent with the 
Clayton Act’s provision for treble damages.130 If funds still remained, 
qualifying members of other subclasses would be eligible to receive treble 
damages. Finally, if funds remained after providing treble damages to all 
claimants who submitted proof of purchase, the remaining funds would be 
donated to charitable organizations selected by the court from among those 
suggested by the parties.131 Thus, it appeared that the parties had negotiated 
a settlement agreement that would pay significant sums of money to class 
members and employed cy pres only as a last resort. 

But appearances can be deceiving. In fact, because the vast majority of 
claimants failed to submit proof of purchase and therefore qualified to 
receive only five dollars each, it turned out that class members would 
receive only about $3 million of the $35.5 million settlement, or less than 
 

subclasses). The second class action was filed later in the year. Class Action Complaint, Elliott v. Toys 
“R” Us, Inc., No. 2:09-cv-06151-AB (E.D. Pa. Dec. 28, 2009), ECF No. 1. 
 126. Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Settlement, for Certification of Settlement Classes 
and for Permission to Disseminate Class Notice, McDonough v. Toys “R” Us, Inc., No. 2:06-cv-0242-
AB (E.D. Pa. Jan. 21, 2011), ECF No. 38. See also In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 170 (stating that the 
parties in the two class actions “signed an agreement consolidating and settling their lawsuits”). 
 127. McDonough v. Toys “R” Us, Inc., 834 F. Supp. 2d 329 (E.D. Pa. 2011), vacated by In re 
Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 181–82. See also In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 170 (describing the district 
court orders). 
 128. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 170–71. 
 129. Id. at 171. 
 130. 15 U.S.C. § 15(a) (2012). 
 131. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 171. 
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10 percent of the total fund.132 Reviewing the settlement on an appeal filed 
by an objecting absentee class member, the Third Circuit vacated the orders 
approving it because the district court lacked the facts needed to assess its 
fairness.133 

In explaining its decision, the Third Circuit focused on the 
informational deficiencies suffered by the district court and the potential 
conflict of interest between the class and its counsel.134 In terms of 
informational deficiencies, the Third Circuit emphasized the lower court’s 
lack of awareness that only approximately $3 million dollars of the 
settlement fund would be distributed to class members, with the rest of the 
$21.5 million available after attorneys’ fees and expenses to be paid to 
charities.135 Moreover, in approving the five-dollar cap on compensation 
for those lacking proof of purchase, the district court had assumed that the 
standard of proof required for a higher award would be “fairly low” and a 
risk of fraud justified it.136 But the small fraction of prospective claimants 
who actually submitted proof of purchase belied the assumption about the 
ease of proving purchase.137 In short, what concerned the Third Circuit was 
that the district court “approved the settlement without being made aware 
that almost all claimants would fall into the $5 compensation category, 
resulting in minimal (and we doubt sufficient) compensation going directly 
to class members.”138 

In that one sentence, the Third Circuit not only chided the district 
court for approving a cy pres distribution without the requisite facts, but it 
also chastised class counsel for negotiating a settlement that appeared to 
put lots of money into the hands of the class while in fact achieving very 
little in that regard. But that was not the court’s only criticism of class 
counsel. Earlier in the opinion, the Third Circuit subtly chastised counsel 
for “not provid[ing] . . . information”139 to the district court about the very 
low claims rate, and later it questioned “whether agreeing to a settlement 
with such a restrictive claims process was in the best interest of the 
class.”140 Reinforcing its reservations about class counsel’s efforts, the 
 

 132. Id. 
 133. Id. at 175. 
 134. See infra notes 240–242, 271–273 and accompanying text. 
 135. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 175. 
 136. Id. 
 137. Id. 
 138. Id. at 176. 
 139. Id. at 175. 
 140. Id. at 176. 
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appellate court encouraged the parties on remand to consider altering the 
settlement’s terms to “provide greater direct benefit to the class, such as by 
increasing the $5 payment or lowering the evidentiary bar for receiving a 
higher award.”141 

In vacating the award of attorneys’ fees and addressing the objector’s 
argument that such fees should be discounted whenever a portion of the 
settlement is distributed cy pres,142 the Third Circuit commented more 
explicitly on the potential conflict of interest between class counsel and the 
class: 

We appreciate . . . that awarding attorneys’ fees based on the entire 
settlement amount rather than individual distributions creates a potential 
conflict of interest between absent class members and their counsel. 
“Arrangements such as [these] . . . decouple class counsel’s financial 
incentives from those of the class . . . . They potentially undermine the 
underlying purposes of class actions by providing defendants with a 
powerful means to enticing class counsel to settle lawsuits in a manner 
detrimental to the class.” . . . Class members are not indifferent to 
whether funds are distributed to them or to cy pres recipients, and class 
counsel should not be either.143 

While declining to adopt a categorical rule that would require district 
courts to discount attorneys’ fees whenever some or all of the settlement 
fund would be distributed cy pres,144 the Third Circuit did encourage 
district courts to decrease attorneys’ fee awards when they have “reason to 
believe that counsel has not met its responsibility to seek an award that 
adequately prioritizes direct benefit to the class.”145 Here, while the Baby 
Products settlement “had the potential to compensate class members 
significantly,” the Third Circuit concluded that “the current distribution of 
 

 141. Id. at 175. 
 142. Id. at 177. 
 143. Id. at 178 (citation omitted) (quoting Int’l Precious Metals Corp. v. Waters, 530 U.S. 1223, 
1224 (2000) (statement of O’Connor, J., respecting the denial of the petition for a writ of cert.)). 
 144. Id. 
 145. Id. The court invoked both a comment to the ALI Principles and a provision of the Class 
Action Fairness Act of 2005 (“CAFA”) as support for the proposition that “the actual benefit provided 
to the class is an important consideration when determining attorneys’ fees.” Id. at 179 & n.13 (citing 
28 U.S.C. § 1712(a) (2012) (requiring courts to calculate attorneys’ fees based on the value of coupons 
that are redeemed rather than the face value of coupons issued in class action settlements) and ALI 

PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.13 cmt. a (“[B]ecause cy pres payments . . . only indirectly benefit the 
class, the court need not give such payments the same full value for purposes of setting attorneys’ fees 
as would be given to direct recoveries by the class.”)). See also infra notes 203–213 and accompanying 
text. 
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settlement funds arguably overcompensates class counsel at the expense of 
the class.”146 

Thus, Baby Products illustrates how a potential conflict of interest 
between class counsel and the class can result in a settlement that 
distributes too little money to the class and too much to charity cy pres. It 
also illustrates the importance of ensuring that the trial court has accurate 
and complete information about the proposed settlement and the likelihood 
that it will provide direct benefit to the class.147 

B.  LANE V. FACEBOOK, INC. 

If the Baby Products settlement is subject to criticism because class 
members received such a small percentage of the settlement fund, the 
settlement in Lane v. Facebook, Inc.148 is even more problematic, both 
because the class members received no money (indeed no relief) 
whatsoever and because the cy pres recipient was a new charity in which 
the defendant had an interest. Moreover, while the problematic settlement 
in Baby Products was vacated by the Third Circuit,149 the troubling 
settlement in the Facebook litigation was actually affirmed by the Ninth 
Circuit.150 

The plaintiffs in Lane challenged a program called Beacon, which 
Facebook launched in late 2007. Beacon shared information about 
Facebook members’ Internet activity with their online “friends.”151 In 
particular, Beacon announced on members’ Facebook profiles their 
interactions with participating websites that had contracted with Facebook 
to participate in the program. For example, if a Facebook member rented a 
movie from Blockbuster.com, Facebook would announce the movie rental 
on the member’s personal profile and on her friends’ “News Feeds.”152 
 

 146. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 179. 
 147. At the same time, the case illustrates the difficulty of ensuring that the trial court will receive 
accurate and complete information in any settlement class action; once class counsel and defense 
counsel reach a settlement in a case, it is in their shared interest to withhold from the court any 
information that calls the adequacy of the settlement into question. See infra Parts VII.B & C for 
proposals to help address these informational deficiencies. 
 148. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2012), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 
134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.). 
 149. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 181. 
 150. Lane, 696 F.3d at 826.  
 151. Id. at 816. 
 152. Class Action Complaint at 23, 27, Lane v. Facebook, Inc., No. 5:08-cv-03845 (N.D. Cal. 
Aug. 12, 2008), ECF No. 1. See also Lane, 696 F.3d at 816. 
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Facebook did not require members’ affirmative consent to participate in the 
Beacon program, and many members complained that Beacon resulted in 
the posting of private information.153 For instance, the named plaintiff, 
Sean Lane, had bought a ring from Overstock.com as a Christmas present 
for his wife; but Facebook ruined the surprise by sharing the news with his 
seven hundred Facebook friends before he gave the ring to his wife and by 
revealing, perhaps to her disappointment, “that he had bought [the ring] 
cheaply.”154 

Nineteen plaintiffs filed a class action complaint in the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of California against Facebook and the 
online companies participating in the Beacon program.155 The complaint 
alleged violations of various federal and state privacy statutes,156 including 
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986,157 the Computer 
Fraud and Abuse Act,158 the Video Privacy Protection Act,159 the 
California Consumers Legal Remedies Act,160 and the California Computer 
Crime Law.161 

While Facebook’s motion to dismiss was pending, the parties engaged 
in protracted settlement negotiations and eventually submitted a settlement 
agreement to the district court for preliminary approval.162 Pursuant to the 
settlement agreement, Facebook agreed to permanently terminate the 
Beacon program,163 although the agreement inexplicably permitted 
Facebook “to reinstitute the same program under a different name.”164 In 
 

 153. Lane, 696 F.3d at 816. Opting out of the program was difficult. Id. at 827 (Kleinfeld, J., 
dissenting). See also Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8, 8 (2013) (statement of Roberts, C.J., respecting the 
denial of certiorari) (“[A] member had to affirmatively opt out [using a] pop-up window that appeared 
for about ten seconds . . . .”). 
 154. Lane, 696 F.3d at 827 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting). 
 155. Class Action Complaint, supra note 152, at 2. See also Lane, 696 F.3d at 816. 
 156. Class Action Complaint, supra note 152, at 3–4. 
 157. 18 U.S.C. § 2510 (2012). 
 158. Id. § 1030. 
 159. Id. § 2710. 
 160. CAL. CIV. CODE § 1750 (West 2009). 
 161. CAL. PENAL CODE § 502 (West 2010). 
 162. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 826 (9th Cir. 2012), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. 
Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.). 
 163. Id. 
 164. Id. at 828 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting). Apparently this form of “relief” is one that Facebook has 
offered elsewhere. See Fraley v. Facebook, Inc., 966 F. Supp. 2d 939, 945 (N.D. Cal. 2013) (approving, 
in a class action that challenged Facebook’s “Sponsored Stories” program, which used the names and 
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addition, Facebook agreed to pay $9.5 million to settle the claims and not 
to oppose class counsel’s request for approximately $3 million of that 
amount for attorneys’ fees, administrative costs, and incentive payments to 
the named representatives.165 None of the remaining $6.5 million would be 
paid to absent class members; instead, it would be used to set up a new 
charity, the Digital Trust Foundation (“DTF”), which was intended to 
“fund and sponsor programs designed to educate users, regulators[,] and 
enterprises regarding critical issues relating to protection of identity and 
personal information online through user control, and the protection of 
users from online threats.”166 DTF would be run by a three-member board 
of directors; one of the initial directors would be Facebook’s Director of 
Public Policy.167 Class counsel and Facebook’s counsel would serve on 
DTF’s Board of Legal Advisors.168 The settlement purported to bind not 
only the class members on whose behalf the suit had been filed, but also a 
broader group of Facebook users who would be precluded from suing 
Facebook for harms caused by the Beacon program.169 Following a fairness 
hearing, at which several class members voiced their objections, the district 
court certified a settlement class and approved the settlement.170 

On appeal, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court order, 
concluding that the trial court had not abused its discretion in finding the 
settlement “fair, reasonable, and adequate.”171 Several features of the 
settlement call that conclusion into serious question, however. First, the 
value of the class members’ claims may have exceeded the $9.5 million 
that Facebook agreed to pay to settle them.172 For example, some of the 
 

likenesses of Facebook users to promote products and services, a settlement that neither “ended 
Sponsored Stories, [nor] set up an ‘opt-in’ rather than a[n] ‘opt-out’ system, [nor] even provided for 
members to be paid for use of their names and likenesses”). 
 165. Lane, 696 F.3d at 817; id. at 832 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) (describing “a version of a clear 
sailing agreement”). 
 166. Id. at 817 (quoting the settlement agreement). 
 167. Id. 
 168. Id. at 817–18. 
 169. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8, 9 (2013) (statement of Roberts, C.J., respecting the denial of 
certiorari); Lane, 696 F.3d at 832 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting). 
 170. Lane, 696 F.3d at 818; Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order Approving 
Settlement at 3–5, 10, Lane v. Facebook, Inc., No. 5:08-cv-03845-RS (N.D. Cal. Mar. 17, 2010), ECF 
No. 123. 
 171. Lane, 696 F.3d at 818, 825 (quoting FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)). 
 172. Petition for Writ of Certiorari at 21, Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (No. 13-136), 2013 
WL 3944136 (noting that the “settlement approval affirmed by the Ninth Circuit ma[de] no attempt to 
estimate the value of class members’ claims”). 
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class members had claims under the Video Privacy Protection Act 
(“VPPA”), which bars “video tape service providers” from disclosing 
“personally identifiable information” about its consumers.173 VPPA 
“provides for liquidated damages in the amount of $2500,” as well as 
punitive damages and attorneys’ fees, for violations of the act.174 While 
Facebook had a “good argument that it was not itself a ‘video tape service 
provider’” under VPPA, it “still had a risk of some sort of vicarious, joint, 
or ‘civil conspiracy’ liability. If found liable, it was a deep pocket target for 
the punitive damages for which the statute expressly provides.”175 Once 
class counsel had reached a settlement with the defendant, however, it no 
longer had an incentive to present the court with proof of the strength of 
these claims. Given that the class members lacked the resources and 
incentive to monitor class counsel, the trial court may have lacked the 
information needed to assess the adequacy of the settlement.176 

Second, even if $9.5 million adequately valued the class claims, not 
one penny of that money was paid to the absentees. They did not even 
receive coupons,177 a form of compensation suspicious enough to prompt 
regulation by Congress.178 While the Ninth Circuit concluded that it would 
have been too burdensome to distribute the settlement fund directly to class 
members because their individual claims were “de minimis,”179 that 
conclusion derives at least in part from the questionable size of the 
settlement fund and the attorneys’ agreement, at the end of the day, to 
enlarge the size of the class.180 

Third, serious doubts surround the decision to use the settlement funds 
to create the DTF. After all, the defendant, Facebook, retained a significant 
degree of control over the cy pres recipient, creating a conflict of 
interest.181 Moreover, while Ninth Circuit precedent requires consideration 
 

 173. Lane, 696 F.3d at 822 (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 2710(b) (2012)). 
 174. Id. at 822, 828 n.1 (citing 18 U.S.C. § 2710(c)(2)). 
 175. Id. at 833 (footnote omitted). 
 176. Id. at 829 (noting that absent class members “are in no position to prevent class counsel from 
pursuing his own interests at their expense”). 
 177. Id. at 832 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting). 
 178. 28 U.S.C. § 1712 (2012) (regulating coupon settlements in class action litigation). See infra 
notes 199–215 and accompanying text. 
 179. Lane, 696 F.3d at 824–25. 
 180. Accord Petition for Writ of Certiorari, supra note 172, at 14 (“[T]he size of the fund, the 
number of class members, the absence of subclasses—were components of the settlement itself.”). 
 181. Lane, 696 F.3d at 834 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) (noting the “incentive for 
collusion . . . where . . . there is nothing to stop Facebook and class counsel from managing the charity 
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of the recipient’s relation to the class and its “record of service” in 
remedying the types of wrongs alleged by the class,182 DTF had no record 
of service against which to judge its commitment and ability to serve the 
interests of the class.183 Nor was it created to “advance the objectives of the 
statutes relied upon in bringing suit.”184 While all of the federal statutes 
relied upon by the class were designed to “prevent[] the unauthorized 
access or disclosure of private information, . . . the DTF’s sole stated 
purpose” was to provide education “on how to protect Internet privacy 
‘through user control.’”185 As Judge Smith stated in his dissent from the 
denial of rehearing en banc,  

[A]n appropriate cy pres recipient must be dedicated to protecting 
consumers from the precise wrongful conduct about which plaintiffs 
complain. But an organization that focuses on protecting privacy solely 
through ‘user control’ can never prevent unauthorized access or 
disclosure of private information where the alleged wrongdoer already 
has unfettered access to a user’s records.186 

In sum, it is hard to see how the cy pres remedy proposed here—the 
creation of the DTF—bore “a direct and substantial nexus to the interests of 
absent class members and thus properly provide[d] for the ‘next best 
distribution’ to the class.”187 

As in Baby Products, the problems in Lane likely arose because class 
counsel’s self-interest in securing a healthy fee and the defendant’s interest 
in settling the class claims cheaply could both be satisfied by a cy pres 
distribution that denied the class sufficient direct benefit, and because the 
courts lacked either the inclination or the information needed to carefully 
scrutinize the settlement. 
 

to serve their interests”). 
 182. Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308–09 (9th Cir. 1990) 
(setting aside a cy pres distribution in part because the recipient did not have a “substantial record of 
service”). 
 183. Lane, 696 F.3d at 834 (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) (“The cy pres award in this case goes to a 
new entity with no past performance at all.”). 
 184. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 709 F.3d 791, 793–94 (9th Cir. 2013) (Smith, J., dissenting from the 
denial of rehearing en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013). 
 185. Id. at 794 (quoting Lane, 696 F.3d at 822). 
 186. Id. (citations omitted). 
 187. Lane, 696 F.3d at 821. 
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VII.  PRAGMATIC PROPOSALS TO MINIMIZE RELIANCE ON, AND 
TO IMPROVE THE EFFICACY OF, CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS 

While cy pres distributions may be necessary when direct payments to 
individual class members are economically infeasible, the cases analyzed in 
Part VI demonstrate that endemic agency problems in class actions 
contribute to their overuse. While clients in non-class litigation have an 
incentive to monitor the performance of their counsel, in the class action 
context class members lack that incentive because their individual claims 
are too small to justify monitoring costs. Therefore, freed from the 
constraints that monitoring would impose, class counsel may seek to 
maximize its fee at the expense of the class. Parties with a duty to monitor 
or interest in monitoring class counsel—courts and objectors, 
respectively—typically lack the information they need to perform such 
monitoring. And courts themselves actually have a countervailing interest 
in approving class action settlements in order to clear their own dockets. 
Each of these factors plays a role in the overuse of cy pres distributions, 
and therefore each must be addressed in any proposal to minimize reliance 
on this often suboptimal remedy. 

First, unconstrained by monitoring, class counsel may not work its 
hardest to negotiate a settlement that maximizes recovery for the class 
because its fees are the same regardless of whether the settlement fund is 
paid to the class or to a charity via cy pres.188 This potential conflict of 
interest between class counsel and the class may result in settlements that 
distribute too little money to the class, too much money to charities, and 
generous attorneys’ fees to class counsel regardless of how well (or poorly) 
they serve the class. 

Second, neither the absent class members, nor potential objectors, nor 
even the trial courts themselves have the information needed to monitor 
class counsel’s performance to ensure that counsel is trying its hardest to 
secure the best recovery for the class.189 By the time class counsel and the 
defendant have negotiated a settlement, their interests are aligned in 
obtaining judicial approval of the settlement and the court does not receive 
an adversarial presentation identifying the weaknesses of the settlement. 
These informational deficiencies hamper efforts to monitor,190 and when 
coupled with the potential conflict of interest described above, increase the 
likelihood of sub-optimal settlements containing cy pres provisions. 
 

 188. See supra Part V.C. 
 189. See infra notes 240–242, 259–273, and accompanying text. 
 190. See infra notes 239–241, 266–273, and accompanying text. 
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Finally, the trial court may fail to vigorously scrutinize the class action 
settlement to determine whether its cy pres component is necessary and, if 
it is, whether it is carefully tailored to best serve the interests of the class. 
Courts may have their own reasons for preferring settlements to trials, and 
a judicial laissez-faire attitude may compound the foregoing problems.191 

In this part, I offer four interrelated pragmatic proposals to address 
these problems. The proposal regarding attorneys’ fees described in Part 
VII.A is designed to address the potential conflict of interest. The proposals 
regarding disclosure statements and devil’s advocates, advanced in Parts 
VII.B and C, are designed to remedy informational deficiencies, to improve 
monitoring of class counsel, and to reduce reliance on cy pres distributions. 
The final proposal, described in Part VII.D, which requires courts to make 
certain findings when reviewing class action settlements with cy pres 
features, is designed to ensure rigorous judicial review by both trial and 
appellate courts and to minimize reliance on cy pres distributions. 

A.  PRESUMPTIVE REDUCTION OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES 

Legal scholarship is rife with analyses of potential conflicts of interest 
between class counsel and the represented class.192 As described in Part 
V.C above, this conflict may manifest itself when class counsel negotiates a 
settlement containing a cy pres distribution. If class counsel’s fee is 
calculated as a percentage of the total recovery,193 including the cy pres 
 

 191. See infra notes 285–286 and accompanying text. 
 192. For classic treatments of the issue, see, for example, John C. Coffee, Jr., Understanding the 
Plaintiff’s Attorney: The Implications of Economic Theory for Private Enforcement of Law Through 
Class and Derivative Actions, 86 COLUM. L. REV. 669, 671–72, 677 (1986) (discussing “the conflicts 
that arise between the interests of these attorneys and their clients in class and derivative actions” and 
hypothesizing that class actions “are uniquely vulnerable to collusive settlements that benefit plaintiff’s 
attorneys rather than their clients”); Jonathan R. Macey & Geoffrey P. Miller, The Plaintiffs’ Attorney’s 
Role in Class Action and Derivative Litigation: Economic Analysis and Recommendations for Reform, 
58 U. CHI. L. REV. 1, 44–45 (1991) (noting the “severe conflict of interest” that class counsel often 
faces in negotiating class action settlements). 
 193. “Courts generally use one of two methods for assessing the reasonableness of attorneys’ fees 
—a percentage-of-recovery method or a lodestar method.” In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 
163, 176 (3d Cir. 2013). They “have trended toward the percentage-of-the-fund approach in cases 
involving the creation of a common fund for the class.” Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 786 (footnote 
omitted). See also In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 177 (“[T]he Supreme Court confirmed the 
permissibility of using the entire fund as the appropriate benchmark . . . .”); In re Gen. Motors Corp. 
Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 821 (3d Cir. 1995) (discussing courts’ 
common usage of the percentage of recovery method in class action cases and their reliance on 
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distribution, then class counsel may be indifferent to whether the settlement 
fund is paid to individual class members or to charities via cy pres. If 
defendants (and possibly even judges) prefer cy pres distributions194 and 
class counsel is principally motivated to maximize its fee, class counsel 
may lack the incentive to push for a settlement that provides more a direct 
benefit for individual class members because its fee will be the same either 
way.195 

To better align the interests of class counsel and the class, and to give 
class counsel a personal, financial incentive to push hard to get more 
money into the hands of individual claimants (as opposed to cy pres 
distributions to charities), I propose that courts alter the method they use to 
calculate attorneys’ fees.196 In particular, borrowing from the solution 
Congress adopted in the Class Action Fairness Act to address the problem 
of coupon settlements,197 I propose that courts presumptively reduce 
attorneys’ fees whenever all or a portion of the class action settlement is 
distributed to charities cy pres. 
 

“common fund” principles). Whichever method is employed, courts often use the other method to 
double-check the reasonableness of the initial fee determination. See In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 176 
(“[I]t is sensible for a court to use a second method of fee approval to cross check its initial fee 
calculation.” (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am. Sales Practice 
Litig., 148 F.3d 283, 333 (3d Cir. 1998))). 
 194. See supra Parts V.B and D. 
 195. See supra Part V.C. See also John Beisner & Jessica Davidson Miller, Litigating in the New 
Class Action World: A Guide to CAFA’s Legislative History, 6 Class Action Litig. Rep. (BNA) No. 11, 
at 403, 413 (June 10, 2005) (stating that if attorneys’ fees were based on the portion of a coupon 
settlement distributed cy pres to charities, “class counsel would have no incentive to ensure that the 
coupons [were] actually distributed to—and used by—the class members who were allegedly 
aggrieved”). 
 196. For other proposals to align the interests of the class and its counsel through the structure of 
attorneys’ fee awards, see, for example, Coffee, supra note 192, at 725 (encouraging the use of a 
percentage of recovery attorneys’ fee formula to reduce collusion and to promote self-policing); 
Alexandra Lahav, Fundamental Principles for Class Action Governance, 37 IND. L. REV. 65, 94–95 
(2003) (analyzing proposals “to link attorneys’ fees to the amount of benefit the attorney provides the 
class,” but maintaining that they “capture[] only one aspect of the weak governance structure of class 
actions”); and Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 784–97 (proposing three “friendly amendments” to Professor 
Kevin Clermont’s hybrid approach to better align interests in the context of cy pres distributions). See 
also Kevin M. Clermont & John D. Currivan, Improving on the Contingent Fee, 63 CORNELL L. REV. 
529, 546–66 (1978) (proposing a hybrid system—not focused on class actions—that would award 
attorneys’ fees based on the number of hours worked on behalf of a client, plus a percentage of the 
portion of the recovery that exceeds the lodestar). 
 197. See infra notes 203–213 and accompanying text. 
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To put this proposal in context, consider the problems posed by 
coupon settlements in recent decades. To settle class action lawsuits filed 
against them, defendants offered coupons to class members to purchase 
their products at a reduced price.198 Such settlements were a win-win for 
defendants because the product manufacturers did not have to pay anything 
out-of-pocket to settle the claims (other than attorneys’ fees to class 
counsel and their own attorney), yet they benefitted from higher sales if 
absent class members actually used the coupons.199 Unfortunately, the 
coupon settlements were often a lose-lose for class members because they 
received no cash in the settlement and the coupons that they did receive 
were of no value to them if they could not afford to use them.200 The 
problem of valueless coupons was particularly pronounced when the 
coupons could not be transferred or aggregated or where they expired soon 
after issuance.201 To make matters worse, while class members received 
coupons of questionable value, class counsel received substantial attorneys’ 
 

 198. E.g., S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 15–20 (2005) (recounting numerous examples of coupon 
settlements approved by state courts). See also In re Gen. Motors, 55 F.3d at 803 (expressing suspicion 
of settlements involving only “non-cash relief,” such as coupons). The enactment of the Class Action 
Fairness Act did not eliminate coupon settlements. E.g., In re HP Inkjet Printer Litig., 716 F.3d 1173, 
1176 (9th Cir. 2013) (reviewing the fee award in a class action challenging HP’s business practices 
regarding its printers’ ink cartridges in which the proposed settlement offered class members 
nontransferable coupons for HP printers and printer supplies that would expire six months after 
issuance); Radosti v. Envision EMI, LLC, 717 F. Supp. 2d 37, 54–64 (D.D.C. 2010) (approving a 
settlement that awarded class members vouchers for discounted tuition on other programs offered by 
the defendant). 
 199. See, e.g., In re Gen. Motors, 55 F.3d at 808 (“[T]he certificate settlement might be little more 
than a sales promotion for GM . . . .”). 
 200. Id. at 807 (“[O]nly 14% of the class reported that they would ‘definitely’ or ‘probably’ buy a 
new truck” with the coupon offered in the settlement.); id. at 808 (“People of lesser financial means will 
be unable to benefit comparably from the settlement.”). 
 201. Robert H. Klonoff & Mark Herrmann, The Class Action Fairness Act: An Ill-Conceived 
Approach to Class Settlements, 80 TUL. L. REV. 1695, 1699 (2006) (“Techniques for suppressing 
redemption rates include . . . limiting the transferability of coupons . . . .”); Christopher R. Leslie, A 
Market-Based Approach to Coupon Settlements in Antitrust and Consumer Class Action Litigation, 49 
UCLA L. REV. 991, 1015–23 (2002) (explaining how defendants diminish the value of coupon 
settlements, including limits on transferability); Michael Mallow & Livia Kiser, The Elephant in the 
Room: Contingency Fees and the Future of Coupon Settlements After In re HP Inkjet Printer Litigation, 
14 Class Action Litig. Rep. (BNA) No. 17, at 1125 (Sept. 13, 2013); James Tharin & Brian Blockovich, 
Coupons and the Class Action Fairness Act, 18 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1443, 1445 (2005). See also In 
re Gen. Motors, 55 F.3d at 780, 807, 809–10 (describing the limits on the transferability of the 
coupons). 
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fees.202 Thus, in the coupon settlement context, like the cy pres context, the 
interests of the class and its counsel were “decoupl[ed].”203 

In an effort to regulate coupon settlements and to “curb [other] 
perceived abuses of the class action device,”204 Congress enacted the Class 
Action Fairness Act (“CAFA”),205 which regulates coupon settlements in 
two principal ways.206 First, § 1712 regulates awards of attorneys’ fees in 
coupon class actions. Most relevant for our purposes is § 1712(a), which 
provides that when a class action settlement awards coupons to the class, 
“the portion of any attorney’s fee award to class counsel that is attributable 
to the award of the coupons shall be based on the value to class members of 
the coupons that are redeemed.”207 In other words, class counsel’s fee must 
be based on the fraction of the coupons that are redeemed, rather than on 
the total face value of the coupons that are awarded.208 This provision was 
 

 202. Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-2, § 2(a)(3), 119 Stat. 4, 4 (2005) 
(codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. § 1711 (2012)) (“Class members often receive little or no benefit 
from class actions, and are sometimes harmed, such as where . . . counsel are awarded large fees, while 
leaving class members with coupons or other awards of little or no value . . . .”); S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 
14–20, 30 (2005). 
  Coupon settlements may not have been as widespread as Congress imagined and surely were 
not the only class action settlements that awarded counsel “disproportionate” fees. See, e.g., Klonoff & 
Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1711–12 (“[T]he focus on coupon settlements ignores the many other 
kinds of settlements that potentially result in ‘disproportionate’ awards to attorneys. . . . [C]oupon 
settlements constitute only a small fraction of all class settlements . . . .”); Geoffrey P. Miller & Lori S. 
Singer, Nonpecuniary Class Action Settlements, 60 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 97, 132–34 (1997) 
(finding that coupons were the predominant form of relief in only 10 percent of the class action 
settlements studied in the mid-1990s). 
 203. In re HP Inkjet Printer, 716 F.3d at 1178. 
 204. Tanoh v. Dow Chem. Co., 561 F.3d 945, 952 (9th Cir. 2009). 
 205. Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4 (2005) (codified as 
amended at 28 U.S.C. §§ 1711–15, 1332(d), 1453 (2012)). 
 206. See Klonoff & Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1698–1705 (describing and critiquing CAFA’s 
efforts to regulate coupon settlements). In addition to regulating coupon settlements and other unfair 
aspects of class action settlements, CAFA enlarged both original federal subject matter jurisdiction and 
removal jurisdiction to shunt more class actions into federal court. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d), 1453. See 
also S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 28–29, 35–50 (2005). 
 207. 28 U.S.C. § 1712(a). 
 208. Id. Section 1712(b)(1) provides that “[i]f a proposed settlement in a class action provides for 
a recovery of coupons to class members, and a portion of the recovery of the coupons is not used to 
determine the attorney’s fee to be paid to class counsel, any attorney’s fee award shall be based upon 
the amount of time class counsel reasonably expended working on the action.” Id. § 1712(b)(1). There 
is some doubt about the scope of subsection (b), its relationship with subsection (a), and whether the 
two subsections, read together, permit a court to use a lodestar method to award attorneys’ fees for 
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intended “to put an end to the ‘inequities’ that arise when class counsel 
receive attorneys’ fees that are grossly disproportionate to the actual value 
of the coupon relief obtained for the class.”209 As the Report of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee on CAFA put it, Congress intended to link class 
counsel’s fees to the “demonstrated value of coupons actually redeemed by 
the class members.”210 

Second, § 1712(e) requires greater judicial scrutiny of coupon 
settlements.211 In addition to reiterating that district courts must scrutinize 
coupon settlements to ensure that they are “fair, reasonable and 
adequate,”212 subsection (e) specifically regulates the use of cy pres to 
 

negotiating a coupon settlement. Compare In re HP Inkjet Printer, 716 F.3d at 1181–87 (concluding 
that lodestar fees may not be awarded for the coupon portion of the class recovery) and Mallow & 
Kiser, supra note 201, at 1126 (“When coupons provide the sole basis for relief to the class, CAFA 
requires the attorneys’ fees award to ‘be based on the value to class members of the coupons that are 
redeemed.’” (quoting 28 U.S.C. § 1712(a))), with Blessing v. Sirius XM Radio Inc., 507 F. App’x 1, 4–
5 (2d Cir. 2012) (“Even assuming that the coupon provisions of CAFA were applicable, the district 
court’s approval of the proposed settlement and the attorneys’ fee award was appropriate. . . . The 
district court approved the fee award after determining it was reasonable under the lodestar 
method . . . and is therefore consistent with CAFA.”), In re Sw. Airlines Voucher Litig., No. 11 C 8176, 
2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 143146, at *24 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 3, 2013) (concluding that “the statute allows for 
the calculation of fees in a coupon settlement using the lodestar-multiplier method”), and Beisner & 
Miller, supra note 195, at 413 (“[T]he law does not require that fees in coupon settlements be structured 
as contingency fees. Rather, the fees can be based upon the amount of time class counsel reasonably 
expended working on the action.”). 
 209. In re HP Inkjet Printer, 716 F.3d at 1179 (citing S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 29–32 (2005)). In 
cases in which “a coupon settlement also provides for non-coupon relief, such as equitable or injunctive 
relief,” id. at 1183, the court should apply the lodestar method to calculate the attorneys’ fees earned for 
non-coupon relief obtained. Id. at 1183–85 (interpreting 28 U.S.C. § 1712(b)). See also 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1712(c) (governing attorneys’ fees in cases in which a class action settlement provides for both 
coupon and equitable relief); S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 31 (2005) (stating that a portion of the fees should 
be determined by “time spent by class counsel” if some of the relief is equitable or injunctive). 
 210. S. REP. NO. 109-14, at 30 (2005). 
 211. 28 U.S.C. § 1712(e). See also In re HP Inkjet Printer, 716 F.3d at 1178 (“Section 1712 
codifies Congress’s effort to regulate coupon settlements. That regulation takes two forms. The first 
invites increased judicial scrutiny of coupon settlements generally.” (citing 28 U.S.C. § 1712(e))). 
 212. Compare FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(2) (“If the proposal would bind class members, the court may 
approve it only after a hearing and on finding that it is fair, reasonable, and adequate.”), with 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1712(e) (“In a proposed settlement under which class members would be awarded coupons, the court 
may approve the proposed settlement only after a hearing to determine whether, and making a written 
finding that, the settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate for class members.”). Although the 
language of § 1712(e) mirrors Rule 23(e)(2), some courts have read § 1712(e) to impose a heightened 
level of scrutiny. See, e.g., Synfuel Techs., Inc. v. DHL Express (USA), Inc., 463 F.3d 646, 654 (7th 
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distribute unclaimed coupons: 
The court, in its discretion, may also require that a proposed settlement 
agreement provide for the distribution of a portion of the value of 
unclaimed coupons to 1 or more charitable or governmental 
organizations, as agreed to by the parties. The distribution and 
redemption of any proceeds under this subsection shall not be used to 
calculate attorneys’ fees under this section.213 

Thus, while ensuring that unclaimed coupons do not go to waste (by 
permitting cy pres distributions to charities), subsection (e) clarifies that 
class counsel cannot receive attorneys’ fees based upon the portion of the 
coupons that are distributed in this way.214 

To ensure that class counsel has a strong incentive to negotiate a 
settlement that directly benefits the class and to discourage the use of cy 
pres distributions, I propose that courts presumptively reduce attorneys’ 
fees in cases in which all or a portion of the settlement fund is distributed 
cy pres. Courts using a percentage of recovery method to calculate 
attorneys’ fees could reduce attorneys’ fees in a number of ways. Drawing 
 

Cir. 2006) (stating in dicta that “Congress required heightened judicial scrutiny of coupon-based 
settlements” in CAFA); True v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 749 F. Supp. 2d 1052, 1069 (C.D. Cal. 2010) 
(“[S]everal courts have interpreted section 1712(e) as imposing a heightened level of scrutiny in 
reviewing such [coupon] settlements.”); Figueroa v. Sharper Image Corp., 517 F. Supp. 2d 1292, 1321 
(S.D. Fla. 2007) (interpreting CAFA “to imply the application of a greater level of scrutiny to the 
existing criteria than existed pre-CAFA”). But see Radosti v. Envision EMI, LLC, 717 F. Supp. 2d 37, 
55 (D.D.C. 2010) (finding that “the judicial scrutiny called for by § 1712(e) is indistinct from the 
scrutiny required by Rule 23(e)”). 
 213. 28 U.S.C. § 1712(e) (emphasis added). 
 214. Taking a similar tack, the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act provides that “[t]otal 
attorneys’ fees and expenses awarded by the court to counsel for the plaintiff class [in private securities 
class actions] shall not exceed a reasonable percentage of the amount of any damages and prejudgment 
interest actually paid to the class.” 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(6) (2012) (emphasis added). See also H.R. 
REP. NO. 104-369, at 36 (1995) (seeking to limit “the award of attorney’s fees and costs to counsel for a 
class . . . to a reasonable percentage of the amount of recovery awarded to the class” and intending “to 
give the court flexibility in determining what is reasonable on a case-by-case basis”). But see Masters v. 
Wilhelmina Model Agency, Inc., 473 F.3d 423, 437–38 (2d Cir. 2007) (“[T]he entire fund created by 
the efforts of counsel presumably is ‘paid to the class,’ even if some of the funds are distributed under 
the Cy Pres Doctrine.”). 
  At least one state law regulating coupon settlements imposes even greater limits on the fees 
recoverable by class counsel. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 26.003(b) (West 2008) (“[I]f 
any portion of the benefits recovered for the class are in the form of coupons or other noncash common 
benefits, the attorney’s fees awarded in the action must be in cash and noncash amounts in the same 
proportion as the recovery for the class.”). 
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upon the CAFA model, courts could calculate attorneys’ fees as a 
percentage of only those settlement funds actually claimed by class 
members, and decline to award fees on the portion of the fund distributed 
to charities cy pres.215 This “no fee” approach, which would deny class 
counsel any fee on the portion of the fund distributed cy pres, would align 
the interests of the class and its counsel by giving class counsel a very 
strong incentive to maximize the amount of money put into class members’ 
hands. The disadvantage of the “no fee” approach is that it would reduce 
fees even for attorneys who work aggressively and valiantly to maximize 
class recovery.216 Moreover, the “no fee” approach could discourage the 
filing of class actions in which cy pres relief would be the only viable (or 
principal) method for distributing the settlement fund. While some might 
welcome that result,217 others might bemoan the loss of deterrence and 
disgorgement that class actions can achieve even when they fail to 
compensate absent class members for their losses.218 

As an alternative to the CAFA “no fee” approach, courts could award 
class counsel a lower percentage of the portion of the settlement fund 
distributed cy pres.219 Like the “no fee” approach, this “reduced fee” 
 

 215. See Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 788 (“[I]n calculating the amount of the recovery on which 
the percentage is calculated, a court must include only the amount distributed to class 
members[,] . . . use the net recovery to the class, rather than the gross recovery, as the fund of which 
counsel may receive a percentage[, and] . . . subtract[] . . . the costs of litigation—including the costs of 
delivering the remedy to individual class members” (footnotes omitted)); Beisner, Miller & Schwartz, 
supra note 73, at 19 (“[W]henever a settlement agreement includes a cy pres component, the fees 
awarded to class counsel should be tied to the value of money and benefits actually redeemed by the 
injured class members—not the theoretical value of the cy pres remedy.”). 
 216. See In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 178 (3d Cir. 2013) (“There are a variety 
of reasons that settlement funds may remain even after an exhaustive claims process—including if the 
class members’ individual damages are simply too small to motivate them to submit claims. Class 
counsel should not be penalized for these or other legitimate reasons unrelated to the quality of 
representation they provided.”). 
 217. See Redish, Julian & Zyontz, supra note 9, at 665 (advocating a denial of class certification 
in cases in which the court anticipates “significant unclaimed funds”). 
 218. E.g., Klonoff & Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1704 (questioning the sentence in section 
1712(e) of CAFA that denies attorneys’ fees on the portion of a coupon settlement that is distributed to 
charities cy pres, and expressing concern that “certain socially beneficial class action lawsuits will not 
be filed and misconduct will go undeterred”). Cf. In re Baby Prods., 708 F.3d at 178 (disclaiming an 
interest in “discourag[ing] counsel from filing class actions in cases where few claims are likely to be 
made but the deterrent effect of the class action is equally valuable”). 
 219. The ALI Principles appear to take this “reduced fee” approach. While the black letter rule 
provides that “[a]ttorneys’ fees in class actions . . . should be based on both the actual value of the 
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approach would give class counsel a financial incentive to maximize the 
portion of the settlement fund distributed directly to class members since 
counsel would receive a larger percentage of those funds actually paid to 
the class and a smaller percentage of the remaining funds distributed cy 
pres. Arguably, the incentive to maximize payments to class members 
provided by the “reduced fee” approach would not be as great as the 
incentive provided by the “no fee” approach because under the former, 
class counsel would receive a fee, albeit a reduced one, even on the portion 
of the fund distributed to charity. On the other hand, class counsel would 
not be as discouraged from filing class actions that could achieve 
deterrence and disgorgement even if they could not ensure compensation to 
the absent class members.220 

Courts employing the lodestar method should also seek to align the 
interests of the class and its counsel by presumptively discounting 
attorneys’ fees whenever all or a portion of the settlement fund is 
distributed cy pres. To do so, courts employing the lodestar method should 
presumptively apply a “negative multiplier” whenever a portion of the 
settlement fund is distributed cy pres to charity.221 In other words, after 
determining the number of hours reasonably spent representing the class 
and multiplying that number by a reasonable hourly rate, the court would 
reduce the total, by multiplying it by a number less than one, in light of 
counsel’s failure to ensure that the entire settlement fund was distributed to 
class members. The size of the negative multiplier should reflect, among 
other things, the portion of the fund distributed cy pres. 

Like the “no fee” and the “reduced fee” methods described above, the 
“negative multiplier” method would reduce attorneys’ fees in cases in 
 

judgment or settlement to the class and the value of cy pres awards,” ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, 
§ 3.13(a) (emphasis added), the comment adds that “because cy pres payments . . . only indirectly 
benefit the class, the court need not give such payments the same full value for purposes of setting 
attorneys’ fees as would be given to direct recoveries by the class.” Id. § 3.13(a) cmt. a. See also, e.g., 
In re Heartland Payment Sys., Inc. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 851 F. Supp. 2d 1040, 1077 (S.D. 
Tex. 2012) (“Discounting the amount of the cy pres payment in determining its value to the class is 
consistent with the nature of the indirect benefit cy pres provides to the class. . . . [D]iscounting the [cy 
pres] payment by 50% best values the benefit conferred on the class.” (footnote omitted)). 
 220. See supra note 218. 
 221. See, e.g., Jones v. GN Netcom, Inc. (In re Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig.), 654 F.3d 
935, 942 (9th Cir. 2011) (using the term “negative multiplier” to refer to the number by which the 
lodestar figure would be multiplied to achieve a downward adjustment in attorneys’ fees). I use the term 
“negative multiplier” although I find it somewhat confusing; the lodestar figure is not multiplied by a 
negative number, but rather by a fraction less than one. 
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which class members did not claim the entire settlement fund. Professor 
Tidmarsh’s suggestion that “only hours spent working to generate 
compensation for class members should count”222 would achieve the same 
result. I prefer the “negative multiplier” approach because it avoids the 
difficult task of determining which attorney-hours actually resulted in 
compensation for the class. 

Regardless of whether the court applies a percentage of recovery 
method, a lodestar method, one of these methods cross-checked by the 
other, or a hybrid approach,223 the court’s default position should be to 
discount attorneys’ fees whenever all or a portion of the settlement fund is 
distributed cy pres. With this presumptive rule in place, attorneys would 
know from the outset that their fees likely would be reduced if they failed 
to negotiate a settlement that put money into the hands of the class. Since 
class counsel would have a personal financial incentive to put more money 
into the hands of class members, their interests would be better aligned 
with the interests of the class. 

Courts could depart from the presumptive approach and award 
undiscounted fees (or even fees increased by application of a “positive 
multiplier”) upon a showing that unclaimed funds remained 
notwithstanding class counsel’s best efforts to maximize class recovery. 
Such a showing could be made in cases in which individual claimants 
could not be identified through reasonable effort, individual payments were 
not economically feasible, or where claims filed by absent class members 
failed to exhaust the settlement fund notwithstanding genuine and vigorous 
efforts by class counsel both to structure the settlement to maximize class 
recovery and to inform the class of the opportunity to file a claim.224 The 
disclosures proposed below in Part VII.B should enable the court to make 
this determination. In cases in which class counsel makes such a showing, 
the court could consider the “quality of representation, the benefit obtained 
for the class, the complexity and novelty of the issues presented, and the 
risk of nonpayment”225 to support further adjustments to the multiplier or 
 

 222. Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 788. 
 223. Clermont & Currivan, supra note 196, at 546–66. See also Tidmarsh, supra note 11, at 787–
88 (describing and proposing friendly amendments to Professor Clermont’s proposal). 
 224. Accord Klonoff & Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1718–20 (proposing that attorneys’ fees 
should be awarded even on the portion of a settlement distributed cy pres in cases in which the class 
would indirectly benefit and where “(1) . . . direct distribution to individual class members is not 
economically feasible or (2) when funds remain after class members are given a full and fair 
opportunity to make a claim”). 
 225.  In re Bluetooth Headset Prods., 654 F.3d at 942 (quoting Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 
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the percentage of recovery. In sum, my proposal of a rebuttable 
presumptive reduction in attorneys’ fees is both less absolute than CAFA’s 
mandatory “no fee” approach and somewhat more stringent than the Third 
Circuit’s case-by-case discretionary approach,226 which lacks a default or 
presumption in favor of discounted attorneys’ fees. 

Any proposal that ties attorneys’ fees to the portion of the settlement 
fund actually claimed by the class members runs the risk of delaying the 
award of such fees. After all, if the court cannot calculate attorneys’ fees 
until it has determined how much of the fund has been claimed by absent 
class members and how much has been distributed to charities cy pres, then 
class counsel may have to wait until after this determination is made to 
recover its fees. This problem is not insurmountable, however, and several 
possible solutions exist. 

First, and most obvious, the court could simply delay awarding 
attorneys’ fees until after the close of the claims period. Only then would it 
know the actual amount of the settlement fund distributed to class members 
and the amount distributed cy pres. In cases with short claims periods, such 
a delay would not impose an undue hardship on class counsel and would 
simplify the judicial task of approving a fee award.227 

Second, courts could award fees based upon a good faith projection of 
the portion of the fund to be claimed by class members (based upon either 
expert testimony228 or past experience in a similar case229), subject to later 
 

F.3d 1011, 1029 (9th Cir. 1998)). 
 226. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 179 (3d Cir. 2013) (“[O]ur approach is case 
by case, providing courts discretion to determine whether to decrease attorneys’ fees where a portion of 
a fund will be distributed cy pres.”). 
 227. See, e.g., In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litig., 292 F. Supp. 2d 
184, 190 (D. Me. 2003) (delaying award of attorneys’ fees and commenting that a six-month claims 
period “is not an inordinately long extension”). 
 228. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1712(d) (2012) (“[T]he court may . . . receive expert testimony . . . on 
the actual value to the class members of the coupons that are redeemed.”); In re Compact Disc 
Minimum Advertised Price, 292 F. Supp. 2d at 187–88 & nn.5–6 (discussing an expert economist’s 
calculation of the anticipated redemption rate for a voucher); Mallow & Kiser, supra note 201, at 1127 
(“Plaintiffs’ counsel sometimes use expert testimony to try to establish the ‘redemption value’ of the 
coupons in order to provide courts with evidence to support their requested fee award.”).  
 229. Cf. Duhaime v. John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co., 989 F. Supp. 375, 378 (D. Mass. 1997) 
(concluding that it would be improper to “project a value for the settlement by comparing this 
settlement to similar ones” because the other settlements were “different enough from the present one 
that they [did] not provide a reliable indication of what the actual value of the settlement [would] be in 
this case”). 
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adjustment upon the close of the claims period.230 Counsel could be 
required to post a bond to ensure reimbursement of any overpayment once 
the final fees are calculated and approved. Since class members are often 
afforded the opportunity to submit claim forms following provisional 
certification of the class and before final approval of the settlement,231 there 
might even be good data upon which to base such a projection. 

Third, the court could award attorneys’ fees in periodic installments, 
based upon actual claims submitted by class members over time, with a 
final adjustment at the conclusion of the claims period.232 Such an approach 
would give class counsel a strong ongoing incentive to identify and 
encourage prospective claimants to file claims against the settlement 
fund.233 

A court could combine the last two approaches by making an initial 
provisional award of attorneys’ fees based upon a projection or estimate of 
the claims to be made by class members; ordering an immediate payment 
of a portion of such fees; and, at the close of the claims period, ordering a 
final payment of the balance of fees owed to class counsel, adjusted to take 
into account the amount paid directly to class members and the scope of the 
cy pres distribution.234 
 

 230. See Klonoff & Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1701–02 (“[C]ourts could allow class counsel to 
receive fees based on projected redemption rates subject to later adjustment once actual redemptions 
can be counted.”). 
 231. See, e.g., In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 175 (3d Cir. 2013) (noting that the 
claims period had expired before the district court approved the settlement); Mallow & Kiser, supra 
note 201, at 1127 (“[T]he settlement agreement nearly always allows settlement class members to 
‘claim in’ prior to final approval (i.e., file a claim for benefits) so the number of settlement class 
members requesting coupons in advance of final approval will be known to the court.”). 
 232. See Klonoff & Herrmann, supra note 201, at 1702 (positing that attorneys’ fees could “be 
paid on a periodic installment basis depending on the value of coupons received during the installment 
period” (citing Duhaime, 989 F. Supp. at 379)). 
 233. See, e.g., Duhaime, 989 F. Supp. at 380 (“Staging the fee award . . . will reinforce class 
counsel’s continuing incentive to monitor the ADR process vigorously . . . .”). 
 234. Courts have taken such an approach in other contexts in which the value of the settlement 
could not be determined at the time class counsel submitted its application for attorneys’ fees. See, e.g., 
id. at 379 (“The solution is to approve the fee requested provisionally, permit its partial payment 
immediately, but reserve the balance for payment either in full or after any appropriate adjustment in 
the light of actual experience under the settlement.”); Bowling v. Pfizer, Inc., 922 F. Supp. 1261, 1284 
(S.D. Ohio 1996) (ordering an immediate payment to counsel of 10 percent of the amounts paid by 
defendant into the common fund to date; anticipating applications on an annual basis for up to 10 
percent of the amount to be paid by defendant into the settlement fund in future years). See also FED. R. 
CIV. P. 23(h) advisory committee’s note (2003) (“In some cases, it may be appropriate to defer some 
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In sum, regardless of the method by which they ordinarily calculate 
attorneys’ fees in class action litigation, courts should presumptively 
reduce such fees whenever a portion or all of the settlement funds are 
distributed cy pres. Such a fee structure would better align the interests of 
class counsel and the represented class, thereby creating incentives for class 
counsel to negotiate settlements that maximize recovery by the class. This 
presumption of reduced fees could be overcome if class counsel 
demonstrated that individual claimants could not be identified through 
reasonable effort, direct payments to class members were not economically 
feasible, or settlement funds remained notwithstanding vigorous and 
genuine efforts by class counsel to maximize recovery by members of the 
class. 

B.  DISCLOSURE STATEMENT REGARDING EFFORTS TO MAXIMIZE CLASS 
RECOVERY AND TAILOR CY PRES REMEDY 

Just as a presumptive reduction in attorneys’ fees should deter over-
reliance on cy pres distributions, required disclosures should facilitate 
monitoring, enable better-informed decisionmaking, and maximize the 
portion of a settlement fund that is paid to individual class members. 
Mandatory disclosures are common in the law, as evidenced by, for 
example, the National Environmental Policy Act’s required environmental 
impact statements235 and the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act’s mandated 
disclosures regarding proposed new drugs.236 

Once a class action settlement is negotiated and presented to the court 
for its approval, several different players have occasion to review it. The 
court has to assess the proposed settlement’s fairness, reasonableness, and 
adequacy;237 absent class members have to decide whether to accept the 
settlement or to opt out;238 and potential objectors often have to decide 
 

portion of the fee award until actual payouts to class members are known.”). 
 235. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C) (2012) (requiring that all federal agencies proposing legislation or 
“other major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment” prepare a 
“detailed statement” on “the environmental impact,” “any adverse environmental effects,” “alternatives 
to the proposed action,” “the relationship between local short-term uses . . . and . . . long-term 
productivity, and . . . any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources”). 
 236. 21 U.S.C. § 355(b)(1) (2012) (requiring disclosure of investigations of a proposed drug’s 
safety and efficacy; its components; “a full description of . . . the manufacture, processing, and packing 
of such drug”; and proposed labels, among other things). 
 237. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(2). 
 238. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(4). 
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whether or not to oppose it.239 Unfortunately, these players typically lack 
the information they need to make these decisions.240 After all, none of 
them participated in the settlement negotiations, and none had the ability or 
incentive to monitor the attorneys who were involved.241 Moreover, once 
class counsel and defense counsel reach a settlement, it is in their mutual 
self-interest to secure judicial approval, objectors’ silence, and class 
members’ buy-in; neither side has an interest in identifying the 
inadequacies of the settlement.242 These informational deficiencies make it 
 

 239. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(5). 
 240. See, e.g., In re Gen. Motors Corp. Pick-up Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 
787, 789 (3d Cir. 1995) (discussing the reasons why the trial judge in a settlement class action lacks the 
information needed to monitor for collusion and other abuses); Klement, supra note 115, at 45–52 
(describing the informational deficiencies suffered by courts and absent class members); Lahav, supra 
note 196, at 118 (“[T]he lack of information available to class members, and especially objectors and 
judges, limits the ability of these important actors to challenge the existing governance structure.”). 
 241. See, e.g., John C. Coffee, Jr., Rethinking the Class Action: A Policy Primer on Reform, 62 
IND. L.J. 625, 652 (1987) (noting that in negative-value class actions, “no individual plaintiff probably 
has the ability or incentive to monitor [class counsel’s] performance”); Klement, supra note 115, at 47 
(“[C]ourts often find it almost impossible to monitor attorneys in common fund class actions.”); 
Deborah L. Rhode, Class Conflicts in Class Actions, 34 STAN. L. REV. 1183, 1203 (1982) (noting that 
even the named class representatives “generally are neither highly motivated nor well situated to 
monitor the congruence between counsel’s conduct and class preferences”); Wasserman, supra note 
113, at 482 (“Without sufficient investment in the litigation, it is unlikely that class members will 
monitor class counsel . . . .”). 
 242. See, e.g., Klement, supra note 115, at 50 n.66 (“[T]he settling defendant and class 
attorney . . . obviously have no interest in meaningful inquiries.”); Lahav, supra note 196, at 80 (noting 
that fairness hearings are usually non-adversarial because “both parties’ attorneys want approval of the 
settlement they have worked hard to formulate”); John Leubsdorf, Statement at the Public Hearing on 
Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Nov. 22, 1996), in 4 WORKING PAPERS 

OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CIVIL RULE 23, 1, 9, 
(1997) [hereinafter Leubsdorf Statement], available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/ 
RulesAndPolicies/rules/WorkingPapers-Vol4.pdf (noting that the defendant and class counsel “unite in 
arguing [the merits of the settlement] to the court, which hence has no source of contrary information 
and advocacy”); William B. Rubenstein, The Fairness Hearing: Adversarial and Regulatory 
Approaches, 53 UCLA L. REV. 1435, 1445 (2006) (“Because counsel for the plaintiff class and the 
defendant share an interest in obtaining court approval of the settlement, judges are unlikely to receive 
information that could be relevant to the fairness of the settlement from the parties themselves.”); 
Wasserman, supra note 113, at 475–76 (noting that class counsel’s “strong self-interest in gaining 
judicial approval of the settlement” may outweigh her interest in “providing full and fair disclosure of 
the settlement terms”); Wolfman, supra note 113, at 86–87 (stating that once settlement is reached, “the 
named parties are non-adverse, and judges do not have their lawyers’ help in ferreting out the case’s 
strengths and weaknesses as they do in other cases”). 
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difficult for the interested parties to determine whether class counsel has 
done its best to maximize direct payments to the class and to gauge the 
need for, and appropriateness of, a cy pres distribution. 

To ameliorate these informational deficiencies, I recommend that class 
counsel be required to make certain disclosures at the time she seeks 
approval of a class action settlement that contemplates a cy pres 
distribution. First, class counsel should provide (1) its best estimate of the 
number of prospective claimants; (2) the basis for, and data underlying, that 
estimate; (3) the total amount of money the defendant has agreed to pay the 
class; (4) the amount an individual claimant may receive (by category if 
different amounts are available to class members in different 
circumstances); and (5) the estimated costs of processing individual claims 
and making individual payments. These disclosures are designed to assess 
the viability of individual payments and the corresponding need, if any, for 
a cy pres distribution.243 

Second, class counsel should identify all “reasonable effort[s],”244 
whether made independently or in conjunction with the defendant245 or 
others,246 to identify and notify the absent class members. If individual 
notice was already provided to the absentees, class counsel should disclose 
(1) the means employed to identify them; (2) the number of notices mailed 
and the method of mailing employed;247 (3) efforts to reach the estates of 
class members who had died;248 (4) the number of notices returned as 
 

 243. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(a) (barring cy pres distributions where class members 
are readily identifiable and have claims large enough to make individual distributions economically 
viable). 
 244. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(2)(B) (requiring “the best notice that is practicable under the 
circumstances, including individual notice to all members who can be identified through reasonable 
effort” (emphasis added)). See also ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(a) (describing the criteria to 
determine when a cy pres award is appropriate); 3 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 26, § 8:8 (discussing the 
“reasonable effort” requirement). 
 245. See Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders, 437 U.S. 340, 355 (1978) 
(“Rule 23(d) . . . authorizes a district court in appropriate circumstances to require a defendant’s 
cooperation in identifying the class members to whom notice must be sent.”). 
 246. Class counsel typically retains a for-profit company to provide notice to the class. 
3 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 26, § 8:1, at 238–39, § 8:27, at 310 (describing the use of for-profit notice 
companies). 
 247. Class counsel may choose from different methods of mailing. Id. § 8:28, at 310 (“[F]irst class 
mail is ideal for sending individual notice to class members.”); id. at 310–12 (discussing bulk mail and 
postcard options). 
 248. See, e.g., Childs v. United Life Ins. Co., No. 10-CV-23-PJC, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 70113, 
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undeliverable; and (5) the steps taken, if any, to notify those class members 
whose notices were returned.249 In all events, class counsel should disclose 
the private company, if any, retained to provide notice to the class,250 and 
describe the actions taken other than, or in addition to, notice by mail to 
provide notice to the class, including newspaper, television or radio 
advertisements, Internet notice, posted notices in the workplace, and the 
like.251 These disclosures are designed to ensure that class counsel attempts 
to notify as many class members as reasonably possible so as to maximize 
the portion of the settlement fund distributed directly to individual class 
members.252 If the court previously approved the notice plan,253 class 
counsel seeking final approval of a settlement with a cy pres component 
would have to disclose only new information not previously provided to the 
court. 

Third, class counsel should describe the steps taken, or proposed to be 
taken, to maximize the number of absent class members who actually 
submit claims for payment from the settlement fund. In this regard, counsel 
should describe efforts to reduce hurdles that may inhibit participation, 
 

at *15–16 (N.D. Okla. May 21, 2012) (concluding that the “manner of informing heirs of deceased 
Class Members is inadequate”). 
 249. See, e.g., Rannis v. Recchia, 380 F. App’x 646, 650 (9th Cir. 2010) (concluding that “skip 
trace searches on each member whose notice was returned as undeliverable in an effort to locate better 
addresses” demonstrated a reasonable effort); Childs, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 70113 at *7 (describing 
efforts to re-mail notices where forwarding addresses were available or where an “address search firm” 
located new addresses). 
 250. See supra note 246. 
 251. 3 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 26, §§ 8:29, 8:30 (describing notice by publication and notice by 
broadcast and Internet). 
 252. See supra notes 19–27, 33 and accompanying text (explaining how settlement funds often go 
unclaimed due to the difficulty of providing notice to potential class members whose identities are 
unknown). 
 253. Certification notice is mandatory in Rule 23(b)(3) opt-out class actions, FED. R. CIV. P. 
23(c)(2)(B), and notices of a proposed settlement and a petition for attorneys’ fees are also mandatory. 
FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(1), 23(h)(1). Often a “single notice encompasses notice of certification, 
settlement, and fees.” 3 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 26, § 8:1, at 238. Before notice is provided, the parties 
must present a notice plan to the court for its approval. See, e.g., In re Motor Fuel Temperature Sales 
Practices Litig., 279 F.R.D. 598, 617–18 (D. Kan. 2012) (reviewing the parties’ notice plan, describing 
the notice hearing at which the parties’ notice experts testified, and approving the plan); Childs, 2012 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 70113, at *9–14 (following judicial approval of a joint notice plan, holding that the 
notice actually provided was inadequate because the settlement administrator relied upon bulk mail, 
rather than direct mail to each individual class member); 3 RUBENSTEIN, supra note 26, § 8:36, at 341–
42 (describing the court’s evaluation of notice plans). 
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such as a requirement for receipts or other records that prospective 
claimants might lack. In particular, class counsel should identify less 
demanding evidentiary requirements for making claims that were 
considered, if any, and why they were rejected.254 This disclosure 
requirement is designed to increase the participation rate by eliminating 
unnecessary hurdles that might inhibit participation. 

Fourth, class counsel should describe the follow-up steps taken, or 
proposed to be taken, to maximize payments to individual class members in 
the event that funds remain following the conclusion of the claims period. 
In particular, counsel should describe the steps taken or proposed to be 
taken, if any, to reach prospective class members who did not or have not 
yet filed claims,255 and to provide further distributions to class members 
who already have filed claims. If class counsel does not propose to engage 
in additional outreach efforts or to make further distributions to current 
claimants, it should explain its reasons for declining to take these steps.256 

Finally, class counsel should identify the charity or charities to which 
it proposes to donate the unclaimed or non-distributable funds; report on 
the charity’s record of service;257 explain how the charity’s interests align 
 

 254. See, e.g., In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 176 (3d Cir. 2013) (positing that 
“many class members did not submit claims because they lacked the documentary proof necessary” and 
questioning whether “a settlement with such a restrictive claims process was in the best interest of the 
class”); id. at 175 (“The parties may wish to . . . lower[] the evidentiary bar for receiving a higher 
award.”). See also Brief Amicus Curiae of Angeion Group, LLC in Support of Petition for Rehearing or 
Rehearing En Banc at 4–8, Carrera v. Bayer Corp., No. 12-2621 (3d Cir. Oct. 4, 2013), 2013 WL 
5606438 (describing the sophisticated fraud-prevention screening methods, programmatic audits, and 
other tools employed by claims administrators to screen out fraud in cases in which proof of purchase is 
not required); Francis E. McGovern, Distribution of Funds in Class Actions—Claims Administration, 35 
J. CORP. L. 123, 125, 134 (2009) (recommending “more user friendly forms to reduce the burden of 
participation”). 
 255. See, e.g., SEC v. Bear, Stearns & Co., 626 F. Supp. 2d 402, 409–10 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) 
(describing the fund administrator’s renewed and innovative outreach efforts to reach investors who had 
not submitted claim forms and noting that the 47 percent response rate in “phase II” was “remarkable” 
because it represented submissions from people who had not responded in phase I and actually 
exceeded the response rate achieved in phase I).  
 256. See, e.g., Rohn v. Tap Pharm. Prods. (In re Lupron Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig.), 677 F.3d 
21, 31–32 (1st Cir. 2012) (“The district court appropriately decided that a supplemental consumer 
claims process would be prohibitively expensive, time-consuming, and, given the high mortality rate 
among members of the class, would likely recruit few new claimants.”). See also supra notes 67–71 and 
accompanying text (explaining situations in which courts have determined that additional outreach 
efforts and further distributions are not necessary). 
 257. See Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 834 (9th Cir. 2012) (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) 
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with those of the class;258 and explain whether the geographical area the 
charity serves coincides with the area in which the class members reside or 
work or where the events giving rise to the claim occurred.259 Such 
disclosures are designed to ensure that if the entire settlement fund cannot 
be distributed to class members, at least it is donated to a charity with a 
proven record of serving their interests. Moreover, requiring the parties to 
propose potential cy pres recipients should reduce the judge’s discretion to 
steer the remainder to a favored charity.260 

Requiring class counsel to disclose the extent of their efforts to 
maximize direct payments to individual class members and to tailor cy pres 
distributions to serve the class’s best interests should not only facilitate 
monitoring by the court, the class, and potential objectors, but should also 
prompt class counsel to monitor themselves. As Professor Alexandra Lahav 
has written, 

Class counsel may behave differently when the prospect of transparency 
looms over them, and thus results may be improved ex ante. . . . [T]he 
sanitizing effect of mandatory disclosure may work from the inside as 
well as out—not just catching irresponsible behavior but encouraging 
better behavior to make disclosure less painful.261 

To address potential concerns regarding duplicative disclosures, 
timing, and cost, I offer several refinements to my proposal. Just as courts 
 

(expressing concern that the cy pres distribution “goes to a new entity with no past performance at all”), 
cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.); Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus 
Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308 (9th Cir. 1990) (rejecting a cy pres distribution because the proposed 
recipient “is not an organization with a substantial record of service”). 
 258. See ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(c) (“The court, when feasible, should require the 
parties to identify a recipient whose interests reasonably approximate those being pursued by the 
class.”). See also supra Part V.A (explaining that cy pres distributions can be problematic when they are 
not well-tailored to serve the interest of the class). 
 259. See, e.g., Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1040 (9th Cir. 2011) (concluding that 
approval of the cy pres distribution was an abuse of discretion in part because the class included persons 
throughout the United States, whereas two-thirds of the proposed donations would have been made to 
local charities in Los Angeles). See also supra note 95 (citing cases in which the cy pres distribution did 
not match the geographical location of the class members). 
 260. See Yospe, supra note 42, at 104, 1055–56 (proposing that “[l]imiting the judicial role from a 
position of absolute discretion to that of an arbiter would reduce the judicial bias problem” and strongly 
encouraging the parties to propose potential cy pres recipients in the settlement agreement); Beisner, 
Miller & Schwartz, supra note 73, at 20 (proposing that the parties, rather than the judge, should 
determine the cy pres recipients to “minimize the risk that judges will use their influence to steer cy 
pres funds to their preferred charities”). 
 261. Lahav, supra note 196, at 121 (footnote omitted). 
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should delay final awards of attorneys’ fees until they have data on the 
distribution of the settlement fund,262 I suggest that they should delay final 
approval of class action settlements, or at least the cy pres portion of such 
settlements,263 until they receive the disclosures described above detailing 
the amount of the recovery that has been or will be paid to the class and 
efforts made to maximize that amount and to reduce reliance on cy pres 
distributions.264 If claimants can submit their claim forms upon the 
provisional approval of the settlement,265 then the court can hold the 
fairness hearing and consider final approval of the settlement after the 
claims period closes and class counsel has made the requisite disclosures. 
This timing would be optimal because it would permit the court to review 
disclosures regarding the extent of the direct benefit to the class before it 
decides whether to finally approve the settlement.266 

If, for some reason, class members cannot submit claim forms until 
after the settlement is finally approved, then the court may approve the 
settlement upon receipt of the disclosures that counsel was able to submit 
in advance of the fairness hearing; but it should withhold final 
consideration of the cy pres portion of the settlement until the close of the 
claims period and upon receipt of class counsel’s final disclosures.267 

In no event should class counsel have to submit identical information 
more than once. Thus, if class counsel has already provided the court with 
some of the required information, it would disclose only “new” information 
 

 262. See supra notes 227–234 and accompanying text (proposing several means by which 
attorneys’ fees could be calculated after class members were paid from the settlement fund). 
 263. E.g., Radosti v. Envision EMI, LLC, 717 F. Supp. 2d 37, 65 (D.D.C. 2010) (“Because the 
Court has concerns about the distribution of proceeds from the proposed cy pres fund, the Court shall 
HOLD IN ABEYANCE approval of the Class Settlement Scholarship Fund and revisit that issue after 
the class members have submitted their claims for vouchers and the amount of money to be deposited 
into the CSSF is determined.”); Diamond Chem. Co. v. Akzo Nobel Chems. B.V., 517 F. Supp. 2d 212, 
220 (D.D.C. 2007) (“hold[ing] in abeyance Class Plaintiff’s Motion to Distribute, insofar as it seeks 
approval of a cy pres distribution to the Endowment Fund, and . . . order[ing] Class Plaintiff to provide 
further briefing as to the appropriateness of its proposed cy pres recipient”). 
 264. See Lahav, supra note 196, at 119 (“The most important way that mandatory disclosure 
reduces agency costs is by enabling informational intermediaries to monitor class counsel.”). 
 265. See supra note 231 and accompanying text (discussing the opportunity to file claim forms 
upon provisional approval of the settlement). 
 266. See, e.g., In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 175 (3d Cir. 2013) (vacating the 
district court order approving the settlement because “it did not know the amount of compensation that 
will be distributed directly to the class”). 
 267. Supra note 263–264 and accompanying text. 
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when it seeks final approval of the settlement or the cy pres portion thereof. 
For example, if the court already approved the notice plan, then in 
connection with its motion seeking final approval of the settlement, class 
counsel would not re-disclose its plan for broadcast and Internet notice, but 
it would disclose the number of notices that could not be delivered, the 
number of forwarding addresses identified and employed, and other steps 
taken to notify those class members whose notices were returned as 
undeliverable. 

Even if made only once, the disclosures proposed here would impose 
significant costs on the attorneys who would have to prepare them and on 
the judges who would have to review them.268 The attorneys’ costs likely 
would be paid from the settlement fund (or by the defendant, which would 
reduce the size of the settlement fund to cover these costs). If the 
disclosures ultimately result in larger and more direct payments to 
individual class members and fewer cy pres distributions, then imposition 
of the costs will be worth it.269 As to the judicial costs, if courts continue to 
entertain proposals for cy pres distributions, they should at least be willing 
to experiment with disclosures that could reduce over-reliance on such 
distributions and increase their efficacy. 

C.  APPOINTMENT OF AN OBJECTOR OR A DEVIL’S ADVOCATE TO OPPOSE 
THE CY PRES DISTRIBUTION 

While the disclosures proposed above should provide absent class 
members, prospective objectors, and the court with the types of information 
needed to monitor class counsel and to assess the settlement and its cy pres 
provisions, agency costs remain. The court in an adversarial system is 
passive and depends upon the parties to present it with information,270 but 
the lawyers who negotiate the settlement have no interest in disclosing any 
information that would call into question the settlement’s adequacy or the 
cy pres remedy’s appropriateness.271 Class members, who have little at 
 

 268. Lahav, supra note 196, at 121 (“[D]isclosure requirements create additional monitoring costs 
for courts as well as costs for class counsel who must compile materials.”). 
 269. Id. (“Whether disclosure rules will in fact produce social gains in excess of their cost is a 
matter for empirical study.”). If the cost of the disclosures were to exceed the increase in the amount 
paid directly to class members, this particular proposal would need to be revisited. 
 270. See, e.g., Klement, supra note 115, at 45 (noting the “institutional requirements of neutrality 
and passivity set by the adversary system”); Macey & Miller, supra note 192, at 66 (noting judicial 
passivity); Wasserman, supra note 113, at 479 (same). 
 271. See supra notes 189–190, 240–241 and accompanying text. See also Wasserman, supra note 
113, at 479–80 (citing Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 621 (1997); Kamilewicz v. Bank 
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stake, lack both the incentive and resources to monitor.272 Thus, 
“informational intermediaries” are needed to monitor class counsel.273 
Building upon suggestions by John Leubsdorf,274 William Rubenstein,275 
and others,276 I recommend the appointment of an objector or a “devil’s 
advocate” to oppose class action settlements in general and cy pres 
distributions in particular. 

In proposing the appointment of an attorney to oppose class action 
settlements, Leubsdorf was careful to distinguish such an objector from a 
guardian ad litem. In his view, a guardian ad litem would “duplicate the 
court’s function by evaluating whether the settlement is desirable,” whereas 
an objector would be “instructed to bring to the court’s attention all 
relevant information and reasonable arguments supporting rejection of the 
settlement.”277 Analogizing to individuals appointed by the Catholic 
Church to oppose proposed canonizations or beatifications, Rubenstein, 
too, has proposed appointment of a devil’s advocate to make the best 
arguments against a class action settlement.278 

Drawing upon these proposals, I recommend that following receipt of 
the disclosures required in Part VII.B above and before conducting a 
fairness hearing on a proposed class action settlement that contemplates a 
cy pres distribution, the trial judge should appoint a devil’s advocate to 
 

of Bos. Corp., 100 F.3d 1348, 1352 (7th Cir. 1996) (Easterbrook, J., dissenting) (noting that the parties 
“may even put one over on the court, in a staged performance”)). 
 272. See supra notes 240–248 and accompanying text. 
 273. See Lahav, supra note 196, at 119 (citing FRANK H. EASTERBROOK & DANIEL R. FISCHEL, 
THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF CORPORATE LAW 292–93 (1991)). 
 274. Leubsdorf Statement, supra note 242, at 9 (proposing that Rule 23 be amended to “require 
courts to appoint a lawyer to challenge any proposed settlement in any class action in which the 
estimated value of the relief (including attorney fees) exceeds $1,000,000”). 
 275. Rubenstein, supra note 242, at 1453–56, 1475–77. 
 276. See, e.g., Susan P. Koniak & George M. Cohen, Under Cloak of Settlement, 82 VA. L. REV. 
1051, 1109 n.190 (1996) (advocating Leubsdorf’s proposal); Lahav, supra note 196, at 128 (“[T]he 
adversarial principle requires that the court appoint a third party to act as a ‘devil’s advocate’ for the 
class . . . .”); Wasserman, supra note 113, at 529 (advocating the appointment of a “court-appointed 
advocate” to “scrutinize the fairness and adequacy of the proposed settlement and make a report to the 
court”). Cf. Klement, supra note 115, at 50 n.66 (explaining the limited utility of guardians ad litem and 
special masters appointed after a class action settlement is reached); id. at 28–29, 61–80 (proposing an 
auction system for the appointment of a monitor, who would select class counsel at the outset of the 
litigation, determine counsel’s fee, and monitor counsel’s performance). 
 277. Leubsdorf Statement, supra note 242, at 9 (emphasis added). 
 278. Rubenstein, supra note 242, at 1453–54,1475–76. 
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oppose the cy pres remedy.279 Specifically, the court should ask the devil’s 
advocate to (1) identify weaknesses in class counsel’s efforts to identify 
and notify prospective class members; (2) identify obstacles that might (or 
did) interfere with class members’ ability or incentive to file claims, such 
as unnecessarily challenging requirements for documentation; (3) identify 
alternatives to a cy pres distribution that would put more money into the 
hands of the class members, such as further payments to claimants until 
they receive 100 percent of their losses (or possibly more, if treble damages 
are available under the law); (4) explain why the proposed cy pres 
distribution is not narrowly tailored to serve the best interests of the class or 
the policy objectives of the laws underlying the class claims; (5) explain 
why the proposed cy pres recipient is not an appropriate one; and 
(6) oppose the fee petition submitted by class counsel. In addition, the court 
should require class counsel and the defendant to post a bond to cover the 
devil’s advocate’s fees and expenses to ensure that the advocate would be 
compensated even if the settlement were ultimately disapproved by the 
court.280 

Notwithstanding class counsel’s affirmative obligation to make the 
disclosures described in Part VII.B above, class counsel would have an 
incentive to limit or shade these disclosures.281 To combat this tendency, 
the court should provide the devil’s advocate with a reasonable opportunity 
to take discovery to identify alternatives to, and weaknesses in, the cy pres 
portion of the proposed settlement and the request for attorneys’ fees.282 If, 
after reviewing class counsel’s disclosures and taking discovery, the devil’s 
 

 279. I support the appointment of a devil’s advocate to oppose the class action settlement in its 
entirety, but I focus here on efforts to limit and tailor the use, and improve the efficacy, of cy pres 
distributions. 
 280. See Wasserman, supra note 113, at 529 (“Rule 23 and the state certification rules should 
be . . . amended to require class counsel and the defendant . . . to post a bond to cover the costs of a 
court-appointed advocate.”). Cf. Leubsdorf Statement, supra note 242, at 9 (proposing that the objector 
be paid out of the recovery); Rubenstein, supra note 242, at 1453, 1455 (recommending that the devil’s 
advocate be paid from the settlement or with public funds); id. at 1456–59 (considering a bond 
requirement that could be used to pay the attorneys’ fees of objectors). 
 281. See supra note 242 and accompanying text (describing class counsels’ lack of motivation to 
subject the settlement to scrutiny). 
 282. Leubsdorf Statement, supra note 242, at 9 (“The objector would be entitled to obtain 
reasonable discovery concerning the settlement . . . .”); Wasserman, supra note 113, at 529 
(recommending that the class advocate be provided with “reasonable access to all relevant 
information”). Cf. Koniak & Cohen, supra note 276, at 1109 (noting the paltry discovery ordinarily 
afforded to class action objectors); Lahav, supra note 196, at 85 (noting the “limits on objector 
discovery”). 
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advocate were unable to identify a substantial weakness in or objection to 
the proposed cy pres distribution or request for attorneys’ fees, the 
advocate could withdraw, as suggested by Rubenstein, after identifying any 
material that arguably counseled against the cy pres distribution or fee 
award.283 

If courts regularly appointed devil’s advocates to oppose cy pres 
distributions and took their objections seriously in gauging the fairness and 
adequacy of class action settlements, presumably the class action bar would 
begin to police itself and propose fewer and better cy pres remedies.284 

D.  FINDINGS REQUIRED TO ENSURE RIGOROUS JUDICIAL REVIEW AND TO 
LIMIT RELIANCE ON CY PRES DISTRIBUTIONS 

Required disclosures by class counsel and appointments of devil’s 
advocates to oppose cy pres distributions should provide courts with the 
information they need to rigorously assess proposals to distribute some or 
all of the settlement fund to charities cy pres. But if courts are not 
sufficiently motivated to carefully scrutinize settlement agreements to 
ensure that they maximize payments to individual class members, then the 
disclosures may be for naught. A risk of judicial ennui exists because 
courts have incentives to clear their dockets—especially of time-consuming 
class actions285—and may be predisposed to approve distributions to 
charities with which they are affiliated or that serve their own 
communities.286 The challenge, then, is to ensure that courts rigorously 
scrutinize cy pres distributions and approve their use only where direct 
payments to individual class members are not feasible. 

On the theory that trial courts will take their responsibilities especially 
 

 283. See Rubenstein, supra note 242, 1455–56 & n. 96 (discussing Anders v. California, 386 U.S. 
738, 744 (1967), which permits a court-appointed criminal defense attorney to withdraw if she finds the 
client’s case to be “wholly frivolous” and requires her to prepare a brief identifying “anything in the 
record that might arguably support the appeal”). 
 284. Id. at 1454 (“In a well-functioning system, the prospect of litigating against the devil’s 
advocate ought to create self-policing by class and defense attorneys, deterring both frivolous lawsuits 
and sell outs.”). See also supra text accompanying note 261. 
 285. See, e.g., Rhonda Wasserman, Secret Class Action Settlements, 31 REV. LITIG. 889, 934–35 
(2012) (noting that a court that “approves a class action settlement . . . is freed of the burden of 
overseeing a large and potentially time-consuming case . . . [and] may also gain prestige as the court 
that oversaw the settlement of a complex class action” (footnote omitted) (citing, inter alia, Koniak & 
Cohen, supra note 276, at 1122–23, 1127; Macey & Miller, supra note 192, at 45–46; Rubenstein, 
supra note 242, at 1445; Wasserman, supra note 113, at 476 & n.73)). 
 286. See supra Part V.D. 
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seriously when they are required to justify their conclusions in writing and 
when they can expect scrupulous appellate review, I propose that trial 
courts be required to make findings on certain issues before approving cy 
pres distributions. In particular, I propose that courts approve class action 
settlements with cy pres features only upon finding that they satisfy the 
requirements of section 3.07 of the ALI Principles. This section requires a 
court to apply specific criteria in deciding whether to approve a cy pres 
distribution in a given case. I incorporate the ALI criteria (with a few 
modest adjustments) not only because they are eminently sensible, but also 
because they have been vetted by a reputable and experienced group of 
judges, practitioners, and academics and should be familiar to most judges. 
My principal goals in requiring these findings are to ensure that trial courts 
carefully scrutinize class action settlements, in light of the disclosures made 
by class counsel and the objections proffered by devil’s advocates, and that 
appellate courts carefully review orders approving cy pres distributions, to 
minimize reliance on cy pres remedies. 

Just as required disclosures should facilitate self-monitoring by class 
counsel,287 required findings by trial judges should promote greater 
scrutiny of cy pres distributions. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
require judges to make findings in other select contexts. Rule 52(a)(3) 
recognizes that district courts may be required to “state findings or 
conclusions when ruling on a motion,”288 and Rules 23 and 54 specifically 
require district courts to make findings in connection with class action 
settlements289 and awards of attorneys’ fees.290 The court’s special 
 

 287. See supra text accompanying note 261. 
 288. FED. R. CIV. P. 52(a)(3). See also id. advisory committee’s note (2007) (noting that the rule 
“reflects provisions in other rules that require Rule 52 findings,” including Rules 23(e), 23(h) and 
54(d)(2)(C)). 
 289. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e)(2) (“[T]he court may approve [a proposed class action settlement] only 
after a hearing and on finding that it is fair, reasonable, and adequate.”). See also FED. R. CIV. P. 
23(e)(1)(B) advisory committee’s note (2003) (“The court must make findings that support the 
conclusion that the settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate. The findings must be set out in 
sufficient detail to explain to class members and the appellate court the factors that bear on applying the 
standard.”). 
 290. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(h)(3) (stating that a court entertaining a motion for attorneys’ fees in a 
certified class action “may hold a hearing and must find the facts and state its legal conclusions under 
Rule 52(a)”); FED. R. CIV. P. 54(d)(2)(C) (requiring that a court entertaining a motion for attorneys’ 
fees “must find the facts and state its conclusions of law as provided in Rule 52(a)”); FED. R. CIV. P. 
54(d)(2)(C) advisory committee’s note (1993) (“To facilitate review, the paragraph provides that the 
court set forth its findings and conclusions as under Rule 52(a), though in most cases this explanation 
could be quite brief.”). See also, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1712(e) (2012) (CAFA provision requiring written 
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responsibility and unique role in scrutinizing attorneys’ fees291 and class 
action settlements292 not only justifies these existing Rules, but also the 
proposed requirement that trial courts make findings in connection with cy 
pres remedies. 

In reviewing class action settlements, I recommend that trial courts 
approve cy pres distributions only upon a finding that individual class 
members are not identifiable through reasonable effort or their claims are 
too small to make individual payments economically feasible.293 In other 
words, as required by section 3.07(a) of the ALI Principles, courts should 
decline to approve cy pres distributions where direct payments to class 
members are a viable option.294 

In cases in which individual payments to class members are made but 
some funds remain unclaimed, courts should approve cy pres distributions 
of the unclaimed funds only upon a finding that neither further outreach to 
non-claiming class members295 nor further distributions to participating 
 

finding of fairness of coupon settlements). 
 291. See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 23(h) advisory committee’s note (2003) (“Active judicial 
involvement in measuring fee awards is singularly important to the proper operation of the class-action 
process.”). 
 292. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(e) advisory committee’s note (2003) (“[C]ourt review and approval are 
essential to assure adequate representation of class members who have not participated in shaping the 
settlement.”). 
 293. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(a). Cf. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 
163, 173–74 (3d Cir. 2013) (agreeing that “cy pres distributions are most appropriate where further 
individual distributions are economically infeasible,” but “declin[ing] to hold that cy pres distributions 
are only appropriate in this context”; directing courts to consider “the degree of direct benefit provided 
to the class”); Masters v. Wilhelmina Model Agency, Inc., 473 F.3d 423, 435–36 (2d Cir. 2007) 
(vacating a district court order that had approved a cy pres distribution where “neither side 
contends . . . it would be onerous or impossible to locate class members or because each class member’s 
recovery would be so small as to make individual distribution economically impracticable”; concluding 
that the district court had discretion to “allocate [unclaimed] funds to the members of the class as treble 
damages”); Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004) (“[T]he reason for 
appealing to cy pres is to prevent the defendant from walking away from the litigation scot-free because 
of the infeasibility of distributing the proceeds of the settlement . . . .”). 
 294. As the Comment to section 3.07 makes clear, the Principles “begin[] from the premise that 
funds generated through the aggregate prosecution of divisible claims are presumptively the property of 
the class members . . . . Starting from this vantage point, this Section generally permits cy pres awards 
only when direct distributions to class members are not feasible . . . .” ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, 
§ 3.07 cmt. b. 
 295. This specific proposal does not derive from section 3.07(b) of the ALI Principles. See supra 
note 64 (describing additional outreach efforts to increase the number of class members who file claims 
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class members would be economically viable or upon a finding that the 
latter would be “impossible or unfair.”296 “[T]he settlement should 
presumptively provide for further distributions to participating class 
members,”297 as section 3.07(b) states, or for initial payments to class 
members who have not previously submitted claim forms. A vague anxiety 
over windfalls would not justify a finding of unfairness.298 

Where individual distributions are not viable, the courts should 
approve cy pres distributions only upon a finding that the prospective 
recipient’s interests “reasonably approximate those being pursued by the 
class.”299 This finding is required to ensure, whenever possible, a close 
nexus between the class and the cy pres recipient.300 In making this finding, 
courts should consider, among other things, whether the prospective 
recipient works to advance the policies underlying the laws invoked by the 
class,301 whether it has a proven track record of doing so,302 and whether it 
 

against the settlement fund). 
 296. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(b). Accord Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 
F.3d 468, 475 (5th Cir. 2011) (stating that a cy pres distribution is appropriate “only if it is not possible 
to . . . benefit[] the class members directly”). 
 297. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(b). 
 298. Rejecting the argument that further distributions to claiming class members would constitute 
a windfall, the Comment to section 3.07 explains that “few settlements award 100 percent of a class 
member’s losses, and thus it is unlikely in most cases that further distributions to class members would 
result in more than 100 percent recovery for those class members.” Id. § 3.07 cmt. b. Moreover, in most 
cases, additional payments to claiming class members are more likely to serve the goals of the laws 
underlying the class members’ claims than would a cy pres distribution. Id. See also supra text 
accompanying note 66 (maintaining that distributing more money to at least some of the class members 
achieves the underlying objectives of compensation and deterrence). 
 299. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(c). 
 300. Id. § 3.07 cmt. b (“A cy pres award to a recipient whose interests closely approximate those 
of the class is preferable” to reversion to the defendant or escheat to the state). 
 301. Some courts have approved cy pres distributions that do not meet this condition. See, e.g., 
Holtzman v. Turza, 728 F.3d 682, 689 (7th Cir. 2013) (noting that the charity named in the district court 
order “does not directly or indirectly benefit” the class); Fears v. Wilhelmina Model Agency, Inc., No. 
02 Civ. 4911 (HB), 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48151 at *4–5 (S.D.N.Y. July 5, 2007) (in a class action 
alleging price-fixing in the modeling industry, approving a cy pres distribution to charities providing 
services of benefit to women in general, even though only a slim majority of the class members were 
female and the charities did not purport to advance the policy objectives underlying the antitrust law), 
vacated on other grounds, 315 F. App’x 333 (2d Cir. 2009) (summary order); In re Motorsports Merch. 
Antitrust Litig., 160 F. Supp. 2d 1392, 1395–99 (N.D. Ga. 2001) (in a class action alleging price-fixing 
by vendors of NASCAR race souvenirs, approving a cy pres distribution to ten charities, including the 
Make-a-Wish Foundation and the American Red Cross, which bore no discernible relationship to the 
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serves the geographical area in which most or many of the claimants live or 
work or where their claims arose.303 If the court finds that no charity can be 
identified that would meet the forgoing requirements, then and only then 
may it approve a recipient “that does not reasonably approximate the 
interests being pursued by the class.”304 In all events, courts should approve 
cy pres distributions only upon a finding that none of the parties, their 
attorneys or the court has “any significant prior affiliation” with a 
prospective recipient that would “raise substantial questions” about the 
integrity of the selection process.305 

E.  IMPLEMENTATION 

If these proposals are worthy of adoption, the final question is how 
they should be implemented. The recommendations in Parts VII.B, C and 
D, regarding disclosures, devil’s advocates, and judicial findings could be 
implemented by amendment of Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. Alternatively, trial courts could adopt these proposals on their 
own, or, more likely, courts of appeals could require trial courts to follow 
them. After all, the courts of appeals have developed the standards that 
district courts now apply to review the fairness and adequacy of class 
action settlements.306 If and when the Supreme Court answers Chief Justice 
 

absent class members or their claims). 
 302. See Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 834 (9th Cir. 2012) (Kleinfeld, J., dissenting) 
(expressing concern that the cy pres distribution “goes to a new entity with no past performance at all”), 
cert. denied sub nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.); Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus 
Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308 (9th Cir. 1990) (rejecting a cy pres distribution because the proposed 
recipient “is not an organization with a substantial record of service”). 
 303. See, e.g., Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1040 (9th Cir. 2011) (concluding that 
approval of the cy pres distribution was an abuse of discretion in part because the class included persons 
throughout the United States, whereas two-thirds of the proposed donations would have been made to 
local charities in Los Angeles); Am. Soc’y of Travel Agents v. United Airlines, Inc. (In re Airline 
Comm’n Antitrust Litig.), 268 F.3d 619, 626 (8th Cir. 2001) (rejecting a cy pres distribution to “mostly 
local recipients” when the class action was national in scope); Houck v. Folding Carton Admin. Comm., 
881 F.2d 494, 502 (7th Cir. 1989) (setting aside grants to two Chicago law schools and urging the 
district court upon remand of a nationwide class action “to consider to some degree a broader 
nationwide use of its cy pres discretion”). 
 304. ALI PRINCIPLES, supra note 11, § 3.07(c). 
 305. Id. § 3.07 cmt. b. See also supra notes 107–108, 119–120 and accompanying text (citing 
cases in which the recipients of cy pres distributions had ties to the parties, their attorneys, or the 
judges). 
 306. See, e.g., Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 818–19 (9th Cir. 2012) (noting that the 
Hanlon factors guide the district court in determining the fairness and adequacy of a class action 
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Roberts’s call to scrutinize cy pres distributions,307 the Court itself could 
require lower courts to follow these recommendations. 

The recommendation made in Part VII.A regarding a presumptive 
reduction in attorneys’ fees should be enacted by Congress,308 as were the 
provisions regulating attorneys’ fees in CAFA and the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act;309 but the likelihood of congressional action on this 
issue (on any issue, it seems) is remote. It may be that, in the absence of 
legislation, the courts could adopt this recommendation too, as they have 
developed a significant body of case law governing attorneys’ fees in class 
action litigation, especially in “common fund” cases.310 
 

settlement; requiring a “higher standard of fairness” when the settlement is reached before class 
certification (citing Hanlon v. Chrysler Corp., 150 F.3d 1011, 1026 (9th Cir. 1998))), cert. denied sub 
nom. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8 (2013) (mem.); Prof’l Firefighters Ass’n of Omaha, Local 385 v. 
Zalewski, 678 F.3d 640, 648 (8th Cir. 2012) (identifying four factors to be considered in assessing the 
fairness of a class action settlement (citing In re Wireless Tel. Fed. Cost Recovery Fees Litig., 396 F.3d 
922, 932 (8th Cir. 2005))); In re Pet Food Prods. Liab. Litig., 629 F.3d 333, 350 (3d Cir. 2010) (stating 
that district courts “must make findings as to each of the nine Girsh factors in order to approve a 
settlement as fair, reasonable, and adequate” and noting the “additional inquiries,” identified in 
Prudential, “that in many instances will be useful” (discussing Girsh v. Jepson, 521 F.2d 153, 157 (3d 
Cir. 1975) and In re Prudential Ins. Co. Sales Practice Litig., 148 F.3d 283, 323–24 (3d Cir. 1998))). 
 307. Marek v. Lane, 134 S. Ct. 8, 8 (statement of Roberts, C.J., respecting the denial of certiorari). 
See also supra notes 1–7 and accompanying text (describing Chief Justice Roberts’s reservations about 
the cy pres remedy in Marek v. Lane). 
 308. Federal legislation would avoid any potential Rules Enabling Act challenge to a Federal Rule 
that purported to limit attorneys’ fees, see, e.g., Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1, 36 (1985) (Brennan, J., 
dissenting) (arguing that Federal Rule 68, as interpreted by the majority to include attorneys’ fees as 
part of “costs,” violated the Rules Enabling Act because it would “‘abridge’ and . . . ‘modify’ this 
statutory right to reasonable attorney’s fees”); Alyeska Pipeline Serv. Co. v. Wilderness Soc’y, 421 
U.S. 240, 262 (1975) (“[T]he range of discretion of the courts in making [attorneys’ fee] awards are 
matters for Congress to determine.”), although fee awards in “common fund” class actions are not 
typically governed by federal statute. 
 309. 28 U.S.C. § 1712(e) (2012) (CAFA provision governing attorneys’ fees on coupon 
settlements); 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(6) (2012) (Private Securities Litigation Reform Act provision 
governing attorneys’ fees in private securities litigation). 
 310. See Alyeska, 421 U.S. at 257 (noting “the historic power of equity to permit . . . a party 
preserving or recovering a fund for the benefit of others . . . to recover his costs, including his attorneys’ 
fees, from the fund or property itself or directly from the other parties enjoying the benefit”). See also, 
e.g., Blessing v. Sirius XM Radio, Inc., 507 F. App’x 1, 4 (2d Cir. 2012) (noting that the reasonableness 
of an award of attorneys’ fees is governed by the Goldberger factors, regardless of the method of 
calculation employed (citing Goldberger v. Integrated Res., Inc., 209 F.3d 43, 50 (2d Cir. 2000))), cert. 
denied, 134 S. Ct. 402 (2013); Sullivan v. DB Investments, Inc., 667 F.3d 273, 330–31 (3d Cir. 2011) 
(identifying the factors to be applied in “determining the appropriate percentage fee award” (citing 
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VIII.  CONCLUSION 

Unclaimed or non-distributable funds are a common feature of class 
action settlements. The settling parties and courts often prefer cy pres 
distributions to reversion and escheat because they are more likely to 
achieve the deterrent and compensatory objectives of the law underlying 
the class claims. But cy pres distributions are overused today because 
defendants prefer them and class counsel do not fight hard enough to 
maximize cash payments to class members. Too often the courts acquiesce 
in the parties’ cy pres proposal. 

This Article makes four pragmatic recommendations to minimize cy 
pres distributions and to tailor them to better serve the interests of the class. 
First, to align the interests of class counsel and the represented class, courts 
should presumptively reduce attorneys’ fees in cases in which cy pres 
distributions are made. Second, to ensure that class members, potential 
objectors, and courts have the information they need to assess the fairness 
of a settlement that contemplates a cy pres distribution and to enable class 
members to make intelligent decisions regarding the right to opt out, class 
counsel should be required to make a series of disclosures when it presents 
a proposed settlement for judicial approval. Third, to inject an element of 
adversarial conflict into the fairness hearing and to further ensure that the 
court receives the information needed to scrutinize the proposed cy pres 
distribution, the court should appoint a devil’s advocate to oppose the 
settlement in general, the cy pres distribution in particular, and the request 
for attorneys’ fees by class counsel. Finally, the court should make written 
findings in connection with its review of any class action settlement that 
contemplates a cy pres distribution. 
	    
 

Gunter v. Ridgewood Energy Corp., 223 F.3d 190, 195 n.1 (3d Cir. 2000) and In re Prudential, 148 
F.3d at 338–40)); Jones v. GN Netcom, Inc. (In re Bluetooth Headset Prods. Liab. Litig.), 654 F.3d 935, 
941–43 (9th Cir. 2011) (identifying the “reasonableness” factors that may be applied to adjust the 
lodestar figure (citing Hanlon, 150 F.3d at 1029)). 
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A BETTER WAY TO CY PRES:
A PROPOSAL TO REFORM CLASS
ACTION CY PRES DISTRIBUTION

Abraham B. Dyk*

This Article proposes requiring a binding voting mechanism for class mem-
bers to ratify the recipients of a cy pres distribution as a solution to growing
concerns surrounding cy pres distributions in class actions. Unlike alterna-
tive reforms, which focus on ensuring loyalty from class counsel, this propo-
sal enhances class member voice and exit rights to ensure organizational
legitimacy and relies on voting rights to compensate class members. As a
result, this proposal is not only rooted well within modern class action doc-
trine, but also compensates all class members, something other proposed
reforms are unable to do.
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INTRODUCTION

The class action device is necessary to facilitate the resolution of
small claims by large numbers of people.1 It provides a necessary de-
terrent effect for potential wrongdoers2 by reducing litigation costs for
the parties and administrative costs for the judiciary, and by allowing
most class members to be absent from the proceedings.3 However,
when a plaintiff class wins money at trial or receives a monetary set-
tlement, this absence requires courts to approve a procedure for dis-
tributing the funds to absent class members.4 When the plaintiff class
is readily identifiable—as for example when the defendant can pro-
vide a list of plaintiff class members—and direct distributions can be
cheaply made—for instance, through direct deposit—the required pro-
cedures are straightforward.5 However, when individual plaintiff class
members cannot be identified, or the cost of getting compensation to
individual class members exceeds the funds available, courts are faced
with a dilemma of what to do with the funds that remain.6

Often, the members of the plaintiff class are not known to the
defendant or to anyone else.7 Even if the defendant has historical con-
tact information for the plaintiff class members, members may have
moved, or errors may exist in the contact database. While courts can
order notice to try to encourage members of a successful plaintiff class
to come forward and submit claims, notice programs rarely have the

1. See generally Janet Cooper Alexander, An Introduction to Class Action Proce-
dure in the United States (June 21, 2000), http://www.law.duke.edu/grouplit/papers/
classactionalexander.pdf.

2. See generally George Rutherglen, Wal-Mart, AT&T Mobility, and the Decline
of the Deterrent Class Action, 98 VA. L. REV. 24, 26-27, 31 (2012) (discussing that
making class actions harder to certify would undercut deterrence since a type of im-
munity for widespread harm could result).

3. See Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts, 472 U.S. 797, 812 (1985) (giving protec-
tions to absent class members).

4. See generally Francis E. McGovern, Distribution in Class Actions-Claims Ad-
ministration, 35 J. CORP. L. 123 (2009).

5. See Brian T. Fitzpatrick & Robert C. Gilbert, An Empirical Look at Compensa-
tion in Consumer Class Actions, 11 N.Y.U. J.L. & BUS. 767, 790 (2015) (discussing
the advantages of direct distribution).

6. See Rhonda Wasserman, Cy Pres in Class Action Settlements, 88 S. CAL. L.
REV. 97, 102 (2014) (noting the problem when “class members cannot be identified or
it costs too much to process their claims relative to their size”); see also Thomas D.
Rowe Jr., State and Foreign Class Action Rules and Statutes: Differences From—and
Lessons For?—Federal Rule 23, 35 W. ST. U. L. REV. 147, 170–71 (“Problems arise
when damage awards in class actions cannot be fully distributed to the class members
who suffered losses.”).

7. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 103 (listing examples such as purchasers of R
Milli Vanilli albums, Cuisinart food processors, or taxicab patrons in Los Angeles).
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resources sufficient to identify 100% of class members.8 The cost of
notice alone is significant in many actions, so much so that the ques-
tion of whether the cost should be borne by a successful plaintiff class
or the defendant has been the subject of extensive litigation.9 Further-
more, the distribution costs of the procedures to notify, audit, and re-
mit compensation to members of the plaintiff class often exceed the
funds available from a judgment or a settlement.10 The process of re-
viewing claims that are submitted, even when it is not extensive, is
expensive.11 The process of remitting funds, often including printing
and mailing checks, is also expensive.12 Even when some funds are
able to be distributed to class members, there are still unclaimed funds
which can exceed the cost of further distributions.13 Thus, it is not
difficult to imagine circumstances where the costs of distribution may
be worth more than the claims themselves, turning a successful claim
into one with negative value for each individual class member.14

If wrongdoers are absolved from paying damages to unidentified
class members, or if plaintiffs are disincentivized from bringing
claims that have a negative value (once distribution costs are in-
cluded), the deterrent effect of class actions would be undermined, and
a type of immunity would be conferred on the wrongdoers. To avoid
this result, courts have allowed lawyers to bring class actions, even
when distribution to the class is not practicable.15 But this in turn cre-
ates a dilemma for courts, since even if some funds can be distributed

8. See id. (discussing the “genuine risk in such cases that the absentees will not
learn of the settlement”).

9. See Comment, Allocation of Identification Costs in Class Actions: Sanders v.
Levy, 91 HARV. L. REV. 703, 708 (1978) (discussing the cases and summarizing cur-
rent law).

10. See id. (noting that “claims may be so small that it is not economically feasible
to calculate individual damages or to cut individual checks and mail them to the
absentees”).

11. See generally Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5. R
12. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 104. R
13. See id. (noting that even after distribution has occurred “a portion of the settle-

ment fund often remains unclaimed and the court must decide what to do with the
unclaimed funds”).

14. See, e.g., id. at 99 (noting a $9.5 million settlement was “economically infeasi-
ble” to distribute to the class “given how small their pro rata shares are relative to the
cost of administration” to all affected users of Facebook).

15. But see Robert G. Bone, Justifying Class Action Limits: Parsing the Debates
over Ascertainability and Cy Pres, 65 U. KAN. L. REV. 913, 914–15 (2016) (noting
that a commitment to use cy pres does not overcome the requirement of as-
certainability); Myriam Gilles, Class Dismissed: Contemporary Judicial Hostility to
Small-Claims Consumer Class Actions, 59 DEPAUL L. REV. 305, 320 (2010) (noting
that courts that have sought to use cy pres distribution to overcome ascertainability
problems at the certification stage where the class is not identifiable have been
overruled).
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to class members, other funds will still go unclaimed, either because
class members cannot be identified or because the cost of distributing
any remaining funds is too great.

Cy pres distributions, where the monetary relief is given to a
charitable organization for the benefit of the class, instead of to indi-
vidual class members, have long been used to solve this dilemma.16

The theory of cy pres is that since the plaintiff class cannot be directly
compensated in certain cases, giving money to a charitable organiza-
tion that benefits class members “as nearly as possible” is superior to
other options for distributing the funds remaining.17 For example, fol-
lowing a consumer data privacy breach where it was impractical to
distribute any funds to the class because distribution costs were
greater than the settlement amount, the court approved distribution to
organizations that “work to create more secure payment-card technol-
ogy that will help prevent data breaches, and work to help financial
institutions minimize the consequences if such breaches occur.”18 In a
class action involving overcharging for prostate cancer medication, af-
ter distribution to the class, unclaimed funds were distributed to an
organization that funded research into diseases and conditions treated
by the drug at issue.19

Cy pres distributions are now common and are becoming increas-
ingly more prevalent in class actions.20 The stakes are high, in the tens
of millions of dollars, and sometimes can comprise the entire amount
of compensation the class receives.21 As a result, for almost as long as
these distributions have been used, courts have been uneasy with a

16. See Fraley v. Batman, 638 F. App’x 594, 599 (9th Cir. 2016) (Bea, J., dissent-
ing) (arguing cy pres should be allowed in these situations but only when these condi-
tions are met).

17. See generally McGovern, supra note 4. R
18. In re Heartland Payment Sys., Inc. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 851 F.

Supp. 2d 1040, 1076–77 (S.D. Tex. 2012).
19. In re Lupron Mktg. and Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 24, 27–28 (1st Cir.

2012) (upholding the distribution).
20. See Martin H. Redish, Peter Julian & Samantha Zyontz, Cy Pres Relief and the

Pathologies of the Modern Class Action: A Normative and Empirical Analysis, 62
FLA. L. REV. 617, 653 (2010) (noting the increasing use of cy pres distributions espe-
cially after 2000). A sign of their prevalence is that in twenty-five percent of all distri-
bution plans, cy pres recipients were designated in advance, anticipating a remainder
would exist. Id. at 656.

21. AM. BAR ASS’N, CY PRES, https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/ad
ministrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/atjresourcecenter/ls_sclaid_atj_cy_pres_
final_draft.pdf (last visited Feb. 27, 2019) (noting an award of $40 million). The
amounts are significantly higher when the entire settlement is a cy pres award, and
lower when a distribution has occurred and unclaimed funds are being distributed
(though this amount can still be large, for instance $830,000 remained in Klier v. Elf
Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468, 475 (5th Cir. 2011)).
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remedy that does not directly compensate class members. Cy pres dis-
tributions have recently come under increased criticism from both
commentators and the courts.  These criticisms will only grow as the
chief judicial concern over class actions continues to shift, from gain-
ing efficiency to a duty to ensure the class action device provides or-
ganizational legitimacy by providing some combination of loyalty,
voice, and exit to class members.22 Chief Justice Roberts expressed
concerns in a recent statement accompanying a denial of certiorari,23

and the Supreme Court has recently heard argument in a case in order
to examine whether a settlement that includes no direct compensation
to class members meets the requirements of Rule 23(e) that settle-
ments be “fair, reasonable, and adequate.”24

The concern for organizational legitimacy has guided the vast
majority of criticisms of, and reform proposals for, cy pres, with a
specific focus on ensuring organizational legitimacy through greater
loyalty from class counsel and on creating a defined doctrine that al-
lows judges to police that loyalty.25 However, instead of solely focus-
ing on loyalty, this Article proposes a reform to the cy pres doctrine
that answers critics’ concerns through the establishment of a binding
voting system, which relies on giving class members a greater voice
over, and greater exit rights from, cy pres distributions to enhance
organizational legitimacy.26 As technology has advanced, the class ac-
tion device has the capacity to become more participatory by lowering
the transaction costs for class members to exercise their voice and exit
rights.27 Furthermore, such a voting mechanism answers the central
critiques of cy pres by providing class members compensation
(through voting rights) and ensuring organizational legitimacy.28

Courts are capable of establishing a voting mechanism,29 and re-
forming cy pres through such a mechanism would resolve the remain-
ing funds dilemma in a superior manner to other proposals.30

22. See infra Section I.B.
23. See Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. 1003 (2013).
24. Frank v. Gaos, 138 S. Ct. 1697 (2018) (challenging a settlement where Google

provided no direct compensation to class members as part of a settlement for a privacy
breach).

25. See infra Section I.C.
26. See infra Section II.A.
27. See infra Section II.B.
28. See infra Section III.C.
29. See generally Charles F. Sabel & William H. Simon, Destabilization Rights:

How Public Law Litigation Succeeds, 117 HARV. L. REV. 1016, 1019 (2004) (discuss-
ing public law litigation and the broad availability to include procedures including
“ongoing stakeholder participation and measured accountability”).

30. See infra Part III.
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Section I.A of this Article provides background on the compensa-
tion dilemma cy pres is designed to address, the existing alternatives
to cy pres, and why the alternatives are insufficient to answer this
dilemma. Section I.B addresses the judicial concerns with class ac-
tions in general and discusses how these concerns shape existing cy
pres doctrine. Section I.C establishes the basis for the growing criti-
cism of cy pres. Section II.A proposes a binding voting mechanism as
a solution to these criticisms and explains how this mechanism fits
within the larger class action doctrine. Section II.B shows that such a
voting mechanism is technologically possible, and Section II.C shows
how this proposed mechanism answers the criticisms of cy pres. Part
III addresses potential criticisms of the proposal and establishes why
this proposal is superior to other solutions.

I.
CY PRES AND CLASS ACTIONS

A. Cy Pres and Alternatives

Courts have long used cy pres mechanisms to resolve the di-
lemma surrounding unclaimed or impracticable-to-distribute funds.
Borrowed from the law on charitable trusts, the term cy pres means
“as nearly as possible”: when a decedent left money to a charitable
organization that no longer existed, the money would be given to the
next best existing organization.31 A 1972 student note first proposed
applying this doctrine to class actions,32 and since the California Su-
preme Court endorsed the practice in 1986,33 courts have relied on this
doctrine, using their “broad discretionary powers in ‘shaping equitable
decrees’”34 to distribute unclaimed or impracticable-to-distribute
funds to charitable organizations. Under the cy pres doctrine, the
funds are the property of the class members but are given to a charita-
ble organization to be used for the class members’ benefit,35 instead of
directly compensating the class.

31. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 114–17 (2014) (providing a brief history of cy R
pres).

32. Stewart R. Shepherd, Damage Distribution in Class Actions: The Cy Pres Rem-
edy, 39 U. CHI. L. REV. 448, 452–53 (1972).

33. See generally State v. Levi Strauss & Co., 715 P.2d 564, 576 (Cal. 1986).
34. Jennifer Johnston, Cy Pres Comme Possible to Anything Is Possible: How Cy

Pres Creates Improper Incentives in Class Action Settlements, 9 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y

277, 282 (2013).
35. See Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468 (5th Cir. 2011) (“the

settlement funds are the property of the class”); In re BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig.,
775 F.3d 1060, 1064 (8th Cir. 2015) (agreeing with the Fifth Circuit).
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Before the use of cy pres, courts had limited options for how to
treat these funds, and funds often reverted to the defendant or were
given to the state (escheat),36 both of which are far from ideal solu-
tions. The first option, reversion to the defendant, compensates class
members neither directly nor indirectly, and reduces the deterrent ef-
fect of class action litigation.37 There is also a normative objection to
reversion since “funds should not be retained by an entity that ob-
tained them through illegal acts.”38 In addition, concerns about collu-
sive settlements surround reversion, since a claims process could be
designed to ensure maximum funds revert to the defendant in ex-
change for overcompensation of class counsel. As a result of these
objections, courts have largely rejected this treatment of remaining
funds.39

While escheat, unlike reversion to the defendant, would “pre-
serve[ ] the deterrent effect of class actions,”40 and while sending re-
maining funds to the government may broadly benefit the community,
neither option particularly benefits class members who were
wronged.41 While some scholars have argued that escheat properly
compensates for the ex ante average risk of being harmed, even those
scholars admit that escheat does not reflect actual loss.42 Thus, while
some judges are open to escheat,43 generally “courts have rejected it
because it results in no . . . compensation to injured class members.”44

36. See generally Wasserman, supra note 6, at 106-11 (discussing these options). R

37. See, e.g., Vanessa K. Fulton, Beware of Cy Pres Bearing Gifts, 56 ARIZ. L.
REV. 925, 930 (2014) (“a particularly troubling outcome in cases where the court has
already determined the defendant violated the law.”).

38. James R. McCall et al., Greater Representation for California Consumers—
Fluid Recovery, Consumer Trust Funds, and Representative Actions, 46 HASTINGS

L.J. 797, 808 (1995).
39. See e.g., In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 172 (3d Cir. 2013)

(“Reversion to the defendant risks undermining the deterrent effect of class actions by
rewarding defendants for the failure of class members to collect their share of the
settlement”).

40. In cases where the government itself is the defendant, of course, this would not
be the case. While the political process could serve as a deterrent, it is unlikely
sufficient.

41. Id. at 172.
42. See, e.g., Goutam U. Jois, The Cy Pres Problem and the Role of Damages in

Tort Law, 16 VA. J. SOC. POL’Y & L. 258, 261 (2008).
43. See, e.g., In re Pet Food Prods. Liability Litig., 629 F.3d 333, 359 (3d Cir.

2010) (Weis, J., concurring and dissenting) (“Moreover, I am not persuaded that ap-
plication of the cy pres doctrine is appropriate in the class action setting. I would hold
that any funds remaining at the conclusion of the claims process should be distributed
to class members where possible or should be escheated to the government.”).

44. Fulton, supra note 37, at 931 (2014). R
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Another possible approach would be to escheat the funds to the
government for a specific purpose, such as to fund legal services,45 or
to direct them to a specific organization, such as a consumer trust
fund.46 This approach would eliminate judicial discretion and “require
that the funds be used in specific ways.”47 For example, states have
passed legislation mandating that a share of the remaining funds es-
cheat to fund legal services.48 However, “[a]ny indirect benefit that
the class members may arguably receive from directing residual funds
to a legal aid organization is too attenuated to be considered the ‘next
best’ alternative to direct compensation.”49 There are also concerns
about the political branches taking money from those harmed in order
to fund pet projects.50 Cy pres distributions, on the other hand, have
the “advantage of neither providing a windfall to the defendant nor
overcompensating some victims, while also ensuring that the un-
claimed funds will be turned toward some purpose generally advanta-
geous to the victims’ litigation interests.”51 Thus, cy pres is preferable
to the historic alternatives of reversion or escheat.

More recently, courts have entertained other potential treatments
of the remaining funds. One possibility eliminates the need to dis-
tribute remaining funds at all by using fluid recovery to compensate
class members.  “A fluid recovery is one in which the case’s proceeds

45. See generally Cecily C. Shiel, A New Generation of Class Action Cy Pres Rem-
edies: Lessons from Washington State, 90 WASH. L. REV. 943 (2015). For example,
Arizona considered an amendment to Rule 23 where “at least fifty percent of all
residual class action funds be distributed to a state legal aid organization that provides
legal services for low-income individuals.” Fulton, supra note 37, at 925. R

46. Natalie A. DeJarlais, The Consumer Trust Fund: A Cy Pres Solution to Undis-
tributed Funds in Consumer Class Actions, 38 HASTINGS L.J. 729, 731–32 (1987)
(examining “the use of the consumer trust fund as a distribution mechanism,” and
arguing that it “provides the best long-term results to class members of all socioeco-
nomic groups, without disruption of the marketplace and with a minimum of judicial
involvement,” while acknowledging that it would confer “windfall benefits on unag-
grieved individuals.”)

47. Daniel Blynn, Cy Pres Distributions: Ethics & Reform, 25 GEO. J. LEGAL ETH-

ICS 435, 436 (2012).
48. See Shiel, supra note 45 (discussing Washington State’s reform to cy pres, R

which allocates 25% of unclaimed funds to legal services organizations).
49. Fulton, supra note 37, at 935. R
50. See Keepseagle v. Perdue, 856 F.3d 1039, 1058 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (Brown, J.,

dissenting) (expressing concern that this could be an end run around the appropria-
tions process). In fact, the Justice Department has halted allowing settlement funds to
be given to outside groups. See Karen Freifeld & David Shepardson, U.S. Justice
Dept Halts Settlements Funding Outside Groups, REUTERS (June 7, 2017, 8:09 AM),
https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-justice-settlements/u-s-justice-dept-halts-settle
ments-funding-outside-groups-idUSL1N1J40G0.

51. Jay Tidmarsh, Cy Pres and the Optimal Class Action, 82 GEO. WASH. L. REV.
767, 769 (2014).
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are directed not [indirectly] to a charity but [directly] to a class of
individuals that closely approximates the plaintiff class,”52 such as by
discounting future taxi fares to future riders to compensate taxi riders
who were overcharged.53 The most common fluid recovery is a price
reduction, where “an amount equal to the unclaimed funds portion of
the award is ‘distributed’ by ordering a reduction of the price of defen-
dant’s product for a period of time in the future.”54 “This approach is
particularly effective for remedying overcharges on items which are
repeatedly purchased by the same individuals.”55 However, while the
previously injured are sometimes encompassed in the recovery class,
i.e. repeat riders, some do not receive any benefit from the
distribution.56

Fluid recovery, like cy pres and escheat, serves the deterrent
function, but unlike in cy pres, those injured must use a product or
service again to receive compensation under the fluid recovery mecha-
nism. In that way, fluid recovery is similar to the provision of coupons
to injured customers, a remedy of which courts and Congress have
been skeptical.57 There is hostility toward providing coupons to con-
sumers as a remedy, and class counsel is not allowed to recover fees
based upon the value of the coupons.58 More importantly, fluid recov-
ery cannot be used to compensate classes where consumers do not pay
for goods, such as in class actions based on violations of consumer
privacy, or where there are not continuing sales. Fluid recovery has

52. See 4 WILLIAM R. RUBENSTEIN, NEWBERG ON CLASS ACTIONS § 12:27 (5th ed.
2014) (speaking favorably of fluid recovery).

53. See id. (describing the settlement of Daar v. Yellow Cab. Co., 433 P.2d 732
(Cal. 1967)).

54. McCall et al., supra note 38. R
55. See Democratic Cent. Comm. of D.C. v. Wash. Metro. Area Transit Comm’n,

84 F.3d 451, 455–56 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (citations omitted) (endorsing approach to
lower prices for future riders in class action against Metro).

56. See McCall et al., supra note 38, at 808-9 (noting that fluid recovery is an R
effective remedy at benefitting the class only if affected consumers continue to buy
the defendant’s product or services).

57. Courts have generally been hostile to compensating class members with cou-
pons unless the class members’ loss was itself a coupon. See generally In re Sw.
Airlines Voucher Litig., 799 F.3d 701, 705-06 (7th Cir. 2015) (discussing the general
rule against compensating attorneys for the value of coupons given to class members).
Congress has also been skeptical; it limited plaintiffs’ lawyers’ compensation in class
action settlements that utilize coupons for compensation in the Class Action Fairness
Act. 28 U.S.C. § 1712 (2005).

58. But see id. (holding that coupons would be a complete remedy subject to attor-
ney fees when the injury plaintiffs suffered was the expiration of drink coupons).
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sometimes been warmly received in courts—though only when indi-
vidual proof of injury is provided59—but it cannot replace cy pres.

The American Law Institute (“ALI”) has proposed another treat-
ment for remaining funds: additional pro-rata distribution to class
members who have already been compensated. After all, “direct distri-
butions to the class are preferred . . . [because t]he private causes of
action aggregated . . . were created by Congress to allow plaintiffs to
recover compensatory damages for their injuries.”60 However, courts
are skeptical of this option since it provides a windfall to some class
members at the expense of other, still absent, class members.61 Fur-
thermore, even the ALI believes additional pro-rata distribution should
only be a presumption, not a requirement, that is able to be overridden
if further distribution is not economically viable.62 Sometimes it sim-
ply costs too much to make any additional distribution,63 and some-
times no plaintiff class member is able to be identified.64

Furthermore, even when pro rata distribution is possible, it risks
overcompensating already compensated class members.65 Thus, not
even the ALI believes additional pro-rata distribution can fully replace

59. See, e.g., Schwab v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., 449 F. Supp. 2d 992, 1255
(E.D.N.Y. 2006), rev’d sub nom. McLaughlin v. Am. Tobacco. Co., 522 F.3d 215 (2d
Cir. 2008) (noting that fluid recovery “is sometimes the only practicable way to im-
plement the goals of the substantive law under which a federal mass litigation case is
prosecuted”). Compare State v. Levi Strauss & Co., 715 P.2d 564, 575 (Cal. 1986)
(aggregate damages sufficient), with Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 479 F.2d 1005,
1014 (2d Cir. 1973), vacated, 417 U.S. 156 (1974) (claim could not proceed without
proof of individual damages). Courts also have concerns that fluid recovery might
violate the Due Process Clause, or the Rules Enabling Act. See Eisen, 479 F.2d at
1014 (both); Al Barnett & Son, Inc. v. Outboard Marine Corp., 64 F.R.D. 43, 55 (D.
Del. 1974) (due process).

60. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 173 (3d Cir. 2013).
61. See Fulton, supra note 37, at 931 (“Courts have rejected [a broad adoption of] R

this option because it results in a huge windfall to the class members who did file
claims, at the expense of the other, albeit silent, class members who are entitled to
compensation.”).

62. See PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.07(b) (AM. LAW

INST. 2010) (noting the challenge when “the amounts involved are too small to make
individual distributions economically viable or other specific reasons exist that would
make such further distributions impossible or unfair”).

63. See Lessard v. City of Allen Park, 470 F. Supp. 2d 781, 783 (E.D. Mich. 2007)
(discussing situation where administrative costs involved with second round of pay-
ments to all claimants would be prohibitive).

64. See Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1312 (9th
Cir. 1990) (noting silent class members). Of course, the problem of a completely
unidentified class would likely be solved by unlimited, or at least sufficient, resources
for notice.

65. Though if a settlement is a compromise, then class members are not fully com-
pensated for their injury by the initial distribution.
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cy pres, and even in instances when it could, courts continue to view
cy pres as superior.66

Another alternative advanced by Shay Lavie would be to essen-
tially give class members a lottery ticket, and “pay . . . more money to
fewer, randomly sampled claimants.”67 This solution would “funnel
. . . the money back to the group of victims, achieve . . . deterrence,
and maintain . . . administrative efficiency.”68 It also solves many of
the loyalty concerns present with cy pres distributions.69 But while
Lavie argues that since “all class members are equally treated . . . the
use of lotteries in this context raises no legitimacy concerns,”70 his
proposal risks turning the judicial system into a game as opposed to a
serious process. In addition, there are potential concerns both about
whether designing a reverse sampling procedure is a role that judges
should fill and about the loyalty of counsel. Class counsel may be too
quick to propose the reverse sampling method, as opposed to more
thorough notice, to avoid administrative costs of which counsel do not
receive a percentage. There are also compensation concerns. While
Lavie argues “reverse sampling equally compensates the victims, as
each member of the class is entitled to an expected sum that is similar
to his or her loss,”71 and this is true mathematically in terms of ex-
pected payment, it may not be true in practice. After all, is ownership
of a losing lottery ticket one did not even know one had really some-
thing of value? Intuitively we know that the value of a lottery ticket, at
least for those who lose, is to dream about winning, which one cannot
do unless one knows one has played. Lavie’s proposal does not re-
quire class members to opt in to the lottery, and members cannot opt
out. Thus, while there are alternatives to cy pres, none is an adequate
replacement.

66. See In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 173 (3d Cir. 2013) (“Al-
though we agree with the ALI that cy pres distributions are most appropriate where
further individual distributions are economically infeasible, we decline to hold that cy
pres distributions are only appropriate in this context.”).

67. See Shay Lavie, Reverse Sampling: Holding Lotteries to Allocate the Proceeds
of Small-Claims Class Actions, 79 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1065 (2011) (“the lottery
method for dispersing small-claims class action proceeds is superior to all existing
alternatives.”).

68. Id.
69. Id. at 1100 (“Where the cy pres doctrine fails to remunerate class members and

creates unfettered judicial discretion, the reverse sampling method mandates courts to
transfer the proceeds to the victims. Where the cy pres doctrine wastes judicial time
and encourages charities to compete for windfalls, reverse sampling avoids benefi-
ciaries’ perverse incentives.”).

70. Id. at 1065.
71. Id. at 1099.
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B. Cy Pres Within the Doctrinal Theory of Class Actions

The initial justification for the class action device was judicial
efficiency,72 and it is easy to see how cy pres makes distribution more
efficient. However, among scholars, concerns over judicial efficiency
have given way to concerns over organizational legitimacy,73 and to
judicial concern over agency problems.74 As Judge Posner has stated,
“courts have gone so far as to term the district judge . . . a fiduciary of
the class,” responsible for protecting class members’ interests.75 Orga-
nizational legitimacy is ensured “between institutions [class actions]
and their constituents [class members] along a spectrum of exit, voice,
and loyalty.”76 While exit, voice, and loyalty often compete with each
other, by balancing the three, members are properly served by the or-
ganization.77 These concerns have dominated class action doctrine
since Amchem Products Inc., v. Windsor,78 where the Court prioritized
organizational legitimacy over the efficiency of resolving the asbestos
litigation clogging the judicial system.79 As judicial concern continues
to focus more on ensuring a class has exit, voice, and loyalty, concerns

72. See John Leubsdorf, Co-Opting the Class Action, 80 CORNELL L. REV. 1222,
1226 (1995) (noting that the modern analysis of the class action “proceeded under a
cloud of rhetoric, much of which spoke of judicial efficiency”); see also Ellen E.
Sward, Values, Ideology and the Evolution of the Adversary System, 64 IND. L.J. 301,
336–37 (1989) (“The rationale given for . . . the American class action, was an effi-
ciency rationale: The device prevents multiplicity of suits, thereby benefiting the
plaintiffs, who can pool their resources; the defendant, who can save considerable
time and money by litigating the issues only once; and the judicial system itself,
which has limited ability to handle an influx of cases.”) (citations omitted).

73. See Elizabeth J. Cabraser & Samuel Issacharoff, The Participatory Class Ac-
tion, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 846, 847 (2017) (“Concern over representational legitimacy
permeates the development of modern class action law.”).

74. See Jonathan T. Molot, An Old Judicial Role for a New Litigation Era, 113
YALE L.J. 27, 47 (2003) (“In class action practice it is agency problems, rather than
partisanship problems, that have driven most departures from the traditional judicial
role.”).

75. Reynolds v. Beneficial Nat. Bank, 288 F.3d 277, 279–80 (7th Cir. 2002) (dis-
cussing the need to protect class members in settlement cases).

76. See Cabraser & Issacharoff, supra note 73, at 862 (discussing the “pioneering R
work” of Albert O. Hirschman); see also John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Action Accounta-
bility: Reconciling Exit, Voice, and Loyalty in Representative Litigation, 100 COLUM.
L. REV. 370, 376 (2000) (discussing “the reduction of agency costs” as “a standard
goal in organizational design” and noting a focus “on ‘exit,’ ‘voice,’ or ‘loyalty’”).

77. See generally Coffee, supra note 76, at 370, 376-77. R
78. 521 U.S. 591 (1997). See Coffee, supra note 76, at 375 (“[A]s Amchem appro- R

priately realized, a broader theory of representation is ultimately necessary before the
class action can rest on any normatively satisfactory foundation.”); see also Samuel
Issacharoff, Class Action Conflicts, 30 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 805, 807 (1997) (discuss-
ing how ensuring efficiency is no longer the chief judicial concern).

79. See Amchem, 521 U.S. 591; see also Morris A. Ratner, Class Conflicts, 92
WASH. L. REV. 785, 795 (2017) (“[P]re-Amchem, lower federal courts did not rigor-
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about cy pres will only continue to grow, since a class member has no
voice in where funds are distributed, no ability to exit, and little assur-
ance of the loyalty of counsel or judges in deciding which nonprofit
organizations receive the leftover funds. These concerns are especially
present when cy pres is used to distribute settlement funds.80 Thus, in
order to protect class members, outside of limiting the use of cy pres
as a whole, courts have prioritized loyalty at the expense of exit and
voice to ensure organizational legitimacy.81

Therefore, courts and scholars have worked to ensure loyalty
through adequate representation.82 After all, cy pres poses a special
risk to class counsel loyalty, since the distribution could lead to collu-
sive settlements, where opposing counsel agree to a preferred cy pres
distribution that does not serve the interest of the class but rather the
interest of the defendant in extinguishing plaintiffs’ claims or in good
press coverage for making a charitable “gift”.83 To protect against
this, current cy pres doctrine mandates that distributions to charitable
organizations must still target the plaintiff class and must ideally pro-
vide “reasonable certainty” that the entire class will benefit from the
distribution.84 Thus, cy pres distribution is improper if there is “no
reasonable certainty” that any class member would benefit from it.85 A
distribution can be held improper if the organizations chosen either
provide benefits too broadly, and thus do not target class members, or
if the organization too narrowly targets a specific geographic area that

ously review to see if the class was sufficiently cohesive for counsel to be loyal to it
and instead focused on counsel’s experience, knowledge, and resources.”).

80. See In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 174 (3d Cir. 2013) (“Bar-
ring sufficient justification, cy pres awards should generally represent a small percent-
age of total settlement funds.”).

81. See Coffee, supra note 76, at 378 (“[T]he Supreme Court has focused princi- R
pally on the loyalty component and ignored the possibility that ‘exit’ and ‘voice’ may
sometimes be partial substitutes for ideal representational adequacy.”).

82. See Cabraser & Issacharoff, supra note 73, at 848 (“Indeed, agency costs im- R
posed by class representatives, specifically class counsel, have been the mainstay of
critical scholarship on class actions for decades, and have even led to a broad-scale
indictment of settlement classes altogether.”) (citations omitted).

83. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 123 (noting the “perennial risk of collusion R
between the defendant and class counsel”). Professor Wasserman has also noted that
“it looks good when a company makes a sizeable ‘donation’ to charity.” See id. at
101; see also Tidmarsh, supra note 51, at 781–82 (noting that while in theory cy pres R
distributions are essential to incentivize class counsel to negotiate the optimal class
settlement, in practice this is not the case).

84. Six Mexican Workers v. Ariz. Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1308 (9th Cir.
1990).

85. See Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 865 (9th Cir. 2012).
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excludes some class members.86 To ensure the class is protected,
courts must record proof, reviewable on appeal for abuse of discretion,
that the distribution targeted the class.87 As a further protection against
class counsel disloyalty, courts do not give cy pres distributions their
full value in setting attorneys’ fees.88

However, within these parameters there is still vast discretion for
where remaining funds can be distributed. Class counsel often select
the organizations that will receive the funds, often in consultation with
the defendant. Settlements have created new nonprofit organizations
to receive the remaining funds.89 While the Fifth Circuit has a rule
whereby the parties make the initial selection, which is then subject to
review by the judge,90 other courts do not. Furthermore, while objec-
tors can intervene to oppose distributions, they lack a strong interest in
doing so and are often unsuccessful.91 Thus, it is not surprising that
the practice has received recent criticism, or that the Supreme Court
has recently heard a challenge to the doctrine.92

86. See, e.g., Schwartz v. Dallas Cowboys Football Club, Ltd., 362 F. Supp. 2d
574, 576 (E.D. Pa. 2005) (noting in determining a cy pres award “(1) the objectives of
the underlying statute(s), (2) the nature of the underlying suit, (3) the interests of the
class members, and (4) the geographic scope of the case”) (citations omitted).

87. See Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 834 (9th Cir. 2012) (Kleinfeld, J.,
dissenting) (“We require an established record of performance by the charity of acts
beneficial to people in the wronged class.”) (citations omitted); see also In re
BankAmerica Corp. Sec. Litig., 775 F.3d 1060, 1071 (8th Cir. 2015) (Murphy, J.,
dissenting); Nachshin v. AOL, LLC, 663 F.3d 1034, 1038 (9th Cir. 2011); Klier v. Elf
Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468, 474 (5th Cir. 2011).

88. PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.13 cmt. a (AM. LAW

INST. 2010) (“[B]ecause cy pres payments . . . only indirectly benefit the class, the
court need not give such payments the same full value for purposes of setting attor-
neys’ fees as would be given to direct recoveries by the class.”); see also FED. R. CIV.
P. 23(h) advisory committee’s note to 2003 amendment (“Settlements involving non-
monetary provisions for class members also deserve careful scrutiny to ensure that
these provisions have actual value to the class.”). In fact, one suggested fix to cy pres
is to “presumptively reduce attorneys’ fees in cases in which cy pres distributions are
made.” Wasserman, supra note 6, at 98. R

89. See Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. 1003 (2013).
90. See In re Lupron Mktg. and Sales Practices Litig., 677 F.3d 21, 38 (1st Cir.

2012) (“the [cy pres] choice would have been better made by the parties initially and
then tested by the court”).

91. See, e.g., Gary M. Pappas, Cy Pres Standard Dispute Settled with Reasonable
Approximation, CLASSIFIED: THE CLASS ACTION BLOG (Sept. 8, 2016), http://classi
fiedclassaction.com/cy-pres-standard-dispute-settled-reasonable-approximation/ (dis-
cussing the challenges for objectors contesting cy pres awards).

92. Frank v. Gaos, 138 S. Ct. 1697 (2018).
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C. Growing Criticisms of Cy Pres

The criticisms of cy pres reflect the general criticism of consumer
class actions: they provide little to no compensation for class mem-
bers, but lots for lawyers.93 Closely tied to this is criticism that cy pres
exacerbates the agency problems inherent in class actions, especially
the loyalty of class counsel and the judicial role to ensure it.94 A
poster child for critics of cy pres is Lane v. Facebook, where the court
approved a cy pres distribution to compensate for Facebook’s privacy
violations against its users.95 Not only was the entire settlement a cy
pres distribution, no direct compensation was given and no true in-
junctive relief was granted. Furthermore, the distribution was given to
an organization specifically created for the settlement with two out of
three board members being employees of Facebook. When objectors
challenged the proposed distribution, it was upheld by the Ninth Cir-
cuit. The Supreme Court denied certiorari, but did so with a rare ac-
companying statement from Chief Justice Roberts raising questions
about whether the entire model of cy pres should be reconsidered and
whether the existing rules governing the “respective roles of the judge
and parties . . . in shaping a cy pres remedy” ensure loyalty to the
class.96 While Chief Justice Roberts believed the case was not the ap-
propriate vehicle for considering these questions, his willingness to
question the doctrine requires proponents of cy pres to respond to
these concerns.97 Now, an appropriate vehicle exists.98

Other judges have already echoed Justice Roberts’s two main
concerns: whether cy pres distributions can ever be proper as compen-
sation, and whether adequate safeguards exist to ensure loyalty of the
class action to its members.99 After all, as Judge Posner stated,
“[t]here is no indirect benefit to the class from the defendant’s giving

93. See Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 768 (“Consumer class actions are R
under broad attack in the United States. The principal charge against them is that they
provide little compensation to class members, yet provide outsized compensation to
the lawyers who bring them.”).

94. See Bone, supra note 15, at 914 (“Critics argue that it exacerbates agency costs, R
invites judicial abuse, deprives class members of their property, and violates due
process.”).

95. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 822 (9th Cir. 2012).
96. Marek v. Lane, 571 U.S. 1003 (2013).
97. Chief Justice Roberts agreed with the denial of certiorari since this particular

challenge was narrowly focused, but stated that “in a suitable case, this court may
need to clarify the limits on the use of such remedies”. Id.

98. Frank v. Gaos, 138 S. Ct. 1697 (2018).
99. See, e.g., In re Heartland Payment Sys., Inc. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig.,

851 F. Supp. 2d 1040, 1076–77 (S.D. Tex. 2012) (“Cy pres distributions have been
criticized for ‘violating the ideal that litigation is meant to compensate individuals
who were harmed.’”) (internal citation omitted).
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the money to someone else.”100 Judges have called out cy pres as an
“indirect benefit that is at best attenuated and at worst illusory.”101

Even judges not concerned with the practice in general have grave
concerns when no compensation for class members is present in settle-
ments.102 Many share the Third Circuit’s concern that cy pres “settle-
ments offer very little in the way of relief to the class members whose
injury brought about the litigation in the first place.”103 Thus, for
some, even if cy pres serves a deterrent function, it is inappropriate.104

The second concern is that lawyers and judges still control where
the money goes, and neither may be loyal to the class. First, lawyers
may not be loyal to the class they are supposed to represent.105 Thus,
“the recovery of generous fees for plaintiffs’ attorneys and large cy
pres awards with little money going to actual class members call into
question the integrity of the class action process for resolving law-
suits.”106 This is especially true when the resolution is a settlement.107

The Ninth Circuit has, in one case, stated that “cy pres distributions
present[ed] ‘a particular danger’ that ‘incentives favoring pursuit of

100. Mirfasihi v. Fleet Mortg. Corp., 356 F.3d 781, 784 (7th Cir. 2004).
101. Nicole D. Bearce & Joseph A. Fischetti, Generous to a Fault, 2015 N.J. LAW.
66, 67 (2015) (quoting In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 173 (3d Cir.
2013)).
102. In re Hydroxycut Mktg. and Sales Practices Litig., Nos. 09md2087 BTM
(KSC), 09cv1088 BTM (KSC), 2013 WL 6086933, at *2–3 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 19, 2013)
(holding cy pres is not appropriate when “providing no additional benefit to the per-
sonal injury claimants and no benefit at all to the class members who suffered no
personal injury”); see also Hoge v. Parkway Chevrolet, Inc., No. H-05-2686, 2007
WL 3125298, at *19–20 (S.D. Tex. Oct. 23, 2007) (rejecting cy pres as a substitute
for distributing statutory damages to individual class members who could not be iden-
tified as “at odds with the damages scheme Congress provided in the FCRA”).
103. Bearce & Fischetti, supra note 101, at 68. R
104. See In re Hydroxycut Mktg. and Sales Practices Litig., Nos. 09md2087 BTM
(KSC), 09cv1088 BTM (KSC), 2013 WL 6086933, at *2–3 (S.D. Cal. Nov. 19, 2013)
(“The biggest problem with the proposed cy pres distribution in this settlement is that
it simply does not benefit the class.”); see also Alison Frankel, By Restricting Charity
Deals, Appeals Courts Improve Class Actions, 22 WESTLAW J. CLASS ACTION 5, 2015
WL 558162 at *2 (2015) (“[U]ltimately, class actions are supposed to be vehicles for
compensating people whose injuries aren’t big enough to prosecute individually.”).
105. See, e.g., Lane v. Facebook, Inc., supra note 88, at 835 (Kleinfeld, J., dissent-
ing) (“The majority approves ratification of a class action settlement in which class
members get no compensation at all. They do not get one cent. They do not get even
an injunction against Facebook doing exactly the same thing to them again. [But t]heir
purported lawyers get millions of dollars.”).
106. In re Hannaford Bros. Co. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 293 F.R.D. 21, 26
(D. Me. 2013).
107. In re Baby Prods. Antitrust Litig., 708 F.3d 163, 172 (3d Cir. 2013) (“Cy pres
distributions also present a potential conflict of interest between class counsel and
their clients because the inclusion of a cy pres distribution may increase a settlement
fund, and with it attorneys’ fees, without increasing the direct benefit to the class.”).
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self-interest rather than the class’s interests in fact influenced the out-
come of negotiations.’”108 For instance, when in Dennis v. Kellogg
Co., class counsel negotiated a deal including a $5.5 million distribu-
tion of Kellogg food items to charity, the Ninth Circuit reversed over
concerns that the distribution “was a ploy to make the settlement ap-
pear large for purposes of justifying the attorneys’ sizable fee re-
quest.”109 Judges are concerned cy pres invites a conflict of interest
for class counsel to sell out the class.110

Second, judges themselves may not be well suited to police this
activity. Judges are not experts in deciding which nonprofits are better
recipients of funds,111 but have tremendous discretion to approve dis-
tributions.112 There are concerns judges are exceeding their judicial
power, and are instead usurping legislative power113 and might even
be violating Article III.114 While these particular arguments have not
gained traction yet, the concern that judges are not acting as a fiduci-
ary for the class is prevalent. “The ugliest cy pres settlements are those
that direct funds to organizations with which class counsel or the
judge is affiliated.”115 While not a class action, in the fen-phen mass
tort litigation settlement a cy pres distribution included $20 million for

108. Lane v. Facebook, Inc., 696 F.3d 811, 833 (9th Cir. 2012) (Kleinfeld, J., dis-
senting) (quoting Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 697 F.3d 858, 867 (9th Cir. 2012)).
109. Howard M. Erichson, Aggregation as Disempowerment: Red Flags in Class
Action Settlements, 92 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 859, 886–87 (2016).
110. See Creative Montessori Learning Ctrs. v. Ashford Gear LLC, 662 F.3d 913,
918 (7th Cir. 2011) (“. . .the incentive of class counsel, in complicity with the defen-
dant’s counsel, to sell out the class by agreeing with the defendant to recommend that
the judges approve a settlement involving a meager recovery for the class but gener-
ous compensation for the lawyers . . .”).
111. In re Compact Disc Minimum Advertised Price Antitrust Litig., 236 F.R.D. 48,
53 (D. Me. 2006) (“Federal judges are not . . . accustomed to deciding whether certain
nonprofit entities are more ‘deserving’ of limited funds than others; and we do not
have the institutional resources and competencies to monitor that ‘grantees’ abide by
the conditions we or the settlement agreements set.”).
112. See Jois, supra note 42, at 263 (“[C]ourts are free to do almost anything with R
undistributed class funds. This leads to a system that is ad hoc, unpredictable, un-
guided by any normative principle, and open to the possibility of abuse.”).
113. See Keepseagle v. Perdue, 856 F.3d 1039, 1071 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (Brown, J.,
dissenting) (“Even in class actions where cy pres distributions are not made from the
public fisc—and the comingling of legislative and judicial power is not implicated—
cy pres is problematic for judicial power.”).
114. See id. (“A court risks violating Article III justiciability requirements should it
adjudicate disputes between cy pres recipients and would-be recipients, as none would
possess an injury-in-fact.”); see also Klier v. Elf Atochem N. Am., Inc., 658 F.3d 468,
480 (5th Cir. 2011) (Jones, J., concurring) (suggesting that cy pres distributions may
violate Article Ill standing requirements).
115. Erichson, supra note 109, at 885. R
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an organization that used part of the funds to pay an annual salary to
the judge and plaintiff counsel as directors of the organization.116

Commentators have similar objections. Scholars have many con-
cerns regarding whether class members are receiving compensa-
tions,117 the large amount of judicial discretion,118 and the loyalty of
counsel to the class:119 “if a judge and lawyers want to help a worthy
organization, they are free to donate their own money; they are not
free to donate other people’s claims.”120  The press has concerns that
lawyers are taking advantage of the class,121 and that cy pres allows
“judges to choose how to spend other people’s money.”122 Organiza-
tions even lobby judges for cy pres distributions with apparent suc-
cess, raising further questions.123 Thus, it is not surprising that most of

116. Id. The involvement with the organization, “Kentucky Fund for Healthy Liv-
ing,” resulted in the lawyer’s disbarment, criminal charges, and the judge being re-
moved from the bench. Id.
117. See Gilles, supra note 15, at 320-21 (“What is noteworthy is that cy pres sur- R
vives at all. Given the supremacy of the private law conception of class actions . . .”);
see also Christine P. Bartholomew, Saving Charitable Settlements, 83 FORDHAM L.
REV. 3241, 3257–58 (2015) (“Some courts and scholars take issue with this result,
arguing charitable settlements are per se invalid because they do not directly compen-
sate class members.”); James M. Beck, More Cy Pres Abuse in California Class Ac-
tions Litigation, DRUG & DEVICE LAW (Feb. 8, 2017), https://www.druganddevicelaw
blog.com/2017/02/more-cy-pres-abuse-in-california-class-action-litigation.html
(“[T]here’s nothing more “substantive” than taking money supposedly owed to absent
class members and giving it to non-litigant charities.”).
118. See Lavie, supra note 67, at 1096–97 (“The unfettered judicial discretion to R
dole out money through the cy pres mechanism is troubling. As Professor Samuel
Issacharoff—the reporter for the ALI’s Principles of the Law of Aggregate Litigation
project–warns, ‘[i]t is . . . an invitation to wild corruption of the judicial process.’”)
(citation omitted).
119. See Wilbur H. Boies & Latonia Hanley Keith, Class Action Settlement Residue
and Cy Pres Awards: Emerging Problems and Practical Solutions, 21 VA. J. SOC.
POL’Y & L. 267, 275 (2014) (citation omitted) (“Cy pres, as the argument goes, ‘cre-
ates an insidious incentive for class counsel to shirk their responsibility’ and therefore
‘encourages exorbitant fees for class counsel at the expense of the absent class mem-
bers, who are left with zero compensation.’”); Tidmarsh, supra note 51, at 772 (“[C]y R
pres relief creates the risk that class counsel will sell out the class when the defendant
dangles the prospect of a large attorneys’ fee that is calculated (and justified) in part
on cy pres recovery.”); Wasserman, supra note 6, at 101 (noting class counsel may R
suffer a conflict of interest).
120. Erichson, supra note 109, at 886–87. R
121. See Adam Liptak, When Lawyers Cut Their Clients Out of the Deal, N.Y.
TIMES: SIDEBAR (Aug. 12, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/13/us/supreme-
court-may-hear-novel-class-action-case.html?mtrref= (“The settlement’s central inno-
vation was to cut Mr. Kamber’s clients out of the deal.”).
122. Adam Liptak, Doling Out Other People’s Money, N.Y TIMES (Nov. 26, 2007),
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/26/washington/26bar.html (quoting Samuel
Issacharoff).
123. See, e.g., LOS ANGELES REG’L FOODBANK, CLASS ACTION CY PRES AWARD

FACT SHEET, https://www.lafoodbank.org/wp-content/uploads/Mar-2016-Cy-Pres-Up
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the proposed reforms to cy pres have focused on ensuring loyalty to
the class and putting in place judicial enforcement standards. Scholars
have advocated for courts to take notice of particular red flags,124 to
require stricter review for settlements that include cy pres, and to re-
quire—not merely favor—additional pro-rata distribution to class
members, turning cy pres distributions into a last resort.125 However,
the doctrine endures. “Cy pres has largely been accepted as a neces-
sary evil in the class action context”.126 Even after Chief Justice Rob-
erts made his concerns public, cy pres distributions continue to be
used frequently. But efforts should be made to fix cy pres, especially
since the Supreme Court is evaluating the issue this term.127

II.
THE PROPOSAL TO REFORM CY PRES

A. A Proposal for a Voting Mechanism in Cy Pres Distribution

Loyalty-based reforms would improve the existing doctrine, but
exclusively targeting loyalty ignores the evolving nature of class ac-
tions. Scholars have long argued that relying on loyalty alone, at the
expense of exit and voice, is not enough to ensure organizational legit-
imacy.128 However, those scholars generally have preferred greater re-

date.pdf (“[T]he Food Bank is an effective recipient for using Cy pres settlements to
help the community.”); Sam Yospe, Cy Pres Distributions in Class Action Settle-
ments, 2009 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 1014, 1035–36 (2009) (“[G]roups have begun
lobbying for cy pres awards.”).
124. See Erichson, supra note 109, at 883 (“Courts should be on the lookout for R
three types of red flags: cy pres remedies in settlements where class members could
have been compensated directly, cy pres remedies that flow to organizations with
which class counsel or the judge is affiliated, and cy pres remedies that fail to benefit
class members or that serve the defendant’s self-interest.”); Wasserman, supra note 6 R
(advocating for reforms to ensure loyalty of class counsel including the appointment
of a Devil’s Advocate).
125. See Bartholomew, supra note 117, at 3245, 3252-53 (explaining that the con- R
cern is greater when the entire settlement is a cy pres distribution).
126. Chris J. Chasin, Modernizing Class Action Cy Pres Through Democratic In-
puts: A Return to Cy Pres Comme Possible, 163 U. PA. L. REV. 1463, 1474 (2015).
127. See e.g., Harlan v. Transworld Systems, Inc., No. 13-5882, 2015 WL 505400, at
*10 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 6, 2015) (acknowledging criticism but approving cy pres award for
financial literacy organization); In re Citigroup Inc. Sec. Litig., 199 F. Supp. 3d 845,
846, 854 (S.D.N.Y. 2016) (finding cy pres designees appropriate and approving settle-
ment). Appellate courts have also upheld cy pres settlements as well. See, e.g., In re
Google Referrer Header Privacy Litig., 869 F.3d 737 (9th Cir. 2017) (finding cy pres-
only settlement appropriate for privacy violation). However, the Supreme Court has
granted certiorari and heard oral argument in the latter case to review the propriety of
the approval of the cy pres settlement. See Frank v. Gaos, 138 S. Ct. 1697 (2018).
128. See Coffee, supra note 76, at 378 (“Because some low-level, less visible con- R
flicts will necessarily escape judicial detection, the loyalty of the agent to the principal
can never be absolute.”).
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liance on exit, since while proposing reforms to give class members
greater voice is easy, such reforms are costly to execute129 and could
result in only a vocal minority of the class gaining power.130 The latter
concern has recently gained traction. It has led courts to limit the class
representatives’ ability to have a disproportionate voice by fashioning
rules that allow a class settlement to proceed even if the named repre-
sentative objects.131 It has also spurred commentators’ concern about
potential objectors to settlements gaining a disproportionate voice in
the process simply by the act of threatening to object.132 In both of
these instances, however, the concern is about individual class mem-
bers gaining a disproportionate voice and not with a general increase
in class member voice.

As recent work by Elizabeth Cabraser and Samuel Issacharoff
argues, not only have technological changes lowered the costs of re-
form tremendously, these changes also have the capacity to democra-
tize voice, consequently empowering all class members.133 Thus,
while previously loyalty, and to a certain extent exit, were  “guaran-
tors of systemic legitimacy,” the class action is now capable of being
“participatory” with “voice emerg[ing] as a critical element.”134 “In-
creasingly, ‘absent’ class members may not actually be absent,” be-
cause it is easier to identify, contact, receive feedback.135 Voice is
now capable of being used to ensure organizational legitimacy, and
the participatory class action offers a potential solution to reform cy
pres: a voting mechanism for class members. Such a reform would be
cost effective, and would increase all class members’ voices, as op-
posed to disproportionately empowering certain individual class
members.

129. Id. at 438 (advocating a greater focus on exit).
130. Id. at 417 (“Thus, not only will these small claimants be hard to identify or
contact, but they have little reason to respond to any solicitation. In turn, this implies a
low turnout and referenda that might be decided by only a small percentage (say two
to three percent) of the potential electorate.”).
131. See Lazy Oil Co. v. Witco Corp., 166 F.3d 581 (3d Cir. 1999).
132. See generally Brian T. Fitzpatrick, The End of Objector Blackmail?, 62 VAND.
L. REV. 1623 (2009) (advocating a quick-pay provision and barring objectors from
settling as solutions to the problem).
133. See Cabraser & Issacharoff, supra note 73, at 854 (2017) (“Fast forward to R
2017: Communication is instantaneous and cheap, if not free—courtesy of the in-
ternet, email, Facebook, Twitter, and forms of electronic discourse as yet
unimagined. . . With the marginal cost of additional communication approaching zero,
class notices may be transmitted electronically, without the former logistical and cost
inhibitions of mass mailings.”).
134. Id. at 852.
135. Id. at 849.
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Courts should require that class members vote to decide which
organizations, if any, receive cy pres distributions. Not only does this
ensure organizational legitimacy, but since voting rights themselves
have value, it also ensures class members receive compensation from
cy pres distributions. Class members may still not recover money, but
they are getting another form of compensation. Furthermore, the on-
line voting form could also allow class members to exit the settlement
should they choose. While a similar idea was briefly considered by a
previous student note, it suggested only a voluntary vote to inform
judicial decisions regarding beneficiaries.136 Nothing is stopping
judges from doing this already,137 and there is nothing stopping class
counsel from polling their clients, but there is no evidence either does
so. In contrast, a binding voting system would confer far greater ad-
vantages. While a voluntary system has been dismissed for “not
remov[ing] concerns of bias,” by class counsel,138 a binding voting
system could provide sufficient organizational protections to the class
through voice and exit. A binding system also creates voting rights,
which regardless of whether they are used, provide compensation to
the class.

Under this proposal, class counsel would select a number of char-
ities to be included in the vote. Then, class members would have a
number of voting options. They would be able to vote for recipient
charities, vote against distribution to any of the charities, or click a
check box to exit the settlement entirely. Online voting would clearly
allow class members voices to be heard, and would also ensure exit
rights.139 Furthermore, the opportunity for low cost notice, a simple
registration process (replacing the burdensome claims process), and an
efficient online system would make such a voting mechanism
effective.

136. See Chasin, supra note 126, at 1487 (discussing the possibility of allowing R
votes of identified class members or of similarly situated stand-ins to provide discre-
tionary guidance for judges). The proposal here is superior since it focuses on voting
rights, not an informal process, and also constrains the judge’s discretion since the
results are binding.
137. See id. (“By incorporating such guidance discretionarily, perhaps managed
through a special master”).
138. See id. at 1490 (“By cabining the class’s ability to suggest recipients, the result-
ing award’s accuracy would depend entirely on the quality of proposals suggested”).
139. Loyalty could also be increased through this process by penalizing class counsel
if a certain percent of class members voted against distribution to all of the selected
charities.
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B. Technological Changes Have Made Implementation Possible

There is no doubt that technology is changing commerce. Today,
fewer than fifteen percent of Americans do not use the internet.140 E-
commerce now accounts for nearly twelve percent of retail sales and is
growing,141 and “consumers are now buying more things online than
in stores.”142 This change means corporations have more information
about their customers and more means to contact them. Other com-
merce is moving online as well. For instance, sixty-two percent of
U.S. adults now bank online, and “U.S. consumers pay approximately
14.7 billion bills annually” online.143

These changes mean companies are much more likely to know
who their consumers are, and to have a cost-effective means of con-
tacting them. The amount of consumer email continues to grow,144

and up to ninety-nine percent of consumers are willing to share per-
sonal information with companies when making purchases.145 Ninety-
two percent of adults use email,146 and ninety percent of email gets
delivered to the intended recipient’s inbox.147 Fifty-eight percent of

140. Kathryn Zickhur, Who’s Not Online and Why, PEW RESEARCH CTR. (Sept. 25,
2013), http://www.pewinternet.org/2013/09/25/whos-not-online-and-why/.
141. See Amy Gesenhues, Report: E-Commerce Accounted for 11.7% of Total Retail
Sales in 2016, up 15.6% over 2015, MARKETING LAND (February 20, 2017, 12:40
PM), https://marketingland.com/report-e-commerce-accounted-11-7-total-retail-sales-
2016-15-6-2015-207088 (citing United States Census Reports).
142. See Madeline Farber, Consumers Are Now Doing Most of Their Shopping On-
line, FORTUNE (June 8, 2016), http://fortune.com/2016/06/08/online-shopping-in
creases/ (citing a survey by comScore and UPS).
143. Jamie Gonzalez-Garcia, Online and Mobile Banking Statistics, CREDIT-

CARDS.COM (Mar. 20, 2017), https://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/online-
mobile-banking.php.
144. See THE RADICATI GRP., EMAIL STATISTICS REPORT, 2015-2019 (2015), availa-
ble at https://www.radicati.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Email-Statistics-Re
port-2015-2019-Executive-Summary.pdf (indicating a six percent annual growth in
consumer emails received per day).
145. See Greg Sterling, Survey: 99 Percent of Consumers Will Share Personal Info
For Rewards, But Want Brands to Ask Permission, MARKETING LAND (June 2, 2015,
6:00 AM), https://marketingland.com/survey-99-percent-of-consumers-will-share-per
sonal-info-for-rewards-also-want-brands-to-ask-permission-130786 (in exchange for
rewards).
146. Kristen Purcell, Search and Email Still Top the List of Most Popular Online
Activities, PEW RESEARCH CTR. (Aug. 9, 2011), http://www.pewinternet.org/2011/08/
09/search-and-email-still-top-the-list-of-most-popular-online-activities/.
147. Kim Stiglitz, 70 Email Marketing Stats Every Marketer Should Know, CAM-

PAIGN MONITOR (Jan. 6, 2016), https://www.campaignmonitor.com/blog/email-mar
keting/2016/01/70-email-marketing-stats-you-need-to-know/ (citing Forrester Re-
search). This despite thirty percent of subscribers changing their email addresses an-
nually. Jay Baer, 15 Email Statistics That Are Shaping the Future, CONVINCE &
CONVERT, http://www.convinceandconvert.com/convince-convert/15-email-statistics-
that-are-shaping-the-future/ (last visited Feb. 3, 2018).
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Americans research products and services online,148 and this activity
is often tracked by cookies. Even offline purchases can now often be
tracked, and companies continue to grow the amount of data they have
on offline purchasers.149 Seventy percent of all offline credit and debit
card transactions may now be linked to online consumers.150 Thus,
while not every class member will be easily or cheaply reachable on-
line (especially for certain causes of action), many will.151 Thus, more
and more class actions will have a cheap and easy method of identify-
ing and providing notice to class members.

Even unknown class members are becoming easier to locate.
There are databases listing class actions, allowing unknown class
members to seek out class actions they are eligible to join.152 Further-
more, it is more cost effective for class actions to advertise to potential
members. Online polling, through using statistical sampling, has
proven to be “accurate, efficient, and cheap”.153 While using poll re-
sults, as opposed to voting results, to determine cy pres beneficiaries
would undermine the substantive rights class members would gain
through this reform, an electronic notice plan to promote the vote
could use sampling to make notice more cost effective. In a settle-
ment, notice costs are negotiated, so lowering these costs would have
the additional benefit of reducing class counsel’s conflict of inter-

148. JIM JANSEN, PEW RESEARCH CTR., ONLINE PRODUCT RESEARCH (2010), http://
www.pewinternet.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/media/Files/Reports/2010/PIP-On
line-Product-Research-final.pdf.
149. See April Glaser, Google Is Matching Your Offline Buying With Its Online Ads,
but It Isn’t Sharing How, SLATE: FUTURE TENSE (Aug 1, 2017, 7:16 PM), http://
www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2017/08/01/google_tracks_people_offline_to_see_
if_online_ads_work.html (discussing a lawsuit by the  Electronic Privacy Information
Center alleging that Google is using credit card data to track whether online ads lead
to in-store purchases without providing an easy opt-out or clear information about
how the system works); see also Dann Albright, How Marketers Track Your Behav-
iors When You’re Offline, MUO (Mar. 15, 2016), https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/
marketers-track-even-youre-offline/ (discussing the growth of loyalty cards, QR
codes, and data brokers who “are in the business of connecting online and offline data
points, and they’re really good at it.”).
150. Niraj Dawar, Has Google Finally Proven That Online Ads Cause Offline
Purchases?, HARV. BUS. REV. (June 1, 2017), https://hbr.org/2017/06/has-google-fi
nally-proven-that-online-ads-cause-offline-purchases (“The company claims it will be
able to track about 70% of all credit and debit card transactions and link them to
online consumer behavior.”).
151. For instance, civil rights actions.
152. See, e.g., Class Action Database, CONSUMER ACTION, https://www.consumer-
action.org/lawsuits/ (last visited Nov. 7, 2018); CLASS ACTION REBATES, http://
www.classactionrebates.com/ (last visited Nov. 7, 2018).
153. Walter Hickey, The Old Model Is Over: 2012 Proved That Online Polling Is
Accurate, Efficient, and Cheap, BUS. INSIDER (Nov. 26, 2012, 1:35 PM), http://
www.businessinsider.com/surveymonkey-election-online-poll-2012-11.
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est.154 Furthermore, the dilemma posed by unknown class members
may itself be solved, since a more cost-effective notice program can
locate class members.

Technology has also lowered the cost of a class member voting
mechanism. Taking proxy voting by shareholders, the Securities and
Exchange Commission’s e-proxy reform used the internet to lower
costs and facilitate better communication with shareholders.155 By
eliminating printing and postage over six dollars and fifty cents is
saved per vote,156 and billions have been saved overall.157 Voting par-
ticipation has increased too.158 Companies often now receive ninety
percent of votes “without the need of special solicitation efforts.”159

Democratic voting would benefit from similar cost savings. A study in
the United Kingdom estimated electronic voting in political elections
would reduce the cost per vote by twenty-six percent.160 Thirty-seven
states and the District of Columbia already offer online voter registra-
tion to save costs.161 Arizona, for instance, reduced registration costs
to three cents from eighty-three cents by moving to electronic vot-
ing.162 Online polling, while different than online voting, also high-

154. See Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 781 (noting that while “defendants R
usually agreed to pay the cost of notice and settlement administration on top of the
settlement fund” it is part of the negotiated settlement so paying either way).
155. See Fabio Saccone, E-Proxy Reform, Activism, and the Decline in Retail Share-
holder Voting, DIRECTOR NOTES (The Conference Bd., New York, N.Y.), Dec. 2010,
at 1-2, https://ssrn.com/abstract=1731362 (“The recent e-proxy reform by the SEC
was designed to expand the use of the Internet to lower costs of solicitations and
improve communications.”).
156. Maxwell Murphy, Mailing Proxy Statements Costs Companies Big Bucks,
WALL ST. J. (Feb. 21, 2012, 6:52 PM), https://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2012/02/21/mailing-
proxy-statements-costs-companies-big-bucks/ (noting a $4.82 per proxy statement
plus $1.70 for envelope and postage).
157. See BROADRIDGE, 2017 PROXY SEASON KEY STATISTICS & PERFORMANCE RAT-

ING (2017), https://www.broadridge.com/_assets/pdf/key-statistics-and-performance-
ratings-for-the-2017-proxy-season.pdf (noting a single company saved issuers over
$1.4 billion).
158. See id. (noting ninety-five percent shares were e-voted).
159. Electronic Proxy Voting Is a Reality, IRGR MONTHLY BULL. (IR Glob. Rank-
ings, New York, N.Y.), Jan. 2009, at 1, http://www.shareholdercoalition.com/sites/
default/files/IR%20Global%20Rankings%20Newsletter%201-09.pdf.
160. Ben Pearson, Cost of Voting: Report Launch, WEBROOTS DEMOCRACY (Nov. 9,
2017), https://webrootsdemocracy.org/2017/11/09/cost-of-voting-report-launch/.
161. See Online Voter Registration, NAT’L CONF. ST. LEGISLATURES, (Dec. 6, 2017),
http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/electronic-or-online-voter-regi
stration.aspx (discussing the situation as of December 6, 2017). An additional state,
Oklahoma, is currently phasing in online registration. Id.
162. Id.
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lights the potential cost savings, since it is essentially free to record
individuals’ selections.163

Of course, potential class members would still need to take the
time to click through and vote. Some class members that receive
checks do not cash them,164 and so it is fair to ask whether class mem-
bers would actually take the time to vote. However, we know people
click on links online that they would disregard in paper form, click-
bait being the prime example. Furthermore, we do not know why class
members do not cash checks. Perhaps individuals could think it is a
scam or be offended by a small amount. That being said, an effort to
encourage voting should less likely be viewed as a scam, since the
class member would not be told they are getting pecuniary gain, and a
larger amount to charity could be less likely to be seen as offensive.
More importantly, individuals who are not currently cashing a check
are not compensated at all, whereas individuals who do not click
through and vote are still compensated in the form of voting rights.

An online voting mechanism would greatly reduce the cost of
administering settlements. Settlement funds can cost millions to ad-
minister.165 Furthermore, a claims process ensures that plaintiffs’
claims are legitimate, and thus any remedy is going to parties actually
injured.166 Courts have held that a claims process is not always neces-
sary,167 so a claims process would not be necessary before conferring
voting rights. In fact, the ALI encourages direct distribution of settle-
ment proceeds without a claims process when feasible.168 Courts al-
ready simplify the claims process in order to allow more funds to go to

163. See Hickey, supra note 153 (according to SurveyMonkey CEO Dave Goldberg, R
while “Gallup spends a ton of money talking to a few thousand people,
SurveyMonkey polled millions, essentially for free”).
164. See, e.g., Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 775. R
165. See, e.g., Huyer v. Buckley, 849 F.3d 395, 397 (8th Cir. 2017) (allocating
$3,250,000 for administrative costs).
166. The Role of the Claims Administrator in Securities Class Action Settlements,
BATTEA CLASS ACTION SERVS. (Feb. 17, 2015), https://www.battea.com/role-claims-
administrator-securities-class-action-settlements/ (discussing the process and the
“number of audits and data integrity checks that are performed by . . . Claims
Administrator[s]).
167. See, e.g., Laguna v. Coverall N. Am., Inc., 753 F.3d 918, 934–35 (9th Cir.
2014), vacated, 772 F.3d 608 (9th Cir. 2014) (“Here, the necessity of a claims process
is not apparent from the record” though that was because “No proof of claim was
needed to identify class members because Defendants already had within their posses-
sion information identifying the former franchisees.”).
168. See PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.05 (AM. LAW INST.
2010) (noting this is feasible when there are up to date and accurate records and is
desirable “even if the parties have proposed a traditional claims process.”).
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plaintiffs.169 Individual claim forms do not even need to always be
submitted.170 Thus, a voting mechanism where potential class mem-
bers certify their eligibility before being allowed to vote would
suffice.

C. A Voting Mechanism Answers the Central Critiques of Cy Pres

Including a voting mechanism in the cy pres distribution process
both provides compensation to class members and ensures organiza-
tional legitimacy for the class action. Currently as few as fifteen per-
cent of class members actually receive any compensation.171 Vast
remainders can exist even after direct distribution to class members, as
not all class members participate in the claims process172 and not all
class members who are mailed checks cash them.173 By conferring
voting rights on class members, every member of the class receives
compensation. Scholars have noted the idea of a vote having value is
intuitive.174 More important, there is a longstanding legal tradition that
voting rights have value in election law, corporate law, and organiza-
tional management law.

In the electoral context, social science has proven that while the
exact value of voting rights differs, a monetary value can in fact be
given to voting rights.175 Offering prices to sell electoral voting rights
have been as high as one hundred and twenty-two dollars.176  Courts

169. See S. ELIZABETH GIBSON, FED. JUDICIAL CTR., CASE STUDIES OF MASS TORT

LIMITED FUND CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENTS & BANKRUPTCY REORGANIZATIONS

(2000) (discussing a case where such “efforts succeeded in distributing virtually all of
the settlement fund to its intended beneficiaries; less than 0.5% was spent on
administration.”).
170. See, e.g., Pfizer, Inc. v. Lord, 449 F. 2d 119, 120-21 (2d Cir. 1971).
171. See Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 774 (discussing two studies, the R
Gramlich Study and the Pace Study which showed a median recovery percentage of
fifteen percent even with a median payout of $411.)
172. See e.g., Boyd v. Bell Atl.-Md., Inc., 887 A.2d 637, 650 (Md. 2005) (noting
Bell Atlantic had collected $64 million in unlawful charges but claims were filed only
for $227,000).
173. Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 775. Even when electronic payments are R
possible, some class members have switched financial institutions, so distribution is
still not possible.
174. See Paul Lee, Protecting Public Shareholders: The Case of Google’s Recapital-
ization, 5 HARV. BUS. L. REV. 281, 287 (2015) (“Intuitively, there must be some value
to voting rights.”).
175. See Stephan Tontrup and Rebecca Morton, The Value of the Right to Vote (N.Y.
Univ. Sch. of Law, Pub. Law Research Paper Series, Working Paper No. 15-52,
2015), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2692760 (discussing results of study evaluating how
much people are willing to pay to give up the right to vote at fifteen euros).
176. See Sascha Segan, Internet Sites Try to Sell Votes, ABC NEWS (Aug. 20, 2016),
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id=123069&page=1 (discussing voteauction.
com; sales efforts are of course illegal).
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agree: it is long-standing historical practice to award damages when
voting rights have been denied or infringed.177 In fact, damages are
presumed.178 When a voting rights claim is successful, even when
there is not monetary compensation given to plaintiffs, attorneys’ fees
are appropriate.179 Furthermore, exchanging one person’s vote for an-
other is seen as criminal since it is exchanging a ‘thing of value’ for
one’s vote.180 The Supreme Court has also held voting rights in an
election is a valid compensatory remedy as well.181

In addition, deprivation of voting rights constitutes the concrete
injury necessary for standing. In fact, standing based on an individ-
ual’s right to vote is stronger than standing based on an individual’s
role as a taxpayer.182 Unlike standing jurisprudence guiding other non-
monetary interests, voting rights standing is expansive.183 In Baker v.
Carr, the Supreme Court held that even the deprivation of a fraction
of a vote is enough to confer standing and that there was no need to
show any other direct injury.184 In general, any obstacle to voting

177. See Palmer v. Bd. of Educ. of Cmty. Unit Sch. Dist. 201–U, 46 F.3d 682, 686
(7th Cir. 1995) (stating “[m]ost voting-rights cases seek equitable relief, but damages
too are available for a racially motivated deprivation of the right to vote.”). But see
Santana v. Registrars of Voters of Worcester, 502 N.E.2d 132, 136 (Mass. 1986)
(“Federal law does not support an award of presumed damages based upon a depriva-
tion of voting rights.”).
178. See, e.g., Nixon v. Herndon, 273 U.S. 536, 540 (1927); Wayne v. Venable, 260
F. 64, 66 (8th Cir. 1919).
179. See, e.g., Dillard v. City of Foley, 995 F. Supp. 1358, 1377 (M.D. Ala. 1998)
($121,439 in fees for class counsel); see also ALBA CONTE, 4 ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS

§ 30:1 (3d ed. 2018) (listing total hours allowed by specialty). See also ALBA CONTE,
3 ATTORNEY FEE AWARDS § 14:3 (3d ed. 2018) (listing fees given for voting rights
cases).
180. See Marc J. Randazza, The Constitutionality of Online Vote Swapping, 34 LOY.
L.A. L. Rev. 1297, 1316 (2001) (discussing an aborted action to prosecute those who
swap votes, the practice of voting for a fringe candidate in a safe state in exchange for
a vote for a major party candidate in a swing state, in Oregon).
181. See, e.g., Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 380 (1963) (upholding injunction of
election which would have been conducive to weighting rural votes more heavily, and
postponing the election).
182. FEC v. Akins, 524 U.S. 11, 22–23 (1998) (distinguishing “taxpayer standing”
from “voter standing” and stating that the “legal logic” critical to the former is “beside
the point” in the latter); see also Schulz v. New York State Legislature, 676 N.Y.S.2d
237, 239 (App. Div. 1998) (finding standing as voters but not as taxpayers).
183. Brandon Garrett, Standing While Black: Distinguishing Lyons in Racial Profil-
ing Cases, 100 COLUM. L. REV. 1815, 1841 (2000) (“[T]he expansive approach to
standing in voting cases is contrasted to the restrictive approach to standing in Lujan
v. Defenders of Wildlife.”).
184. 369 U.S. 186, 206-08 (1962) (showing that voter was deprived of right to an
equal vote sufficient for standing).
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rights is sufficient for a concrete injury.185 More recently, getting in-
formation to educate a vote was deemed sufficient for an injury in
fact,186 as were unreliable voting equipment,187 using punch card bal-
lots,188 and implementing a Voter ID requirement (even for voters
who possessed valid IDs).189 A legislative vote is also a “thing of
value,”190 which the Supreme Court has held is sufficient for standing
in order to “[maintain] the effectiveness of their vote.”191 Even a com-
mittee vote is sufficient for standing.192

In the corporate context, shareholder voting rights also have
value. After all, control premiums are paid to “[compensate] the mi-
nority stockholders for their resulting loss of voting power.”193 While
the percentage of a stock’s overall value derived from voting rights is
not high,194 there is some monetary value.195 Even though marginal
voting rights are unlikely to influence corporate control or behavior,
and many shareholders do not exercise their voting rights, the rights

185. See Judge v. Quinn, 612 F.3d 537, 545 (7th Cir. 2010); (“Where a plaintiff’s
voting rights are curtailed, the injury is sufficiently concrete to count as an ‘injury in
fact.’”). But voters do not suffer an injury in fact for violations of campaign finance
law. See Mallof v. D.C. Bd. of Elections and Ethics, 1 A.3d 383, 399 (D.C. 2010).
186. See, e.g., FEC v. Akins, 524 U.S. at 21 (holding right to information in FEC
filing sufficient for standing).
187. See Jason B. Binimow, Challenges to Punch Card Ballots and Punch Card
Voting Systems, 103 A.L.R. 5th 417 § 7 (2002).
188. See, e.g., Stewart v. Blackwell, 444 F.3d 843, 855 (6th Cir. 2006), vacated
(July 21, 2006), and superseded, 473 F.3d 692 (6th Cir. 2007).
189. See, e.g., Common Cause/Ga. v. Billups, 554 F.3d 1340, 1351-52 (11th Cir.
2009).
190. See, e.g., State v. Neufeld, 926 P.2d 1325, 1331 (Kan. 1996) (“a legislative
vote, which is a thing of value.”).
191. See Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433, 438 (1939); see also Raines v. Byrd, 521
U.S. 811, 822 (1997).
192. Michel v. Anderson, 14 F.3d 623, 625 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (“[C]ongressmen’s
standing to assert that their voting power has been diluted” by giving territorial dele-
gates power to vote in Committees).
193. Morgan White-Smith, Comment, Revisiting Revlon: Should Judicial Scrutiny of
Mergers Depend on the Method of Payment?, 79 U. CHI. L. REV. 1177, 1186 (2012)
(noting though that economically a stock’s price is largely comes from expected fu-
ture cash flow and not voting rights.).
194. Id. at 1191 (“While the value of voting rights for a share are estimated at 1.58%
of the underlying stock price, that is still monetary value.”).
195. Robert F. Reilly, Quantifying the Valuation Discount for Lack of Voting Rights
and Premium for Voting Rights, 24 AM. BANKR. INST. J. 54 (2005) (“Empirical evi-
dence indicates that the stock market price for publicly traded voting common shares
is generally greater than the stock market price for comparable publicly traded non-
voting common shares. . . . Accordingly, these empirical data indicate that sharehold-
ers pay a price premium for voting privileges related to the common shares of a public
corporation.”).
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themselves have value.196 Courts agree that voting rights also have
value in the corporate context. The Delaware Supreme Court requires
“at least . . . an award of nominal damages” where directors have
impaired the voting rights of stockholders.197 A shareholder has stand-
ing to sue to enforce her voting rights.198 Furthermore, courts treat
voting shares as worth more than substantially similar non-voting
shares.199 The Internal Revenue Service also treats stock with voting
rights as worth more than substantially similar stock without voting
rights attached.200

In other legal settings voting rights also have value. In labor law,
voting rights in new elections are often the remedy granted by courts
for an injury.201 In housing law, courts frequently grant voting rights
in new elections in co-op board disputes,202 and hear suits involving
voting rights even if those elections results have been rendered
moot.203 In the complex litigation context, Rule 1.8(g) does not allow
attorneys to bind clients by a weighted majority vote of the plaintiffs

196. Lee, supra note 174, at 288 (“[S]hareholders are collectively willing to pay $2.6 R
billion more to own Class A shares with votes than to own Class C shares with no
votes, despite the fact that their votes may be largely meaningless due to the presence
of controlling shareholders.”).
197. See Chatham Asset Mgmt., LLC v. Papanier, No. 2017-0088-AGB, 2017 WL
6550428, at *6 (Del. Ch. Dec. 22, 2017) (citing Loudon v. Archer–Daniels-Midland
Co., 700 A.2d 135, 142 (Del. 1997)); see also duPont v. Del. Tr. Co., 364 A.2d 157,
161 (Del. Ch. 1975) (“I accordingly conclude that plaintiff is entitled not only to such
damages as may be attributable to his being deprived of voting rights”).
198. See Robert I. Weil et al., CALIFORNIA PRACTICE GUIDE CIVIL PROCEDURE

BEFORE TRIAL CH. 2-A SECTION STANDING TO SUE—“REAL PARTY IN INTEREST” RE-

QUIREMENT (2017) (“A corporate shareholder may also have standing to bring a direct
action . . . to enforce shareholder voting rights”).
199. See, e.g., In re Marriage of Kollman, 96 P.3d 884 (Or. Ct. App. 2004) (in
distribution of marital assets in a divorce, voting and non-voting shares had to be
equally distributed).
200. THOMSON REUTERS CHECKPOINT, FEDERAL TAX COORDINATOR ¶ P-6337 (2d
ed. 2018) (“IRS’s view is that voting stock is worth more than nonvoting stock.”).
201. See, e.g., McLaughlin v. Sys. Council, T-6, Int’l Bhd. of Elec. Workers, No. 85-
4719-S, 1988 WL 235910 at *6 (D. Mass. June 17, 1988) (“In my opinion, the court is
required to declare the election of Kiley as chairman void and to order a supervised
election.”).
202. See, e.g., 13315 Owners Corp. v. Kennedy, 782 N.Y.S.2d 554, 568 (Civ. Ct.
2004) (holding board’s improper election led to a revised election as the remedy);
Mishaan v. 1035 Fifth Ave. Corp., 4 N.Y.S.3d 834, 842-843 (Sup. Ct. 2015) (deciding
that a recount which interfered with voting rights on co-op board was sufficient to set
aside results of election).
203. See Tiemann Place Realty, LLC v. 55 Tiemann Owners Corp., 33 N.Y.S.3d
174, 177 (App. Div. 2016) (voting rights dispute not rendered moot by later election
since sponsor “could continue to violate the plain meaning of the stipulation by claim-
ing that those who purchase shares directly from the sponsor and do not live in their
apartments are not holders of unsold shares.”).
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for mass torts.204 But, unlike in that scenario, this proposed voting
mechanism contains exit rights and the court would be mandating the
vote, as opposed to counsel attempting to use a vote to bind clients to
a yet to be proposed settlement.

III.
THE VOTING MECHANISM IS SUPERIOR TO OTHER

REFORMS AND IS STILL NECESSARY

The proposed voting mechanism is superior to additional pro-rata
distribution. Critics might argue that, like further pro-rata distribution,
the proposed voting mechanism will result in overcompensating some
class members at the expense of others. But, while giving voting rights
to class members who have been fully compensated would overcom-
pensate them, fully compensated class members could be excluded
from voting. While the ALI believes that since settlements are com-
promises with class members rarely receiving full compensation, addi-
tional pro-rata distributions carry a very low risk of
overcompensation,205 the proposed voting mechanism can be designed
to carry no risk of overcompensation. Furthermore, while pro-rata dis-
tribution generates a conflict of interest between known and unknown
class members, since if fewer claims are filed individual recovery will
be higher,206 the proposed voting mechanism avoids that conflict.

The proposed voting mechanism is also superior to Lavie’s lot-
tery proposal. Even Lavie acknowledges that the need for his lottery
proposal would be different if class members were given a voice,207

which the voting mechanism provides. While there is no imperial data
on the value class members assign to empowered participation in a
class action, we can imagine it provides at least some value. Further-
more, while the thrust of Lavie’s argument is that under current cy
pres doctrine no class members are compensated,208 and under his
proposal some are, the proposed voting mechanism goes further and
provides compensation to all class members. Furthermore, Lavie’s

204. See, e.g., Tax Authority, Inc. v. Jackson-Hewitt, Inc., 898 A.2d 512 (N.J. 2006).
205. See PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION § 3.07, cmt. b (AM.
LAW INST. 2010) (“[F]ew settlements award 100 percent of a class member’s losses,
and thus it is unlikely in most cases that further distributions to class members would
result in more than 100 percent recovery for those class members.”).
206. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 113 (noting named representatives “would R
have an interest ‘in keeping the other class members uninformed’”) (citation omitted).
207. See Lavie, supra note 67, at 1096 (“[T]ransferring the money to charity is sup- R
posed to fulfill class members’ preferences, but who knows what class members
want? Attorneys and courts do not survey the class before deciding where to funnel
the money on its behalf.”).
208. See id. at 1095–96.
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proposal, unlike the proposed voting mechanism, does not give class
members the opportunity to exit the lottery process, meaning those
class members who do not “win the lottery” receive no compensation
but are still subject to preclusion. Thus, Lavie’s lottery proposal does
not give class members a voice or an exit. While his proposal does
stop class counsel or judges from handpicking recipients of funds, it
lowers the incentive of objectors to police potential conflicts of inter-
est over the design of the lottery drawing. Critics might argue that,
similar to a lottery ticket, voting rights only have value if one knows
one has them, but the right to vote has value even if one does not
know there is an election occurring. In fact, each year millions of
Americans do not know certain elections are occurring,209 but would
not think of sacrificing their voting rights.

It is fair to ask, given growth in technology, whether cost-free
direct distribution to class members is now possible, making cy pres
unnecessary. There is a broad consensus that “damage awards are ide-
ally distributed to the class members whose claims are being compro-
mised by the class action judgment.”210 For the ALI, if distribution is
possible, a cy pres remedy is always inappropriate,211 and technology
may make it so that direct distribution is always possible. Shrinking
notice costs could end the unknown class member dilemma,212 and
shrinking remittance costs could end the dilemma surrounding distri-
bution of a remainders. There is already significant research proving
that consumer class actions can provide meaningful compensation
when they use automatic distributions and direct deposits,213 and as
the amount of consumer data increases, the ability to directly deposit

209. See Brad Plumer, Why More Than 80 Million Americans Won’t Vote on Elec-
tion Day, VOX (Nov. 8, 2016, 3:02 PM), https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/
2016/11/7/13536198/election-day-americans-vote (noting that people forget elections
are occurring especially given the high number of elections in the United States).
210. RUBENSTEIN, supra note 53, § 12:14.
211. See In re Airline Ticket Comm’n Antitrust Litig., 307 F.3d 679, 683-84 (8th
Cir. 2002) (reversing a decision ordering cy pres distribution and ordering further
distribution to the class); see also PRINCIPLES OF THE LAW OF AGGREGATE LITIGATION

§ 3.07 (AM. LAW INST. 2010).
212. For a discussion of Twitter’s impact to find more claimants and double the
claims rate see Alison Frankel, The Class Action Claim Bots Are Coming! (Actually,
They’re Already Here), REUTERS (Jan. 18, 2018, 4:23 PM), https://www.reuters.com/
article/us-otc-bots/the-class-action-claim-bots-are-coming-idUSKBN1F7331.
213. See Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 767 (“[U]nder certain circumstances, R
consumer class actions can indeed serve a meaningful compensatory role: when they
eschew claim forms in favor of automatic distributions. . .and especially direct depos-
its to make those distributions. We believe these circumstances will only grow in the
future as the “big data” revolution continues to unfold and electronic banking contin-
ues to evolve.”).
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funds into class member’s accounts only becomes less expensive. But,
despite these advances, cost-free notice, remittance, and claims
processes are not possible, so a remainder, even if an exceedingly low
percentage of the overall distribution, will always exist.214

Technology has drastically reduced the cost for notice.215 Cur-
rently, settlements with the highest compensation rates “largely d[o]
not require class members to file claim forms,” since the class mem-
bers are known.216 The growth in technology may create “realistic op-
portunities to distribute settlements automatically,” and thus fully,
especially by retailers “who sell online, where the trail is more often
preserved,” including through the use of third parties like Amazon.217

However, this excludes class members with smaller digital footprints
from compensation. While large numbers of individuals now bank on-
line, some do not. Others switch accounts, and as a result, their infor-
mation will not be known, and costs would need to be incurred to
locate them. This is analogous to the current regime where some
checks are returned to the sender, even though those class members
filled out claim forms, because class members move as remittance is
occurring.218 Thus, while the same initial notice costs exist for pro-
rata and for the voting proposal, additional notice costs exist for each
layer of pro-rata distribution, even as developing technology lowers
these costs.

Even when all class members are known, it can still be cost pro-
hibitive to distribute funds. To be sure, remittance costs are decreas-
ing. While “[c]lass members who receive unsolicited checks in the
mail do not negotiate them in significant numbers,”219 direct distribu-
tion to class members’ accounts is now possible. Eighty-two percent
of U.S. workers are already paid by direct deposit.220 The costs for

214. See In re Citigroup Inc. Sec. Litig., 199 F. Supp. 3d 845, 848, 850 (S.D.N.Y.
2016) (noting 99.9% of funds had been distributed, but further pro rata not possible).
Even if costless distribution is possible at some point the number of pennies left to be
distributed is less than the number of class members.
215. See McGovern, supra note 4, at 126 (discussing how electronic outreach is R
more efficient and effective).
216. Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 770 (“parties were often able to use R
account information from the defendants to automatically calculate each class mem-
ber’s share . . . and deposit it into an existing bank account”).
217. Id. at 788–89 (arguing “these opportunities will only become more common in
the future: as the so-called “big data” phenomenon washes over more and more of the
economy”).
218. See Wasserman, supra note 6, at 105 (providing examples where “some (or R
many) of the checks are returned as undeliverable or are never cashed”).
219. Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 790. R
220. New NACHA Survey Shows Adoption and Awareness of Direct Deposit via
ACH Continues to Build, NACHA (Apr. 18, 2016), https://www.nacha.org/news/new-
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these transactions can be as little as a fraction of a cent to execute.221

Banks often do not charge their customers for transfers,222 and debit
card transactions can cost as little as twenty cents.223 Peer to peer
providers Venmo and Zelle both do not charge a fee to send money at
all.224  However, these providers still rely on the same existing back-
end system to transfer money, so it is not cost-free to send money, and
these fees are simply not passed onto consumers.225 PayPal, who owns
Venmo, charges a flat fee when using a debit or credit card of “2.9%
plus $0.30,”226 and similar fees would be likely for a large settlement
distribution. Thus, some costs will be necessary, even for direct depos-
its, for the foreseeable future. Another possibility for cost-free pro-rata
distributions would be to place a credit in class members’ online retail
accounts. Twenty-three percent of purchases online are from return
customers.227 Funds could even be directly sent to class members’
Amazon accounts, since sixty-four percent of households have a
Prime account, and even more have basic Amazon accounts.228 How-
ever, both options are only available for distribution in consumer ac-
tions, not other class actions, and raise the concern that the plaintiff

nacha-survey-shows-adoption-and-awareness-direct-deposit-ach-continues-build (as
of April 19, 2016, up from seventy-four percent in 2011).
221. See Keith Evans, Difference Between Wire Transfer & Electronic Transfer,
POCKET SENSE, https://pocketsense.com/difference-wire-transfer-electronic-transfer-
8537474.html (last updated June 29, 2018) (“Cost for an electronic transfer varies . . .
but can be as little as a fraction of a cent per transfer.”).
222. See Margarette Burnette & Spencer Tierney, What It Costs to Transfer Money
Between Banks, NERDWALLET (Feb. 9, 2018), https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/bank
ing/ach-transfers-costs-send-money-banks-online/ (noting many banks charge $0-$3
for transfers).
223. Chelsea Allison, How Venmo Does P2P Without Fees, FIN, https://fin.plaid.
com/articles/how-venmo-does-p2p-without-fees (last visited Feb. 7, 2019).
224. See Ruth Reader, How Peer-To-Peer Payment Pioneer Venmo Grew Up and
Got Serious, FAST COMPANY (Apr. 18, 2017), https://www.fastcompany.com/404007
86/how-peer-to-peer-payment-pioneer-venmo-grew-up-and-got-serious ($18 billion
was sent by Venmo alone last year.); ZELLE, Are there any fees to send money using
Zelle®? ZELLE, https://www.zellepay.com/support/are-there-any-fees-to-send-money-
using-zelle (last visited Feb 12. 2019), (“Zelle doesn’t charge a fee to send or receive
money.”).
225. See Allison, supra note 223 (“It simply chooses to absorb these costs.”). R
226. What Are the Fees for Paypal Accounts?, PAYPAL, https://www.paypal.com/kh/
selfhelp/article/what-are-the-fees-for-paypal-accounts-faq690 (last visited Feb. 12,
2018).
227. See Arthur Zaczkiewicz, Data Analysis Shows Online Return Customers Ac-
count for 23% of Total Sales, WWD (Apr. 15, 2016), http://wwd.com/business-news/
retail/amazon-stitch-online-return-shoppers-spend-more-10411075/ (“Data Analysis
Shows Online Return Customers Account for 23% of Total Sales”).
228. Shep Hyken, Sixty-Four Percent of U.S. Households Have Amazon Prime,
FORBES (June 17, 2017, 9:07 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/shephyken/2017/06/
17/sixty-four-percent-of-u-s-households-have-amazon-prime/#6cd8311c4586.
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class needs to make a further purchase in order to gain relief. In this
way, such a distribution method would be akin to fluid recovery and
would lead to similar objections to that potential solution.229

Furthermore, even if a cost-free remittance method were possi-
ble, there would still be instances where pro-rata distribution would
not be possible because of the expense of the claims process. Technol-
ogy has the capacity to lower the cost and increase the response rates
of claim forms,230 and in certain cases eliminates the need for a claims
form. Already, ninety-nine percent of claims do not require proof; an
affidavit will suffice,231 especially for “class actions involving low-
cost consumer products for which purchasers are unlikely to save re-
ceipts.”232 However, “[c]laims processes that are open to public al-
ways present a risk of fraud,” and without a claim form, concerns
about fraud increase greatly.233 This is only exacerbated with the
growth of technology. In fact, bots have already been used to submit
fraudulent claims, in one instance 5,400 fraudulent claims were filed
from the same IP address.234

Of course, bots could also be programmed to vote for certain
charities. However, charities have strong disincentives from doing so:
the risk of detection hurting the charity’s reputation and other giving.
Furthermore, there is no indication the risk of fraud is greater for vot-

229. See supra notes 57-60 and accompanying text. If such an approach were taken, R
and class counsel were not compensated for credits that required additional purchase
to redeem, class counsel would be entirely disincentive from bringing such suits in the
first place, undercutting the deterrent benefit of class actions. However, crediting a
third-party account may be different. See Fitzpatrick & Gilbert, supra note 5, at 790- R
91 (“Although in many instances class members will not have active accounts with
the defendants, they may, again, have them with third-parties, and there is nothing to
prevent courts and counsel from crediting third-party accounts.”).
230. See McGovern, supra note 4, at 125 (discussing the benefits of “electronic R
forms, web forms, pre-populated forms . . . and many others to reduce the burden of
filing and claim processing”).
231. See Kelly Tyko, Want Free Money? Sign up for Class-Action Lawsuit Settle-
ments, USA TODAY (Sept. 8, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/
money/personalfinance/2017/09/08/want-free-money-sign-up-class-action-lawsuit-
settlements/612795001/ (“The settlement administrators are dealing with tens of
thousands, if not millions, of claims and 99% of people don’t submit any proof at all,”
quoting Scott Hardy, founder and CEO of Top Class Actions).
232. See Alison Frankel, 3rd Circuit Appeal Throws Light on Shadowy Class Action
Claims Process, REUTERS (Oct. 8, 2013), http://blogs.reuters.com/alison-frankel/2013/
10/08/3rd-circuit-appeal-throws-light-on-shadowy-class-action-claims-process/ (dis-
cussing that administrators also sometimes ask for information that will weed out fake
claims).
233. Frankel, supra note 212. R
234. See id. (discussing how bots are already helping commit fraud in the claims
process and giving an example of 6,000 total out of 46,000 claims being fraudulently
generated by bots).
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ing. Voter fraud in political elections “is vanishingly rare, and does
not happen on a scale even close to that necessary to “rig” an elec-
tion,”235 and while not a perfect analogy given the strong feelings sur-
rounding politics, there is no reason to believe individuals would be
any more likely to commit vote fraud for a charity. Thus, while there
might be concerns about fraud in the voting mechanism as well, with
fraudulent voting by those outside of the class, the risk of fraud is
even greater when direct pecuniary gain is possible.

Furthermore, similar safeguards to those in political elections
could easily be adopted. For instance, the cy pres voting mechanism
could guard against fraud by applying the penalty of perjury, as the
national voter registration form does.236 States already use such penal-
ties to deter in person voter fraud and could be applied to the cy pres
voting mechanism.237 A more stringent process than that may not even
be effective. Voter ID laws, the political equivalent of a more thor-
ough claims process, have had little impact in stopping the few ineligi-
ble votes that occur.238 Finally, just as in political elections, a spot
check could be conducted to ensure the integrity of the process.239 The
fact that the voting is online, and not in paper, does not increase the
chances of fraud. Online voting in political elections has already been

235. BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUSTICE, DEBUNKING THE VOTER FRAUD MYTH (2017),
https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/analysis/Briefing_Memo_Debunk
ing_Voter_Fraud_Myth.pdf (finding only six cases out of 84 million votes analyzed,
0.00000017 percent fraud rate.). But see Kelly Riddell, Opinion, No Voter Fraud Isn’t
a Myth: 10 Cases Where It’s All Too Real, WASH. TIMES (Oct. 17, 2016), https://
www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/oct/17/no-voter-fraud-isnt-myth-10-cases-
where-its-all-to/ (noting examples of voter fraud); Alan Blinder, North Carolina Op-
erative Indicted in Connection with Election Fraud, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 27, 2019),
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/27/us/mcrae-dowless-indicted.html (reporting on
fraud in North Carolina’s 9th Congressional District as a ‘rare instance of election
fraud’).
236. Carmen Hicks, What’s the Matter with Kansas and the National Voter Registra-
tion Form, HARV. J. ON LEG. ONLINE (July 26, 2016), http://harvardjol.com/2016/07/
26/whats-the-matter-with-kansas-and-the-national-voter-registration-form/#_ftnref16
(discussing state’s acceptance of the national voter registration form).
237. See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-360 (2006) (criminal penalty for voting when
not qualified or for voting more than once is a fine of $300 to $500 and one to two
years in prison).
238. Editorial, Now We Finally Know How Bad Voter Fraud Is in North Carolina,
CHARLOTTE OBSERVER (Apr. 24, 2017 5:52 PM), http://www.charlotteobserver.com/
opinion/editorials/article146486019.html (discussing an audit by the State Board of
Elections that found one vote out of 4.8 million would have been stopped with voter
ID).
239. Bev Harris, Audits or Fraudits, BLACKBOXVOTING.ORG (Nov. 18, 2016), http://
blackboxvoting.org/audits-or-fraudits/ (arguing that a spot check cannot prove an
election was sound or that its results were accurate).
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adopted without increased fraud.240 Furthermore, online payments are
now safer that offline payments,241 and identity theft, similar in action
to claiming to be a class member when one is not, is “more prevalent
offline than online.”242 Thus, while technology may shrink the value
of the remaining funds dilemma, cy pres is still needed to resolve that
dilemma.

CONCLUSION

As the Supreme Court prepares to evaluate the cy pres doctrine, it
is important to keep in mind that cy pres serves a valuable role in
encouraging both the deterrence and compensation functions of the
class action. While judges, scholars, and commentators have raised
concerns that cy pres does not provide compensation to every class
member and produces concerns about the loyalty of class counsel,
these concerns are answered by introducing class member voting to cy
pres distributions. The voting system proposed in this Article is firmly
rooted in the theory dominating the modern class action and guaran-
tees class members both voice and exit, while also helping to ensure
loyalty. The remaining funds dilemma will always exist for class ac-
tions, but modern technology has created the opportunity for judges to
introduce voting rights for class members into the cy pres mechanism,
and they should do so. Should the Supreme Court hold that the ex-
isting cy pres model cannot be used for settlements where no compen-
sation is given to class members, the proposed voting mechanism
presents a reform that would maintain the deterrent effects of those
class actions by making it possible for settlements to occur when dis-
tribution is not possible while compensating class members.

240. Though not in the United States. Estonia for example has used electronic voting
for years, and there are no allegations of increased voter fraud which there surely
would be. See ANDREW BARNES, CHRISTOPHER BRAKE & THOMAS PERRY, DIGITAL

VOTING WITH THE USE OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY, https://www.economist.com/
sites/default/files/plymouth.pdf.
241. Marc Summe, Have Online Payments Become Safer Than Offline?, WIRED

https://www.wired.com/insights/2014/12/have-online-payments-become-safer-than-
offline/ (last visited Feb. 2, 2017) (asking about credit card transactions and favorably
commenting on the safety of online payments).
242. Identity Theft More Prevalent Offline Than Online, ACCOUNTING WEB (Feb. 1,
2005), https://www.accountingweb.com/aa/law-and-enforcement/identity-theft-more-
prevalent-offline-than-online.




